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“We think forward 100 years and ask what we hope for our children’s children
and their grandchildren...We want to put in place now things for then.
What we want to leave them is a future. We want a future to be one in which
they are recognised, respected, equal and strong. We want this for them in
order that they can carry on our tradition through our land-based ceremonies
and songlines, customs and kinship”

Slim Parker, Banjima Elder
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P R E FAC E
Telling this tale: A search for truth in a complex world
Work began on this book in 2013 after most of the Pilbara Traditional Owner groups had signed
Participation Agreements with Rio Tinto. It was to be loosely created as a sequel to a book I had
written some 10 years earlier entitled Breaking New Ground: Stories of Mining and the Aboriginal
People of the Pilbara.

The final Participation Agreement with the Banjima Traditional Owner Group was signed as
I was finalising the text. But despite the paperwork being completed, the right answer or a
solution had not yet been found; there was no perfect model on which future companies or
Traditional Owner Groups could base their agreements. All people can do is read in these
pages about other people’s experiences and take from it what they will.

Whereas Breaking New Ground was predominantly about the establishment of Hamersley
Iron’s Aboriginal Training and Liaison unit (ATAL), the aim of Walking the Land Together: Pilbara
Conversations was to explore how native title legislation had impacted on Rio Tinto and the
Traditional Owners of the Pilbara.

Now, in early-2018, the book is finally ready to publish and I have been faced with a real
dilemma around how the passing of so much time between talking to the interviewees and
the book release has impacted on the conversations.

After Breaking New Ground’s release in 2006, the resources boom kicked into full swing and
Western Australia navigated the Global Financial Crisis relatively unscathed. Demand for iron ore
was still high due to the ever insistent demands from China and production was ramped up to
meet these demands, making the most of the high iron ore price.
It had been more than 20 years since the High Court declared terra nullius a myth and after years
of legal discussion and disputes, two seemingly mutually exclusive land uses – mining, which digs
dirt from the ground and changes the landscape irreversibly, and local Traditional Owners’ role to
protect and care for the land – had come together with ground breaking agreements.
It was a time to celebrate, so it was decided that the theme for Walking the Land Together
would be hope.
To ensure a fair cross section of voices, I asked each Traditional Owner Group to nominate
people to be featured in the book, but some decided they did not see this as an outlet for their
voices. It is for this reason we do not have representation from the Ngarlawangga and Puutu
Kunti Kurrama and Pinikura Groups.
When I began to speak with both Traditional Owners and non-Indigenous people, the theme
of hope suddenly seemed inappropriate. Instead of dreams of a better future, what I was
hearing were subtle or outright criticisms of people and companies, questioning of motivations,
allegations of corruption and self-serving. Words like ‘greed’, ‘incompetency’ and ‘manipulation’
were thrown around, albeit confidentially or ‘off the record’.
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The book suddenly had become about the lessons people had learnt during this time of
massive change. Several years passed between interviewing people and completing the writing
of the book and in that time the ‘boom’ had come to an end and there had been significant
change within Rio Tinto.

I strongly feel that the words and thoughts captured are still relevant and the material
represents an important historical record. This was reinforced by the fact that all the storytellers
but one wanted to stay in the book despite the delays.
The final decider for me was honouring the time given to me by all of these important people
and ensuring that their voices are heard. History lasts forever and by capturing these memories,
experiences and insightful reflections it provides a reference for future Australians
to understand their past and create a better future.
The stories featured here-in are conversations so the challenge has been to stay true to the
voices and storytelling, while still ensuring the content is ‘readable’.
The biggest learning for me? There is no immediate solution to ‘fix’ this complex scenario.
Ultimately this book is not about hope and it is not about despair, it is about the struggles,
conquests and uncertainties which take place in between those two things. It’s about the
ongoing challenges we all face in life.
As one wise Aboriginal Elder from the Yindjibarndi Group told me as we chatted in Roebourne,
it’s about what Aboriginal people call Anya and we English-speakers call reciprocity – two
fundamentally different groups trying to find a way of working together for both of their
benefits and ultimately for the benefit of all of our children.
Lisa Holland-McNair, February 2018
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M E S S AG E F R O M C H R I S S A L I S B U R Y,
C H I E F E X E C U T I V E – R I O T I N TO I R O N O R E
More than 20 years ago, Rio Tinto company chief executive
Leon Davis committed to working in partnership with
Indigenous people, driving a cultural change in how Rio
Tinto worked with Indigenous Australians and pioneering
Indigenous engagement for the resource industry – and many
other sectors – across the globe.
I was working for Rio Tinto at the time and the effect it had
on the business, while not immediately obvious, has grown
in impact and resulted in significant progress and innovation.
Working with Indigenous people has become a core pillar of
our business strategy, and I know it is an immense sense of
pride for employees and admired by our stakeholders.
While Rio Tinto’s journey only commenced a short time ago, I acknowledge the significant cultural and
long-lasting legacy Aboriginal people have to the land on which we work and live. Their connection to the
land and their people is something we need to continue to learn from and understand in order to build real
cultural understanding and respect.
This year we were proud to celebrate the twentieth anniversary of the signing of our first agreement– the
Yandicoogina Land Use Agreement – with the Yinhawangka, Banjima and Nyiyaparli Traditional Owners.
This agreement was integral in the progression of our engagement practices with Traditional Owners and
led the way for nine more agreements with Traditional Owner groups in Western Australia’s Pilbara region.
We now have agreements with all Traditional Owner groups across our Pilbara footprint.

insights to ensure we strive for positive long-term outcomes and results that will see inter-generational
change, recognition and respect.
While we have built mutual trust and respect into our agreements, the collaboration with so many
stakeholders has enabled us to make improvements every step of the way. Traditional Owners, local
community members, the state government and the legal sector have fundamentally helped shift the dial
to achieve positive change and effective collaboration.
I’m proud of our approach and achievements in Indigenous engagement and agreements. They are
essential in recognising our respect and commitment to positive engagement with Traditional Owners.
We effectively collaborate to manage shared risks, responsibilities and outcomes, while enabled to plan
our future operations across the Pilbara.
Our relationships are the foundation of our work and it has been an incredible journey to date. I hope the
stories and anecdotes shared by the many wonderful people in this book help to emulate the positive
and inspiring journey we have been on together to build positive and long-lasting outcomes for the many
Traditional Owners of the Pilbara.
I look forward to the next 20 years of working closely with Pilbara Traditional Owners which, while
underpinned by our agreements, is more importantly based on mutual respect, trust and partnership.
As these agreements mature over time I hope the core objectives that led to the agreement making in the
first place – providing opportunities for Traditional Owners to benefit from our mining operations through
employment and economic development – are further realised and lead to sustainable futures.
Chris Salisbury
December 2017

Our pioneering Regional Framework Deed and Regional Standards, launched in 2011, paved the way for
increased collaboration with Traditional Owner groups who opted into the regional agreement. Since
their implementation, we continue to develop strong and lasting relationships with Traditional Owners,
empowering Aboriginal Corporations to identify and plan their future, improving educational outcomes,
increasing employment and enhancing local business development opportunities.
Our experiences over the last 20 years has been one not only of progress but also one of learning,
mistakes, adaptation, forgiveness and wisdom. We continue to learn from our mistakes, gaining invaluable
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M E S S AG E F R O M S L I M PA R K E R ,
BANJIMA ELDER
After 25 years many people still ask the question, what is
native title? Of course the answer will depend on whom you
ask. I am a Banjima Elder, a Traditional Owner from the Pilbara,
and a voice for my people.
So what is native title in my opinion? Native title comes
from the land which is based on our kinship, ceremonies,
language, customs, beliefs and values. Strategically and legally
Traditional Owner groups have had to marry traditional Lore,
culture and customs to meet the Commonwealth’s Native Title
Act. This is not a simple task as we found with our people, and
contributed to us being the last Group to sign a Participation
Agreement with Rio Tinto.
Our family systems are both ancient and complex. Within the Banjima society there are two distinct groups
of Banjima. Legally we are advised that although preservation evidence material is very strong for only
one of the groups, its best for the two groups to come together to have one society to be considered as
part of native title. This of course caused problems: It’s like fitting a square peg into a round hole. But we
persevered in the hope that by coming together all members could be recognised and receive benefits.
The reality is that ultimately it doesn’t matter whether or not the final decision, in the form of the
Determination, is received as being acceptable in accordance with traditional cultural structure and
protocols. Clearly that isn’t the case with our agreement even though we signed it. That said, although it
took us longer than the other groups to negotiate, we feel that by thoroughly discussing and debating
the issues, our agreement is very strong. Most importantly, it includes exclusion zones, allowing us cultural
heritage management in areas of land that have been agreed to by the parties which will be protected for
all time. This was the catalyst to us signing off on the agreement.
There is always a compromise and that was ours. There had to be beneficial outcomes for us as well as
the mining companies and when you came down to it, by compromising the parties recognised that this
provided for a win-win situation for all parties. No one party was going to be completely happy, but we live
in a world where we must move forward and this was the way to achieve that.
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I was interviewed in 2005 for the book Breaking New Ground Stories of Mining and the Aboriginal People
of the Pilbara. Since then, the biggest change that I have seen in the mining industry is the change in
terms of training, employment and contracting. It’s been defined administratively and legally through the
negotiation process and has disempowered the Traditional Owner groups. I predicted it would end up
excluding us and this is what has happened. By setting up and defining a Pilbara Aboriginal Business, or
PAB as they are known, it has caused a lot of conflict within the native title claim groups and other native
title groups. It has become a ‘tick the box’ and there has been no commercial or financial benefit or real
employment opportunities for the respective traditional Pilbara Aboriginal/groups people.
The other big change in particular to Rio Tinto is a decline in the employment of Pilbara Traditional Owners
from the specific native title claim agreements that the parties have signed off on. Also I have noted that
a Traditional Owner who works for Rio Tinto doesn’t have the same cultural opportunities that was agreed
to back in ATAL (Aboriginal Training and Liaison Unit) days. This is a real breakdown of cultural vitality in
terms of maintaining and sustaining our people into the future.
So has the introduction of native title been good or bad? That really depends on the individuality of oneself
as in where and what level of work you participate at. I myself have had the ability to sit and negotiate
what I believe is a strong agreement. It has given me the opportunity to be able to develop our Trust Deed
and enable ourselves to develop our own policies that benefit my people in terms of better education,
health, housing, employment and training opportunities. This gives me hope for what might be achieved
in the future.
That said, one of the real challenges around native title has been the legal requirements and the different
agendas that people within our own Traditional Owner Group may have. For example, for younger
generations it’s about wealth creation and creating a strong and independent future for themselves and
their families. However for our Elders, they have needs at the moment which must be addressed, especially
around health. Some issues like education cover the whole spectrum, it is not just for our children, it is
about informing adults around literacy and education and technology.
Ultimately it is about considering issues around our people’s health and well being, housing, training and
employment and education, also financial investment opportunities as well.
I know one thing which has kept me strong through all of the years of negotiation and that is my family,
especially my wife Susan (pictured with Slim). Without her ongoing support, and the support of my Banjima
family, we would not have come so far and now have the hope for a better future for generations to come.
Slim Parker
September 2017
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A CHANGING
LANDSCAPE
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To even begin to understand the voices featured in this book, it is essential to look at past events
and decisions which have influenced Aboriginal Australians. The following timeline is a summary,
with the main focus on the past 25 years since the Mabo High Court decision was handed down
in 1992, and the relationship between Pilbara Traditional Owners and Rio Tinto.
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50,000 years ago

1992

Aboriginal Australians inhabited the country we now call Australia

Marandoo dispute between Hamersley Iron and the Banjima
Traditional Owners peaked after many years of conflict

1788
Settlement of Australia by the British

1905
Western Australia Aborigines Act

1962
Aboriginal people granted the right to vote in Australia

1963
Yirrkala Bark Petition presented to the Prime Minister

1967

Hamersley Iron established its Aboriginal Training and Liaison Unit (ATAL) in the Pilbara

10 December 1992
Prime Minister Paul Keating delivers the ‘Redfern Speech’ setting a new direction for Australia

1993
Native Title Act (Commonwealth)

1994
National Native Title Tribunal established

Referendum to recognise Aboriginal Australians in the Constitution

March 1995

1968

Leon Davis declared Conzinc Riotinto of Australia’s (CRA) support of native
title at an Australian Securities Institute event

Equal wages in the cattle industry led to many Aboriginal people
being turned off pastoral properties

1972
Western Australian Aboriginal Heritage Act

1975
Commonwealth Racial Discrimination Act

1976

1996
Rio Tinto Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Policy

1996
Rio Tinto Aboriginal Foundation established

1997
Bringing Them Home Stolen Generations report released

Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act

1997

1984

The majority of State Governments of Australia formally apologise to the
Aboriginal people (Queensland in 1999 and Northern Territory in 2001)

Commonwealth Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act

1991
Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody report released

3 June 1992
Mabo High Court decision handed down recognising native title
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1992

1997
Rio Tinto’s first land use agreement (Yandicoogina Land Use Agreement) signed

2001
Western Cape Communities Co-Existence Agreement (Queensland)
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2002
Eastern Guruma Land Use Agreement registered with the National Native Title Tribunal

2005

THE PILBARA

Taylor and Scambary Indigenous people and the Pilbara mining boom: A baseline for regional
participation report released

2007
Burrup Conservation Agreement to protect ancient rock art on the Burrup Peninsula

2008
Apology to Australia’s Indigenous people by Australian Prime Minister Kevin Rudd

2011
Rio Tinto’s first Reconciliation Action Plan released

The Pilbara, in the north-west of Western Australia, is roughly 1000 kilometres north of Perth, the
state’s capital. The region covers an area of about half a million square kilometres bordered by
the Indian Ocean to the west and The Great Sandy Desert to the north and east.
The Pilbara is semi-arid and encompasses vast areas in which temperatures can fall to below 0oC
at night and often exceed 45oC (113oF) during the day. It is home to around 62,000 people, most
living in Karratha and Port Hedland, and has regional exports totalling nearly $28 billion annually.

2011
Rio Tinto signed Participation Agreements with five Pilbara Traditional Owner Groups: Ngarluma,
Kuruma Marthundunera, Puutu Kunti Kurrama and Pinikura, Nyiyaparli and Ngarlawangga groups

2011
Regional Framework Deed signed and Regional Standards finalised

2013
Participation Agreements signed with Yinhawangka and Yindjibarndi Pilbara Traditional Owner Groups

2016
Inaugural Regional Implementation Committee meeting held in
Point Samson with Pilbara Traditional Owners

2016
Rio Tinto released its Reconciliation Action Plan – Elevated

2016
Participation Agreement signed with Banjima Pilbara Traditional Owner Group
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Rio Tinto in the Pilbara
In 2016, Rio Tinto celebrated 50 years of iron ore operations in the Pilbara. It began with an original mine
at Tom Price and a port at Dampier, and by 2016 there were 15 mines, 1700 kilometres of rail, four separate
ports, extensive related infrastructure and a comprehensive customer base.
The operations run 24 hours, each and every day of the year, with real-time coordinating and decisionmaking capability from the Operations Centre, located 1500 kilometres away in Perth.
The rail network is the largest privately-owned and operated rail system in Australia.
The four independent shipping terminals are at two locations (Cape Lambert and Dampier) and are
managed as a single port system. Each terminal has facilities for train unloading, product stockpiling and
blending and ship loading.

Pilbara Aboriginal culture
There are more than 31 Aboriginal cultural groups in the Pilbara. Most groups are referred to as language
groups. Each culture has a traditional location where their people engaged in a hunter-gatherer and firestick farming lifestyle.
The cultures are highly spiritual with links to specific land features and locations. Custodianship obligations,
care for specific land areas and the initiation of boys into tribal Lore forms much of these groups’
continuing cultural and spiritual activities.
Today Pilbara Indigenous culture still follows traditional Lore patterns, processes and custodial duties.
The beliefs that Dreamtime beings, who created the land features, control the water and provide food
supplies, are still evident in the land features and is strongly felt throughout the Pilbara.
However, movement off traditional land due to European settlement, and changes in the land use due to
the impact of pastoral, mining and settlements, have altered how traditional Lore is practised. This process
of change is still under way as Aboriginal people search for a balance between their custodial role and their
involvement in wider Australian society.
Extract from the Wangka Maya Pilbara Aboriginal Language Centre website
www.wangkamaya.org.au/pilbara-history-and-culture/02-introduction, Accessed on 31 October 2016
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Rio Tinto and Traditional Owners of the Pilbara
There are many Traditional Owner groups that originate and live in the Pilbara. Walking the Land Together
only features voices from groups which have agreements with Rio Tinto and fall within its iron ore footprint.
These include the 1997 ‘project based’ Yandicoogina Land Use Agreement with Gumala Aboriginal
Corporation and a tripartite claim group representing the historical Innawonga, Bunjima and Niapaili
groups, an Indigenous land use agreement with Eastern Guruma (EG) (2002) and claim wide Participation
Agreements with Kuruma Marthudunera (K&M) (2011), Ngarluma (2011), Ngarlawangga (2011), Nyiyaparli
(2011), Puutu Kunti Kurrama & Pinikura (PKKP) (2011), Yinhawangka (2013), Yindjibarndi (2013) and
Banjima (2016).
These agreements span the life of the business’ operations, expected to be more then 50 years in duration,
and establish a relationship between Rio Tinto and local Traditional Owner groups. They are based on longterm opportunities: They are mutually beneficial for Traditional Owners and the business; provide monetary
and non-monetary benefits to Traditional Owners; and ensure stability and certainty for the business so it
can plan for the longevity of its operations. All new mines and related infrastructure will be on Traditional
lands covered under these agreements.

Pilbara Traditional Owner groups associated with Rio Tinto’s operations in the Pilbara
Traditional Owner group

Pronounced

Operation

Banjima (formerly Bunjima)

Bun-jim-a

Hope Downs 1
Koodaideri

Eastern Guruma (EG)

Eastern Gur–rum-a

Tom Price
Marandoo
Brockman 2
Western Turner Syncline

Kuruma Marthudunera (K&M)

Gur-rum-a

Robe Valley

Marth-a-done-a-rah
Ngarlawangga

Narl-la-ma

Cape Lambert Ports
Dampier Ports

Nyiyaparli (formerly Niapali)

N-yap-bar-li

Hope Downs 4

Puutu Kunti Kurrama and Pinikura (PKKP)

Boony Gurn-ti

Brockman 4

Gur-rum-a Bini-goor-rah
Yindjibarndi

Inn-ja-barn-dee

Rail Maintenance
Rail Operations

Yinhawangka (formerly Innawonga)

In-a-won-ga

Paraburdoo
West Angelas
Channar
Eastern Range

Gumala Aboriginal Corporation and tripartite

Gom-a-la

Yandicoogina

claim group representing the historical
Innawonga, Bunjima and Niapali groups*
*Gumala Aboriginal Corporation is not a Traditional Owner group but is an entity formed by three Traditional Owner groups (the historical Innawonga, Bunjima and
Niapali) under the Yandi Land Use Agreement.
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MEET THE
S TO R Y T E L L E R S
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TRAILBLAZERS

There are certain people you have the privilege to meet in life who are motivated not by self but
by a desire to serve and make the world a better place. These people are not the ones you see
on the news; more often than not they are the people who see a problem that doesn’t align with
their values or beliefs and they knuckle down to do something about it.
I’m calling them trailblazers because when you read their stories you will see they are not your
typical corporate high flyers, but rather people who started their careers as teachers, explorers
and tradespeople.
All spoke to me about being raised with strong values around social inclusion and fairness.
All have worked with Aboriginal people for many years at a time well before native title and the
subsequent introduction of land use agreements, Reconciliation Action Plans and vast amounts
of money associated with native title claims.
These are the people of Rio Tinto who have gone bush, sat and listened out on country to the
Traditional Owners and helped develop a new way forward for Australia. Without their patience,
persistence, wisdom and open hearts, this complex world of native title would most certainly still
be a lot murkier than it is today.
Lisa Holland-McNair
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Mark Simpson
Director, Keogh Bay Consulting
Previous role at Rio Tinto: Aboriginal Training and Liaison (ATAL) Manager

“I certainly think Rio has demonstrated leadership in this space. When you step
forward out of the common space to be a leader, you will make mistakes and there
will be some challenges around those mistakes. That’s why you need active, ongoing
management, if you don’t, you can end up with those mistakes magnifying in
due course.”
Mark first worked in the Pilbara in 1980 and has now worked in the region in some capacity
for the past 35 years. Originally a mechanic, Mark worked for the family business driving
road trains to Newman and out to Jigalong which was home to the Western Desert
Traditional Owners. He spent a lot of time visiting the community, twice living there for
three months after getting bogged, and the Jigalong people welcomed him into their
community and made him a Garrimarra man, one of their own.
Mark started to teach his trade to Aboriginal communities through TAFE while completing a
teaching degree at university. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, he worked for Pundulmurra
College in Port Hedland and developed and rolled out the Environmental Health Worker
curriculum, ran the Ashburton campuses at Karratha College in Tom Price, Paraburdoo,
Pannawonica and Onslow and in 1993 returned to Pundulmurra College as foundation
Managing Director.
In 1996 he was approached by Hamersley Iron to work for their Aboriginal Training and
Liaison Unit or ATAL as it became known. He played a key role in establishing the Graham
(Polly) Farmer Foundation’s Gumula Mirnuwarni education program and was appointed
ATAL Manager in 2001. He took on the role of Training Manager at Pilbara Iron in 2004 before
leaving the company in 2007. Mark is now a Director at Keogh Bay Consulting, focusing on
education, training, community relations, skills development and employment.
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Conversation took place in Perth, Western Australia on 27 May 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

Redfern Speech
In 1992 Paul Keating delivered his Redfern Speech, how important was that do you think?
That was very important for me. Here was the Prime Minister of the country making a speech that was
genuine leadership in Aboriginal affairs. I remember listening to it on the radio and then going back and
listening to it again and it was just very powerful. I had landed in Jigalong in 1982 and developed a real
affinity for the local people. I am not a really deep thinker, but I just knew that the way Aboriginal people
were being treated wasn’t right. Why, as a society, were we like that?
Aboriginal people had demonstrated to me a spirit of generosity, firstly by giving me a skin and connecting
me to everybody, then, secondly, by genuine friendship. Things like allowing me to swag down on the
back of a ute at their houses, by sitting and yarning with me, having a few beers with me after work when
we were doing environmental health work. I just saw the decency inherent in these people, yet they were
impacted by a society that didn’t know much about them and often wasn’t respectful to them and to me
that was really disappointing. So that was a really significant speech for me, that the Prime Minister of the
nation would step so far forward and show real leadership.

Stolen Generation Apology
It wasn’t until 2008 that Kevin Rudd made the Apology to the Stolen Generation, was that an
important event?
It was an important event; again it was part of this positive trend. Really it should have been said a long
time before and, you know, John Howard was a good Prime Minister in many ways and made so many
good decisions, but that wasn’t one of them, holding off and railing against a “black arm band” view of
history. I remember watching it on TV and texting Fred (Chaney) actually; I was euphoric, I was really
pleased, because this was another really positive development.

Difficult times
What are some examples of some of the difficulties that you have seen that have come out of the native
title legislation?

down and all the land titles disappeared, can you imagine all the divisions over fence borders? What we did
was create a Westernised construct layered over Aboriginal traditional society.
So what you are saying is there have been disputes as a result of people questioning where the
boundaries are?
Absolutely! There have been arguments over where the boundaries are and arguments over whose land
is within those boundaries; which Group looked after those areas. It has been really sad because I have
seen brother argue with sister and, at times, I have seen relationships fall apart between families that were
genuinely very close.
This has caused a lot of anxiety for Aboriginal people. I have also seen short-term wealth but I haven’t yet
seen a broad distribution of money that is going to make people’s lives a whole lot better. In lots of ways I
have seen a kind of sadness that’s come out of that.
Do you think that all the people involved in the Mabo decision believed that this was the start of
something wonderful?
I do. Yes. Certainly those people who wanted to see positive change, and I put myself amongst them, really
thought we were going to see lots of changes for the better. In many ways we have seen positive change
because there is so much positive that has happened concurrent with native title, but I do think native title
has been damaging in many ways too. It is so complex and I still don’t have a strong understanding of the
area, except to say that I would hate to think it was designed in such a way to have caused the division we
are now seeing.

Taylor and Scambary
In the mid-2000s the Taylor and Scambary report came out and was an eye opener for the mining
company – how important was that report?
It was very important because it gave us the on the ground ammunition to say this is the situation, that
Aboriginal people are still very severely disadvantaged around the region. Instead of me anecdotally telling
stories, you could actually refer to something that gave you real evidence, so it was a very powerful piece
of work and John and Ben and the team that worked with them did a really good job.

Participation Agreements and Regional Standards

I think back in the late 1980s and early 1990s and Aboriginal families were pretty much united across
the Pilbara. There wasn’t the division that there is now. There were common enemies; mining companies
and to some extent government were the groups that were distrusted. It seems that a lot of families have
been impacted, or torn by divisions within. That’s a consequence of having to define where your land stops
and where your neighbour’s land starts. If I was living in the suburbs and the local government office burnt

What do you think about the Participation Agreements?
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They are obviously complex but I believe they were generally good and done with the best of intentions.
It is going to be complex to administer and I think the challenge for Rio Tinto is how these agreements are
administered in the longer term.
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How important was the regional opt-in and the Regional Standards that fell out of them?
They are really important because they are a genuine commitment to a whole lot of things, the whole seven
standards. But again it will be the complexity of managing them that will be the challenge. By and large they
are very positive and I think Rio Tinto stepped a long way out of the standard approach, which I applaud
them for.
Would you call Rio Tinto a leader in this space?
They have certainly demonstrated leadership in this space. When you step forward out of the common
space to be a leader, you will make mistakes and there will be some challenges around those mistakes.
That’s why you need active, ongoing management; if you don’t, you can end up with those mistakes
magnifying in due course.

Education and health
You spoke about the benefits of health and education, tell me about the Graham (Polly)
Farmer Foundation.
I wasn’t a founder but I was given the job of setting up Gumula Mirnuwarni, along with Bernie Ryder, and,
certainly, the stuff that the Foundation does is very positive. I think Aboriginal people with their Trusts now
also have the capacity to send their kids away for education or to some extent control their own education
in a very positive way. If the broad Aboriginal community sees the benefit of education, it will ultimately
cause the most significant change point. A lot of educated Aboriginal people have been coming through
the system in recent years and that really does change things.
There is conflict between cultural education and a Western education and often the twain doesn’t meet.
It is difficult because often the people who do well in a Western education environment may not
have the authority in a cultural environment to speak on behalf of their people and so often don’t, or
can’t, easily return. That is a very general statement; there are certainly some people who have done
that effectively.
On a health level, I think Aboriginal people are also getting more control over their own health; being able to
afford and get diabetes technology in towns; being able to put those systems in place; being able to provide
the necessary support to families that suffer from ill health. It has been a really positive development.
Should Aboriginal people start putting money into these things, and should mining companies continue
supporting these programs?
Absolutely important, on both fronts. For Aboriginal people, the real future has to be in controlling their
own destiny, setting in place education and health programs that they know will make a real difference,
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but the leap is very large to run sophisticated organisations. Unfortunately, what can often happen, and
because people are so strongly supportive of their culture and focused on that, they have to rely on
external expertise and I think that is when mining companies need to provide support.
Rio Tinto has worked hard to implement the agreements within the business, but unfortunately the
agreements don’t always give Rio Tinto much of a role in supporting the Aboriginal organisations
themselves, and this is important. The agreements expect that Aboriginal people, with little experience
of managing complex organisations, will be able to immediately take this on effectively. It places a
heavy burden on those who do have capability and there are risks from carpetbaggers. Rio Tinto is a
successful and well-run business and I suppose I would like to see a role for the company in supporting the
development of these important Aboriginal organisations. There are a number of ways Rio Tinto can offer
this support and I’d hope the company continues to take active steps to help them develop capacity and
good governance.
Do you think the lawyers have been in, ticked all the legal boxes and now Rio Tinto has stepped back?
I am not sure because I haven’t worked in the company since 2008. That said, it is quite likely the case
and the company would have thought they have provided the resources and systems to equip those
communities to build decision-making capacity. And, by and large, they are reasonably effective
vehicles but there are points where if the community is seeking greater assistance, Rio Tinto will need to
be actively involved.

Hopes and dreams
I’m optimistic, really optimistic about the future. I hope that Aboriginal people across the Pilbara
will work together to build their collective futures as one big family. I am sure that will happen
once the dust settles, once the muster is over. I hope Aboriginal people across the Pilbara are able
to develop their own communities and organisations to a sophisticated level and I actually believe
this will be the case; so that they control their destiny not governments, not mining companies,
not individuals running those organisations and companies, but Aboriginal people genuinely
running their own show. I think that would be a beautiful thing because for me Aboriginal society
is a very strong and lovely community, not just in the Pilbara, but generally. I would love to see
Pilbara Aboriginal people be able to control their destiny and take their families forward in a
direction they want to go, but to be thinking of the broader family as well. I know there are so
many people who do think like that and it would be nice to see the end of division.

Mark Simpson
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Participation Agreements
Rio Tinto has been engaged in formal agreements with Traditional Owner groups in the Pilbara
for more than 20 years. This has led to Indigenous land use agreements and/or ‘claim wide’ or
‘country wide’ agreements covering the traditional country of the Banjima, Eastern Guruma,
Kuruma Marthudunera, Ngarlawangga (in respect of the northern part of Ngarlawangga
country), Ngarluma, Nyiyaparli, Puutu Kunti Kurrama and Pinikura, Yinhawangka and Yindjibarndi
Traditional Owner groups.
Agreements provide recognition of native title rights and interests of Traditional Owner groups
while securing the ongoing operations and expansion of Rio Tinto’s iron ore business in Western
Australia. They also provide monetary and non-monetary intergenerational benefits for local
communities and Traditional Owner groups.

Regional Standards
The Regional Standards are a mutual contract between Rio Tinto and the Traditional Owner
Groups which have opted into the Regional Agreement. These seven Regional Standards are:
•

Employment and Training

•

Business Development and Contracting

•

Cultural Heritage Management

•

Land Access

•

Environmental Management

•

Cultural Awareness Training

•

Life and Mine Planning.

The Regional Agreement includes, for each standard, a series of joint goals; how their
success will be measured; and what both Rio Tinto’s and the opt-in Traditional Owner
Groups’ commitments are to achieving these joint goals. The standards also include specific
commitments that Rio Tinto is obliged to fulfill, and implementation commitments, which
are non-binding but the company has pledged to uphold.
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Janina Gawler
Rio Tinto Global Practice Leader Communities and Social Performance

“We grew despite the fact that everyone said it wasn’t going to be possible to
do mining in Australia after the introduction of the Native Title Act in 1993.
That’s why the Pilbara story is so significant because the growth out of the
Pilbara that we are enjoying came because we found a different way of
doing business.”
Raised with strong values based on social inclusion and recognition of people’s rights,
Janina started her career as a teacher and went on to become a teaching consultant
specialising in social practice and social sciences. She first worked with Aboriginal
communities in the 1980s in Victoria, a time when Aboriginal students were struggling
to stay in school beyond the ninth grade. After living and working in the community
for several years, Janina moved into the area of Aboriginal employment and ended up
working with the Commonwealth Government writing policy on the issue.
In the mid-1990s, Conzinc Riotinto Australia (CRA), under the leadership of Leon Davis
and Paul Wand, had just drawn up their new Aboriginal Policy and was looking for
someone to implement it across the company. Despite her misgivings of working for a
large mining company, when approached by Paul and after some hard thinking, Janina
came onboard as Paul’s single staff member tasked with implementing the policy.
Since then, Janina has worked for Rio Tinto in the area of Aboriginal employment
and agreement negotiation, and played a key role in the development, and led the
negotiations of the Indigenous Land Use Agreements with Traditional Owners in the
Pilbara. She is currently the Rio Tinto Global Practice Leader Communities and Social
Performance based in Paris.
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Conversation took place (via phone) in Paris, France on May 7 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

Aboriginal education in the 1980s
In the 1980s I became involved in working with Aboriginal people from a local community who wanted
to change the school system because their children were not able to get past Year 9. It seemed a really
difficult pathway for Aboriginal students to deal with an education system that was exclusive; exclusive
of their history, exclusive of their experiences and seemed to make no attempt to include them. I was
approached to participate in a pilot project to look at curriculum changes in education.
Were you personally interested in working in this space?
I suppose when I first came to a rural community (Echuca) from the city, I noticed this very strong divide
in the town. There was a large Aboriginal population and they were evident, but not visible, and they had
had almost no experiences in the education system that reflected positively. We had a workshop and were
sitting around a table and the Aboriginal community came and sat around the edge of the room.
They wouldn’t sit at the table with us and that went on for a couple of weeks. There was a really strong
sense that we couldn’t communicate. Eventually they organised an outing in the bush to spend some
time on their country and that opened my eyes and I began to comprehend what Aboriginal people
meant by their culture and heritage and their country.
Did you learn a new way to communicate?
Yes, the best way of communicating is not sitting at a table. After the trip on country, two of the senior
women approached me and asked if I would become a full time consultant for them. The Education
Department employed me but I was placed into the Cooperative and worked with the two Elders and the
community on changing the schools’ program which has since led to the education of many Aboriginal
children in that town. Many have gone on to Master and Doctorate degrees and some are now teaching in
the schools which previously excluded them. I’m enormously proud to be involved with that because to me
that was not just a sense of doing something so they would learn a sense of personal pride, but it made the
change possible and empowered a group of people to absolutely reshape their future.

The beginning at Conzinc Riotinto Australia (CRA)

the late Joan Kirner (Victoria Premier 1990-1992) and she said “if it’s good enough for Professor Marcia Langton
AM (University of Melbourne) and Noel Pearson (lawyer) to be working with CRA it’s good enough for you. Get on
with it!” That was good enough advice for me.
Did you come in as his single team member then?
Yes, he had Peter Taylor (General Manager Native Title). Paul had a view that we should do more with
government, so when I joined, I set up a Memorandum of Understanding with the Aboriginal Torres Strait
Islander Commission (ATSIC) and then not much longer after that, we set up one with Department of
Employment, Education and Training and Youth Affairs to look at working collaboratively on Aboriginal
employment. The sum total of what I was supposed to be targeting was the employment of 200
Aboriginal people.
Tell me about the changes in the company at this time.
We had gone from a company that didn’t count Aboriginal employees as “that would be racist”, to now
obviously priding itself on being a company that employs Aboriginals and being very supportive. It didn’t
mean very much at that stage because there were no finalised agreements, we were just going through
the negotiations with Yandicoogina. They hadn’t started the Weipa Agreement, Century Zinc was passed
over to what then became Century so there wasn’t really a great deal to show for it more than words
and intention. So I set about trying to focus on Aboriginal employment because my view was that if we
could employ Aboriginal people and retain them, then that was an act of good faith, but we then needed
other people to look at how we might be able to engage.
Was there anyone who opposed you in the company, or anyone who particularly supported you, or were
you just a peculiarity that people humoured?
All of the above. Leon Davis’ AO (Rio Tinto chief executive 1997-2000) vision was very strong and he was still CEO
and when Leigh Clifford AO (Rio Tinto chief executive 2000-2007) came he endorsed that policy position and
Paul Wand ensured that all the Managing Directors across the company were aware of this opportunity.
I would then work next to the business units where there were clearly either opportunities such as Yandi
or the Weipa negotiation, where I could leverage opportunities for employment, but it was by no means
an easy project. To me, 200 people didn’t seem very much in a company that employed thousands, but it
required a shift in attitudes.

Towards the end of 1996, Paul Wand (Rio Tinto Vice President Aboriginal Relations 1995-2000) advertised a role for
someone to implement the Aboriginal policy. I was really reluctant to join a mining company as I came from
a fairly strong left position with strong views in the education system. My key mentor at that stage was

And did that shift take long, in your opinion…that cultural shift which started with Leon’s vision and
the policy?
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Yes, to make it part of our DNA in Australia, yes it took quite a long time. I think we have got past the ‘why
do we need to?’, but it really took some strong leadership. It also took demonstrative capability. I had some
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really serious breakthroughs and we won an award in 2002 for our leadership in this space. Rio Tinto won
the Prime Minister’s Award for Corporate Leaders for Indigenous Employment.

Aboriginal Training and Liaison Unit (ATAL)
In the early 1990s, Rio Tinto iron ore was a world unto itself and had its own way of doing things.
That said, the ATAL program was quite successful to a certain point and, in fact, I had heard Jeremy van
de Bund (ATAL inaugral manager 1992-2001) speak in 1996 and it was really that which piqued my interest.
He stood up at a workshop on Indigenous employment which I attended and I thought, “Oh they really
do want to employ Aboriginal people. They probably need someone like me because I understand how
to make it work.” The ATAL unit was a perfect platform to bring Aboriginal people into the business.
They had up to 100 people who were employed, which was great. However it was a really difficult time
because they were always put on as contractors in a narrow sphere of the business and ATAL was having
difficulty translating the contracted program participants into becoming long-term employees in the
mainstream business. Of course, at this stage, the company was not in expansion mode and there was
not a great deal of growth. Business was not humming along like it did a few years later.

Argyle Diamonds leadership
Brendan Hammond (Argyle Diamond Managing Director 1998–2005) really cracked open the issue for me in the
Argyle program, because he wanted to change the relationship with Traditional Owners and was also
negotiating a land use agreement. Relations between Aboriginal people and the company had got so bad,
he wasn’t allowed outside the gate for a while. So he set about finding a new way of doing business, and
he decided to employ 20 new employees, of which 10 were to be Aboriginal people. However at the end
of the selection process only two got selected. So I challenged the outcome and said I was not convinced
that the process had been open and transparent. I believed there were instruments used such as
psychological tools for analysis that were culturally biased and I think there were processes that excluded
Aboriginal participation. He agreed that he would review it and I undertook the review. I asked an
Aboriginal psychologist (Dr Tracy Westerman) to do an analysis of the psychological testing and she
found it had very strong racial bias in it.
The second thing was that the employees who were interviewing potential candidates had no background
in Aboriginal employment and also had a particular perspective on Aboriginal people. They chose a nonIndigenous person each time, even though the Aboriginal candidates had higher work scores on hand-eye
coordination which is used for potential trainability. On every case that I challenged the choice of candidate
it was “oh, I knew this bloke, I trust him”, whereas the Aboriginal person was excluded.
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There was a lot of bias in employment anyway but the fact was that this was a mates’ club. As a result
of the inquiry, we got 10 Aboriginal employees and 10 non-Indigenous employees. Then Brendon set a
benchmark, which was to have half the workforce consisting of Aboriginal people.
I was challenged in London but I said I know Aboriginal people can be trained and they can perform
well – we have evidence – and they can work as well as anybody else in the workforce, so I think we
should just proceed.
Then that started to change some of the practices of employing Aboriginal people permanently and led
to the competitive framework in the company. We started reporting monthly on performance across the
business unit. People took account of what was going on and started asking, “why didn’t we have more
Aboriginal people working for us?” The really big shift that happened with iron ore came as a result of the
leadership of Sam Walsh AO (Rio Tinto chief executive 2013-2016).

Sam Walsh’s leadership
Sam set the direction when he said “we will re-engage.” Sam, in my mind, has been one of the fundamental
drivers of this change, but in a very understated way. He has been recognised with an Order of Australia
for it. At Weipa, at the signing of the Western Cape Communities Education Partnership between Comalco
with the Western Cape College in 2003 , he stood up and said “every Aboriginal child that gets to Year 10,
I will employ”. That fundamentally reshaped people’s thinking because up until then there was no way any
Aboriginal kid could have had that sort of hope. Everyone in human resources said “oh he didn’t actually
mean it.” He did mean it. It was a message to everyone around that they needed to get their kid out of bed
and send them to school – that changed the local school system. It is a huge story with lasting ramifications
across the whole of the community. Sam was giving a very clear signal that the business was open for
Aboriginal participation and Aboriginal business – that was really important.
Did Sam show the same leadership at Rio Tinto iron ore?
Yes, he actually said by 2015, 20 per cent of our workforce will be Aboriginal people and everyone went
“oh that is ridiculous, we can’t possibly do that, he didn’t really mean that.” I knew he meant it. Our Land
Use agreements said 14 per cent because that represents 14 per cent of the total population of Local
Pilbara Aboriginal People Owners and the balance, the other six per cent, are in fact Aboriginal people
from across the state.

Janina Gawler
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Taylor and Scambary Report
How important was this report when it came out in 2005 and quite shockingly demonstrated life for
Indigenous people in the Pilbara?
Many people needed a report of that sort to make real what should have been evident. If you don’t know
what the reality is because you can’t see it, then a scientifically-based representation demographic study of
the reality gives you evidence. We are an evidence-based company. It is not enough for me to say, “people
are poor” as the response is “that’s your opinion Janina”, but if you get a set of data of the standard in
Western Australia, the life expectancy, levels of education and employment, you can win your point.
The report was significant because it cemented what was clearly one of the strong facts about Pilbara
Aboriginal people, but the strong views of the Aboriginal people could not be heard because they could
not be represented in a way that we could listen to them.

Hope Downs impasse
We thought we had learnt from Marandoo, and after the success of Yandi we thought we could go forward.
There was the Eastern Guruma Indigenous Land Use Agreement and a few other bits and pieces but really
since the time of the Yandi agreement, there was a big change in the way the Pilbara Traditional Owners
negotiated agreements. Three new big players came to the table – the Nyiyaparli, Yinhawangka and
Banjima Groups, who are culturally strong and have large numbers. They fought Marandoo back in 1992,
and I don’t think we still had an understanding of the significance of Marandoo to the local
Aboriginal people.
Marandoo is a very significant dreaming site and so our mining of Marandoo completely changed that
cultural landscape. When the community came to do the negotiation on Yandi, they agreed a process and
expected to see some benefit in the structure of their culture and really, over time, didn’t see the level of
change in their ability to improve their lives and their livelihoods.
At that stage (early 1990s) Aboriginal people had very little knowledge of mining, even though they had
legal expertise and legal support, what they learnt in the next two years was a greater understanding of
how our business ran, in fact they knew it better than we did in some ways.
When we came to negotiate on Hope Downs in 2004, and remember Hope Downs was the jewel in the
crown; if we could do Hope Downs that would be the key growth opportunity for the business. We could
then see all the expansion through the Pilbara and growing the port, both significant changes stepping up
to more than 300 million tonnes per annum.
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What happened was the critical players, Banjima, Yinhawangka and Nyiyaparli, said “Look if we are going
to make it work for us in the future, whilst we want money, what we want is change, and we want change in
the behaviour and practices of the company.”
In 2005 there was an impasse, Hope Downs wasn’t progressing, we were stuck in the Warden’s Court, there
was a huge battle under way and the Aboriginal groups were going to oppose us, without any hesitation,
on every front. There was no reason for them to support us, there was no incentive; money was not enough
incentive, there had to be wholesale change.

Finding a way forward
During this time I had left Rio Tinto and was the CEO of the National Training Authority to which I had been
headhunted. However as it happened I did not stay very long and I set up my own consultancy and at the
time of the impasse in 2005, Bill Hart (General Manager Communities 2000-2008) was managing the engagement
with the Traditional Owners. The then three Managing Directors of Iron Ore – Phil Mitchells, Warwick Smith
and Dave Smith wanted to find a way out of the impasse. Rio Tinto wanted access to land, and wanted
access to significant heritage sites for the future. There was no willingness on the part of the Traditional
Owners to negotiate an integrated settlement without concessions on a change of behaviour by the
company and this was the basis on which the Regional Agreements were developed.
Why was Rio Tinto at that time so unaware of how the Aboriginal people were really feeling?
We only had relatively small numbers in community engagement, and at this stage didn’t have a large
Aboriginal population working for us. We had a few people who had received information and they
then interpreted it and sent it in whichever way they thought was most appropriate. You didn’t have the
capacity for one Managing Director, for example, to sit down and have a face-to-face conversation with
one of the Aboriginal leaders, that wouldn’t have happened.
From what I am hearing you say it was almost like a sea change in the way the company had to think
and a) the company didn’t realise that and b) it didn’t have the people capable of doing that.
Probably a combination of those things, but really we were very fortunate to have Sam Walsh’s leadership,
because Sam’s vision was long term change, sustainable change based on strong relationships. There is
one thing about Sam, and remember fundamentally he is a business man, he believes strongly that business
can do good and do the right thing and that strong relationships builds you a strong future. He has done
that with suppliers in the Pilbara, now we have a lot of suppliers. There wasn’t really much of a network,
basically there were only two players in the Pilbara in 2000, now there are lots of businesses that have
come out of that.

Janina Gawler
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The Wise Heads
So leadership was there but it hadn’t filtered down through the organisation, so everything stalled until
the Wise Heads came in and started to build a bridge between the two groups?
I would describe it that way and I was a member of the Wise Heads, an experienced group formed to
work together to find a way through the impasse. Phil Mitchell, Dave Smith and Warwick Smith were key
players in 2005-2007. Warwick had been at Argyle so he knew what was possible; Phil was an ‘imaginator’,
he has been working in the company for a long time and been involved in the first discussions; and Dave
Smith was operational and they all could see that what was needed was this shift. Having them all together
broadened the platform of dialogue.
Paul Wand would talk to Sam directly, the Wise Heads would talk with all of the Managing Directors
and then we worked with the General Manager, who was Bill Hart at the time, to set up the process for
implementation and we stayed on-song and on-track for a long time. We were very clear as to what we
thought the strategy was and how it should be implemented, so we worked through Bill and provided him
with support.
Up until this time in between 2003 and 2005 Rio Tinto had tried to negotiate with the Traditional Owners
but it would be fair to say our approach had been to divide and conquer, or that is at least how it was seen
by the Traditional Owners and their legal representatives.
What was your initial opinion of the Wise Heads concept?
I thought it could potentially offer a significant changed practice and I was pleased to be involved. It was
really clear that the impasse was because we didn’t understand what was on the other side, and in effect
the Traditional Owners had made their point, they had won a significant victory. They had held their ground
against a mining company; it is not a story that is told extensively.
That change meant we had to fundamentally reorient the way we did business. It wasn’t just a case of
we will pay money and then you will give us grief. They didn’t want to get money and then have to keep
fighting; they wanted recognition of cultural integrity and respect for their land and culture. They wanted a
say in how land was managed, they wanted access to employment and business opportunities. We wanted
to be able to say, we want that land and we want access to it without any impediments.
What was very significant was that the Wise Heads continued to be supporting the negotiation process for
nearly four years and they provided the knowledge base and continuity even though there were changes
in the Managing Directors in the company over that time. In 2008 when Bill Hart decided to move to a new
company, Joanne Farrell, who was Managing Director responsible for Human Resources, Communities and
Environment, asked me to consider taking a short term consultancy to support the Communities team.
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As it happened I applied for the role as General Manager Communities and was successful and then
worked to Joanne and led the negotiation team. The Wise Heads continued to provide me with guidance.
It’s a huge ask for a mining company who thinks it should have completely unfettered access, they needed
to clearly understand what they could and couldn’t do.
It has that expectation because that was the way it had been in the past?
Yes, and we have situations at Hope Downs, for example, where we had a very significant spiritual site
that was regarded as one of THE most significant cultural sites in that region, Weeli Wolli Creek. What
the Traditional Owners were saying to us was “Don’t try and figure out how we should do this, leave us in
charge to do it, give us the space to do it and we will do what we need to do to transform the site to be
okay for you and the future of our people and provide cultural protection as well.”
When it came to people understanding this, it might have been seen as mumbo jumbo, but what happened
was the opening up of a really strong dialogue. You see, our world, the Western world, only understands
that if you pay people money, they will give you everything; Aboriginal people were saying “we don’t
want your money; in fact money is not important for us”. At one stage when I was at the negotiations, the
Traditional Owners said “if we give you access to everything we will be no one and for generations to come
all the rest of the people in the world will look at us sitting in the creek, and say you are the people who
gave yourself away, you gave away your land and your responsibilities; and this is a significant issue. This is
too much, we cannot do this, but if you can acknowledge these special areas are of significance to us and
you can support us, and you can leave those areas alone then you can have everything else but not this.”
That was later on, towards the end of the agreement negotiations, the discussions around
exclusion zones?
Yes, in many ways, I think the Traditional Owners always expected there would be exclusion zones, but
we just didn’t know what we didn’t know and we thought we could probably get past that.
Not in a surreptitious way, do you think?
No it was not in a nasty, negative sense. Also the people didn’t trust us. There had been many developers,
many people had come and said “yes, yes we will look after your land” and then they saw it destroyed.
What took us a long time was the building of real trust; that we meant what we said and we would honour
it and we expected them to do the same. So the many hundreds of hours spent in meetings were about
people observing us as a company and building trust over time.

Janina Gawler
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Central Negotiating Committee (CNC)
Tell me about the Central Negotiating Committee (CNC)?
In the early days it was very important because the CNC established the framework in which the
negotiations should occur; the CNC was the means by which all the Traditional Owners came together and
were strong. The problem had been, historically, that Rio Tinto only worked with the people or groups we
really wanted to do a deal with. It was very much a divide and conquer approach so the CNC changed the
strategy to achieve the negotiated settlement “we all get benefits and individually we get benefits.
Together we are strong.”
It was a pivotal strategy and one that had enabled the legal representatives of the Traditional Owners to
break through an impasse with Rio Tinto. Then once the company acknowledged that everyone would
get the same approach to the agreements – there would not be special deals done on the side - what
happened from the Aboriginal side was, “oh well, now we have finally got you at the table to talk about
what we need individually, and we are not too worried about that regional stuff.” But it really couldn’t work
in the long run without considering the impact on the region where Aboriginal people could represent their
interests with Rio Tinto in partnership together, to the rest of the world.
The CNC was also the means of establishing the standards for performance of the company within the
Regional Agreements and this work which was led by Professor Marcia Langton and Professor Ciaran
O’Faircheallaigh (Griffith University). They undertook significant consultations with the Traditional Owners to
determine the framework agreement during 2006 and 2007. These covered employment, cultural heritage
management, environmental management and commitments to business participation.

A different way to do business
What’s happened is that it has been possible to co-exist and that is not without great pain from Aboriginal
people’s point of view. Not every site is of great significance but there are some sites that are and the loss
of these sites has been deeply mourned, and it has had consequences for those people and that culture.
What we have come to learn is that we can co-exist if we listen to each other. That is not as easy as it
sounds in an enterprise where you are changing people every three to five years. We were really fortunate
that Sam’s vision was for a long-term relationship.
The Managing Directors changed over time but they also remained committed to the process of the
negotiations. At the time we signed the agreements, the Managing Directors were Joanne Farrell,
Alan Davies, Warwick Smith, David Joyce and Greg Lilleyman. I think at one stage we were pretty stuck, we
didn’t seem to be making progress. I got stuck in one of the negotiations and it looked like we were going to
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go back to a government-style approval process through the legal system, just to drive to get the solution.
Sam said, “no, the important thing here is the relationship, go back and make the relationship work.”
This leadership was significant because what followed was the opening of the port at Cape Lambert.
It was a really significant outcome because at one stage I just didn’t think we were going to get it with the
support of the Traditional Owners.
What about the mining boom?
The mining boom helped make this all happen more quickly. Leadership has grown as the company
has grown. Leon Davis, Bruce Harvey and Paul Wand have been key agents as were Sam and his team of
Managing Directors who led the process inside Iron Ore. We grew despite the fact that everyone said it
wasn’t possible to do mining in Australia. That’s why the Pilbara story is so significant because the growth
we are enjoying out of the Pilbara came about because we found a different way of doing business.

Opting-in
Tell me about the Participation Agreements and why the opt-in section and the Regional Standards were
important for you?
In fact, the opt-in clause came later in the negotiations because one of the groups was trying to pull out
and our position was to get them to opt-in. In fact when the structures were signed by the Indigenous
groups, the two parts worked together. You were in as an individual beneficiary and you were part of a
regional engagement because the two pieces needed to work together, on health and education and
housing and employment, so that you could represent the interests of the group in the broader agenda.
The Participation Agreement was to look at needs as a whole, because to separate one out, didn’t allow
wholesale change.

Your company our company
The Traditional Owners view was they wanted to see the company as their company.
What do you mean by that?
Well, Rio Tinto is their company, it is their company and our company, we are part of that company and
our future is linked. There was a great big to-do when BHP Billiton was trying to take us over. So we had
to suddenly start thinking that this is a group of people who want to know about the future and longevity
of the business. They are people who think through issues for two or more generations, they look forward
to their children’s children. That’s how Traditional Owners think, and Rio Tinto as a mining company thinks
like that, but the problem is the people working day-to-day tend in the company to only work for three
to five years in their roles. So you have two different worldviews. The Traditional Owners carrying in their
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heads, “this is about my children’s children; you say I am not giving ground but what you want me to do will
compromise the future of my culture for my children and their children.”
And so the two negotiating worlds can be quite different, however, the change in the company’s approach
to agreements meant that it didn’t matter if an individual left, the company had to continue doing what it
had promised no matter what the role was, because it was lined up in a contractual agreement and the two
pieces are bound together.
The Traditional Owners agree to contribute all of their land so long as we also honour our side of the
bargain: “I will get access to employment for my child, and I will make sure I am part of your environmental
planning. You will tell me what you are going to do on my country so that I can think about it, and no
Johnny–come-lately can come into this company and turn around and spit on my face because I am black.
There will be consequences.”
We tend to think in the negotiating settlement it is just about the money but what we learnt in this process
was the two pieces fit together.
“If there is going to be prosperity for the company, then there should be prosperity for Aboriginal people.
We understand there will be loss, we have seen that too, but we want to have the opportunity to be involved
in business.” That was their motivations, then that became the big driver for Aboriginal participation.

Exclusion zones
We are bound by geography to work on this country with the Traditional Owners, as the custodial owners
of the land we wanted to mine. The more we understand about them and the more they understand about
us the better the long-term access to that land will be. The really fundamental shift in this agreement
was that we agreed to quarantine land that was potentially very valuable for us. These became known as
exclusion zones.
It was a decision of the Managing Directors at the time, and it was a particular concern for Greg Lilleyman
as he was Operational Managing Director and needed to know what ore would be available for the
expansion of the operations. This discussion was very significant in changing the behaviour of the
business. It came down to recognising that cultural connection was very strong to Aboriginal people
and while we may not understand it, it could ultimately break what had been a lot of work creating a
sustainable relationship. For example, we started to demonstrate that, yes, we could move a railway line
to take into account a serpent dwelling location, and we could understand it was possible to have a
serpent living in landscape.

Aboriginal business

Hopes and dreams

We have had some challenges, initially on safety issues, working with Aboriginal businesses; but it can
be done, if the leadership is there; if you figure out how to do it and you get on and do it. Yes, there were
some costs associated with it, but it wasn’t just wholesale, handing them business with no consequence.
They had to perform. That really helped shift things. Then Greg Lilleyman insisted on the very strong
practice that we had in the company – everyone had to compete and to perform according to
the standards. As it happened, there was a bit of a competition amongst the general managers as
to who would be the better performer in Aboriginal employment.

Coming from a position of inclusiveness, for me it seems the fundamental rights of Aboriginal
people in the Pilbara should be based on choice. Aboriginal people expect their kids will have
the ability to choose to control their future whatever that might be. They could choose to live
in two worlds or they could choose to continue to be part of a strong and growing culture.
That was very strongly the vision of the Central Negotiating Committee – that their children
and their children’s children would be strong in culture and be able to work and live alongside
a contemporary mining world and be successful in that world; that these two things were not
mutually exclusive.

Walk in each other’s shoes
What we learnt was if you were going to have a long-term relationship, you needed to take time to
understand both sides: Walk in each other’s shoes. We really hadn’t worked like that in the past because
we had set up an adversarial system that was initially based on native title, and prior to native title in the late
1980s when Marandoo was an ‘issue’, based on environmental and heritage management legislation.
That’s not to say that Aboriginal people hadn’t wanted to stop the impact on their land, but they had no
tools by which they could do it because there was no engagement or recognition of their rights or they }
used whatever legislation was available. In the late 1980s that was Heritage legislation to protect special sites.
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That is some of the leadership I have seen Marcia Langton and Noel Pearson provide, but I
think that is what we are delivering. Again it is early days and there are many glitches along the
way, but the fundamental framework, which was the vision of the Traditional Owners and their
legal representatives, is what we have put in place and while none of us are entirely happy with
everything that is in every document, it is the biggest document you can drop on your toes and
it is very, very complex.
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Aboriginal Training and Liaison Unit (ATAL)

Central Negotiation Committee (CNC)

The Aboriginal Training and Liaison Unit, or ATAL as it was more commonly known, is an
important part of Pilbara Iron’s overall community relations program. ATAL was initially set up
to focus solely on Indigenous relations and this remains a main part of ATAL’s core business.
The Indigenous community development team works to maintain quality relationships with local
Indigenous communities, specifically concentrating on developing business opportunities for
Aboriginal people, providing education programs for Indigenous students and delivering cross
cultural training to Pilbara Iron employees. Cultural heritage is another key element of ATAL’s
daily business. A team of highly qualified anthropologists and archaeologists work in close
consultation with Aboriginal communities to manage the Aboriginal heritage-related programs
associated with the company’s operations and projects.

In August 2003, Pilbara Traditional Owner Group representatives comprising the CNC outlined
to Rio Tinto their vision of the future: “We think forward 100 years and ask what we hope for our
children’s children and their grandchildren...We want to put in place now things for then.
What we want to leave them is a future. We want a future to be one in which they are recognised,
respected, equal and strong. We want this for them in order that they can carry on our tradition
through our land-based ceremonies and songlines, customs and kinship.”

•

Aboriginal people on par with rest of Australia in all aspects (health, education, wealth)

The Training Unit has three core activities – operations training and standards, Indigenous
training and earthworks, and apprentice training. The Indigenous training and earthworks
program has long been an integral part of ATAL and continues to focus on evaluation
earthworks as well as maintenance of the access road and infrastructure corridors.
Equally successful is the apprenticeship program which continues to attract and produce highly
skilled Indigenous and non-Indigenous tradespeople. Rio Tinto no longer has an ATAL unit.

•

Strong cultural heritage maintained and capitalised on

•

Independent socio-economic voice and direction driven by Aboriginal people establishing
best practice globally

•

Vibrant and sustainable regional economy with strong resident population

•

Aboriginal-run businesses.

Extract from Breaking New Ground Stories of Mining and the Aboriginal People of the Pilbara. Lisa Holland-McNair. March 2006

Sam Walsh’s leadership
“I believe that any young local Aboriginal person who completes his or her schooling and has
an interest in pursuing a traineeship with Rio Tinto Iron Ore, should be given that opportunity.
I truly believe that education is a vital enabler and provides an opportunity for Aboriginal people
to develop a strong voice in our society. Rio Tinto ran a program at Comalco’s Weipa operation in
Queensland which guaranteed a traineeship to all Indigenous students who completed Year 10.
Of course it was not compulsory that they take it on, and certainly some students chose different
paths, such as completing Year 12 and going on to university. What it did do, though, was to
provide a goal for a possible future for some of the young people. I believe it is critical that we
help meet the hopes and aspirations of the next generations of Indigenous children.”
Sam Walsh AO (Rio Tinto chief executive 2013-2016)

Slim Parker, Banjima Elder
20-30 year outcomes:

In 2006, the CNC evolved into an independent private company owned and controlled by nine
Pilbara Traditional Owner groups called Marnda Mia CNC Pty Ltd. Marnda Mia aims to build
coordinated, institutionalised capacity for local Indigenous families and groups and provide
a strong local voice. It will provide a consistent regional response to education, employment,
training, property and business development and enterprise support.
In 2007, Slim Parker, Chairman of Marnda Mia, said that despite the wealth being generated by
mining in the Pilbara, and the flow of some of that wealth to governments, Aboriginal people mostly
continue to suffer a lower standard of living, lower life expectancy and lower education levels than
most other Australians. This is a key message from the Taylor and Scambary Report (2005).
Rio Tinto committed $2 million in 2008 and 2009 to assist the establishment of Marnda Mia,
after which time it was to become self-funding. It has subsequently been deregistered.
Source: New body provides support and representation for traditional landowners. News Release. Rio Tinto Iron Ore. 26 September 2007.

Extract from Breaking New Ground Stories of Mining and the Aboriginal People of the Pilbara. Lisa Holland-McNair. March 2006
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Bruce Harvey
Director, resolution88
Previous role at Rio Tinto: Global Practice Leader Communities and Social Performance

“Innovation, by and large, is incremental, but every now and then there is a
big innovation. Usually, it is technical or financial innovation we think about, in
this case it was a land tenure innovation that was very big; and big innovation
tends to leapfrog well ahead before others catch up.”
Bruce came to Australia in the 1970s as a young geologist from New Zealand, having
grown up in a small rural community on the North Island. Growing up in the 1960s, all
children were taught about Maori culture at school and it remains an integral part of all
New Zealanders’ life experience.
His first job was in the Northern Territory working for French uranium exploration
company AFMECO, part of the French conglomerate that later became Areva.
After several years he started working for Conzinc Riotinto Australia (CRA), a precursor
to Rio Tinto. In total, Bruce spent 20 years exploring in the outback of Australia and
other places; much of it in the Northern Territory, Western Australia, Western Queensland
and South Australia. It was during this time he developed relationships with Traditional
Owners and an understanding of Aboriginal culture.
In the 1990s Bruce moved into senior exploration roles at a time Rio Tinto was
experiencing difficulties in land access for exploration. In 1999, he made the move
from exploration to Chief Adviser Aboriginal and Community Relations based in Rio
Tinto’s head office in Melbourne, before becoming the Group’s Global Practice Leader
Communities and Social Performance in 2006. After 33 years at Rio Tinto, Bruce left in
2014 to establish his own management consulting business resolution88 specialising
in ‘social licence’ solutions. He is also an Adjunct Professor at the Sustainable Minerals
Institute at the University of Queensland.
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Conversation took place in Melbourne, Victoria on 25 March 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

New Zealand in the 1960s
I grew up in a small, rural part of New Zealand on the east coast of the North Island where Maori presence
and culture remain strong. At school we were taught New Zealand history, a very different form of history
to what Australian kids learnt about Indigenous Australians. We went to school and played rugby barefoot
with Maori kids, we were taught Maori words and we learnt Maori song and dance, including poi. Of course,
everyone knows about the Haka because of the All Blacks, and we were all taught the significance of the
Treaty of Waitangi. So we all grew up with a natural tendency to regard an Indigenous presence as central
to our own identity. Now that doesn’t mean to say there weren’t difficulties, sometimes there were racial
tensions in the playground, sometimes manifest in games of rugby, but they were never tolerated in the
schoolroom. Moreover, we always had it drummed into us that we were the most successful bicultural
society in the world.

Northern Territory in the 1970s
As a young geologist in the 1970s arriving in the Northern Territory I was told by my new Australian
colleagues, using words that thankfully are not used anymore, “Don’t pick up Abos hitchhiking, don’t go
into fringe camps and don’t have anything to do with them”. I was perplexed as much as anything how
it could be so different to New Zealand. I promptly ignored all of the advice and just made friends with
Aboriginal people. I was out in the bush in some very remote places working out of the back of a Toyota;
very different to the way things are done now. I would meet Aboriginal people living in car bodies out
the back of station homesteads. It was in only recent times that they had lost their livelihoods as pastoral
workers and they were eking out some sort of existence on welfare. Watching this, what had been thriving
families become wards of the state, I was impressed by their quite extraordinary and robust survival.
Some pastoral owners felt a duty of care and exercised it, some were obviously very emotionally involved
and were helping people. Others just couldn’t give a damn.
Layered on to all of that was all of the activism of the time; the Land Rights movement, Noonkanbah, the
establishment of the Land Councils in the Northern Territory, just huge antagonism. What is quite amazing
is that this rarely grew into open and violent confrontation. Why was that so? Well, I’m not quite sure.
Perhaps it was because Aboriginal people were so downtrodden and oppressed after 200 years of often
harsh treatment, they weren’t going to trigger more violence. Maybe there were inherent proclivities in
the way that people were raised in Aboriginal families, it didn’t occur to them to take the law into their
own hands.
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I also rapidly learned that this wasn’t a mono-cultural group of people; there were many different languages
and many different ways of thinking about themselves. I learnt this not in a formal way, but just by keeping
my ears and eyes open.

A new frontier
At that time in the Northern Territory the environmental movement was very much behind the fight, did
you see that?
Yes, most of the activists that turned up to support Aboriginal people did come from an awakened,
environmental movement that had recently sprouted in urban Australia. Previously, through the 1960s
and half of the 1970s, there was a self-conscious, I think, desire on the part of most Australians to open up
the frontier; I was inspired by that and I really thought I was helping to build a nation. The geologists were
out there finding ore bodies, developing the nation, and there was widespread support for that kind of
romantic frontier endeavour and there was no place for Aboriginal people in it. Actually there was no place
for Aboriginal people anywhere in Australia at that time except in cartoons in national magazines.
Of course, we now know, from historic retrospectives and legacy imagery, that there were a lot of things
going on in the Aboriginal space, but most Australians simply didn’t see it. I am not suggesting that it was
apartheid, but at times it felt like that, and I have also had it described to me by South Africans who arrived
here at that time. They said it was worse than apartheid because at least with apartheid there were rules
and you knew what the rules were, the signs were on the bench and that was it. But it was all unwritten
in Australia, we were in a state of denial and you never knew quite how to tackle it. When you saw racism
going on in a social situation or in the workplace and you tried to pin it down and tackle it, it disappeared
in your arms like a column of smoke.

Access to land
Exploration was continually trying to access unexplored lands and those lands were increasingly being
afforded recognition in various forms of Aboriginal tenure; this was before native title, particularly in the
Northern Territory with Aboriginal freehold. So it was the explorers who were feeling the first stirrings, in
fact, the first objections and blockages that signalled things were about to change.
How was Rio Tinto supporting you as a geologist out there on the front line?
Not at all. You need to understand that at that time, people who were in charge, who were peers of
Hugh Morgan AC (Managing Director WMC Resources 1986-2002), had very similar views to him, if not quite as
stridently publicly expressed. I think that for all of Hugh Morgan’s infamy, he did openly say what many
people thought, particularly those in senior roles within the mining industry. To be fair to them, I suppose,
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there was an exploration and mining access regime in Australia that had worked extremely well. Why would
anyone want to disrupt it, it was making Australia rich? They were defending something they considered
worked well.
Understanding these attitudes is fundamental to this because the mining industry, even as short a time
ago as the early 1990s, believed that if you filled in all the State Government documentation correctly
and got tenure, it was yours to do what you wanted. No one else should get in the way. This was strongly
entrenched and it did afford Australia competitive advantage over other countries where it wasn’t quite as
laid out and clear-cut.
As a geologist when you came across Aboriginal people out on country, what was the interaction like?
It was mostly polite, almost apologetic at a personal level, and I soon learned through the school of hard
knocks how to behave properly. Against this, we were always being told and instructed by all sorts of
people back in Perth and elsewhere, lawyers and other people, just tell them to stand aside, put them in
their place, they have no rights. Reconciling the two positions was near impossible.

Getting it right
How important was Leon Davis’s announcement and the setting up of ATAL?
They were very important. People like me had been banging our heads against a brick wall for five or
six years, knowing what we needed to do but not being able to get anywhere because we didn’t have a
mandate to do it. Leon’s realisation, encouragement and endorsement were vitally important, along with
George Littlewood’s (Rio Tinto Head Community Relations 1997-1998) and Paul Wand’s work behind the scenes.
The interesting and critical thing about this is that although some people had a personal and an emotional
connection to this work, and there is no denying that Paul was one of those, at no time did any of the
sentiment or personal or emotional views come to the fore because we all realised that wasn’t going to win
the day. We had to be very business-like; we had to convince people there was a good business reason for
doing this and it is patently obvious there was, of course. What used to annoy me more than anything was
not the blatant racism of some of my colleagues, but the fact they would sacrifice a business opportunity
to support their own archaistic, racist view. I found that quite extraordinary.
Personally I felt very strongly about the rights of people but I quickly realised we had to present the
business argument and work it through that way, hence my early identification of demography as a
prime driver. The so-called ‘dying race’ was actually growing at twice the rate of everybody else in Australia.
I can remember asking Paul Wand, while the old regime was still in charge, if our management actually
realised that by 2020 the backbone of our workforce in northern Australia would be Aboriginal people?
And he said; “Don’t be silly, they don’t even think about it.” I got laughed at on occasions by making
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that ‘outrageous claim’, but what I was trying to get people to realise was that just through the natural
trajectory of generational change, by 2016 every second Australian living permanently north of the Tropic
of Capricorn was going to be of Aboriginal descent. That’s coming to pass, and as generational aspirations
kick in and people get better educated, they will want jobs. We would be foolish to deny that great parts of
our workforce in northern Australia, where people call home, are going to be Aboriginal people.
Of course, getting Leon and others onto the page was crucially important, but that didn’t solve things
immediately because of ‘the clay layer’ beneath the CEO. They’re the people who thought, “It doesn’t
matter what Leon says, we are not going to change our views on things.” So you just had to keep plugging
away. When Leon made his statements in 1995, I was the Chief Geologist for Rio Tinto in northern Australia,
based in Darwin. Six weeks later we made the first native title agreement in the Northern Territory, the
second in Australia, at a place near Ngukurr on the old St Vidgeons pastoral lease, known by local people
as Walgundu. People asked, “How were you able to make an agreement in only six weeks?”.
How did you achieve that?
Well, it was the Northern Territory, so the Traditional Owners had the backing of a statutory land council.
We had been trying to make agreements for years and, in fact, the whole of industry had been talking with
the Northern Territory land councils for years, so we knew each other’s positions. Making the agreement
in six weeks was actually just reaching final agreement on a few clauses. There was nothing in the old Rio
Tinto policy that said I couldn’t talk to Aboriginal people or their representatives, so we had been talking
for years and recording all the things that we would like to include in an agreement. Timing is everything.
Being able to back up Leon’s words with an agreement almost straight away was really very good. I am
not taking credit, because other agreements were coming through as well, and there was still huge
resistance from people who were convinced that the sky was going to fall in, or it was a slippery slope,
all of those things.
The work of pioneers like Ian Williams (Rio Tinto 1968-1997) in putting Jeremy van de Bund in charge of ATAL,
and other things, was the real stuff, the critical breakthroughs. Building this capability into the organisation
was what enabled and subsequently allowed things to happen in the mid-1990s.

Point 10
How relevant was Point 10 for Rio Tinto in the Wik ‘Ten Point Plan’?
That is quite possibly the key to the success of the whole native title regime as it has evolved. Some people
will argue that in the first sweep of native title driven by then Paul Keating it went too far. I think it would
have been fine, but anyway, Prime Minister John Howard’s government was intent on stripping it back and
came up with the ‘Ten Point Plan’. We, and I think most of the credit has to go to Paul Wand, took a sober
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look at the situation. We thought there is no point in getting in there and fighting on points one to nine.
The only thing we wanted to preserve was the right to make an agreement face–to-face and have it ratified
by government. So again, we did not allow ourselves to be distracted by the noise and fire and brimstone
that bureaucrats and policy makers and legal people invoke, we just wanted to preserve what was
important to us, to have the ability to make a direct agreement.

I think the Foundation served its purpose admirably for nearly 20 years, and after 20 years it was an
equally sensible thing to say we no longer needed it. In the meantime, the rest of the world had joined
the party with Reconciliation Action Plans and all sorts of philanthropic trusts doing good works with
Aboriginal people.

Was there much opposition to it at that time?

One of the last things Leon Davis did was set up the Aboriginal Relations Division, how significant
was that? Were you part of it?

No because a lot of people thought it was inherently sensible and I think others didn’t actually realise the
opportunities it was opening up. They didn’t recognise it as being good, bad or otherwise, just “oh well they
can have Point 10, what does it matter?”

Rio Tinto Aboriginal Foundation
How necessary was it for Rio Tinto to set up the Aboriginal Foundation?
You have to remember that Rio Tinto’s reputation and ability to build trust and demonstrate to the world
that it was operating in a different way needed a portfolio approach. If we were doing something valuable
on the ground at a local level, we also had to promote ourselves nationally and internationally; we had to
convince government that we were going to do things differently. So we had to carry out a communication
campaign that showed everybody what was happening. None of the elements could operate in isolation.
So, while we were making local agreements on the ground, there were other people working at the national
level; setting up the Foundation was an important part of that.
The Foundation, which was subsequently renamed the Rio Tinto Aboriginal Fund, as well as fostering
good work all over the country, enabled us to build relationships with Aboriginal leaders like Dr Lowitja
O’Donoghue AC, Mark Ella AM and Dr Sandra Eades. They were instrumental in teaching our people how
to properly engage and work with Aboriginal people.
Would this have been the first of its kind in Australia?
Yes, although the amount of money that was dispersed through the Foundation was comparatively trivial.
I forget where it started, maybe a $1,000,000 a year, and we were already doing good work on a unilateral
basis that we transported across to the Foundation. It was a way of doing quite a number of things,
creating a vehicle for us to engage with national Aboriginal opinion leaders in a non-adversarial and nonpolitical space: a way of having better governance around the way we would consider and provide money
for deserving Aboriginal causes: and a way of signalling to the world that we were at the forefront of a
new approach.
None of us thought that the Foundation was the centrepiece of our changed behaviours towards
Aboriginal people. Agreement making at the sites was the centrepiece and remains so.
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Aboriginal Relations Division

I joined it shortly after it was set up. Leon appointed Paul Wand as the Vice President Aboriginal Relations,
so it was more than setting up of the Division, it was putting the right person in place; a person who had
the right vision and enough seniority to talk peer-to-peer with Group Managing Directors.
I was the Chief Geologist in the Northern Territory at the time and so I was at the pointy end of just about
everything happening in the Top End. Paul came up to Darwin and asked my views on things and pretty
soon realised that I was one of the operating General Managers who got this stuff, albeit a fringe dweller
in the exploration division. He knew he had a few people like Ian Williams, myself and a couple of others
who were at the coalface and knew what we were talking about, and he was relying on us to bring real-life
experience to bear on what was otherwise theoretical.
The other thing that Paul did, which was just extraordinary, was his reaching out to all the Aboriginal
leaders who had been, quite rightly, criticising us. So he was able, through the strength of his own integrity
and personality, to develop very good relationships with people like Lowitja, Patricia Turner AM, Professor
Mick Dodson AM (National Centre for Indigenous Studies) and Senator Pat Dodson, Aden Ridgeway (former Senator)
and Marcia Langton and all sorts of people who were our critics, and to convince them that some of us
were listening; to say “If you work with us, we will get the rest of them to listen”. He set up leadership
training courses for senior leaders and got Fred Chaney AO (lawyer and former politician) and other people
involved. Some of the things that came out in those courses were just unreal; you just couldn’t believe
some of the stupid, yet revealing, things that people actually said on those courses.
Can you remember anything that you are prepared to put on record?
I remember one example. Break out groups were sent out of the main plenary session to work up
Aboriginal engagement strategies for Century Zinc, and one of the people who grabbed the whiteboard
pen wrote up on the whiteboard in a little breakout room ‘Coon Strategy’. Fred Chaney walked in, seized
the moment and said “Oh well this is very interesting, I think we have just changed the nature of the
exercise.” He grabbed the whiteboard, wheeled it into the main room, pulled everybody back and asked
“What do you all think of this, because this is exactly what we have been talking about?”.
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Leon Davis attended the final session of this course and the offending scribe was ‘outed’ and made a
public apology.
Did you notice, working from the central head office that any particular States or business units
were biased?
The coal businesses were always very difficult. The coal businesses didn’t consider that they were exposed
to any of the land issues the rest of the business was. In the eastern NSW and Queensland coal fields, a
deeply conservative and inherent union culture prevailed. The protagonist culture that prevailed between
management and the workforce, I think, cemented the way they looked at everything.
What about Western Australia?
I think it is fair to say WA, in general, was not going to view change favourably. The Northern Territory was
more advanced and probably even the Kimberley, because a strong Aboriginal presence was really just a
fact of life. I’m sure that in WA, if you think about, it was this vast, essentially unoccupied empire ruled by
a clique out of Perth, who even carried the names of their illustrious forebears, that thought “We conquered
this territory and it’s ours and we will make the decisions and decide how things are going to be, and
for that matter we don’t even like those people on the east coast who we are obliged to share a
continent with.”

Taylor and Scambary
You talk about getting independent organisations to rigorously look from an academic point of view at
what is going on can you tell me a little more about that?
Mining is a data-driven business, and yet we never collected any data in the social area. It was just bizarre,
as if everybody thought of themselves as experts on their fellow men and women, so no need for data.
As it turned out, it was well worth getting the numbers and quantifying demographic trends. These data
demonstrated in real scientific terms all the things that people intuitively suspected, or knew or didn’t
want to know. I still find it ironic that we are prepared to spend millions of dollars on geo-scientific ore
reserve estimation, or that we wouldn’t dream of building a concentrator without spending tens of millions
of dollars on a pilot plant to make sure it would work, but we will go sailing into a new social landscape
without detailed information on it. So the notion of starting to build a socio-economic knowledge base
was applied in the Pilbara through the Taylor and Scambary report and even I was quite surprised at the
reaction it got.
In what way?
Well, there was nothing really new in it for those of us working in the field, but apparently a whole lot
of other people didn’t know what was really going on with Aboriginal people in the Pilbara.
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That’s the amazing thing, we dreamed up this cunning scheme to wake people up, and it worked.
Apparently politicians and mining executives cannot deny verifiable data when it is put in front of them,
and they’re inclined to respond to information and data much more than some social justice activist
whining at the margin.

Brown fields agreements
The idea of retrospective application is really, really difficult, particularly for lawyers. It’s related to the
precedent thing; they like agreements that lock everyone in forever. However, we all live in a social
construct, which if we are really honest we know can only conceivably last a generation before things
change. We do need to revisit arrangements generationally, but the lawyers like to think that the vital things
are locked in forever. In the real world, we do need the ability to say, “Well, what are the core things that
have got to remain intact for the life of the operation, but what are the things that can flex and change?”
Let’s look at the Argyle Diamond Mine Participation Agreement in 2004, which retrospectively reviewed
20 years of pre-existing arrangements and completely modernised the relationship with local
Traditional Owners. In truth, it was driven by a desire to get consent to go underground. Similarly, at
Weipa; the Western Cape Communities Co-existence Agreement might have been ostensibly about the
existing brown fields site, but it was really about gaining ongoing access to one of the world’s greatest
bauxite reserves that extended for hundreds of kilometres. I think if I went and looked at all the so called
‘brown fields agreements’, I would find that there is always a strong element of need to get the next green
fields expansion. I would issue a challenge that there is no such thing as a strictly ‘brown fields’ agreement
out there.

Western Cape and Argyle agreements
How relevant were the Western Cape and Argyle agreements to what happened in the Pilbara, because
they came well before the Pilbara Participation Agreements?
Western Cape Communities Co-existence Agreement, the Argyle agreement, the Century agreement,
each one of them represented a step that meant it was safe to try the next step. Then the time came to
do something way more comprehensive in the Pilbara, particularly in the face of the ramp-up of what
everyone could see was going to happen. So, each agreement represents a kind of inevitable, escalating
acceptance of precedence and change.
The other factor, and you probably won’t find this described by others because it is a bit sensitive, is it
became quite fashionable for successful executives to have agreements under their belt. People were
getting attention because they had done great work with agreements. Keith Johnson (Rio Tinto Managing
Director Aluminium, Bauxite and Alumina 1999-2003) and Brendan Hammond and various others were getting nods
from London because they had made these things happen.
Bruce Harvey
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I remember people from Pilbara Iron saying to me “Well we are doing just as much as others when all is
said and done, we just haven’t made as big a song and dance about it.” There was a bit of executive and
business unit jealousy in wanting to share the podium, to go the next step and claim the high ground.
At Pilbara Iron that was very important. I know it was a driver for Pilbara Iron to be seen and feted as a
leader in driving the next generation of agreements. And they did, there is no question, they absolutely did.
If you consider the alternatives to the agreements during this time of an incredible ramp-up of production
out of the Pilbara, it would have been a disaster for everybody.

Aboriginal trusts and corporations
There is the belief that now Aboriginal people have their agreements and funding, they should support
their own communities in the areas of education, housing, health and so on. What are your thoughts?
The Rio Tinto Aboriginal Foundation was set up at a time when the standing of Aboriginal people in the
national scene was still weak and emerging. No other company had set up an explicit Aboriginal fund at
the national level. Subsequently, over the next 10 years working directly with Aboriginal people in Australia
became highly fashionable. I am not being cynical, but our Foundation became no longer necessary;
what with Reconciliation Action Plans and everything else. Working with Aboriginal people is now part
of the way you do business in Australia across the board. As part of this, Aboriginal groups now have the
motivation and frequently the resources to map their own destiny. Part of that is the ability to support their
own communities in education, housing, health and other things; in my view this is totally appropriate.
Is it too strong to say that the closing of the Foundation is sending a message that Rio Tinto wants
Aboriginal people to support themselves?
Rio Tinto’s prime catchments of interest are the Aboriginal and other communities that host its operations;
that’s where Rio Tinto should focus its effort. Rio Tinto has institutional relationships in place with landconnected Aboriginal groups around its operations; these are contracts between equals; they have mutual
obligations, commitments and benefits and each party can hold each other to account. It’s a business
proposition of the best possible kind.
So that’s where it should land?
Yes. Often people will come to us with what I call supply-side ideas, “Oh, we’ve got this great idea to support
Aboriginal preschools and we think that Weipa would be a good place to trial it”. Previously, they would have
gone to the Rio Tinto Aboriginal Foundation, but now what Rio Tinto should say is “We will introduce you
to Executive Officer of the Western Cape Community Trust, and if you can convince the Trust that you have
a product that they as the client will accept and pay for, fantastic”. We are not going to pay for it because
there are now tens of millions of dollars sitting in local Trust funds; that is where the money is.
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Decisions about what gets supported and what doesn’t get supported should be demand driven, not
supply driven.
What I can see having spoken to people about the Pilbara is that they are not yet in that space.
This is the case all around the world, to be honest. For instance, in Peru, they have these statutory regional
benefit funds called Canon Minera. The mining companies are required to put a certain amount of money
into regionally-focused development funds and guess what? The money is going in but it’s frequently
not being spent. It is a very similar situation to the Pilbara; pre-industrial peoples who don’t have the
institutional experience to sort out what they are going to spend the money on.
The worst-case scenario is that a bunch of carpetbaggers might come along and get hold of those funds
and strip them bare. A less worse case is for the trustees to spend the money unwisely. Having the funds
to accumulate for the next generation is good case territory. Protecting the accumulating fund from bad
decision-making is more important than spending it for spending’s sake. I am reasonably relaxed, so long
as the money doesn’t get dissipated and misused by carpetbaggers. If funds accumulate and there is time
for the next generation to learn how to use them correctly and do things with them, that is often as good
as it gets.
The Argyle trusts works better than some others, and the Weipa trusts work better than some others.
My theory is that where the pre-existing cultural norms were still strongly in place, then there’s enough
governance in place, call it the will of the Elders, for that to morph and change into a new form of
governance. So at Weipa, the Western Cape Communities Trustees are all young people who are selected
on the basis that they are reasonably familiar with modern governance methods and accounting, however
they are over-sighted by a council of Elders. The parallel with the Upper and Lower Houses of Parliament is
not inappropriate. The Council of Elders, which is not the executive decision maker, endorses, oversees and
prevents stupid mistakes younger people may be tempted to make.
Western Cape York and the East Kimberley really do have a lot of preservation of traditional culture norms;
they hadn’t had three generations of contact with pastoral empires. The Pilbara is in a situation where a lot
of the pre-existing traditional norms of authority have been lost and are slowly being regained.
Where traditional governance has fallen away, it is hard to re-create something from scratch. If you have
strong residual forms of traditional governance, it’s easier for people to understand how they have to
adapt to a new circumstance. Things are not lost in the Pilbara, it is just a more difficult task to rebuild.
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Does Rio Tinto still have a role in governance in the Pilbara?
I think Rio Tinto has got to stay involved, by invitation; but it has got to signal that it is prepared to be
invited. So, for example, where there is a board of trustees for a benefits-receiving trust, if six of them are
Traditional Owners, two of them are independent and two of them are from Rio Tinto, that to me would be
close to an ideal situation.
Similar to the Local Implementation Committees?
Yes, because benefits can extend well beyond monetary provision. We actually have the potential to bring
a lot more; we can bring business skills, catalysing intent, vision setting, project management, a lot of
financial acumen, government acumen; all of which is just as important as the money. If we have the trust
of communities and they are willing to invite our representatives, and our representatives are willing to take
the job seriously, I think that would be an ideal situation. Now I know it is not yet like that, but that is what I
would like to see.

Global importance
How relevant are the agreements that have been put in place in Australia to the global context?

and governmental intuitions in place that allowed it to be worked through without the whole thing
collapsing in a heap. It has ended up at a point where it is actually ahead of a lot of other places
struggling with the same issue.

Hopes and dreams
In many respects the hope that I have always had is being realised; that Australia as a country now
identifies very strongly with its first peoples. This is now part of who we are and what we do –
welcome to country, national events with an Aboriginal presence; signage and protecting of sacred
places. It’s truly now part of being Australian and that is great, so in many respects my hopes have
been realised. The hope I now have is that a lot of the detail starts falling into place and we get
stable local governance and normal institutions. By normal I don’t mean whitefella institutions,
I mean culturally-evolved institutions that enable the continued development and economic
participation of Aboriginal peoples, particularly in remote and rural areas, on their own terms.

They are really important; somehow or other Australia has leapfrogged its way into a workable land
tenure regime, notwithstanding that many of the details remain foggy and there are Trusts that are not
working properly. I have been working in this space elsewhere in the world for a while now and, although
the lessons and formats are not directly transferable, the principles certainly are.
It’s like we are feeling our way through a process of democratisation. In Australia, the formal recognition of
Aboriginal land connection at its core was really about democratisation, subsidiarity and people ruling their
own lives. That is to say, local people making decisions and mapping themselves a destiny, and in many
other parts of the world this is nowhere near as strong yet.
Agreements in Australia, in a legal sense, ratify and dignify relationships that societies and people elsewhere
want, and they are looking at Australia for hints about how to get there. I know that among others, there
are people from Peru, people from Africa and people from Mongolia who have come to Australia to have a
look, and say, “Oh my God this works, we need to put this into place in our home country”.
The question is how is it so that people from elsewhere should look to Australia’s lead on this regard?
I think it is a function of innovation. Innovation, by and large, is incremental, but every now and then there
is a big innovation. Usually, it is technical or financial innovation we think about, in this case it was a land
tenure innovation that was very big; and big innovation tends to leapfrog ahead before others catch up.
So, ironically, Australia has come from a long way behind, faced the crisis, had the kind of national epiphany
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Wik Decision and the ‘Ten Point Plan’

10. Agreements

On 8 May 1997, then Prime Minister John Howard released the following statement (edited for
use here-in) to the media: “From the very beginning, I said it was simply not possible for the
state of the law immediately post-Wik to be maintained…Indigenous leaders have repeatedly
been told by me that pastoralists and farmers must be guaranteed the right to carry on their
normal day to day activities without fear of interference or hindrance. My aim has always been
to strike a fair balance between respect for native title and security for pastoralists, farmers and
miners…The fact is that the Wik decision pushed the pendulum too far in the Aboriginal direction.
The 10 point plan will return the pendulum to the centre.”

Measures would be introduced to facilitate the negotiation of voluntary but binding
agreements as an alternative to more formal native title machinery.

Key Legislative elements of the package
2. Confirmation of extinguishment of native title on ‘exclusive’ tenures
States and Territories would be able to confirm that ‘exclusive’ tenures such as freehold,
residential, commercial and public works in existence on or before 1 January 1994 extinguish
native title. Agricultural leases would also be covered to the extent that it can reasonably be
said that by reason of the grant or the nature of the permitted use of the land, exclusive
possession must have been intended. Any current or former pastoral lease conferring
exclusive possession would also be included.
4. Native title and pastoral leases
As provided in the Wik decision, native title rights over current or former pastoral leases and any
agricultural leases not covered under 2 above would be permanently extinguished to the extent
that those rights are inconsistent with those of the pastoralist.
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For unedited Prime Minister statement go to: http://australianpolitics.com/1997/05/08/howard-amended-wik-10-point-plan.html,
Accessed on 6 February 2018

Indigenous Land Use Agreement
Following the High Court’s decision in Wik, the Minerals Council of Australia took a strong
position during the negotiations of Prime Minister Howard’s Ten Point Plan and the subsequent
amended legislation. It consistently argued for certainty and, successfully, for a watering down
of the many tenets of the original Native Title Act.
Rio Tinto’s role in these discussions related largely to Point 10...involving an idea which had
been outlined in an earlier submission to the Attorney General. Point 10 was the provision in the
amended legislation for parties to reach their own accommodation by mutual agreement under
contract law and have it ratified after the event by government. This provision was subsequently
acknowledged as proving the most flexible and acceptable options in the post-Mabo world: the
Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA). It was the introduction of these provisions that gave
new impetus to moves within the mining sector, and Rio Tinto in particular, away from the early
animosity towards policies of negotiations and agreement making.
The sky did not fall in! Rio Tinto after Mabo. Paul Wand and Bruce Harvey. Extract from The Limits of Change: Mabo and Native Title 20 Years On.
AIATSIS. June 2012.

6. Future mining activity

“Dying race”

•

For mining on vacant crown land there would be a higher registration test for claimants
seeking the right to negotiate, no negotiations on exploration, and only one right to
negotiate per project. As currently provided in the Native Title Act, states and territories
would be able to put in place alternative regimes with similar right to negotiate provisions.

•

For mining on other ‘non-exclusive’ tenures such as current or former pastoral leasehold
land and national parks, the right to negotiate would continue to apply in a state or territory
unless and until that state or territory provided a statutory regime acceptable to the
Commonwealth which included procedural rights at least equivalent to other parties with an
interest in the land (e.g. the holder of the pastoral lease) and compensation which can take
account of the nature of coexisting native title rights (where they are proven to exist).

“In fact, I would go as far as to say this (lack of recognition for Aboriginal rights) was part of the
broader Australian attitude which was deeply rooted in the Australian system. The Constitution
of Australia specifically excluded Aboriginal people – they were not part of the consultation,
they were not part of the document, they were specifically excluded from actually even being
counted. So there was this very deep thing that this was white man’s country and Aboriginal
people were nomads who were a dying race.”
Hon Fred Chaney AO
Extract from Breaking New Ground Stories of Mining and the Aboriginal People of the Pilbara. Lisa Holland-McNair. March 2006
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Peter Eggleston
Policy, Government and Public Affairs General Manager Asia Pacific, Chevron (role at the time
of interview, now retired)
Previous role at Rio Tinto: General Manager External and Community Affairs

“Mining was viewed as yesterday’s industry, a sunset industry – dirty, dumb
and dangerous. While it was really the bedrock of the economy, mining was
under pressure from all sides – including problems with gaining access to land
and resources, new regulations, gaining a ‘social licence to operate’, strong
community and NGO opposition to new developments, and low operating
margins. It was a tough business environment to propose a ‘big’ deal and
provided substantial benefits to Aboriginal people.”
Born in Kenya, Peter moved to Australia in 1961. After spending 14 years in education,
Peter changed direction in his career and in 1987 he joined the Chamber of Mines and
Energy of Western Australia (CME). His seven years at the lobby group saw him involved
in advocacy and managing key public policy issues for the Western Australian mining
industry, where he achieved notable successes with government to address land access,
mineral exploration, and industry training issues.
His portfolio was expanded in the early 1990s to include Aboriginal issues and deal with
the implications of the ‘Mabo case’, which was largely unknown in Western Australia at
the time.
He left the CME in 1994 to join Hamersley Iron where he was the key negotiator around
the early agreements. After a variety of roles in Hamersley Iron and Rio Tinto in Australia
and London, Peter left the company to work for engineering and development company
GRD Limited and base metal miner Perilya. He also worked with energy producer
Chevron from 2008 to 2016 as the Policy, Government and Public Affairs General
Manager Asia Pacific based in Singapore.
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Conversation took place (via phone) in Singapore on 9 April 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

Miners before native title
Aboriginal people in the region were pretty much ‘invisible’ to mine developers in the 1960s.
They generally lived in coastal communities remote from resource projects and had few, if any,
acknowledged rights. Decades of intensive development in the Pilbara had largely by-passed them
and brought little by way of benefits. Aboriginal interests were often viewed as antagonistic to new
mine developments and Aboriginal issues became increasingly politicised.
Elders with a heavy traditional burden of responsibility for land, become increasingly anxious about the
impacts of development on their cultural heritage. Alienation and social and cultural degradation evident
in many Aboriginal communities, together with the emergence of statutory and common law rights,
contributed to a more aggressive approach towards new resource developments.
In was in this context that Hamersley Iron’s Marandoo mine development was delayed for more than two
years over a protracted Aboriginal heritage dispute in the early 1990s. It was eventually resolved by the
Western Australian Lawrence State Government with overriding legislation in 1992 to excise the area from
the application of its own Aboriginal heritage protection legislation. This marked a low point in Aboriginal
relationships for the company and left a legacy of deep distrust and bitterness in Aboriginal communities.

The 1990s
How different was the mining industry in the 1990s?
Mining was viewed as yesterday’s industry, a sunset industry – dirty, dumb and dangerous. While it
was really the bedrock of the economy, mining was under pressure from all sides – including problems
with gaining access to land and resources, new regulations, gaining a ‘social licence to operate’, strong
community and NGO opposition to new developments, and low operating margins. It was a tough
business environment to propose a ‘big’ deal and provided substantial benefits to Aboriginal people.
What was the attitude of people in the resources sector towards Aboriginal people when you were
working for the Chamber of Mines and Energy and Hamersley Iron in the 1990s?
Most mining operations at the time had dedicated communities built specifically for employees and
their families. There were some Aboriginal communities that gravitated to the fringes of Tom Price,
Paraburdoo and at the Jigalong Mission, and these people used to come into town to collect goods and
supplies, and travel in and out from the airport. Mine workers though had little interaction or engagement
with Aboriginal people.
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When we started to look at the implications of the Mabo High Court decision, few in the mining sector
in WA were aware of or understood what it was about. It was a case of out of sight out of mind: “It’s got
nothing to do with us.”
A case of, “It’s all the way over in Queensland” do you think?
That was the prevailing view at the time. A lot of education was required to make people aware of the
Mabo decision and begin to come to grips with just what it meant, because nobody actually knew.
There was no case law or clarity about what native title was in practice, which parties had those rights,
or how it interacted with other titles. This was an unprecedented shift in land rights and was the start of a
new era for miners.

Marandoo mine development
I wasn’t with Hamersley Iron when the company ran a series of full page adverts in The West Australian
newspaper encouraging then Premier Carmen Lawrence to give Marandoo the go ahead, which she
eventually did. One consequence, though, was that company relationships with the Lawrence Government
were at new low.
Ian Williams, who was in charge of Hamersley Iron’s major projects at the time, tapped me on the shoulder
to work for the company. He was of the view that we had to learn from Marandoo: “We don’t want this
to ever happen again.” While Hamersley Iron had achieved an approval ‘win’, it had also resulted in bitter
relationships with the Aboriginal communities who felt that the Aboriginal Heritage (Marandoo) Act 1992
was a travesty. They felt their cultural interests had been completely bulldozed by a very aggressive mining
company. As you can imagine it was pretty much rock bottom.
I had a couple of mandates: to repair relationships with the Aboriginal community and government parties,
to get these on an even keel and gain approval for the Yandicoogina mine, which we did systematically
over a period of years.
Was this when Richard Court was Premier?
Richard Court succeeded Carmen Lawrence as Premier of Western Australia in 1993 and he led a prodevelopment State Government. We also did a lot of work with the Opposition – at that stage Geoff Gallop
was the Opposition leader. At Hamersley Iron, people used to say to me, “Why are you bothering with these
folk in the Opposition, they are not influential.” I used to say, “Well one day they will be back in power and
now is a good time to build those relationships.” Well Geoff Gallop did became Premier in 2001, and the
relationships we had established were helpful for the company when it came to gaining approval for the
HiSmelt project many years later.

Peter Eggleston
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Gaining approval for Yandicoogina was more challenging. We had these very bitter relationships with all
the relevant Aboriginal language groups to contend with. They wanted compensation for Marandoo before
starting discussions on a new mine development. Jeremy van de Bund and the Aboriginal Training and
Liaison Unit (ATAL), who reported to me, did some excellent work to build relationships on the ground,
developing new skills and creating jobs. We were having about a 96 per cent success rate in getting
local Aboriginal people through the earth moving equipment operating training program and into fulltime employment, some with Hamersley Iron and some with other employers in the region. It was quite
extraordinary to get that level of success in Aboriginal training and a testament to the excellent work of
the ATAL team. It also provided a good basis to begin engaging Aboriginal communities on new mine
developments in the region.

Getting company buy-in
I helped to develop the strategy to negotiate a new deal, which basically came down to two areas of focus
in practice: negotiating with Aboriginal people externally on one side; and negotiating with management
internally on the other side. It was about gaining alignment of both parties to the process and the terms of
an agreement.
There were basically two options open to the company. It could either go through the legal route to get
clarity around whether or not these folk had native title and whether it had any relevance to the project,
which I predicted would take five years, probably longer. Or it could negotiate proactively and do a deal
which could expedite the project. We did some simple analysis that compared the cost of a five-year delay
to doing a deal in a timely fashion, which demonstrated the value that we could create with this approach.
Do you remember approximately that figure?
The value proposition was compelling enough to proceed, despite opposition to doing a deal ahead of any
legal clarification of the Mabo decision. It also meant setting a precedent of implicitly acknowledging the
existence of native title rights. I used to have people within the company saying “Why are you doing this?
Why are you letting these people into our business?”
How did you respond to that?
My argument was about creating business value. It was good for business, as well as being the right thing
to do, but ultimately it was around having a strong business case.
Was ‘doing the right thing’ a genuine reason at that time?
There was a sense that there was a need for change and you had to get behind CEO Leon Davis’ statement
when he said: “CRA is satisfied with the central tenet of the Native Title Act.” I also found there was
tremendous enthusiasm for what we were doing in some quarters. I used to provide briefings around the
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company and young people, particularly, were just so enthused, they felt proud, and it made them feel
good about working for the company. Hamersley Iron was taking a different approach at a time when
there was a lot of resistance from the industry.

Developing the inaugural strategy
Our first meetings with the three language groups to discuss the Yandicoogina mine proposal were
very robust. As the front person in the discussions, I found there was still a lot of pent-up and residual
anger over Marandoo and their initial approach was “We are not even going to talk about doing a deal
until we get just compensation for Marandoo.”
How did you get around that?
We had to work hard to build support for the community benefits that could result from taking a new
approach to Yandicoogina. It was a strong team effort and there were lots of meetings.
Negotiating Yandicoogina took some two years of my life because we spent nearly every weekend in the
Pilbara, somewhere off in the bush, in remote places, camping in creek beds. We had a good foundation
with the relationships established by ATAL; Jeremy van de Bund and his team did an excellent job.
We often provided transport and meals to bring community representatives together, sometimes in
remote places, so we could have a constructive dialogue. Many of the people involved in the negotiation
process were working full-time, so we held these meetings on weekends.
Does agreement negotiation come down to the personality of the individuals involved?
Sure does, and you sometimes need to be creative about this. In the end, it is about finding interests that
are shared or valued by both parties.
How important do you think that is?
It was very important. We were fortunate to have Jeremy and the ATAL team, who were supportive,
facilitated the logistics, and helped to build bridges and strengthen relationships. They were the good
guys in the whole equation. I was leading the negotiation, together with Geoff Gishubl (lawyer), to sort
out the basis for an agreement. We needed an independent third party, someone who could help mediate
the discussions and help broker the process and we brought in Clive Senior as mediator. Then there was
the lawyer representing the Aboriginal parties, who was excellent because he didn’t have the ideological
baggage that “resources are bad and you need to stop the project”, he was about getting the best possible
outcome for the Aboriginal people. He was a really tough negotiator, but someone you could work with.
He also brought in a commercial consultant and analyst, who knew the iron ore industry really well, to
provide practical advice to the Aboriginal negotiators on what would constitute a good commercial deal
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for Aboriginal communities. In essence, what you ended up with was collective effort, which took around
two years to stitch together into an acceptable agreement.

Aboriginal heritage
Aboriginal heritage was a critical issue. We had the negotiations going on in parallel with heritage clearance
work. Hamersley Iron was designing the railway line to Yandi and we walked the whole railway line with the
Elders – both men and women – to identify sites of significance along the way. We tweaked the railway line,
moving it to cover some sites, because the Aboriginal Elders wanted some sensitive ethnographic sites
buried so they weren’t visible to other eyes and were thus protected. As you can image, each tweak on
the railway line meant the whole railway line had to be reconfigured. We had a very good engineer who
was very patient and supportive of that process.
How necessary was it to get this agreement right?
It was one of the first significant agreements after the Mabo decision, so it was setting a lot of precedents.
There was a lot of angst about this and some opposition in the mining sector to doing deals. I used to
get criticism for selling out the sector, setting high benchmarks and raising the bar for mining companies,
creating precedents for others to follow.
Where did that come from?
Mainly from other mining companies, generally smaller companies, and parties in the industry and in some
cases government.
How did that make you feel, more determined?
My view was that it was the best thing to do by the company and it was the right thing to do. So I was
not deterred.
Did you realise at the time that you were breaking new ground? And how important was this, not just
for the company to get approvals, but as a precedent?

We conducted a number of structured interviews with members of the National Native Title Tribunal,
leading politicians, government departments, the Aboriginal Legal Service, local land councils and other
relevant parties to help clarify the issues, determine who should be involved and develop a suitable way
forward. Major bush meetings were held with members of the Aboriginal communities. At one of these
meetings, the Banjima, Nyiyaparli and Yinhawangka language groups concluded that they would unite
for the purposes of the negotiation under a new Aboriginal Corporation called Gumala (the Banjima word
for ‘all together’).
The Gumala Aboriginal Corporation was constituted with a governing body of 18, comprising six elected
representatives from each group, and a negotiating team of 10 was established. We agreed on a protocol,
which set the ground rules and tone for the negotiation process. Two basic principles were established
early on. One, that the parties had to coexist in the Pilbara region for the foreseeable future and should
explore opportunities to provide long-term benefits and security for both; and two, that the negotiations
should be conducted in good faith to build on the mutual trust and goodwill that had already
been established. The organic process we implemented was shaped in collaboration with Aboriginal
people. The early consultation and planning was conducted in 1994, and we reached a decision to
negotiate a deal in 1995. A ‘social mapping’ process helped confirm how best to proceed and the parties
that should be involved. We then established the negotiation framework in 1996, before conducting
formal negotiations, and we reached closure around March 1997.
Was it a case of small wins along the way or was it really you didn’t know whether it was going to come
about until the very end?
Part of our strategy was to build a pattern of success, to get agreement on small things and then build
to more substantial matters. We had to take Marandoo off the table in the early stages as this was nonnegotiable. I would say “I can’t do anything about Marandoo, we can’t undo the past. While that’s off the
table, what we can do is talk about the future, achieve a better outcome, do things differently now and
show how things can be done differently in the future.”

Oh yes, definitely. I used to lose sleep over it, mainly because of what could happen if you could not
bring it to landing. There were lots of twists and turns along the way and getting a satisfactory result
was uncertain. We did a lot of planning and went through a number of phases to establish a systematic
approach. We recognised the importance of consulting widely with interest groups and encouraging
positive community relations through personal contact. This opened lines of communication and helped
foster a sense of understanding between the different parties. Information about the progress of the
project was shared, and we solicited ideas and views about the best way to proceed.

Negotiation and consultation process
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Less controversial issues were tackled first and a process of staged agreements emerged, beginning
with a negotiation protocol, progressing through an agreement on the conduct of heritage surveys and
a memorandum of understanding, and culminating in the final land use agreement and the tripartite
agreement with the State Government. As I recall, there were around six or seven formal mediation
sessions, until they ceased due to a deadlock. The sessions were intense, often lasting for two to three
full days. The deadlock was eventually resolved by mediation and an agreement made in principle,
which was fully explained and ratified by a general community meeting.
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There was a lot of discussion on things like getting a Memorandum of Understanding on how the
negotiations would be conducted and getting agreement on how the heritage clearance work would
proceed – that was contentious all the way through. There was also a lot of discussion about who should
be involved, so we got an anthropological team to do some genealogical work, which was unprecedented.
We considered it necessary in the absence of any legal precedence to ensure we were dealing with the
right people. This helped to provide a basis to clarify who should be party to the discussions, who was on
the negotiating team and then who was signatory to the agreement. I think we ended up with around 120
signatures in the end.
There were three Aboriginal language groups involved, which was significant. Gaining 120 signatures
required a road show of independent lawyers to explain the deal to each of them individually. The terms
of the agreement were translated and discussed in native language for the Elders by the Aboriginal
negotiators, so that they understood what they were signing through their own volition. Right at the end,
we had one family group who refused to sign over a dispute with another family group. This had little to do
with the agreement and was eventually resolved amicably.

Difficulties with negotiating
The whole process was challenging as we would agree to meet in a remote part of the Pilbara, charter
a plane and fly out for a meeting over a weekend and sometimes nobody would turn up because they
were either delayed, or arguing among themselves, or there was a funeral to attend. I can remember two
occasions when volatile arguments broke out among the community members when we were camping
out in the bush. On one occasion, we were dealing with the women Elders whom we often had to deal
with separately. During our sessions and site visits, we would bring out maps, pictures and diagrams and
put markers on the ground to demonstrate what was proposed. We would have these discussions with
both men and women and then often we would be asked to leave them for an hour or two while they
talked among themselves, after which we would come back. New matters would be raised, we would have
more discussions and then we would be asked to leave again. On this occasion, we were asked to leave
the meeting and we went down the track a bit where we could see the women we had met fighting and
waving around lumps of wood, they were clearly getting very emotional. We were thinking, what’s going
on, what have we started? It ended up not an issue around the negotiations, but instead related to a
family dispute.

We were never under threat, but our initial thought was “what have we done, what have we
prompted here?”. With a bit more information and knowledge it turned out to be a dispute over a
cultural matter and nothing to do with the negotiations.

Background events
The ATAL training program was a huge success and we also had a lot of progress with Aboriginal heritage
work. I had employed Elizabeth Bradshaw – it was the first time an archaeologist had been employed by
a mining company – and she was very effective and helped give real substance to our heritage programs
from an Aboriginal perspective, helping to turn around our whole approach to protecting heritage. We did
a lot of work on protecting heritage with forward-leaning clearances, which was quite unprecedented at
the time. That work, together with the ATAL training and liaison effort and our support for the work of the
Graham (Polly) Farmer Foundation helped to build our credibility and strengthen relationships.

Precursor to Indigenous Land Use Agreements (ILUAs)
Yandi was signed in 1997 before the creation of Indigenous Land Use Agreements, how did that impact
on negotiations?
The challenge for Yandi was that we did not know what native title really was at the time, nobody knew
what actual legal rights these people had, so nobody knew how to value compensation. What was a
fair deal? We had to do a lot of work to come up with what would be considered a reasonable deal and
develop a structure that would create a stream of community benefits during the life of the mine, with a
mechanism to preserve some of this for the future. A foundation was proposed so that a portion of the
income stream would be reinvested to provide ongoing benefits; an endowment for the future. Also, we
wanted to ensure it wasn’t just individuals benefiting, it was for the Aboriginal community.
While the ILUA process was going on in the background, it didn’t have much form in the early stages, so in
a sense we created our own deal. While not perfect, I understand this deal has now gone through a number
of reviews and has withstood the test of time pretty well.
Were relationships more positive when you started negotiating Yandi?

There was another occasion where we had camped out near a creek bed and we had concluded a really
good meeting. We were packing up to go when, to our consternation, there were a couple of Elders getting
out their boomerangs and spears and shouting at each other. They were loading up spears on to woomeras
and waving boomerangs around. Others were either egging them on, or trying to calm them down.

ATAL had been working effectively with the language group for some time and there were good
relationships in place to start with. We had also been building relationships with land councils and other
important advocates to establish our credentials in this area. It was refreshing to have such a good
foundation to start with. You must remember that in the past it was quite politically incorrect for some
parties and Aboriginal leaders to be seen associating with mining companies. Times have changed and
it is now part of the conventional landscape to be doing resource deals. It has become the way to do
business, but it wasn’t in those days.
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Looking back
If you were trying to negotiate Yandi today do you think you would have different challenges, do you
think it would be harder?
A lot has changed. It is now the norm to negotiate a deal in the same way companies undertake social
impact studies or apply for government approvals. Secondly, there is broad acceptance that it is the right
thing to do; it is good business to build Indigenous community support and help and provide Traditional
Owners with community benefits by way of employment opportunities, training, and provide support
for business and community development. Aboriginal parties also see it as the accepted norm, that it is
worthwhile to do deals with miners and legitimately create a better future for their communities.

Hopes and dreams
I would hope coming out of this that you have Aboriginal communities that are better resourced,
with quality leadership and improved organisational capability so they can get out of a ‘victim’
mindset and move into a realm where they are proactively managing new opportunities and
creating a better future. I still see education as key to success. Not solely for Aboriginal people,
but in an integrated fashion so that they are part of the economy and the nation with a strong
identity, culture and future in their own right.
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Marandoo dispute between Hamersley Iron and the Banjima Traditional Owners
In its prior mine development, Marandoo, in 1992, Hamersley Iron had its first experience of
Aboriginal opposition, which resulted in a two-year struggle and delay for the project.
The position taken by Hamersley Iron in this confrontation was extremely adversarial with
little consideration given to Traditional Owners or their claims. Eventually, this opposition was
overcome by enabling legislation in the WA State Parliament. Ian Williams was then Managing
Director Development for Hamersley Iron and recognising the long-term risk, he reacted to this
situation by establishing an Aboriginal Training and Liaison Unit (ATAL).

Pilbara between Aboriginal groups and resource companies. The Yandicoogina process, or what
was perceived to be the Yandicoogina process, was frequently discussed and seen as a model for
other negotiations.
...Ultimately, however, the three groups concerned had no strong objections to the project on
environmental or heritage grounds. Although a minority may have opposed the mine, by and
large it was seen as a unique opportunity to negotiate a favourable agreement that would confer
substantial benefits on Aboriginal people in the region.
The Yandicoogina Process: A Model for Negotiating Land Use Agreements. Clive Senior.
Native Title Research Unit. Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies. February 1998.

The sky did not fall in! Rio Tinto after Mabo. Paul Wand and Bruce Harvey. Extract from The Limits of Change: Mabo and Native Title 20 Years On.
AIATSIS. June 2012.

Yandicoogina Land Use Agreement signed
The Yandi Land Use Agreement was signed in March 1997 between Hamersley Iron Pty Limited,
a wholly-owned subsidiary of Rio Tinto, and Gumala Aboriginal Corporation, representing the
native title claimants of the land covered by Hamersley Iron’s Yandicoogina iron ore project.
The formal negotiations lasted approximately nine months, but the preparatory part of the
process took more than a year.
The Land Use Agreement was concluded with an Aboriginal organisation representing the three
groups on whose land the project was to be developed: the Niapiali (Nyiyaparli), the Bunjima
(Banjima)and the Innawonga. Members of these three groups were widely dispersed throughout
the Pilbara. The core claimants numbered 200-300 adults, but if potential claimants through
extended family links were counted then their numbers were probably in excess of 500...In its
final form, it also governed exploration activities by Hamersley Iron over the much larger area
of Gumala’s native title claim, covering some 26,000 square kilometres. Thus, although the
initial impetus for the agreement came from the project, its implications were felt throughout
the region.
The negotiations also had an impact on the region beyond the three groups which were directly
involved in them. There was intense speculation about the negotiations among the Aboriginal
population of the Pilbara and rumours were rife about the type of deals which might have been
done. This in turn brought pressure on other negotiations that were being conducted in the
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C H A N G E AG E N T S

When Eddie Mabo and four other Meriam people of the Murray Islands in the Torres Strait began
action in the High Court of Australia in 1982 seeking confirmation of their traditional land rights,
they started a juggernaut which has fundamentally changed Australia.
Integral to this journey of change have been people who have used their roles to influence and
shape both the discussion, but more importantly, the reality of the new world order.
It was difficult to choose who would be featured in this section but it came down to those
people who have been intimately involved with Rio Tinto over the past 25 years. The Hon.
Fred Chaney AO, who was also featured in Breaking New Ground, has been working for
Aboriginal people’s rights his entire career, as a lawyer, a politician and a leader.
Both Chris Athanasiou and Geoff Gishubl have been at the legal coalface of the changes
introduced by that High Court decision in 1992 and are acknowledged internationally as experts
in this topic. Both have found themselves negotiating with large corporate clients one day and
sitting out in the red dirt of the Pilbara with Traditional Owners the next.
Since the Native Title Act was proclaimed in 1993, there have been numerous changes resulting
in the establishment of the National Native Title Tribunal and introduction of Indigenous Land
Use Agreements, to name a couple. Understanding and negotiating a way through these
complexities is extremely difficult, which is why Aboriginal organisations such as the Yamatji
Marlpa Aboriginal Corporation, led by chief executive Simon Hawkins, are crucial.
I also interviewed Professor Marcia Langton who is well known for her work and leadership
in this space. Unfortunately, although she was keen to have her words included, her existing
commitments meant it was not to be. That said, her Boyer Lectures from 2012 and the many
papers she has written on this subject are worth further study for those interested.
When you move away from the headlines and get down to the fine print, these five people have
played an integral role in shaping the way native title has played out in Australia.
Lisa Holland-McNair
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Hon. Fred
Chaney AO
“One of the misleading things about struggles for rights is that when you achieve
a right, even as fundamental a right as Mabo identified, of itself it doesn’t actually
solve anything. It provides a framework within which you can solve things.
Achieving a happy, healthy, Aboriginal community requires hard work within
families and communities. All of the big picture stuff is aimed at providing an
enabling framework. That done, if it is not happening on the ground level then
nothing improves.”
Born in Perth in the early 1940s, Fred was raised with strong values based on treating
all people as equally valuable. Graduating from law in 1961, he practised in Western
Australia and New Guinea including a period as in-house lawyer for the Hancock & Wright
partnership while simultaneously pursuing his interest in the concepts of equality and
civil rights, particularly for Indigenous people. In the early 1970s he volunteered for the
Aboriginal Legal Service but left legal practice when he was elected to the Australian
Senate in 1974. He was a Minister in the Fraser Government including Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs. From 1983 until 1990, during the Hawke years, he was Leader of the
Opposition in the Senate and became a member of the House of Representatives from
1990 to 1993.
After leaving politics, Fred spent some time researching Aboriginal policy in academia
before being appointed as a member of the National Native Title Tribunal in 1994,
becoming the Deputy President in 2000. He has served as Board member and as Chair
of Desert Knowledge Australia, Reconciliation Australia and Central Desert Native Title
Services. He was instrumental in establishing the Graham (Polly) Farmer Foundation,
which supports Indigenous young people to reach their potential, and has been Deputy
President since it was established in 1997. In January 2014, Fred was named Senior
Australian of the Year.
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Conversation took place in Perth, Western Australia on 9 June 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

Teaching ‘history’
How important is it for the true history of Australia to be taught in schools?
The simple starting point is that Aboriginal people are entitled to an honest telling of their history.
Now there is a lot of material available that does this but there is still a push back on that by people who
would like to deny that anyone was massacred and so on. Of course, people were murdered and, of
course, people were poisoned and, of course, many people died of disease. The violence of the frontier is
something that shouldn’t be denied. The tragic impact of settlement on Aboriginal society shouldn’t be
denied. It is wrong to whitewash that history.
The dilemma for Aboriginal people is that you won’t create a better future out of a lament for the past
if it leaves you paralysed. If you become a victim in your own mind, incapable of having a better future,
then that is a self-fulfilling thing. To give you a very specific example, I have heard two very fine Aboriginal
people, friends of mine, address audiences and say something along these lines “I am in my early 50s,
I am lucky to be alive, because we die”. In each case those people have had living parents and in each
case I have said to them, wouldn’t it be a better message to say, “The tragic thing is that a lot of us die, but
you don’t have to die young, you actually can live longer if you look after yourself: my Mum and Dad are
examples of that?”. There is a real problem about a culture of lament leading to despair and paralysis and
this is a matter I raise with Aboriginal people, the importance of having a message of hope.
The Australia I was born in was still imbued with the fundamental belief in racial inequality. Our public
policy was rooted in that age of racial discrimination: Mostly Aboriginal people didn’t get the vote, they
lived on reserves, they weren’t counted in the census, there was defacto segregation, their rights weren’t
recognised, there was virtually no heritage protection, and they were outcasts in their own country.
There was a deeply rooted racist denial of civil and political liberties and that has been peeled back by
the hard work of a lot of Aboriginal people and their supporters. Voting rights were achieved in 1961, the
1967 referendum was carried by an unprecedented majority, the Racial Discrimination Act was supported
unanimously in the Parliament in 1975, the Land Rights Act was similarly supported in 1976, and so it rolls
on. We have achieved equal civil rights, but not economic and social parity, that’s still out of balance.

Mabo
When the Mabo debate was in full swing, you were still in Parliament, what were your thoughts on it at
the time?
I thought it was the most fantastic breakthrough. I regard the Mabo decision as the most important single
decision affecting Aboriginal people since 1788 because Australian law recognised rights which flowed
from Aboriginal Lore and custom, not from Australian legislatures. These are rights flowing from their own
Lore and culture.
What was the fundamental basis of people’s disquiet? Was it the fact that terra nullius was no longer in
place and they felt threatened by that?
It was the end of a two centuries-old order of believing that Aboriginal people could be brushed
aside whenever you wanted. On my wall in my office is a copy of the Batman Treaty, which, in my day,
schoolchildren were taught. It represents the only attempt by pastoralists to obtain rights and access to
land through the Aboriginal owners. Australian grazier, businessman and explorer John Batman, in the
1830s, signed a treaty with the Wurundjeri people, which gave him rights to extensive land in return for
rents and other consideration. The response of the colonial authorities was that the only way you can get
a right to land is through the Crown. So the Aboriginal people had no recognised property rights and came
to the table as supplicants, as people begging for a bit of sympathetic treatment.
The post-Mabo situation is that Aboriginal people now come to the table as stakeholders with
legal backing. The mining industry was suddenly faced with people it had previously at best dealt
with through some vague sense of obligation to have ‘good neighbour agreements’. It now had to deal
with people who had legal standing.
Mining industry attitudes changed because of the realisation that the game had changed. That’s why
Mabo is the most important power shift, the most important development since 1788. Agreements with
Aboriginal land holding tribes are now commonplace. We are resistant to the idea of treaty making but
government and industry agreements with native title holders are treaties in all but name. Native title is the
foundation for continuing recognition of Aboriginal nations.

Struggle for rights

What I think is a pity is that so few Aboriginal people celebrate the victories of their parents and
grandparents and use them as a reminder that things can be made better. I have been a witness to those
changes and I think it is just fantastic what people have achieved. So I am in the business of the honest
telling of history including the triumphant telling of previous successful struggles.

One of the misleading things about struggles for rights is that when you achieve a right, even as
fundamental a right as Mabo identified, of itself, it doesn’t actually solve anything. It provides a framework
within which you can solve things. Achieving a happy, healthy, Aboriginal community requires hard work
within families and communities. All of the big picture stuff is aimed at providing an enabling framework.
That done, if it is not happening on the ground level then nothing improves.
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Redfern Speech and Apology to the Stolen Generation

Taylor and Scambary Report

You were obviously on opposite sides of politics, but how important was Paul Keating’s Redfern Speech
in 1992?

The basic message conveyed is that little has been achieved over the past four decades in terms
of enhancing Indigenous socio-economic status in the Pilbara. On the basis of planned economic
development and corporate interest in pursuing Indigenous engagement, progress is now possible
but major efforts are required from all interested stakeholders (Indigenous organisations, miners
and governments) in order to ensure that this occurs.

Every now and then someone does something and you think, I wish I could have done that. I would count
Rudd’s Apology in that league as well – he did that almost as a unique part of his Prime Ministership.
The Keating Redfern Speech is a magnificent statement from the then-leader of the majority society about
some very harsh truths about our past. You have got to hand it to Keating, and Don Watson his speech
writer; between them they captured in an extraordinarily powerful way the harsh realities of this part of
our history
It has been 22 years since Paul Keating gave that speech, what has happened since?
I think we are in the most hopeful period of my lifetime. I say that because at the non-government level
there is unprecedented level of activity. There are 500-plus Reconciliation Action Plans, there are 500 in
the offing, and virtually every day I am contacted by people who are doing things with Aboriginal people.
There is a mushrooming number of people looking for opportunities to help and doing that not in a masterservant relationship but on a respectful-relationship basis.
Then at the government level you have a Prime Minister (Tony Abbott 2013-2015) who, no matter whatever
his other qualities, is deeply committed on this and dubs himself the Prime Minister for Aboriginal Affairs.
The big challenge now is to turn that government good intent into an operating system that produces
good results and that is actually a really difficult management task. The problems now in my view are not
problems with policy or authority, because the Prime Minister’s department has the authority to demand
a whole–of-government response, it is a problem of competence and management capacity. There have
been a lot of good intentions around since 1972 but universally people would say the results are somewhat
less than we would have hoped.
None of us has seen the rate of change or progress we would have hoped. In Western Australia, you can’t
be aware of the statistics around imprisonment of Aboriginal people, young and old, without feeling
close to despair. The education statistics remain pretty bad, the employment figures remain pretty bad;
the life expectancy statistics are not improving fast enough. To some extent the employment and the life
expectancy gaps have been made more difficult to bridge because the general community’s position has
improved faster than the Aboriginal position. So the gap has widened.
My view is this is a time where we are pregnant with opportunity and delivering the baby is going to be
quite challenging.
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How meaningful do you think that report was in opening people’s eyes, say the miners and government,
about the situation?
I think it shocked what I would call the ‘good miners’ and in part lay behind their determination to try and
ensure the next 40 years didn’t produce the same outcome. That report was funded by Rio Tinto and it
was published, so it was very important. I often quote it because it showed that 40 years of mining in the
Pilbara had not benefited the Pilbara Aboriginal community. The best of the miners want the next 40 years
to be better.

Quick fix solutions
I think you need to avoid the temptation to think that Mabo turns a key and everything is fixed. Yes, Mabo
turned a really important key and shifted the power balance, but then it is a question of what do you make
of it. We have had an unprecedented long period of prosperity in Australia, 22 years of uninterrupted
economic growth, yet how are we handling it as a country? We are fighting each other, we are unhappy,
the public says it is the worst budget in 20 years or possibly ever. It is the same story with Mabo; what do
you make of a piece of good fortune when nothing is a given? I would say that Mabo has given Aboriginal
people opportunities that would never otherwise have existed and what they make of those opportunities
to some extent is up to them and if their leaders are greedy and selfish and don’t use the harvested
benefits for the general good that will be a tragedy.
In the Pilbara there is a lot of money around now and there are lot of Aboriginal people trying to work out
how to use these new resources to make things better. If you simply divided that money up per capita it
might not change anything or not change things much. What will change things is if people say we have a
tool here that we can use to make change.

Finding the right way forward
In my view the positive impacts of native title have been reduced by allowing it to be led by lawyers instead
of policy makers. The lawyers were essential because governments have been oppositional and legalistic.
If governments had wished to negotiate meaningful social and economic outcomes, lawyers would have
been servants instead of masters of the process.
Hon. Fred Chaney AO
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Exclusion zones
I don’t think that surface mining is compatible with Aboriginal interests in land. The little bit I know about
Aboriginal culture is that it is inextricably linked to the formation of the landscape. The culture explains
the whole landscape, so when you interfere with it, particularly on the scale of the Pilbara, that is not
compatible with the Aboriginal world-view. On the other hand, Aboriginal people are functioning in a
society where the production of material wealth is core, where the minerals belong to the Crown by
law, and where there is a massive public interest in resource exploitation. So in my view, development is
inevitable, therefore the best Aboriginals can hope for is to soften the impact by preserving particular
places and to receive compensation for their cultural losses. But in the Pilbara, protection of heritage in
the face of development is minimal.
Do you mean exclusion zones?
Yes, there are some protected sites, but the current administration (2014) shows little interest in protecting
sites against mining. There is an inevitability that the Aboriginals are going to see a loss of value, cultural
value, and that is the basis on which there must be compensation. It becomes a matter of how do you put
a price on this and that and it is possible to put the Aboriginals in the wrong, whatever they do.
If they agree to mine a site and accept money as compensation, they are said to be using culture as
greenmail, particularly if it is a site of some significance. But if they don’t agree, then they are ‘standing in
the way of progress’. So they face the possibility of cruel criticism whichever way they go. Inevitably the
compromise is that there will be some form of compensation for the permanent loss of native title value
and cultural value. Grievous as this loss is, I think it is inevitable. The problem for miners is, how can they
make that compensation deliver permanent benefits to the native titleholders? That is proving complicated,
not because they haven’t tried to structure arrangements to do it, but because the structures are operated
by fallible human beings.

Regional approach
How important is a regional approach in the Pilbara?

of a guiding vision, having the capacity to determine mandates of the different moving parts, ensuring
that funding and mandates match, which is often not the case, and to be able to settle disputes as
things change.

Parenting matters
I keep meeting Aboriginal people who are doing really well, who are successful, both in the dominant
culture’s world and as Aboriginals, people who have retained strong Aboriginal connections with culture
and their community. Many of them can point to a very dedicated parent and to a good education.
I suspect that the lack of parenting a lot of Aboriginal kids get is the most serious problem.
I think the Aboriginal community has to look within itself and, to say, if we really want the sort of changes
we talk about, a lot of that is in our hands not anyone else’s. Now at the moment there is a lot of assistance
available for education. To educate a child requires giving that child stability, love, to nurture them, fix up
the problems that come up, health, or whatever. That is what strong families do for their children. That is
probably the single most important thing that Aboriginal people need to do for themselves.
I know an Aboriginal mother who is currently working for a firm of engineers. I met her as an outspoken
12-year-old. “I am going to be a lawyer” she told me. Her father was one of the first field officers of the
Aboriginal Legal Service who I worked with in the 1970s. Anyway, she became a lawyer. She is now in
charge of community relations at this large engineering firm. Her three children have either graduated
university or have great jobs. That’s someone who was determined to be a good parent and she had
good parents. Most of our Polly Farmer kids who have done well have had an employed parent.
Parenting matters.

Self management
On one hand, Traditional Owners I have interviewed are saying they want to manage their own lives and
their money; and on the other hand they are saying companies like Rio Tinto have deserted them now they
have signed these agreements. I asked them what did they want? Did they want to be left to their own
devices or have a patriarch looking after them? There seems to be a lot of confusion around this issue.

In my view the starting point for successful social and economic development in the Pilbara would be
an overarching Pilbara vision which goes beyond the different units whether they are commercial units
or Traditional Owner units. I acknowledge that the Commonwealth and the State have each developed
regional plans but what strikes me are the multiplicity of those plans and often the short shelf life of some
of the institutions and organisations. I have been part of producing a report called Fixing The Hole in
Australia’s Heartland which diagnoses all of this and which suggests that you need an overarching regional
authority which is outside the contest. This authority would have certain roles in terms of being custodian

What are your thoughts on that?
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That is exactly what I have seen. There is a tendency to externalise the problems. There is a strong wish for
immediate benefits. People are finding it difficult to balance the long-term interests of native title holders yet
unborn, whose interest should be protected by the accumulation of capital, and the daily interests of people
now. Agreements can have unintended consequences. Handing out dribs and drabs of money to comply
with the laws relating to charitable trusts can be demeaning and perpetuate a culture of dependence. It is not
always easy to find people who are prepared to act in the broad interests rather than in their own interests.
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Are you talking about white people or Indigenous people?
Indigenous people. I think with both sides, the venality of people can be a problem. One doesn’t want to
‘Aboriginalise’ that as a peculiar Aboriginal thing. Back in the days when I was dealing with welfare, I coined
the phrase, which is no doubt not original, that ‘behaviour follows the dollar’ and there are thousands of
examples of that; the way people change their behaviour for the quid.
Apart from the fact that most people have a price at which they can be bought, and that can be a really
serious issue in the Pilbara, people’s behaviour is very much moulded by how they can maximise their dollar
income. Private enterprise people would say, “Well that is how it is supposed to work, that’s the market”,
but the fact is the really important things about social change don’t operate on a market basis, they
operate on an idealistic basis. Good parenting is not based on the market, it is based on love and a sense
of duty and commitment and a preparedness to do the slow grinding year-by-year work of bringing up a
child in a safe and loving environment. It is pretty hard work actually, in my experience, even in the most
optimal circumstances.

Capability
Do you think at the moment capability comes into it, in terms of the Indigenous people having the skill
set to manage these massive agreements which have been put in place?
Yes, I think that is a genuine issue. It is less a matter of individual capacity than operating in a way which
empowers people rather than using complexity to control and bamboozle them. No matter how sound the
structure is it can be open to manipulation because it is possible, in a perfectly lawful manner, to manipulate
the system to ensure control by simply buying off all the influential voices.
Are you are talking about the mining industry buying them off?
No, I am talking about their own management buying them off. My view would be if you look at what is
not working in the Pilbara, and there is a lot not working, the mining industry has conscientiously tried to
structure things so they would work and the only thing is they can’t control the quality of the people who
actually operate the system. In a way I would almost rather be dealing with honest incompetence than shady
competence.
The term ‘carpetbaggers’ has been raised, referencing white people who are now making money out of
native title payments. Have you heard anything about that?
Look my general view is that whenever Aboriginal people have a pool of money, the sharks, both black and
white, are in the water. I think the most critical thing is to find people who are genuinely disinterested, who
are not interested in self-enrichment, but who can see this important task has to be done well.
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I think those people are quite hard to find because the work is difficult and you are frequently called names
when you try to do the right thing.
Do you think that attitude to white people helping Aboriginal people has changed in the last 10 years?
I think there has been in a positive sense, an assertion by Aboriginal people to take control. At the last
native title conference in Alice Springs, my sense was the Aboriginal voices were louder, more constructive
and there was a movement towards Aboriginal control and influence, a louder Aboriginal voice.
That was great. I think the rhetoric of Aboriginal control, with which I agree, has not been matched by
a capacity to do the tasks that are required to be done in the broad interests as against the self-interest.
Are you saying that while individuals have the capacity they don’t necessarily represent the whole?
Yes and I think also the normal rules about self-interest assert. There is nothing in Aboriginal culture to
protect Aboriginal people against that, because in my very imperfect understanding of Aboriginal culture,
‘big men’ have always been important. It is quite possible for a few people to control these agreements not
necessarily in the interest of the all – and quite legally, by the way.

Community investment
Should government and companies like Rio Tinto continue to invest in Indigenous communities?
It is absolutely vital. Government doesn’t do enough for Aboriginal people in terms of what it does for
everyone else and it leaves Aboriginal people struggling to provide, for example, their own essential services,
which means they struggle to do the very simple things like getting the kids to school and getting a job.
I live in this nice little enclave here, the rubbish is collected, the power works, the water works, the streets
are kept reasonably clean, there is law and order, these are not my responsibility but ultimately as a citizen
I am interested in them and there are all these layers of government and instrumentalities to ensure they
are done. Aboriginal people struggle to get the basic services. That’s why you need a comprehensive
approach and not this cost-shifting approach; every time the mining company spends a dollar, the
government spends a dollar less, every time Aboriginal people spend a dollar, mining companies spend
a dollar less. I mean, in a way, it cuts all ways.
That said, I believe the one investment Aboriginal people could make that would be sure to pay off is
educating their kids. That is the absolute, that is the critical thing. I actually marvel at the fact that Rio
Tinto and BHP are still putting money into the education till. I mean, why should they? They have been
doing it year after year after year. This is not the way corporate responsibility likes to work where you are
a permanent funder.
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Hopes and dreams
Of course I have tried to imagine what the end point might be, there never is an end point,
but what is the set of outcomes that would lead me to think, for example, we have a
reconciled Australia. It would be, of course, for the amelioration of the material circumstances.
I don’t think we are ever going to close the gap in statistics completely if Aboriginal people
choose to lead quite different lifestyles. Allowing for that, then at the very least I hope for
much better education and health outcomes.
I suppose the core thing I would like on that front would be for every Aboriginal person to be
educated to his or her maximum extent in the dominant culture, and then what they learn about
their own culture should be very much a matter for them. But I think having the capacity to
function bi-culturally is essential for the long-term protection of Aboriginal people, so that’s a
very core part of my thinking.
The second thing is totally dependent on what Aboriginal people choose to do. I think the really
important thing about Mabo is that it recognised, finally recognised in the law, the reality of
Aboriginal collectives and that in the layers of identity that we all have. The Aboriginal layer is full
and equal Australian citizenship but they also have a layer as being part of the political entities
that make these agreements. The various groups in the Pilbara and their collective identity
are simply an accepted and functioning part of the Australian landscape. So whether through
constitutional recognition or treaties or whatever, if Aboriginal people choose, as they have so far,
to collectively identify in that way that this is really working, they must be accepted as a positive
part of Australia.
My own personal belief is that whatever we do, Aboriginal people will, at least some of them, will
choose to assert and live within a collective Indigenous identity. I say that because historically we
have done everything possible to destroy that and we have never succeeded. So if we haven’t
succeeded in the past, I don’t think we will succeed in the future.
What I want is for a shift in the mental landscape of Australia. The goodwill Australians have
towards reconciliation in 2014 is based on assimilationist thought of closing the gap: They will
become just like us and that will solve everything. What I would like is a wider acceptance of the
fact, that yes, we are going to try and close those gaps but that won’t mean they don’t retain
those separate collective identities which are part of Australia.
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December 10, 1992: Prime Minister Paul Keating delivers the ‘Redfern Speech’
Extract from Speech: “...in truth, we cannot confidently say that we have succeeded as we
would like to have succeeded if we have not managed to extend opportunity and care, dignity
and hope to the Indigenous people of Australia – the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island people...
There should be no mistake about this – our success in resolving these issues will have a
significant bearing on our standing in the world...It begins, I think, with that act of recognition.
Recognition that it was we who did the dispossessing. We took the traditional lands and
smashed the traditional way of life. We brought the diseases. The alcohol. We committed the
murders. We took the children from their mothers. We practised discrimination and exclusion.
It was our ignorance and our prejudice...With some noble exceptions, we failed to make the most
basic human response and enter into their hearts and minds. We failed to ask – how would I feel
if this was done to me?

how much richer our national life and identify will be for the participation of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islanders. We are beginning to learn what the Indigenous people have known for
many thousands of years – how to live with our physical environment. Ever so gradually we
are learning how to see Australia through Aboriginal eyes, beginning to recognise the wisdom
contained in their epic story.
...There is one thing today we cannot imagine. We cannot imagine that the descendants of
people whose genius and resilience maintained a culture here through 50,000 years or more,
through cataclysmic changes to the climate and environment, and who then survived two
centuries of dispossession and abuse, will be denied their place in the modern Australian nation.
We cannot imagine that...”
Speech delivered during the Year for the World’s Indigenous People.

....The message should be that there is nothing to fear or to lose in the recognition of historical
truth, or the extension of social justice, or the deepening of Australian social democracy to
include Indigenous Australians. There is everything to gain...Where Aboriginal Australians have
been included in the life of Australia they have made remarkable contributions.
Economic contributions, particularly in the pastoral and agricultural industry. They are there
in the frontier and exploration history of Australia. They are there in the wars. In sport to an
extraordinary degree. In literature and art and music. In all these things they have shaped our
knowledge of this continent and of ourselves. They have shaped our identity. They are there in
the Australian legend. We should never forget – they have helped build this nation.
...As I said, it might help us if we non-Aboriginal Australians imagined ourselves dispossessed
of land we had lived on for 50,000 years – and then imagined ourselves told that it had never
been ours. Imagine if ours was the oldest culture in the world and we were told that it
was worthless. Imagine if we resisted this settlement, suffered and died in the defence of our
land, and then were told in history books that we had given up without a fight....Imagine if our
spiritual life was denied and ridiculed...It seems to me that if we can imagine the injustices we
can imagine its opposite. And we can have justice.
...We are beginning to more generally appreciate the depth and the diversity of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander cultures. From their music and art and dance we are beginning to recognise
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Simon Hawkins
Chief Executive Officer, Yamatji Marlpa Aboriginal Corporation

“…The reality was that mining has occurred in the Pilbara since the 1960s and had
generated significant wealth for investors, but the report [Taylor and Scambary]
showed that the life expectancy of the Aboriginal people, whose country had
been mined, was declining. It really did capture the need for comprehensive
agreements and why these agreements needed to be made for future
generations; not only to improve the issues of financial capacity but also health,
education and all other identifiers of a healthy society and community.”
Simon started his career as a town planner working for local government in Perth and
the south of Western Australia. In an important career move, he was appointed the Chief
Executive Officer of the Cue Shire, where he gained experience dealing with mining
companies and Indigenous groups. A short stint in the Department of Indigenous
Affairs followed before he took up his current position as the CEO of the Yamatji Marlpa
Aboriginal Corporation (YMAC) in 2003.
YMAC is the Native Title Representative Body for the Pilbara, Murchison and Gascoyne
regions of Western Australia; covering more than one million square kilometres
of land. The YMAC is an Aboriginal-run, multi-function organisation comprising lawyers,
anthropologists, finance, administration and economic and community development staff.
In the Pilbara, YMAC represents six of the Traditional Owner Groups with whom Rio Tinto
negotiates its Indigenous Land Use Agreements. These include Ngarluma, Yinhawangka,
Nyiyaparli, Puutu Kunti Kurrama and Pinikura, Kuruma Marthudunera and Banjima.
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Conversation took place in Perth, Western Australia on 9 June 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

The early years
Years ago, Western Australia had no land rights legislation, unlike the Northern Territory and other parts of
the country where Land Councils had been established. The first in WA was the Kimberley Land Council
and then, some 20 years ago, the Yamatji Land and Sea Council was established.

Do you think this report will be used as a baseline?
I hope so because it captures the moment. It took seven years to reach these agreements and there was a
big celebration afterwards, but what is the timeframe to come back, review and say how is it tracking?
Is it five years? I know we have five-year review clauses in the agreement, but is that long enough to see
any substantial change to the issues that were identified in the report?

A difficult time

In 2002, the Pilbara-represented area came up for re-recognition and the Yamatji Land and Sea Council
was asked by the Commonwealth to apply for the Pilbara representative area. So we became the first land
council in Australia to represent two separate regions, which was quite historic in its moment.

The mining industry once had a very difficult relationship with Aboriginal people. I went to Roebourne and
there was a water tank at the top of the hill and in big writing it had ‘blame it on Rio Tinto’. It was that sort
of relationship.

When I started in 2003, a lot of the native title law was still quite new and there were a lot of matters still to
go before the courts seeking resolution. The Pilbara itself had many overlapping claims as we inherited a lot
of prior claims lodged with the Aboriginal Legal Service.

That was a reality at the time?

YMAC now represents Traditional Owners in the Murchison, Gascoyne and Pilbara and our core business
is to progress native title claims to determination, hopefully through consent, but increasingly by
litigation through the Federal Court. We also manage the Future Act process which results in land
access agreements.
Could you explain that process?
Sure, you have native title claims with boundaries that are registered in the Federal Court. Those claims
provide the right to negotiate for the Traditional Owners when there is a developer coming along.
The right to negotiate with a potential proponent varies greatly on the nature of the tenure. So freehold
land provides no real opportunity, but leasehold does. The right to negotiate is part of the approval
process that mining companies have to go through to actually mine on country, so they have to
negotiate with Traditional Owners.

Taylor and Scambary report

Yes, and even though the company had perhaps done more than others, it was still mining on the
Traditional Owners’ country. I remember being at an event where Rio Tinto was talking about this new train
taking all the ore out, and while they were explaining what a feat of engineering this was, one Traditional
Owner commented “Oh that’s my country you are taking away”.
When you started discussions with Rio Tinto in 2003, did you know how the Traditional Owners felt?
Yes, they were very much opposed. There is a strong view among a lot of Traditional Owners that they
would prefer not to see any mining impact on their country. It’s their country. There was a process people
had to go through to understand that their rights and options were limited. They then had to try to
negotiate to achieve the best outcomes.
How difficult a position for you was that to be in?
You had to maintain a clear separation between the company and the Traditional Owners. In terms of my
role, I had to make it very clear that “You’re the company, I represent the Traditional Owners”. That was
uncomfortable for Rio Tinto because they were operating from the viewpoint that “You can trust us, we are
going to do the right thing”. That might be true, but at the end of the day they are a proponent.

It was very helpful because the reality was that mining has occurred in the Pilbara since the 1960s and had
generated significant wealth for investors, but the report showed that the life expectancy of the Aboriginal
people, whose country had been mined, was declining. It really did capture the need for comprehensive
agreements and why these agreements needed to be made for future generations; not only to improve
the issues of financial capacity but also health, education and all other identifiers of a healthy society
and community.

Does it change the outcome?
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No, and the Traditional Owners believe we have to represent their view, however uncomfortable it is.
Throughout the negotiations there were very difficult phases we went through where Rio Tinto stopped
funding us. The State Government then provided funding because they wanted to see the agreements
across the line and it was very difficult for all concerned. Reputations were on the line and individuals
were being targeted because there was a lot at stake and there was a lot of emotion in the space and a
lot of politics.
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Central Negotiating Committee (CNC)

Is that an important learning from this process?

Internally, within YMAC, there was a conflict about whether the CNC was a way forward. I didn’t think so.
I felt the critical thing was that each individual claim group needed to negotiate their own agreement with
Rio Tinto and that at some point there would be some sort of collective after that.

Very much so. Those individual claim groups in the Pilbara speak their own language, they participate in
their own culture. You could see how they would want their own identity and formal recognition. Their first
interest is with their family groups and from there they look out.

How did the Central Negotiating Committee come about?

Mining boom

I think it was driven by some of the personalities on all sides; some of our staff were very supportive of it, as
were some Rio Tinto people and some Traditional Owners. Many Traditional Owners weren’t, so it was due
to the politics at the time; people were trying to work out how best to get their outcomes.

Do you think that the boom, in the middle of all of these negotiations, helped or hindered things?

How did it get established?
It was set up by Traditional Owner groups nominating two people as their representatives to work closely
on a central negotiating committee. Part of the problem was ensuring that the broader claim groups were
not left behind in the process. Native title agreements are about all those different family groups; that’s the
politics of community. It’s not conflict, its community, but the issue is, at the end of the day, it must include
the whole community, particularly on agreements like these, which are for life of mine, and might be 40 or
60 years long.
But overall, in terms of financial issues that came out of the agreements, the overwhelming response
from the Traditional Owners was to use the opportunity to make a better future for the next generations.
The media jumped on the usual stereotypes and talked about the dollar amounts, concerns about
mismanagement. I kept on saying “Look, overwhelmingly people are saying this is to make things better
for future generations.”
By the same token, there is a situation in the Pilbara where socio-economically, Traditional Owners are well
behind everyone else, so at some point they are going to need capital to bridge that gap. It’s their country,
they don’t have control over whether it can be mined or not, so why can’t they share in the prosperity
of the company? Simple as that. The financial structures that have been put in place are strict to ensure
money goes where the need is and where the opportunity should be.

Marnda Mia
Rio Tinto wanted to formalise and resource the CNC to deal with the Regional Standards and regional
issues. As a result, Marnda Mia was formed as a commercial entity to focus on the issues identified in the
Regional Standards. I think, there was too strong a focus on regionalising things first and they weren’t
taking the people along with them.
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It helped in terms of achieving the quantums we were pursuing, so financially it was helpful.
Commercially, it was also perfect timing, companies wanted to get deals over the line quickly.
We were in a strong position to do that, to assist and get the greatest return.

Yamatji Marlpa Aboriginal Corporation (YMAC) representation
In the Pilbara, YMAC represents six of the Traditional Owner Groups with whom Rio Tinto negotiates its
Indigenous Land Use Agreements. These include Ngarluma, Yinhawangka, Nyiyaparli, Puutu Kunti Kurrama
and Pinikura, Kuruma Marthudunera and Banjima.
Why weren’t you representing everyone? Did some people choose to have different representatives?
We did represent all groups at one point, and Rio Tinto really objected to it as they saw it as a unionised
type of approach. From our viewpoint it was simply a coordinated approach. That said, I think as a Land
Council we had to become more professional as well. They recruited me because there had been a lot of
ideological views rather than commercial ones and we needed a more pragmatic approach. I think Rio
Tinto and the mining industry had a view that the Land Councils were lefty, rabid sort of intellectuals and it
is fair to say that to some degree we did need to improve the professionalism of the organisation.
Unfortunately for Rio Tinto, during that time, a couple of the claim groups left our representation because
of the pressure that was applied by industry. I know at the end of the day, and we’ve had this conversation
with Rio Tinto people, they regret that they didn’t provide that support. Because, even though it took seven
years, they did reach agreement with us, but they still had outstanding agreements with other groups that
had split off.
Do you think it would’ve been better for the Traditional Owners to have negotiated together?
Look I think it has still worked for the groups that have represented themselves. The timeframes might
have been quicker because there was a lot of arguing about whether we are representing you or not
representing you, so that took up time. But a critical part of the process is for Traditional Owners to own
the decision; they know it is their choice and that we are following through for them.

Simon Hawkins
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Regional approach
The beauty of the Regional Standards is that while you have the individual claim groups dealing with their
own business, there are common issues across the region. If Rio Tinto is operating on your space, you will
benefit, but what about the poor guy who is ‘over there’? The Regional Standards brings the whole of the
Pilbara together, which is important for overall development and lessening disparity between the haves and
the have nots.
Which are the key Regional Standards?
From the Traditional Owners’ point of view, I think it would be cultural heritage but over time that may
grow to include areas of economic initiatives, such as business development and employment.

Community partnerships
How important are things like the partnerships between Rio Tinto and community based support groups
in this process?
It is important because the groups will focus on their immediate needs, such as cultural heritage and
managing the financial benefits. So I think these types of organisations still have a role to play.
Do you think the Traditional Owners should start to support these programs themselves?
I would encourage it. It is about future generations, so if there is a scholarship or an opportunity to
participate in an education and learning foundation, I think you will find Traditional Owners will support
it straight away.

Hopes and dreams
We are on the cusp of change; for some of these groups this is the first time they have had any
sort of resources to actually focus on their own culture and community. With these communities,
there needs to be effort put into healing within the group, dealing with issues that take a lot of
time and effort to get cohesion. The Land Council can only do so much; you are not going to get
it from a company, you are not going to get it from government, it needs to be resourced and led
by the community to actually start working on those issues.
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Chris Athanasiou
Barrister at Law

“We all hope that the work we are doing in this area will actually make a
difference…You just read the history, you read what Aboriginal people had to
deal with. I am always struck by the resilience of Indigenous cultures to survive
and that’s really been a significant incentive for me for the things I work on
to make a difference. Part of the restoration I suppose…It’s really why I prefer
agreement making.”
Born in 1959 in Mt Isa, Queensland, to a Greek-Cypriot immigrant father, Chris was raised
in a melting pot of people from different backgrounds and countries in what was then
a booming mining town. After doing what all young Mt Isa men were expected to do at
the time – get a trade – Chris started his career as an electrician. An injury and a desire
for more saw him move to Brisbane to study Economics and Law at the University
of Queensland, then after graduation, working as a solicitor in the city specialising in
insolvency and corporate litigation.
By 1992, as the Mabo and native title debate filled the papers and airwaves, he decided
he needed to get back to his roots, which were grounded firmly in his upbringing where
he had witnessed and been subjected to racism, social disadvantage and prejudice.
He found himself at the University of Queensland doing a Masters in Anthropology and
Law with a native title evidential focus.
For the past 20 years he has specialised in this area as a Barrister. He has been at the
forefront, working for organisations such as the Central Land Council in the Northern
Territory and as the WA government’s negotiator, successfully negotiating freehold and
national park status for the Burrup Peninsula, and resolving the long-standing dispute
between the Miriuwung and Gajerrong people over the expansion of the Ord Irrigation
Scheme. He has played a leading role in many native title agreement negotiations
including Rio Tinto’s Pilbara negotiations because, he said: “I’m not particularly interested
in work that doesn’t have a good relationship at its core.”
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Conversation took place in Brisbane, Queensland on 24 April 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

Early 1990s
Were you exposed at that time to Aboriginal people and issues?
It was 1992 and the Mabo decision came down, then in 1993 there was negotiation of the Native Title Act,
so I kept an eye on it. I had done a fair bit of travelling around Australia in 1993. It rekindled my interest in
the bush and Indigenous issues. I headed back to Brisbane, went back to my old firm, hated it, left and
started a Masters in Law and Anthropology with a native title evidential focus. I thought the Law Faculty
wasn’t particularly receptive to what I wanted to do. So I started applying for jobs and I ended up at the
Central Land Council at Alice Springs in 1994 and helped set up its native title direction.

A complete strategic rethink
I think it is important to understand the context of Rio Tinto’s Pilbara agreements when they are being
considered. Just looking at their implementation misses a large part of the story. For example, leading up
to 2006, Rio Tinto’s relationship with many of the key Pilbara groups was struggling. That came to a head
with the development of the Hope Downs mine. Rio Tinto needed to move forward quickly and without a
major shift, it was in trouble. There was a strong business case in cementing a good relationship across
the Pilbara. And that is what has occurred.
What was your role when you arrived in 2006? Were you part of the Wise Heads? How was it explained
to you?
The paradigm shift had occurred before I arrived. The Wise Heads were part of the transition – Rio Tinto
needed some different and experienced thinkers to help it through the early stages. All the team members
brought in different areas of expertise. I had experience in working with Indigenous people, but also
working in WA for the State Government as its lead negotiator. I had done the Burrup Agreement in
the Pilbara. I understood the law, native title and the myriad laws intertwined. That was my role on
the Committee.
Did you think this was a good approach? Did you ponder over the process?

lot of access to the Managing Directors. We spent quite a bit of time advising them and they were very
supportive. We all wanted to come up with those win-win solutions.
How vital was that to the success of the final outcome in terms of time or money saving and improved
outcomes?
If you get the policy settings right from the start, everything else will follow. The Wise Heads were all
experienced in the space, so we all understood the complexities and the potential pitfalls. That saved time.
Also, when you are putting the agreements together down the track, there is invariably a tendency to
drift toward something easier. Obviously complexity and expense are always factors that guide you, but
something easier in an operational sense may end up being a deal breaker where Aboriginal people
are concerned. So you are working in a complex space and the initial policy settings are crucial.
They keep the agreement-making on track.
What’s an example of one of these policy settings?
The Regional Standards – sorting them out; some were easy and some were really quite difficult;
certainly the business and contracting and employment standards were really quite complex, the heritage
protection too. Coming up with a set of standards and getting them to apply across the business and all
the groups was a significant undertaking. If there wasn’t a policy directive at the beginning, it could have
meandered off in any direction. When we were putting the standards together, people would come back
and say, it’s too hard. You deal with that by saying, we have to come up with something that works for
everyone. So having those policy settings endorsed by management in advance was absolutely crucial.
Did you see the culture within Rio Tinto change as a result of this process and if you did, in what
sort of ways?
I don’t think I am equipped to fully answer that because my level of interaction with Rio Tinto was
not across the board. I found the Managing Directors receptive to what we were doing. Not slavishly;
everything ultimately had to fit within an umbrella of Rio Tinto’s communities and human rights
commitments and a business case. You have to remember that we were constantly breaking new
ground, so it takes time for people to fully appreciate or understand the full extent of what was going on.
So the role of the Managing Directors was vital.

I have pondered over it since; I thought it was good, but at the time I didn’t appreciate how groundbreaking it was – it just seemed logical. My views were coloured by the fact that I was playing much
the same role with the WA Government, which had been going through its own paradigm shift with
native title. After the event, I thought exactly what you thought, whoa, that was really a big gesture on
Rio Tinto’s part, and they put a lot of trust in us. We certainly felt the trust, because we were given a

The receptiveness of all Rio Tinto staff I met/worked with on the negotiations and agreements has been
notable – there is a positive culture that exists around what the company is doing. The scale of what has
been achieved required a team effort and the large number of Rio Tinto staff and consultants who, over the
years, have dedicated substantial parts of their lives to turn the initial commitments into final agreements.
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Do you think the way the Traditional Owners saw the process helped to bring them along with it?
I think they felt the shift in 2006 and that was a major psychological hurdle overcome. Those Traditional
Owners participating in the negotiations at the beginning told me the relationship had been tense
and difficult at times. They understood the symbolism of new Rio Tinto representatives speaking a
different language. They appreciated that we were receptive to their points of view, while acknowledging
that it was a negotiation and there would always be areas of disagreement.

The complexities surrounding native title negotiations
How important was the generational nature of the agreements?
There were mutual reasons why the agreements needed to be generational. Both parties had a desire to
lock in the benefits they got from the agreements and develop a long-term relationship. From Rio Tinto’s
perspective, transactions that operate for the life of Rio Tinto’s Pilbara operations are a significant outcome.
The agreements apply essentially anywhere, anytime and that makes them very attractive. Also, the
agreements are large and complex transactions, with significant transactional cost – you would want the
outcome to be enduring.
From the Indigenous side it was important that they could pass the legacy on to their children
and grandchildren. They were also negotiating the agreements in a boom and the Aboriginal
negotiators would not have missed the point that it probably didn’t get much better than this in terms
of the environment to negotiate.
Overall, though, the agreements themselves should minimise this as a concern. The commitments to work
together, I think, place the relationship on a very solid foundation. I think it is a natural concern that as time
goes by, people within Rio Tinto forget the context in which the agreements were negotiated and the
importance of a good relationship with the Aboriginal people of the Pilbara.
In my opinion, the context so far as Rio Tinto is concerned, is that the agreements were set up for a
major expansion and they essentially permit the company to mine iron ore across the Pilbara in a manner
that respects its relationship with Pilbara Aboriginal people. The agreements also flowed from resolving
a potentially costly problem for Rio Tinto back in 2006 (which arose from what was then a difficult
relationship between it and key Pilbara Aboriginal groups).
I can’t really speak for the Aboriginal context as such, but it’s obvious to me that the agreements bring
Pilbara Aboriginal people into the Rio Tinto business as fundamental players. It’s now about working with
Rio Tinto to navigate the difficult terrain of mining on a large scale on land for which Pilbara Aboriginal
people have a deep spiritual and physical relationship.
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And there are substantial financial and non-financial benefits flowing to Pilbara Aboriginal people from the
agreements that can’t be ignored. Those benefits have the potential to dramatically alter the economic and
social circumstances that many Pilbara Aboriginal people are currently living in.
I applaud the dedication, patience and grace of many of the Aboriginal people who have participated in
the negotiations on behalf of their groups. They had to deal with high levels of complexity in the
negotiations and the pressure of their own group members who wanted outcomes sooner rather than later.
Their ability to put aside past grievances, maintain focus on achieving a final agreement and look to the
future was crucial.

A regional approach
The regional approach operates in two ways – country-wide agreements that cover all Rio Tinto’s areas
of interest in the Pilbara; and Rio Tinto’s application of essentially the same commitments and standards
across all agreements. There are positives in both elements for Rio Tinto and Pilbara Aboriginal people.
The initial approach through the negotiations was project specific rather than country-wide. I can’t see the
benefit of revisiting native title and heritage approvals project by project, tenure by tenure. There was a
good business case in a country-wide approach for Rio Tinto based on a strong relationship with Pilbara
Aboriginal people. That’s the stuff we spoke about as Wise Heads. But there’s a trade off; if someone is
giving mining pre-approval across their traditional country, you can understand that there are going to be
some limits (in addition to the processes in the agreements dealing with heritage and the environment).
This led to the rights reserved approach. Each group could identify areas that were highly significant and
Rio Tinto tried to find ways to accommodate the requests. Some could be easily accommodated, and
some could not.
It was about the old people saying we can’t let everything go, we have got to maintain our culture. We do
want your mines because we can’t turn out backs on the economic opportunities for our people, but not if
it means we lose a landscape that defines us.
What’s it been like working with Rio Tinto?
Working in this space is a privilege, really because Rio Tinto is attuned to the sorts of outcomes that I
think we should be working towards. So it is good to work with those sorts of tools. Also, Rio Tinto’s desire
to stay focused on the bigger picture has been a help. Sure the agreements are large documents due to
the scope and complexity of what they have to do but, through all that, Rio Tinto has simply wanted to
produce good, balanced outcomes. It was also refreshing not to dwell on the direct payments. Rio Tinto
said; “OK that’s locked in, now let’s talk about your employment, let’s talk about your training, let’s talk
about your business opportunities”.

Chris Athanasiou
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Had you come across agreements before with this sort of regional focus and the ability for groups
to opt-in?
I don’t know of any other agreement process that equals the scope of what Rio Tinto has done.
I think what we have done with the Regional Standards and the mosaic of country-wide agreements is
ground breaking. In the 1990s there was a bit of excitement in Australia about the regional agreements
process going on in Canada but very little came of it. The Canadian experience didn’t really transpose.
The regional approach works for Rio Tinto and it works for the groups. From Rio Tinto’s perspective,
having, for example, vastly different approaches to heritage either side of a group boundary doesn’t
make sense. For Pilbara Aboriginal people, the Regional Standards lifted the bar and were the outcome
of a lot of discussion, work and negotiation. It was hard for the groups to come up with a reason for not
opting in.
But everyone has opted-in?
Yes, because of Rio Tinto’s approach, Rio Tinto didn’t say; “We are going to be miserly about this”. It came
up with best practice approaches, which makes it hard to say no.
Its mutual benefit approach?
Yes, and it’s an investment in a long-term relationship that will work for both Rio Tinto and Pilbara
Aboriginal people. It also put those groups who didn’t have as much leverage in the negotiations as others,
on an equal footing. They won’t forget that down the track. And if they do, they should be reminded of it.
If you invest in these relationships they actually do pay. All concerned understand that there is reciprocity
involved in a relationship.
The negotiations around a regional approach weren’t quick were they?
It was inevitable that it was going to take a long time to get the entire regional structure up and running.
That doesn’t mean the Regional Standards aren’t working – the standards themselves are operating across
the groups and the regional committee is, in a sense, operating (people within Rio Tinto know more about
the detail of this). However, the regional structure is not yet fully developed.
In what way?

Is it over simplifying it by saying the Pilbara region can unite to become a healthy Aboriginal population?
I think it is over-simplifying it to say they will unite. I think they will understand the synergies. They will
see there are good economic reasons for taking the next step, in terms of economies of scale, avoiding
duplication, having a stronger voice with government. You don’t need to be “one” people to extract
these advantages.

Division within Traditional Owner groups
Overall, the groups have pulled together. In fact the negotiations have in some way brought about the
unification of some of the groups. But, people are people and we all bring our history with us in one
way or another. There are professional advisers about who see benefit in fanning the flames on some of the
divisions – that clearly doesn’t help. It obviously bothers me when you see an agreement actually generate
division within a community. My experience has been that usually those divisions were already there and
the agreements have simply been the vehicle for them to emerge into the agreement space.
It is disappointing, but it is also life.
So the start-up phase for some of the agreements may prove to be a little rocky, but there are so many
positives that the agreements bring. I believe in the long run people will sort out their issues and get on
with the main game.
Yes, I’m an optimist, but you have to be in this space.

Protecting sites
The agreements go to great lengths to protect sites, and where they can’t be protected; to minimise
the impacts where possible. Ultimately it is about balance and setting the bar where that balance is
acceptable to all concerned. To some of the groups, the rights-reserved process has been a central part
of finding that balance.

Paternal versus self management
One thing that strikes me is that Aboriginal people are having as much say as the people they have an
agreement with, whereas in the past things were much more paternalistic. Why is that important?

Groups have signed their agreements, they have also opted-in to the regional framework, but they have
had so much to do locally with the implementation of their own agreements that they don’t have time
for a regional corporation as well. I think at some stage, when the groups have bedded in their own
agreements, they will want to pursue what I think are the additional benefits that can be generated by
fully implementing the regional structure.

Although I can’t speak for the groups, my perception of their involvement in negotiating the agreements
was that they felt they had played a real part in the process. They aren’t just Rio Tinto agreements.
They belong to the groups as well and it’s the same with the Regional Standards. While the agreements
are big on relationships and Rio Tinto and the groups working together, they also offer a high level of
autonomy and capability to the groups. Of course, there is transparency and accountability – we all
face that. Rio Tinto has never wavered from the need to ensure that the benefits from agreements are
dealt with capably, fairly and responsibly.
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Traditional Owner group capacity to manage
Aboriginal people in the Pilbara have a wide range of skills, experience and qualifications, so you
can’t generalise. The agreements are complex. And the financial and non-financial benefits offered to,
and the commitments given by, the groups in the agreements mean that capacity building is an important
part of their initial implementation. I know that Rio Tinto has been doing a lot of work in corporate capacity
building, in particular. Obviously some people need it more than others, but it is the right thing to do if
the groups are to take greater control over their own destinies.
Do you mean business development?
Yes, but also financial management. The benefits management structures are dealing with large sums of
money, and there is a range of complex financial and legal issues, such as taxation, involved. These are not
the sorts of issues that most Australians, irrespective of race or ethnicity, ever have to deal with. As for
business development – there is a great deal of existing experience in business ventures among Pilbara
Aboriginal people, but it is by no means uniform. So, yes, it’s another area where improved capability will
lead to greater autonomy.
The Taylor and Scambary report cited housing and health, why were those dropped from the
Regional Standards?

Hopes and dreams
For me the loudest sound I hear coming from Indigenous people in Australia, including Pilbara
Aboriginal people, is they want to walk in both worlds. They want the pathways to prosperity;
they want to improve their lives and the lives of their children. But they want to do it in a way
that maintains their culture. They want to keep their kids close to their country and culture, and
at the same time secure education, training, employment, business or professional opportunities
for them.
You can’t expect these agreements to do everything, as there are other significant influences
affecting the lives of Pilbara Aboriginal people, but in my opinion, the agreements will greatly
assist in the realisation of a two-worlds outcome. Obviously there is a lot to be done and I am
not so naïve as to think that it will be all plain sailing. My hope is that in generations to come,
wherever you look in the Pilbara, Aboriginal people are recognisable for their prosperity and
vibrant culture.

Rio Tinto is concerned about them. However, those areas are not really something that a regional standard
in a mining agreement can adequately deal with. It is getting too close to the role of government and
Pilbara Aboriginal people’s own need to take responsibility for how to deal with their particular needs.
Where it landed was that the agreements provide for a substantial benefits stream that each group
allocates to a charitable trust. Each group sets the priorities for those trusts and benefits for health and
housing can flow in accordance with those priorities.
So Aboriginal people can help themselves in these areas?
Yes. The agreements also allow groups to allocate some of their financial benefits into a trust that can be
used for wider purposes such as business development. It is hoped that those funds will work in with
Rio Tinto’s business development commitments. Again, each group directs the priorities attached to
those funds.
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Geoff Gishubl
Partner, Global Co-Head Corporate, Ashurst

“In mid-1992 the High Court delivered the history making Mabo judgment.
From a lawyer’s perspective, that decision asked more questions than it gave
answers but it opened the door to the recognition of Aboriginal land ownership
(native title) in Australia. The mining industry’s initial reaction to it was one of
shock and concern. Generally, the industry perceived native title as a threat to
business rather than an opportunity for new relationships and there were some
pretty radical ideas about how to respond to Mabo.”
Geoff is a leading legal expert in the area of native title who started as a lawyer with
Jackson McDonald, a Perth law firm. Geoff assisted a senior colleague in 1992 on
Hamersley Iron’s Marandoo Environment Review and Management Plan which included
key cultural heritage approvals. Traditional Owners had asserted native title rights but at
the time the legal system did not recognise those rights. Following the Mabo decision,
native title and its relationship with the resources sector became a key focus of Geoff’s
practice throughout the 1990s.
Geoff has continued to work in this area, particularly with the resources sector including
Rio Tinto, and is now the global co-head of Ashurst’s corporate division. Since 2007,
Chambers Global, an independent research organisation which ranks the best law firms
and lawyers from 185 jurisdictions throughout the world, has ranked Geoff as a Band 1
Lawyer in the area of Native Title for Asia-Pacific.
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Conversation took place in Perth, Western Australia on 14 April 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

Early 1990s
Can you remember what the relationship between Aboriginal people and the resources sector was like in
the early 1990s?
My recollection conforms to the cliché that things were a bit confrontational: ‘them and us’. The mining
companies had a sense of entitlement: “The government has given us this right to exploit the resource and
we want to just get on and do that and these people are in the way. We will get them out of the way and we
will use legislation, we will use the approvals process to do so. We will do anything the law allows to get a
project up”. Back in the early 1990s it wasn’t generally recognised that Aboriginal Traditional Owners were
a land-owning group that had to be engaged in a really constructive way. Aboriginal heritage issues were
seen largely as a problem that had to be solved as part of the approvals’ process. Although on an individual
basis, there was some respect for culture, and particularly the knowledge of the older generation, but on a
collective basis it was more like “get out of the way, and if you don’t, we will push”.

Environmental movement
There were lots of links back then between the Aboriginal movement and the environmental movement.
Did you observe the environmental movement perhaps using Aboriginal people, with Marandoo
particularly, to put forward their case?
Absolutely, in fact that continues to this day. More recently I think Traditional Owners are working out that
perhaps the environmental movement isn’t always working in their interests. They have their own objectives
and agenda, which aren’t always aligned with Aboriginal advancement. This is probably obvious but back
then without much in the way of legal rights to rely on, Traditional Owners often saw green groups as a
natural ally in opposing mining. One of my first direct involvements with the environmental movement was
when I was sent undercover, in ‘mufti’, to a meeting organised by opponents of the Marandoo mine.

Marandoo
Looking back at the Marandoo case, were you personally thinking at the time there had to be a better
way than this?
Oh yes, to be honest, largely on a fairly conventional economic basis. It all took a very long time and
cost a large amount of money. I think the delays cost the company $80 or $100 million extra dollars in
the early 1990s, which was a heap of money at the time. It just seemed like a lot of confrontation, where
confrontation could have been avoided or at least managed in a different way. In 1995, of course, there
was the landmark change of corporate direction led by Leon Davis’ speech, but quite a lot of water
had already flowed under the bridge by then and I think the company had already begun to change its
approach, albeit gradually.

Native title
Tell me a little more about Mabo and native title?
In mid-1992 the High Court delivered the history making Mabo judgement. From a lawyer’s perspective,
that decision asked more questions than it gave answers but it opened the door to the recognition of
Aboriginal land ownership (native title) in Australia. The mining industry’s initial reaction to it was one of
shock and concern. Generally, the industry perceived native title as a threat to business rather than an
opportunity for new relationships and there were some pretty radical ideas about how to respond to Mabo.
To be fair, there were legitimate legal reasons for some of the concerns. This included the idea that large
numbers of mining tenements could be invalid if native title existed. So there was legitimate concern on the
part of mining companies to find answers to the questions posed by Mabo. Could native title possibly exist
where our mines do? If it does exist are our interests invalid? Are we going to be sued?
So were you involved, as representing resources companies?

Hard to believe now, but I was the only lawyer on the team young enough to not stand out enough to
go along. It was a community meeting led by Rachel Siewert (currently a Senator with the Australian Greens)
in the Conservation Council’s campaign against the mine and to, among other things, save the pebblemound mouse and other flora and fauna.

Yes. We got our first instruction on New Year’s Eve 1992 and we spent months of solid work figuring
out the risk profile for Hamersley Iron around the potential existence of native title in the Pilbara.
There was a lot of uncertainty and the whole issue was very politically charged. There was a lot of concern
and opposition and then there was the public debate from Keating’s Redfern Speech, the debate around
a legislative response, the drafting and negotiation of the Native Title Bill and then the grand compromise
- the Native Title Act which came into effect in January 1994. Throughout that time, Rio Tinto was very
concerned about what it was all going to mean, what it was going to cost and how much operational
risk was going to be involved.
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I don’t actually think it took that long for the mining industry to recognise it was going to have to live
with native title and the ‘problem’ was not going away any time soon. But I think the level of stress and
fear created within the mining sector was more about how much business risk was involved rather than
being seen as an opportunity to embrace it. From a lawyer’s perspective, there were all sorts of interesting
questions to be asked and answered and some are still being answered 20 years later.
Such as?
We are still finding out who holds native title and what it means for other (non-native title) landowners.
For example, it has only recently been confirmed that native title coexists with pretty much all mining
leases. We still don’t know how much compensation native title holders are entitled to under the law for
the impacts of mining and other activities on their rights.
How important were the lawyers at that time?
Lawyers had a significant role, for sure. The Mabo decision was a court case run by lawyers, after all.
In responding to the decision, lawyers helped frame aspects of the debate by identifying and articulating
issues and implications as well as potential legal solutions. However, the role of lawyers should not
be overstated. The law is an instrument and a reflection of society’s values from time to time.
The recognition of and response to native title was more a social justice and political issue than merely
a legal one. The fact it has very significant legal ramifications is a consequence rather than a cause.
The leading judgments in Mabo record that the decision is in part a reflection of changes in contemporary
values that resulted in the recognition of terra nullius as an anachronistic fiction and denial of justice.
The time was right.

Yandicoogina
Yandi was being negotiated at the same time as all the legal discussions over native title and before
Indigenous Land Use Agreements existed. How did that happen side by side?
Serious planning by Rio Tinto for its first Pilbara greenfields mine after Marandoo, at Yandicoogina,
coincided with the enactment of the Native Title Act in its original form. That Act set up a framework for
the recognition of native title and the ‘right to negotiate’ for new mining leases but did not, of itself, confirm
who held what native title rights, and where. At the time, the new law was completely untested. There were
no native title claims over the area of the proposed mine so there was no easy way to determine who to
negotiate with, and the Act didn’t provide an over-arching framework to negotiate agreements. That came
later with Indigenous Land Use Agreements as part of the so-called Ten Point Plan or Wik amendments
in 1998.
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Planning for an agreement also came before the Wik decision so it wasn’t clear whether native title had
been completely extinguished by the pastoral leases that covered the area of the proposed mine.
Rio Tinto wanted to look, in practice, how it could reach an agreement that would stick with the Aboriginal
people who might have native title to the area. There was all sorts of analysis done as to how to reach an
agreement with an Aboriginal group when you don’t know who, if anyone, holds native title, who they are,
where they are, and so on. This thinking included whether Rio Tinto might seek a regional solution for all its
inland mining operations, but that was dismissed as too difficult and ambitious.
Tell me a little bit more about that.
Well, at the time there had been no major native title agreements reached anywhere in Australia. The first
two really big ones were Rio Tinto’s Yandi and Century Zinc. I think Yandi might have been signed first.
Rio Tinto wanted a comprehensive agreement that would secure the consent of Traditional Owners to
the mine and everything associated with it over its whole life cycle. It wanted much more than a “right to
negotiate” agreement for the mining lease. There were no real precedents and the company looked to
comparable agreement-making processes used under land rights legislation in the Northern Territory and
in other countries such as Canada and South Africa.
It was a real challenge to figure out how to identify the right people to negotiate with and then reach
agreement with them. A great deal of work was done by anthropologists as well as lawyers and there
was an extensive ‘pre-negotiation’ process of consultation and engagement to get to the point where Rio
Tinto could feel confident the process could deliver the informed agreement of the right people. It was
recognised pretty quickly that there wasn’t a single way of reducing the risks around the process to zero.
There wasn’t any mechanism, a neat way that you could tie a bow around it and say, “it’s all fixed”; which
is why the Yandi Land Use Agreement has about 80 or 100 signatures on it.

Central Negotiating Committee (CNC)
Were you involved with the CNC?
In the early 2000s, Rio Tinto began planning for the next wave of new iron ore mines that would be
developed over the coming decade. This was before the mining boom really got under way but Rio Tinto
could see it would need to develop more mining operations across the Pilbara, including expansions of the
operations it had recently acquired as a result of the takeover of North. The company realised its ambitions
would involve negotiating with several Traditional Owner groups who by then had native title claims over
the proposed new mines.
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The iron ore business sought a mandate to negotiate multiple agreements, to be pursued in an order of
priority that reflected the timing of its new developments and within overall principles and commercial
limits signed off by senior management in London.
The process was initially run for Rio Tinto by Bruce Larson (General Manager External Affairs, Rio Tinto iron ore 2000s);
he had spent a lot of time in the Western Desert dealing with the Martu people at Kintyre. More preparation
work was done to understand other ideas and approaches to reaching agreement with Indigenous peoples.
I went to Canada with the company to review the approach taken at Rio Tinto’s Diavik Diamond Mine to
reach the then recent Participation Agreements for that mine. The iron ore team also collaborated with
Rio Tinto Diamonds, who were in the process of negotiating the Argyle agreement.
Pretty soon after Rio Tinto started to seriously engage with the Aboriginal groups about its ideas for
agreements, they began to get organised into a group they called the Central Negotiating Committee.
Rio Tinto’s proposal was to negotiate agreements separately with each group, based on its priorities for
new mining operations. The Traditional Owners Groups wanted a commitment from Rio Tinto to negotiate
agreements with each and every Traditional Owner Group in the Pilbara that was affected by Rio Tinto’s
operations, irrespective of whether a new mine was proposed at the time. It was very much a way to bring
Rio Tinto to the table. The Traditional Owners were saying “you need to negotiate agreements with all of
us and you need to be committed to negotiating with every single Traditional Owner group whose country
is affected by your footprint.” They were also seeking to leverage their collective position to pressure Rio
Tinto to significantly increase the financial benefits it was offering.
Was that the beginning of the ‘whole of the Pilbara’ approach?
It was the beginning but that approach didn’t fully crystallise until Rio Tinto’s acquisition of an interest in
Hope Downs brought things to a head.

Good Practice in Agreement Making Report
Rio Tinto looked at its position around engagement and reaching agreement with Traditional Owners from
a bigger picture point of view. The financial aspects of the agreements had been effectively resolved but
the other aspects of the agreement needed to be negotiated and agreed. Those other aspects would
set the framework for the relationship between Rio Tinto and Traditional Owners, and probably make the
difference between success and failure. The Pilbara Native Title Service (PNTS) team had also undergone
some significant change and become rather internally focused so Rio Tinto decided to take the lead role.
This was around late-2006/early-2007 and was being driven by the Managing Directors of Rio Tinto Iron
Ore; people like Phil Mitchell, Dave Smith, Warwick Smith and a bit later Greg Lilleyman, with the Wise
Heads group advising.
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That was the apogee of the level of engagement from senior management in the agreement making
process – they were very engaged and I think the process was then seen as business critical. This took
place in the context of the then recent Taylor and Scambary report; which added weight to the case
for change.
It was agreed between Rio Tinto and Yamatji Marlpa Aboriginal Corporation (YMAC) that some
independent benchmarking of what amounts to good practice in agreement making should be done.
Rio Tinto and YMAC decided to brief Professor Marcia Langton and Ciaran O’Faircheallaigh to prepare
an expert good practice report into agreement making. The report was intended to identify the major
elements of an agreement and then benchmark the way that comparable agreements had treated those
major elements, together with a view on contemporary trends and thinking. It was meant to happen
quite quickly, but it ended up taking over a year, so it wasn’t until 2008 that the report Good Practice in
Agreement Making was produced.
Anyway, that report was finally handed over and by this stage, of course, the mining boom was on and
everyone wanted to sign everything up as quickly as possible. Needless to say it was an incredibly large,
complex endeavour. One of the challenges that the Good Practice in Agreement Making report threw up
was that it contemplated agreements that would require Rio Tinto to change the way it did business and
engage with Traditional Owners.
Can you recall any specifics?
It addressed a wide range of aspects of Rio Tinto’s engagement with Traditional Owners; how they were to
be involved in Rio Tinto’s business decision making and take advantage of the opportunities it presented.
These include heritage practices, mine planning, environmental management, business development,
employment opportunities and flexible practices, training and the shared use of land, including ensuring
safe access by Traditional Owners.
All the things the Regional Standards cover?
Yes, that’s where the Regional Standards came from. For Rio Tinto to effectively embrace the scale of
change contemplated, it needed to do so in a cohesive way rather than piecemeal. It is an enormous
integrated business, so it can’t have eight or 10 or 12 different ways of dealing with Indigenous contracting,
employment and training. This was to be achieved by a single framework that covered the whole of
Rio Tinto’s iron ore business and enable all the Traditional Owner groups on whose country it operates to
participate. It was also essential that the commitments given were mutual and each party was accountable.
This resulted in Rio Tinto’s commitments to give effect to the Regional Standards, which most Traditional
Owner groups then opted-in to and by doing so made commitments in return.
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With this process was Rio Tinto creating something new in Australia?
Yes, this hadn’t been done before and this broader approach was to a very significant degree driven from
inside Rio Tinto through its senior leadership team and advisers.
As an outsider would you say that it was ground breaking?
Yes, I think so. I’ve been involved as legal adviser on all sorts of agreements between Traditional Owners
and mining companies and I have never seen anything done on such an expansive and ambitious scale.
What made it different was that it was something for everyone in that Rio Tinto wasn’t just saying “we will
make a promise to Group X or Group Y in relation to a specific mine or lease”, they were effectively
entering into a contract for the benefit of all Traditional Owners and the broader Indigenous community
of the Pilbara. It looked to embed these new standards in the way that it operated and the goals it set for
its managers and employees.
Are you proud to have been involved?
Absolutely. It’s a high point in my career to have been involved in that process that resulted in the
Participation Agreements and Regional Standards from the start.

Participation Agreements
How long did it take to negotiate the first Participation Agreement?
It was meant to take one year but ended up taking five before the first Participation Agreement
was signed.
Why did it take longer?
The original ambition of signing up all the Participation Agreements within a year was never really realistic.
The whole project was just too complex and ambitious to achieve that. There were a range of reasons.
It took some time for the parties to fully understand what was involved and inform themselves about what
was needed. The Good Practice in Agreement Making report alone took more than a year to complete.
There were also unanticipated delays caused by factors that went beyond the negotiation process.
One Traditional Owner group disengaged almost entirely from the process for about two years while their
native title claim was being resolved in Court.
Were people frustrated at that time?

past lessons and setting up a robust governance structure that would drive real and lasting benefit for
Traditional Owners, and minimise the risk of dysfunction and damage.
Could you explain that?
It is all very well to say we are going to pay $10 million, $30 million or $100 million a year, but that won’t
of itself make Traditional Owners better off. The money has to be applied fairly and in a way that makes a
positive difference, but without being paternalistic. Some Traditional Owners had experience arising from
previous agreements that was certainly not all positive. One group had to deal with something like half a
dozen separate trusts and entities for its agreement money, which weren’t really co-ordinated at all.
There was a lot of work done to try to design a means by which current and future generations of
Traditional Owners would get maximum effective benefit from the money. The Traditional Owners came
up with what they thought was a good model involving the establishment of new trust funds. Rio Tinto
proactively suggested and negotiated additional safeguards, checks and balances.
So Rio Tinto was helping them?
Rio Tinto provided funding for the negotiation process and worked to help the Traditional Owners to
secure Commonwealth funding to complete a process of consultation and advice to design new trust
funds and governance structures. Rio Tinto was concerned to ensure that the process took into account
the learnings from Yandi as well as from Argyle. The new structures involved a new paradigm because they
were likely to receive vastly more money than any previous comparable structure. There really were huge
amounts of money involved. The process of agreeing the form of the new structures involved a good 18
months of work and negotiations.

Generational deals
How do you personally feel about these deals being set in place for generations to come?
The agreements are like a long-term partnership or joint venture. There are examples of agreements
like that which endure for decades. Rio Tinto’s agreements with the State and its business partners are
examples. There is an old debate about the appropriateness of seeking to bind future generations by
an agreement signed today. There are a lot of different perspectives on this, but I think the basic reality
is that everything done today that results in major change will result in significant consequences for
future generations. So, if there will be an agreement to make that happen, it seems to me inconsistent to
contemplate the agreement will naturally expire while the impacts and consequences continue.

Of course they were. There was lots of frustration and it wasn’t really until 2008/2009 to be honest that
the process of really getting into the nuts and bolts of what these agreements were going to look like really
got started. A key piece was designing benefits’ management structures, into which all this money was
going to go and be managed. Rio Tinto and the Traditional Owners were very focused on learning from

However, any agreement that is going to last for decades can get stale and need to be revisited to ensure
it remains effective and the parties remain committed. You do something in 1997 and in 2010 and you look
back on it and say “well that’s not really working that well anymore and isn’t that relevant in practice; why
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don’t we talk about making it better for all parties?”. That is an entirely legitimate and necessary thing
to do. All you are doing there, though, is forcing the parties to turn their minds to ways of improving their
relationship on a consensual basis. It’s completely different from saying “well, we will just get to recut the
commercial deal because one side is not happy about it”. There is a difference between buyer’s remorse
and keeping the agreement fresh.

Global implications
Do you think what you have learned as part of this process can be applied globally?
Domestic laws differ but there are common elements to the themes in engagement between mining
companies and Indigenous people all around the world resulting in the common need to reach
agreement and achieve consent. Also, the development of ‘soft law’ standards arising from a combination
of international instruments, industry self regulation and the requirements of financiers are giving impetus
to comprehensive and lasting agreements between the minerals sector and Indigenous peoples around the
world. Whether there is a legal requirement is probably secondary because the factors that drove Rio Tinto
to enter into agreements with Pilbara Traditional Owners are, in some respects, common or parallel with
what is being experienced in other parts of the world.
Such as?
The potential conflict between different cultures and the impact of mining on traditional land drives the
need to reconcile that conflict by agreement. Indigenous groups around the world are increasingly aware
of, and are exercising, their rights. They may be different rights in different parts of the world, but they
pose the same fundamental challenge of reaching agreement with one or more communities to achieve
outcomes that are acceptable and productive. There are parallels everywhere.

Hopes and dreams
I think there still is a lot of frustration and perceived lack of really good outcomes in the Pilbara.
There is a bit of disillusionment too. Sometimes the folk in the Pilbara, mining companies, nonIndigenous people and Traditional Owners, seem to forget they live in this almost unique bubble of
prosperity. The commodity cycle has its ups and downs but the fundamentals seem entrenched.
There are amazing opportunities being created within Rio Tinto’s business as a result of its
changed practices, in terms of business development and employment. These are real game
changers you would like to think. Also, the sheer volume of money that is being pumped through
that community through these agreements should underpin the social infrastructure needed by
Aboriginal people. I think we are beginning to see the fruits of some of that now.
There should be no uneducated Aboriginal child, there should be no Aboriginal people who do
not have access to the absolute tip top best private health care, there should be no Aboriginal
person who does not have access to decent housing. There is so much money. I know it is
expensive in the Pilbara, but it’s not that expensive.
Aboriginal people are just as entitled to exact an economic dividend from their rights as anyone.
I think what drives the question for me is more the risks around the dysfunction that a lot of money
can create if it is not managed well. You know, money can be a really positive thing, it can do all the
things I just talked about in terms of health, education and all that good stuff but it can also be very,
very destructive when there is lots of it. This is the case in all parts of society but there are certainly
significant risks when already disadvantaged and marginalised people are involved.
If they went back, I don’t know what Taylor and Scambary would find now but from an observer’s
perspective it seems that so many more Pilbara Aboriginal people are really engaged in the
mainstream economy as well as their traditional culture. I remember going to negotiations in
the Pilbara in the early days. It was a bit like the cliché; Traditional Owners turned up in beaten
up 25-year old clunkers that were held together with bits of fencing wire and you had someone
distributing money for petrol. The mining company team would fly in and drive from site in a new
Toyota. Now you go to a meeting and the car park looks more uniform; although the Traditional
Owners are likely to have better off-road accessories. Fantastic. Now whether that is evidence of
great success of the system I don’t know, but it’s a different place to what it was. I’d like to think it
is better, but others may disagree.
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TRADITIONAL
OW N E R S
of the P I L B A R A

the

Initially I invited each of the Pilbara Traditional Owner groups that Rio Tinto has agreements
with to nominate a cross section of their people – an Elder, an elected representative, a business
owner or employee and a younger person – to be included in this book.
It wasn’t as simple as it sounded. Some groups swiftly presented four names, others wanted
to meet with their Boards and go through a process of choosing names, while others did not
present names at all, usually because of Sorry Business associated with death or sickness.
When our conversations were scheduled they were more often than not delayed or cancelled
at the last moment. This was perplexing to me as when I was writing Breaking New Ground
10 years earlier, the Traditional Owners were keen to have their voices heard.
What I discovered is that local Pilbara Traditional Owners are in huge demand.
Suddenly everyone wants to hear their story, take their picture or invite them to be on
some committee or another.
In addition, most groups are in a state of massive change and flux, trying to negotiate their way
through the complexities that have arisen from native title. Some groups are on track, working
their way successfully through the legal minefield, but other groups are beset with infighting and
power struggles. Quite rightly, the main focus for many Traditional Owners is sorting out their
own issues first and laying a solid foundation for their people now and for future generations.
Despite the original intent, when faced with the reality of the situation I decided to speak to
those Traditional Owners who wanted to tell me their story and be part of this project; who felt
that this book was the right outlet for their voices.
I interviewed 26 Pilbara Traditional Owners but, for their own reasons, nine chose not to be
included in the book. I respect their decision and feel privileged to have been able to hear
their stories. I have tried to arrange the following conversations from oldest speaker to the
youngest (except where an interview was conducted with more than one person), again as a
sign of respect for the people involved.
Lisa Holland-McNair
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Yandicoogina
(David Stock)

Nyiyaparli Elder and Heritage Advisory Committee
Traditional Owner Group: Nyiyaparli

“…when Mabo is saying if he belonged there, he belonged there, like us, we
belong there, we belong to that land, because we can’t go anywhere. A long
time ago in the past early part of the day, if you go and mess around with other
people’s country, they wanted to know what you are doing there. If I went to
Western Desert from Jigalong, they wanted to know what I was doing up.
They would spear me.”
I was born on Royal Station in 1934. My people are Nyiyaparli people. My mother was
a Nyiyaparli and my father was a Banjima. I am two language people, so I followed my
mother, Mt Newman, Nyiyaparli side. I was reared in Royal Station. I was the kid around
there until I was old enough to work around the station. Nothing much to do only
messing around with a horse, sheep and cattle, that’s what we used to do one time, not
like nowadays; different. We used to stay in the station for 12 months then around about
Christmas time we used to go Pinkeye, holidays in the bush. It is better in the bush than
in the town. Old people used to only get two pound a week and we get nothing.
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Michael Stream
Karlka Nyiyaparli Aboriginal Corporation Heritage Liaison Officer
Traditional Owner Group: Nyiyaparli

“…our old people came from this country so we must be from this country, so
it’s our job to caretake it, so it is like we are the caretakers of our own country.
When a mining company comes along and says they want to dig it up, it hurts
you because you are not thinking about you, you are thinking about your mum
or your dad or your grandparents; they all come from here.”
I was born on September 1, 1986. My mother was from the coast and my father was from
the Fortescue. I follow Nyiyaparli on my father’s side and my mother is Ngarla on the
coast, the De Grey. I never followed my mother, I went on my father’s side. When I was a
little fellow my mum and dad split up for whatever reason, Dad went back to Marble Bar
and Mum stayed here, so I have always been with my dad. I went the opposite to Uncle
David, I went on my father’s side. These days, right now, I have a lot to do with Mum and
her country as I love fishing.
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Conversation took place at Karlka Nyiyaparli Aboriginal Corporation,
Port Hedland, Pilbara Region of Western Australia on 11 November 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

Cultural change
Michael: Even today, like now, this old fellow will look at you when you are talking to him he will look at you;
that is not our culture. Did you notice that when you have been talking to him?

Living on country

Absolutely. There are a lot of Indigenous women who still won’t look at me when I speak to them.

David: After growing up on the pastoral station I went away and went all around Jigalong and Mt Newman
in those days. We only had to go to Meekatharra, Nullagine, Marble Bar, no one used to come around here.

That’s not our culture, our culture is you stand like this (side by side), we’ll stand like this, me and you if you
want to talk, that’s the culture, I don’t look at you and you don’t look at me.

Right, because your lands are very inland aren’t they?

Am I being rude looking at you now?

David: Yes they are inland, so we went that way, Nyiyaparli country. Those days were more stricter than
today. Yes, very strict.

Michael: No, no, no, it’s changing and that is a good thing and when I started doing culture awareness with
this fellow I always made the mistake, because I grew up in your culture, and I am showing you respect if I
am looking at you, that’s your way and I have been taught that, that is the way I grew up, from when I got
out of high school. I worked for station people and that is the way he taught me. He said it to me one day,
he said “For you to get the respect of me this is what I want you to do.” I said “That is easy enough”: I just
didn’t know it.

How was it stricter?
David: Young people, you know, you might get in trouble or get killed over things that they do;
culture ways.

Apartheid in Australia
Michael: This old fellow (David), he has come a long way. He has come back from the old woodheap, all
those old Aboriginal people used to be back in the woodheap in the days. You used to get rations back in
those days. It is difficult to come from there to where we are now. You couldn’t get in the kitchen to get
your feed; if we went inside, they hunt us away.
South Africa has been criticised so much for its apartheid laws however I saw a program where an
Indigenous lady said the only difference here in Australia was that there were no signs up.
Michael: Exactly. Years ago in the motor car, we behind, we don’t jump in the front seat, black fella sit down
behind, in the back seat. When I was growing up I went to Nullagine to a place this side of Marble Bar to
the pub and at first I couldn’t figure out what it was but they had a white side and they had a black side at
the pub. I went there and I stood there and I thought I don’t know what this is all about and I walked in, but
I walked in the white side. They said you are not allowed in this side, you have to go through that door and
get over that way.
This was when I was a young fellow in Nullagine in the 1990s. I went across there and the lady behind the
bar said “Oh no, no only the white fellows are allowed on that side, you have to be on the other side.”
I couldn’t believe it. I said “You mean all us Aboriginal people have to come over this side and you serve the
rest of the bar there” and she said “Yes”. I said “Oh all right, I won’t make that mistake again”. I was shocked
and I was disappointed and everything was running through me and I was wild and I had a little bit of a
taste of what he had most of his life, just a little, and it was shocking.
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When I first started off doing cultural awareness, for non-Indigenous people, I had to tell them, “I have to do
this to this old fellow, I have to stand at the side of him, because if I stand in front of him I might put my fist
up and fight.” We have been taught a different way. You just need to grab somebody by the hand and do
this (gentle shake), you don’t have to shake his arm off, don’t have to pull the arm off, just a light shake that
is all. Just simple stuff like that, but no eye contact whatsoever for the old fellow, that’s our culture, but now
people will look straight at you and you think he is a good bloke, give him a cuddle if you need to.

Mabo
David: What I feel about Mabo is saying, well, I suppose it was very good.
Do you think it was a long time coming?
David: Yes, a long time coming, that right, it was very good. So when Mabo is saying if he belonged there,
he belonged there, like us, we belong there, we belong to that land, because we can’t go anywhere. A long
time ago in the past early part of the day, if you go and mess around with other people’s country, they
wanted to know what you are doing there. If I went to Western Desert from Jigalong, they wanted to know
what I was doing up. They would spear me.
Because you had crossed over into their lands?
David: Yes, unless I can talk their language, they don’t know who I am and all those sort of things. I have to
make them understand who I am.

Yandicoogina (David Stock) and Michael Stream
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You were young when Mabo was being debated, do you remember anything about it growing up?
Michael: No, no I don’t remember Mabo. We got a lot of information out of books, and people’s stories
about Mabo saying when the Europeans came over they were saying Aboriginal people were on the land
and we were considered flora and fauna and all those sort of things. It is disappointing, even for me, I did a
lot of cross culture training at companies to make people realise this is what we come from and this is what
we were told. It is disappointing to see what their reaction to us being called a plant; most didn’t realise and
that hurts a little.
Only a little?
Michael: It would be harder for these old fellows than me. It hurt a hell of a lot. To be not recognised at all
and now you are fighting for something that should have been there from the start but wasn’t.
Does that make you angry?
Michael: It does make you angry, but I suppose anger isn’t going to get you anywhere. So you have to find
a different way to try and do things.

Native title claim
Michael: Our Nyiyaparli claim was the first claim to be put in (2005). This is where it is really difficult for us,
because we have a lot of Corporations now that have got native title and we haven’t. It’s been a long time,
before my days, Uncle David was working back then.
So what is holding it up?
Michael: I don’t know. The Native Title Tribunal I suppose.
How does it make you feel that it hasn’t been determined yet?
David: No good.
Michael: Disappointing, especially when you were the first people that started it and you are going to be
the last person to get native title probably. We know a lot of Corporations like my mother’s side, they have
got their native title and I am happy for them, a lot of my family, but it is disappointing for us that we still
can’t get it.
David, were there people that you started this process with years ago who are no longer here, who
haven’t seen the outcome, who have passed away?
David: Yes, yes.
That must be very sad?
David: Oh it is, you lose a lot of good people on your journey.
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Michael: We were just talking about it today. I took the old fellow around to see his brother before we came
here, Gordon, the Elder of our group. We were just talking about the boundary, he wants to go out and
have another look at it again. We were just talking about the Elders back in those days, even my father,
they are all in the cemetery.

Negotiating land rights
Were you involved with negotiations around access to land with mining companies?
David: Yes.
Can you tell me any stories about that, good, bad, it doesn’t matter, with Rio Tinto when you
first started?
David: When we first started they didn’t worry about it. They (BHP) just go and dig a hole there.
How did that make you feel?
David: Well, we didn’t know, we didn’t understand much, about the money or whatever, not like nowadays
and after all that, they (BHP) came over then and started talking to us and having a meeting. “We are going
to start mining this land and that land, who is the Traditional Owner, who is the owner of that land?”
Made us work together then.
Michael: With BHP the hole was already dug by the time we got involved in it.
So did it feel a little bit like after the fact, what is the point?
Michael: Yes, it did, but then they came and worked together with us.

Connection to land
David, could you explain to me your connection to your land? What your land means to you?
David: When I was a young fellow, when we were on the land, we weren’t worrying about anything, culture
ways, we used to sit down doing this and that and after that all these sort of things come up. Mining and all
these sort of things. First time they had a mine, only a small one, not much, a bit of travel and this sort
of thing with the mine, but now everyone is getting bigger.
What I don’t understand is how, with what seems like two complete opposite uses of the land, people
can come together and sign an agreement. How does it work?
Michael: It’s a very difficult question. At the end of the day, Aboriginal people don’t consider themselves
owners of country. Old people grew up on this country, that’s what we want, our old people came
from this country so we must be from this country, so it’s our job to caretake it, so it is like we are the
caretakers of our own country. When a mining company comes along and says they want to dig it up it
Yandicoogina (David Stock) and Michael Stream
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hurts you, because you are not thinking about you, you are thinking about your mum or your dad or your
grandparents, they all come from here.
Is that how you feel too, David?
David: Yes, yes.

Defining boundaries
We were talking before about your claim boundaries, where your lands begin and end. How do you
know where they begin and end?

One of the Aboriginal Elders from another Traditional Owner group, explained to me there weren’t
any physical gateways to the land, but the Elders were the gateways to the land. Are you a gateway to
your land?
David: We supposed to be like that, we are. Just like I said, if I go down there and they find me in their land
I would be in trouble. I should have asked someone before I go there.
And does the same apply if somebody comes into your land?
David: Yes, same. You have to have a date and go through this man here.

David: Songs. We had a native title, we got a native title, we got our own native title, about culture, songs,
that went from the hill from there, around about Roy Hill, and that is what tells us, half way we go, we follow
and we stop there.

Do people go through you?

So in the song it describes land forms, mountains and creeks?
David: We know ourselves because that is our run, that’s our run, we only go to certain places.

David: Well, they say that when I was coming to Jigalong from the Western Desert. It was very good.
They didn’t help themselves. Whatever the Nyiyaparli people told them to do, they do, they done it.

And you have always done that?

So there was harmony, people lived together?

David: Yes, we always do that. There is another lot of people on the other side. We have got our run going
from Mt Newman to Wiluna, because we meet the Wiluna people there to do our boundary. We all get
together. We ask one another, and this is your boundary and this is my boundary and there is a sign there
so this is all right, so that’s it. We do it properly. If we go there and do it ourselves, no, not right with the
other people on the other side. Yindjibarndi people the same. So we stop in our own country boundary.
Everybody get mixed up, they know where they come from, they go back. We sort of in the middle, people
around us, Marajua people, Marajua means we are in the middle and languages are Nyiyaparli.

David: Yes they were all right, the first lot coming in from the desert, so when they went back again they
reckon the Nyiyaparli people were good. So a few more will come with them.

One Traditional Owner, a man, explained to me that when he went into his country, when he crosses into
his country, he said he could feel it in his heart and he could sit down and a cool breeze would welcome
him home. Do you ever have feelings like that when you go back to your land?

David: Yes, yes they do.
Do you sometimes say no?

And was that good?
David: Yes, that was all right, still now.

Apology to the Stolen Generation
The apology to Aboriginal people by the Prime Minister Kevin Rudd in 2008, did that make any
difference, was that a good or a bad thing?
Michael: In some ways it was a good thing, but we are fighting the same battles we were fighting then and
we are fighting them now. It never changed anything. It is difficult with the mining company, very difficult.

David: When I go back to Mt Newman I feel at home, all whole, all right, good. It feels good you know, relaxed.

Can you talk me through the process, why it is difficult? Could you explain that to me?

Michael: I think the difference between the old fellow and me is that he grew up in Mt Newman, I grew up
in Marble Bar, so I grew up in Marble Bar country all my life, so I know everything about Marble Bar, every
water hole, every creek and every tree.

Michael: The old fellow is more on the cultural side, I have come up more on your side. I grew up on your
side of the boundary and I have lost a fair bit of my culture. I hardly speak the tongue, I understand it, I can
hardly speak it because I went away to school down in Geraldton, so I have lost most of my connection in
every way. I know a few words, that is about it, which is a good thing. I learnt other stuff and it is a sad thing
because I lost the main part, which is my language. I still follow Lore and culture today, so I am still following
the old people with that sort of things.

Whose country is Marble Bar?
Michael: People from the coast here, it’s their country. Don’t get me wrong, when I got back to Marble Bar I
feel like I am home, which I am. I belong to Marble Bar and I am on other people’s country.
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Way back in the old days when the mining companies started, they had already dug a fair bit of it up before
we got to them. It confused me how they could do something like that. They drive out in the middle of the
flat and put a peg in the ground and then get an Aboriginal person to come out and walk the country and
find a peg. Our question would be, well, who gave you the right to do that, to put the peg there in the first
place? We didn’t do it, so who did it?
So when was this, how many years ago?
Michael: About 10 years ago. I have worked a fair bit with Fortescue Metals Group (FMG), when FMG first
went out there, when there was all spinifex. There was nothing there, there was a fair bit of digging and that
sort of stuff when I got there and there were a lot of pegs out there.

Was that hard to get the mining company to listen, or did you explain to them the importance of
that site?
David: A woman can tell you that, we tell the man’s one.
And so no one is allowed to go there now?
David: No, they have to go by us.

A regional approach
Did the Nyiyaparli people opt-in to the Regional Standards where you look at things like employment,
business, education and all those things?

Do you reckon that initial stuff was just tokenistic?

Michael: Yes, yes, we have it.

Michael: Oh yes, of course it was, we knew that, it was disappointing but that was the way it was.

Why did you opt into that and how important is that regional approach?

How could they have done it differently?

Michael: I think for the next generation, myself included, and the people coming along. Like I was saying to
you earlier, it is great money to be a miner if you can get on a mine.

Michael: Well, if you ask the Aboriginal people to go out and clear the land, and it has got a peg there, what
is the peg doing there? That doesn’t seem right to me. You carry the peg in the car, you do the boundary
and you put a peg in, that’s what it is. But that is the way they did it with four wheelers and cars, back in
the days, that’s the way they did exploration.

Exclusion zones
In the Rio Tinto agreements, which your groups have signed, they have what is called exclusion zones.
How important was having that clause to allow exclusion zones in your agreements?
Michael: It was very important.
Was that important to you as well?
David: Yes.
Are there particular places on land which fit into that? Exclusions zones that make you feel happy that
they are protected?
David: Yes we have one here on Nullagine Road, we are looking after that one all right, we go down there
and tell all the mining people.
Is that a burial ground or is that a water hole?
David: No, it is a Dreamtime story, a big one. It’s Secret Men’s Business, they have got a women’s one
there too. We are not allowed to talk about the women’s one. They have got them around the same area;
that one is protected too. The Elder woman, one of them is my missus.
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So is it important to look at the Pilbara as a whole?
Michael: Yes, as a whole.
Rather than just isolated into separate groups?
Michael: We do have separate groups and it is very hard to get our old people out of that. It is the way
we have been taught. Back in the days we go out into the country, which I do, I will go on country fishing
or something, back in the days I would get speared for that. It was very strict back then, now it is a bit
easier. Even today, we have issues, other groups that are working on Nyiyaparli country, if they want to
go on Nyiyaparli country, they have to come through here (Port Hedland) to get there. That’s the way it is
supposed to be.

Employment
How does it make you feel when Indigenous people not from your group get jobs and people from your
group miss out?
Michael: David would know all those people and I know them all too. Being a non-drinker it’s disappointing
to see all the stuff they get up to today. Drinking is the main problem, drugs and the other rubbish, and it
is disappointing. The old fellow used to drink way back in the days and that is what I said, I tried it for three
days and that was good enough for me. I thought I had wasted it, do silly things, and I never drank again.
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It is disappointing. We have a lot of opportunity for Aboriginal people here to work and yet I look at all
my brothers and cousins and sisters, you know, and it makes me a bit ashamed. I have got to turn it down
because I don’t have anybody that is capable of doing it.
Do you have a problem with the fitness for work requirements?
Michael: Yes, none of our mob could do it.
How does that make you feel David when you see that?
David: No good.
What do you think the solution to that is? Do you think education plays a role in the solution?
Michael: It does. Right now I am having a lot of problems just getting my brothers out of town, just to take
them out for the day, shooting or fishing or something. It is very difficult. It’s a hard thing. I think the only
time we get together these days is when we go to funerals. We get together before a funeral, I think that is
the only time.

Difficulties arising from agreements
Michael: First with the mining companies it was difficult and we are having a lot of problems with these
agreements. Some of the agreements they have got are from when I was back at school and I am trying to
tell them, these days, they are not helping us.
So what do you think happened, do you think when people originally negotiated them, they didn’t really
know what they were doing?

Do you think both sides didn’t know, the mining companies and the Traditional Owners and it was a
learning process the whole way?
Michael: That’s a good question, really good question, I don’t really know, because on their side,
I don’t know. I know what they after, we all know what they are after, and they would do anything to get it
on their side, but I don’t know if it was the purpose of that or what. Some of the things now, we have a lot
of battle with it. Like the iron ore, and they will do anything to get it because that is where their money lays.

Language
Do you speak your full language?
David: Yes, very full.
And have you passed that down to the generations below you?
David: Yes.
How important is that to you to pass that language on?
David: Well see, the Nyiyaparli people, I speak that language and I like my young people to pick it up, but it
is getting very hard to talk to the Nyiyaparli people, because, now we are people with a little bit of this and
a little bit of that language, meaning, it is not full.
Is preservation of your language an important priority for your Corporation?
David: Yes, that’s right.

Michael: They wouldn’t have known what they were doing. They didn’t know the words – these old people
don’t know how to read. Some of the words you are saying to this old fellow right now, he is saying “eh”.
That means “I beg your pardon” in his sort of talk. He doesn’t understand it and that is fair enough, they
live in the old times when they were riding horses and chasing cows around, and these days it is a difficult
game to play in. What they have got in native title we have a few things to fix up for the future generations.
These old fellows say it is a mistake but I keep telling them it is all right, you guys made a mistake but we
are trying to fix it.
And how do they feel about that?
Michael: They are a bit disappointed, but they are my old people and I just tell them. It is disappointing for
me to tell them, but someone has to and it is better to come from me. They are not happy about it and say
“oh, we did it the wrong way” and they start talking about it and it affects me, but I say “you weren’t told
the right way in the first place.”
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Hopes and dreams - Yandicoogina (David Stock)

Hopes and dreams - Michael Stream

David, do you think bringing people together is the future for your people?

For myself, I wish we could get native title and help my people out. We have been fighting for a
long time, a real long time, and I know we are having difficulty internally with our stuff, with our
own organisation, with our own people, and that is probably where the problem is. I would like to
see that more than anything, and if we get that we might be able to move forward from there.

Yes, yes.
White and Aboriginal people together?
Yes, yes, together.
Is that what you say to your younger generations?
Yes, and we work better like that.
Why is it important for you to look forward rather than live in the past?
No you can’t look at the past, we have to look at better, good things come up and all this sort
of thing. It took a long time, like young fellow, when I was a young fellow, it was pretty hard for
everything, so when I got older, everything has turned good.
What are your hopes and dreams for the future, for the generations to come for your people?
All good things you know, if they come up on good condition and all good things.
What about your culture, would you like to see that celebrated more in the future?
Yes, I would, by both people.
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Even like the old fellow, when we are talking about culture, there is not a lot of young fellows
following in culture. They are not interested. I mean I have a grandson who is only seven. I took
him to school today and his iPhone, he can turn inside out, but he doesn’t know anything about
plants, what he can eat, nothing about culture. He hasn’t got anything on the Aboriginal side and
he doesn’t go to school every day and yet he has a lot of knowledge about technology and all
this rubbish. I mean it is a good thing, don’t get me wrong.
This old fellow’s culture to my culture to the next culture. It was really strict, old people would
spear you; they would not muck around with you back in those days. These days you have
rules, you can’t just spear people. They had a system that I can recall, back in the day it was
call Tentmen. It was 10 senior Elders and I think he was part of it, they would come into the
community and grab all the bad ones, like people who were drinking in the community, and
they would take them out to their community, dry them out, get them off all this stuff and bring
them back. That is what they used to do. So that is not happening anymore and look what is
going on now.
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Apology to Australia’s Indigenous people

Mabo High Court decision

“The time has now come for the nation to turn a new page in Australia’s history by righting
the wrongs of the past and so moving forward with confidence to the future. We apologise for
the laws and policies of successive Parliaments and governments that have inflicted profound
grief, suffering and loss on these our fellow Australians. We apologise especially for the removal
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children from their families, their communities and
their country.

In May, 1982, Eddie Mabo and four other Meriam people of the Murray Islands in the Torres Strait
began action in the High Court of Australia seeking confirmation of their traditional land rights.
They claimed that Murray Island (Mer) and surrounding islands and reefs had been continuously
inhabited and exclusively possessed by the Meriam people who lived in permanent communities
with their own social and political organisation.

For the pain, suffering and hurt of these Stolen Generations, their descendants and for their
families left behind, we say sorry. To the mothers and the fathers, the brothers and the sisters,
for the breaking up of families and communities, we say sorry. And for the indignity and
degradation thus inflicted on a proud people and a proud culture, we say sorry.
We the Parliament of Australia respectfully request that this apology be received in the spirit
in which it is offered as part of the healing of the nation.”
Prime Minister Kevin Rudd, February 13, 2008

They conceded that the British Crown, in the form of the colony of Queensland, became
sovereign of the islands when they were annexed in 1879. Nevertheless, they claimed continued
enjoyment of their land rights and that these had not been validly extinguished by the Sovereign.
They sought recognition of these continuing rights from the Australian legal system. The case
was heard over 10 years through both the High Court and the Queensland Supreme Court.
During this time, three of the plaintiffs including Eddie Mabo died.
On June 3, 1992, the High Court, by a majority of six to one, upheld the claim and ruled that the
lands of Australia were not terra nullius or land belonging to no-one when European settlement
occurred, and that the Meriam people were “entitled as against the whole world to possession,
occupation, use and enjoyment of (most of) the lands of the Murray Islands.”
The High Court judgment found that native title rights survived settlement, though subject to
the sovereignty of the Crown. The judgment contained statements to the effect that it could not
perpetuate a view of the common law which was unjust, did not respect all Australians as equal
before the law, was out of step with international human rights norms, and was inconsistent
with historical reality. The High Court recognised that Aboriginal people had lived in Australia for
thousands of years and enjoyed rights to their land according to their own laws and customs.
They had been dispossessed of their lands piece by piece as the colony grew and that very
dispossession underwrote the development of Australia into a nation. The Native Title Act 1993
was a part of the Commonwealth Government’s response to that historic High Court decision.
1301.0 – Year Book Australia, 1995. Australian Bureau of Statistics
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Pansy Hicks
Ngarluma Elder and senior Roebourne Art Group artist
Traditional Owner Group: Ngarluma

“You know we have been a long time in this place, the Elders, and they’re only
kids alongside of us, all these young people (younger generations). They are our
own people, but they don’t know the land, don’t know the people, how we live,
how we suffered here…We need to talk a bit more, how we can make it better,
a better friendship with the mining companies, good relationships to work
together with the mining companies, step by step, our mob. Young people need
to bring the Elders when they negotiate with the mining companies, sit with the
Elders, negotiate with them, how can we work together, no disagreements, no
conflicts amongst us.”
I was born at Roebourne Hospital on July 1, 1943 (this date was given to her by
the Government). My father is from Whim Creek and my mother was born on
Sherlock Station. They are both Ngarluma people. I grew up in Mt Cedric, me and
my big brother. I went to Cherida Station.
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Violet Samson
Ngarluma Elder and senior Roebourne Art Group artist
Traditional Owner Groups: Ngarluma

“I think it was a good decision that people got native title. If we didn’t get native
title we wouldn’t get any land, land for hunting and fishing. Land is important,
you go out and fish and hunt, relax, teach things, culture, bush medicine,
bush food for your grandchildren. Really, land means teaching, teaching for
the future.”
I was born in Cherida Station on October 20, 1949. My mum and dad were working for
Murray Stowe on a pastoral station. When my mum passed away we all moved into
town, here in Roebourne. Then the family started to make a decision where we were
going to go, me and Pansy and our biggest brother, and we had a youngest brother, he
was sent to Carnarvon mission. I stayed up here all the time and Pansy went to stay with
my mum’s sister Daisy and my oldest brother Frank too. I went to stay with my uncle,
my mum’s brother, and his wife at Mt Welcome Station and they looked after me. I grew
up and I went to school in the Clerk of Courts in Roebourne. Every morning I used to
do some chores, get up at 6 o’clock in the morning to make beds, sweep the verandah
around Mt Welcome Station and I used to do all the chores again Saturday, clean the
silver and clean the chook pen and I used to get paid 10 bob (shillings). Money was
scarce those days. Not much around, money wise.
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Conversation took place in Pansy and Violet’s home, Roebourne,
Pilbara region of Western Australia on 14 May 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

Growing up
Violet: It was a good life that we lived without no grog or anything coming in. Old people used to sit around and
gamble, enjoyed their gambling, it was a good life we had. The mining boom came around and it changed the
town, a lot of different people came, came into work. There was the pub in Roebourne, the Victoria Hotel, they
came in there. Dampier was the first mining town, mining in Dampier, and they used to come in and everybody
drinking in the Victoria Hotel. People had a job, people were carting asbestos at Wittenoom.

Mabo and native title
Violet: Yes we recall it happening. I think it was a good decision that people got native title. If we didn’t get
native title we wouldn’t get any land, land for hunting and fishing. Land is important, you go out and fish
and hunt, relax, teach things, culture, bush medicine, bush food for your grandchildren. Really land means
teaching, teaching for the future.
Pansy: When we are in the land, we have bush medicines, bush food, we can go and hunt for food like
kangaroo and emus and turkey and goanna and fishing, we go fishing in the river. Teach our kids the
bush life. We have to teach them because they will forget what is in the land. We go to the seaside, crabs
and shells. My son cracked all the shells yesterday and we ate them last night. I like the shells, it reminds us
what our ancestors have eaten before.

Meeting with Traditional Owners
Violet: It makes you sad sometimes, not only Rio Tinto, other mining companies, too. As soon as they come
and sit and talk with the Elders, talk about a better way of things, working together, a better way, Aboriginal
people and other people. The Elders, Rio Tinto and other companies coming to the people, say what can we
do to achieve a better life, a better way of working together.
Do they do that?
Violet: No. Not enough, not enough.
How could they do it better, just sit down like this have a yarn?
Violet: Have a yarn, sit with us, how can we work together, have a yarn, the big bosses come to the Elders
and say how can we work together on the land. Show a bit of respect, we respect them and they respect us.
Like equals, working in the land.
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Pansy: Yes, we like to talk to them, we don’t know who the bosses are. We would like to meet them and
talk to us.

Art
Violet: Look at some of those grinding stones, look around and think how many ladies fed their kids with
grinding stones. I don’t know how many, now it is so easy, just go to the shop if you want to get bread.
Those days were survival on the land, the land was very important to our ancestors and is still important
to us now.
Do you tell stories similar to Pansy through your art?
Violet: Yes I do, my stories are about bush tucker and bush medicine.
Did your Mum or your Nana teach you that?
Violet: My Mum and my aunty. My family teaches us, taken us when we were kids down the river here.
We used to look for bush medicine and bush tucker. Now we are teaching our kids about bush medicine
and bush tucker. When I tell my great, great grandchildren, let’s go fishing, they jump up and down, want
to go fishing, back in the lands to get fish. It makes you feel good.
Pansy: I draw stepping stones when the world was soft, the old people can’t cross the river and needed
stones to step on from side to side. I did a painting, I draw, the stepping stones, when the world was soft
before everybody was; we wasn’t born then, in those days the world was soft, now the whole thing is hard,
not soft anymore, but it was soft.
How did that change?
Pansy: I don’t know how it happened. God did everything, he made the earth and he made everything in
the earth too. God is the one who made the heavens and earth. God did it. There was plenty of food when
the earth was soft, plenty of water. Plenty of water for us, the sea and the river, and the food, he put the
food for us and the medicine for us and he made the people, God did.
Now that the world is hard, what does that mean to you?
Pansy: The ravines and the rocks, the rocks are hard and sometimes we are like the stepping stones, like
a bridge across. The people used to run around on their own country, they knew what to do, they were
strong, their families were strong, and now it is hard, now the world is hard, you can’t go out and live off
the land.

Pansy Hicks and Violet Samson
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Do you think your art has bridged some of that gap between white people who work in the mining
industry and the Traditional Owners?

and what is best for them. There is room for both, working side by side, what is best for the company and
what is best for us.

Pansy: Yes. They try and understand what the story is about and understand what the land really meant
to us. Art is a story, more understanding of it.

Pansy: We are the Traditional Owners of places, they must come and see us and spend time and talk to us,
take us fishing, maybe to Cossack and sit down and talk about it.

Is that why you are both artists to try and educate people?

Participation Agreements

Pansy: Yes, educate people, tell them what bush medicine and bush food. White people, if they don’t know
how to survive in the land. There is bush tucker out there, and some saps out there, they can survive if their
car gets bogged. There is food out there.

What do you think about all these agreements which have been put in place?

Agreements
Pansy: You know we have been a long time in this place, and the Elders, and they’re only kids alongside
of us, all these young people (younger generations). They are our own people, but they don’t know the
land, don’t know the people, how we live, how we suffered here. The solution to our young people, is they
have to listen to their Elders. If they don’t listen to the Elders, that’s where the conflicts come in amongst
our people, to one another, conflicts come in with us. We need to talk a bit more, how we can make it
better, a better friendship with the mining companies, good relationships to work together with the mining
companies, step by step, our mob. Young people need to bring the Elders when they negotiate with the
mining companies, sit with the Elders, negotiate with them, how can we work together, no disagreements,
no conflicts amongst us.

Aboriginal Corporation
So tell me about the agreements, I understand both of you helped set up the Aboriginal Corporation.
Violet: Yes. We set it up because we wanted Ngarluma people to get native title of their land, so we can
have rights to go fishing and hunting. If we didn’t have native title, the government would take every bit
of land we have got. We will have nothing. Won’t be able to take future generations and show them bush
tucker, bush medicine. It is important with this younger generation, like my granddaughter, she is only three,
to teach them how to survive in the land. If anything happens, break down car, 1000 miles away from home,
if they know what to eat, bush tucker and there are some flowers they can suck the sap, the nectar if there
is no water around and keep them alive. It is very important to us to teach our children.

Working together
How can Traditional Owners and mining companies work together?
Violet: Come, let’s work together, talk about issues of the land, how can we work together, step by step and
negotiate with one another and talking to one another. Keep on talking to one another, what is best for us
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Violet: Sometimes I think these agreements hurt you, hurt your spirit sometimes. You have got to give, give
to these governments, keep giving land away, we will have no land otherwise.
Do you think the agreements with Rio Tinto give you better access to your land?
Violet: We like Rio Tinto to be fair with us, when we give them our land, give us our special fishing spots,
give us our land where we can go and enjoy and sit with our children, our grandchildren, our future children,
so we can teach them about the bush and how to survive in the land.
It’s like a legacy isn’t it?
Violet: Yes, just like you are stepping, one step at a time. Sometimes that step closes on you, you can’t go
in there.
Why is that?
Violet: Because all these laws they put on there. You can’t go, padlocked gates, you have to get permission.
How does that make you feel?
Violet: You feel just like you are trapped, just trapped.

Colours of our Country
Violet: I would like to say thank you for supporting us, to thank Rio Tinto for supporting us with funding to
run things and thank people like Tracey (Tracey Heimberger, Rio Tinto liaison) for coming down. Rio Tinto
have been a bit of help to us through the Roebourne Art Group.
How important is Colours of our Country?
Violet: It’s important, we take our paintings there, very good, we like that. But it is too short, you have got
to come back next day, it would be good to stay for a couple of more days. We enjoy Rio Tinto Colours.
Really thank Rio Tinto for supporting that Roebourne Art Group. We had some funding, Tracey coming
in, thanks Rio Tinto. We would like to see more companies get involved. That’s really important, someone
who comes out with the old people, go to the Roebourne Art Group, sit with us and yarn, have a cup of tea
sometimes. That’s really important, we have a good relationship with Rio Tinto and Tracey.
Pansy Hicks and Violet Samson
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Hopes and dreams - Pansy Hicks

Colours of our Country

That’s the way to go, (points to her granddaughter Andrea), this is what it is about. That’s the way
to go, working together, listening to one another, how can we work together for the land. I would like
them to know how to go hunting and all, show them how to cook a goanna in the ground, show them
everything and what I tell them too. I tell them what is wrong and what is good, but I have got to leave
the knowledge with them and my pride with them and my families.

Since 2006, the Colours of our Country exhibition has provided people in Perth with a small
snapshot of the Pilbara Traditional Owners’ stories and customs – 1500km from the magnificent
landscapes that influence so many of the works on show. Supported by Rio Tinto, Colours of
our Country creates economic development opportunities for the featured artists, supports
the ongoing sustainability of art groups and artists, providing an outlet for cultural expression.
Since its launch, more than 1700 artworks have been sold, generating $2 million for artists,
their art groups and communities.

My hope is we would like to see our young people working with the mining companies, after they
finish high school or go to college and learn more about their job. Some of them are working more at
Buriyamangga and learning more. Some of the boys are working at Cape Lambert.
We would like to see the young people going back to the land again. There is too much drinking and
they are on drugs. We would like to take them out in the bush but we don’t have a bus. No vehicle.

Source: Rio Tinto website: www.riotinto.com/australia/pilbara/colours-of-our-country-11364.aspx, Accessed on 31 October 2016

Take them fishing, take them back to see the country.

Hopes and dreams - Violet Samson
What I would like to see for the future, for the young generation, to negotiate like us old people,
negotiate with the mining companies. There is always an argument. I want them to stop this arguing with
mining companies and work together, listen together and working together for the best for the future.
This is my hope, that’s all. Working together and have a good relationship with the mining companies.
I also want to continue with the women’s dinner. The women’s idea, how can we get together,
the women. We are so busy working with one another and they have never been together, so I talked
to Tracey, and said it is time for us to get together. As women, get together, enjoy as women. So Tracey
arranged it. We had 51 the first time and last year there was 310 ladies. It’s growing and this is the best
night that you can have. Listen to the ladies talk about this and that and getting together.
Young ones, old ones, all mixed. Now the men are trying to do the same thing. They will go good, they
don’t get time together. They have their own little issues. They need someone to listen to them about
their issues.
I would like to leave my grandchildren all the knowledge I tell them, the wisdom I give them, the
knowledge of the land, they will be the next leaders for the Ngarluma people. Now my children are
married to the other side of the family too, Yindjibarndi or Ngarluma and Banjima, but I would like to
leave my knowledge to them, to show both sides. I don’t care what tribe husband belongs to or what
tribe the woman comes from, I leave my Ngarluma knowledge and pride to my children.
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Jill Churnside
Ngarluma Elder and independent arts and crafts professional
Traditional Owner Group: Ngarluma

“Well prior to all of that Mabo business, they couldn’t even be bothered coming
along and talking to us. If you look at everything that is on this country now
prior to coming to talk to us: railway lines; deep water ports; the Harding River
Dam, which we fought against; pipe lines; telecom trenches/telecom lines;
roads; airports. This is major infrastructure. I felt like just help yourself, that’s what
it was. In the past, they destroyed a damn hell of a lot of stuff that was important,
without a blink of an eye.”
I grew up in Roebourne, this is my home town here. My birthplace is Pyramid Station.
I was born at Pyramid, my father’s traditional country is Croydon (Station, 70km south
west of Port Hedland). My father Bob Churnside, a Ngarluma man, worked in the pastoral
industry as a stockman. A good part of my life, young life, was on Croydon with my father
and family.
My father was fairly famous for his stories, his songs, he was a murubm man, a healing
man. He was well known in his lifetime. I spent my early childhood years with him and
then my grandmother and grandfather came and got me just before I started going
to school. My mother had passed away. I had a younger sister, she had been with my
grandmother, but when my grandmother came back to get me, we went to the old
Roebourne Reserve, which is across the road from here and we lived with her. So she
raised us from a very early age. I was born in 1948, so my granny would of got me just
before I started going to school, so it would have been in the early 1950s. My sister would
have been very, very small.
My father was married about five times so there is a tier of different siblings and Jean and
all her crew from our last mother has the most siblings in the family. Sue and I were two,
our eldest sister was one, and then our eldest brother. It came to about 10, so we had a
large family.
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Conversation took place in Jill’s home, Roebourne, Pilbara region of
Western Australia on 14 May 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

Mabo
Although it was wonderful when Mabo happened, in reality it just made what we were already doing legal.
We’ve been going out country, gathering and hunting, protecting our sacred sites and practising all the
things the court says that we’re entitled to do for a long time; long before the government decided that it
would legislate. But they weren’t happy with us just getting on with it. We had to go to court and we had
to justify ourselves to a Western set of laws which was damn difficult. I often used to think why do we need
to do this?

they lived by those government, those police, rules that dominated their lives. There were very few people
who were able to stand up and challenge.

Finding a voice
We now have a lot of young powerful voices in the community that want to be heard and hopefully we will
keep going with the younger generations.
It’s not that we are against development happening on country, but people or companies need to come
and talk to you properly. Talk to the right people; and talk to a Board or whatever structure is in place.
I don’t like this thing that sometimes happens, and is still happens today, that people come along and they
cherry pick people and then they think they’ve done their consultation and been given the go ahead.

Did you see a difference in the way the mining industry started dealing with you?

Do you think the organisations don’t understand the way the Traditional Owner groups work or do you
think they are trying to cut corners?

Well prior to all of that Mabo business, they couldn’t even be bothered coming along and talking to us.
If you look at everything that is on this country now prior to coming to talk to us: railway lines; deep
water ports; the Harding River Dam, which we fought against; pipe lines; telecom trenches/telecom lines;
roads; airports. This is major infrastructure. I felt like just help yourself, that’s what it was.

Well it is probably a mixture of that. You know depending on who you talk to. Some people will say “Don’t
go and see them they don’t know anything, or you won’t get anywhere, you better go and see these people
here.” It’s a bit like divide and conquer.

In the past, they destroyed a damn hell of a lot of stuff that was important, without a blink of an eye.
It was a case of “I’ll go and get so and so and give him a couple of hundred dollars and I’ll get the OK.”
You know a lot of that would have been going on. If you look at all the major infrastructure around
here that we should have been consulted on, we should have been in the richest lot of people around.
Even when we were negotiating more recently with Rio Tinto, we wanted to know if we could get
past payments. Compensation for past infrastructure and all the other major development that were on
country prior to native title. But no way, so that was a huge disappointment. Oh my god – you just don’t
even want to talk about it, because it’s really hurtful.
Did your grandparents ever tell you how it made them feel to see this going on around them, on
their land?
I think our grandparents never knew, or didn’t have a clue of the impact that was going to be happening
on our country. How big it was going to be. They are all probably turning in their graves, today. A lot of our
grandparents and mothers and fathers didn’t go to school but they had good common sense, they had to
because those old people had to make Lores, and strict Lores.
I don’t think they realised the impact and the destruction then and didn’t anticipate what’s happening now.
Also, we didn’t have a lot of vocal people amongst our old people back in those early days because their
lives were dominated by welfare, by the ‘Dog Act’. I mean, they couldn’t even be seen in town after dark, so
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Participation Agreements
What do you think about the Participation Agreements? There was the opt-in to the Regional Standards.
Were you a supporter of that regional sort of approach?
Well, I’m not sure that I was in favour of the regional agreements. From our point of view our Prescribed
Bodies Corporate (PBC) was set up and we didn’t want to worry about another tier because in the early
days, the PBC was hard work; to find the right people to run it for you and make sure we were actually
doing what the PBC set out to do. We didn’t want to be worrying about all this other stuff. This is what
happens in town all the time, you’re trying to concentrate on growing your business, your PBC or your
organisation, or whatever it is, and government or mining companies come in and say we have got this
wonderful proposal and we are going to chuck some money in for you. I mean it takes you away from your
core business because you go to a meeting and talk about all of this when you can be talking up your own.

Mentors
Good leaders need to recognise other people who have the makings of being a good young leader
or people who are already there. Those people, they need to bring them all together, and things can
happen if people are unified. I reckon great things could happen in our community but because we are
so dysfunctional, it’s really hard for people to recognise how to come about. You know the only time we
come about together is when we are sharing grief. When we are grieving. We come together and share our

Jill Churnside
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sorrows, when we lose someone. And we have a brief time of that. And then we get back and it’s almost
like we ignore one another. It’s such a shame in one sense, but if we could come together I think it would be
really good, and I’m talking about a mix of Indigenous people. Not white people, but Indigenous people and
they form that little group and they talk about all the things that affect community.

Roebourne today
What was life like growing up over there (old Roebourne Reserve)?
It depends on how you look at it all right. It was traumatic in the sense that it was poor housing, substandard living and all that kind of thing, poor in that sense, but in another sense it was rich. It was rich with
culture because we had all of our old people who have now since gone. There was a lot of cohesiveness
and children were looked after very well those many years ago.
There was always things to do. I remember we had chores to do even in our young days, went to fetch the
wood and the water, so there were all those kind of things, and we walked to school. If I think of my days
as a child on the reserve, it was rich that we had all the people there, all the people that were important
people, that are no longer with us, all the people who were the song-makers, the lawmakers, singers,
dancers and people who looked after one another. These people are really and truly no longer with us,
maybe one or two, if that. There were laws in place that are now in this time just completely disintegrated.
So if I compare it to what we have today, it is now dysfunctional. We have a dysfunctional community, and
we would be fooling ourselves if we say it isn’t. We have children roaming around all hours of the night
and we have lots of things that are happening that shouldn’t be happening. We still have poor housing, of
course, overcrowding and we still have a high rate of ill health, even though we have a medical service.
We still have high unemployment even though through our native title we have signed our agreements and
somewhere in there it says a portion of our people should be employed.
So for all the agreements we signed for native title, there should be not one unemployed person in the
community, unless you were disabled, blind or under age or old. Really every able bodied person should
have some form of employment going, but instead we are being pushed out by other Indigenous people
who are not from the Pilbara, but who come in and get prime jobs and prime positions.
It makes me bloody angry. Firstly, we are the Traditional Owners of this country and we are the ones
signing the native title agreements or the deals and yet mining companies want to look really good by
looking at their register and saying we have a very high number of Indigenous employees and numbers
have escalated, really escalated from five years, 10 years ago to where we are now. It certainly isn’t
escalating for us, the Traditional Owners, maybe the opposite.
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What has gone wrong do you think, why has this happened?
Because I don’t think companies are putting their shoulder to the wheel and making an effort. Don’t let it
be piecemeal. We don’t want that. We are beyond that, we have gone past that. It is just not cutting it with
me anymore. Take a look at their books and ask these people (Rio Tinto), are they Traditional Owners or
where are they from? We should be the first people. We should be the first ones offered and I don’t mind
if we can’t get it, if we can’t cut it ourselves to get there, then maybe they have no recourse but to go and
search outside.
I don’t want to sound racist or rude, but all those other Indigenous people, they have native title, they have
all the same kinds of things that we are going through, within their own groups. Now surely they should
have the same things, a package or whatever it is, as far as employment, being given to those people too.
Don’t they have that kind of stuff happening in their country? They are all coming up here in droves, I mean
we have got everybody here. Rio Tinto, you have got Kimberley people fly in fly out. They have big mines
up there, they have huge big operations up there and they were signing their deals long before us and they
are still managing to creep down here.

Carpetbaggers
One real concern is having the wrong people sitting in the driver’s seat, that only go with the few but not
with the many. It’s people hanging onto a cushy job, a very well paid job. As a Traditional Owner who wants
to see the best for her community and her country, and her land, I feel really insulted. I feel downright angry
about the whole scenario. You know, that’s not how you serve your community by using those kinds
of strategies. You just don’t do that. Yet there are people around like that who will have no mercy and they
will do those kinds of things. Even if that means that it will keep them in power, or whatever. You know you
have these power struggles and it’s just a nasty way of going about doing business.
When you have white people driving an Aboriginal organisation for their own benefit, for their own gain,
it’s just downright nasty. We seem to collect those kind of people. Aboriginal communities seem to collect
devious-minded people who know how to work the system because they did it in the last organisation,
Aboriginal organisation, and the one prior to that. They come along and they wreak havoc. They divide and
they conquer. They tell their Boards, this is the best way to go. There’s a mass of people, who are members
banging at the doors saying “what the bloody hell is going on?”
Unfortunately I think vulnerable communities will always be getting people like that unless we put ourselves
out there. Out on a limb and say we want a reference, a character check up on that person before they, he
or she, steps foot into our community. We’ve done without this ‘help’ for so long and when we suddenly
get into money we find we’ve got these people preying on us. Banging on our door – “let me in, let me in,
I can do wonders for your community.”
Jill Churnside
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Hopes and dreams

Western Australia Aborigines Act 1905

Well I’m certainly hoping that we have unity in the community; we can all work together and
support and encourage prospective leaders in the community. It’s not going to happen overnight
because so much dysfunction has been in the community and we have some really large issues
that need to be looked after in a sense. Some of these are too large for us to cope on our
own, without some good people stepping up and saying, “Can I come in? I know. I’ve got the
qualifications, or I’ve worked in this field for a long time and I’d love to be able to assist in
some way.”

The measures taken by the Western Australian Government in the 30 years following the 1905
Aborigines Act, gave unprecedented power over Aboriginal people to the Chief Protector.
The freedom for Aboriginal people to work and live where they wished was curtailed.
The forced separation of many children from their Aboriginal families, and the systematic
exclusion of Aborigines from white society through segregation had drastic consequences for
Aboriginal people.

A big issue is the reoccurrence of juvenile justice and people coming out of prison. That’s a huge
issue because that’s a revolving door and that really concerns me. But what concerns me is the
juvenile justice stuff. I don’t think enough is being done in the community, because it’s easier for
juveniles to be sent away than it is to implement programs; to rehabilitate; to work with their
mother and father or families. So we’ve also got health issues, we’ve still got housing issues.
They’re big things. They’re big issues and we are never going to get a handle on them and say,
“yep, it’s all done and dusted” tomorrow.

Source: State Library of Western Australia website: slwa.wa.gov.au/federation/fed/011_abor.htm, Accessed on 31 October 2016

Western Australia Natives (Citizenship Rights) Act 1944 ‘Dog Act’
In Western Australia, until 1971, the Native (Citizenship Rights) Act 1944 ‘Dog Act’ stated that
Aboriginal people had to apply for citizenship. They had to prove that they had severed ties with
extended family and friends, were free from disease, could speak English, had been ‘civilised’ for
two years, could manage their affairs and were industrious in their habits. Citizenship did not
automatically extend to their children, who had to apply under the same rules for citizenship
once they reached adulthood. A person could have their citizenship revoked if they were seen
to have rejected ‘civilised’ life, been convicted twice of any felony, found drunk or had contracted
leprosy, syphilis, granuloma or yaws. Anyone could make a complaint to a magistrate to revoke
someone’s citizenship. Many people referred to these Citizenship Certificates as dog tags or
dog licenses.
Source: museum.wa.gov.au/exhibitions/online/referendum/about/rights.html
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Cyril Lockyer
Kuruma Elder and Heritage Advisory Committee
Traditional Owner Group: Kuruma

“We owned property and naturally when my grandfather being a white
man died, I think he left control of it to my father, but being half caste and
classified as Aboriginal he wasn’t allowed to own the land. That frustrated me
a bit because I saw something rightfully ours taken from us and I still argue
about that today. Someone made the comment to me recently “what’s your
interest in native title? Is native title about compensation?” But it is not about
compensation, it is family heritage and value. I told him straight, I said “For me
my grandfather owned land and my dad showed me a lot of things where he
grew up as a boy, where they used to have mustering teams and out camps
and droving plants, and we lost the lot.”
My dad was the oldest in the family. There was my dad, another brother, an uncle of
mine called Milton Lockyer, and then my dad had a sister, her name was Topsy, then
there was two brothers Gordon and Wallace and they were younger ones, all the same
father different mothers. My father was the oldest in the family and he was a Loreman.
He went for the Lore as well as my grandfather, a lot of people didn’t know that, he was
a white man, but he had to be initiated to get my grandmother. On my grandmother’s
side and my father’s side, they were very deeply cultured people. The country was in
them and they were in the country, simple as that, and nobody gained access into the
family unless you had been initiated.
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Conversation took place in Perth, Western Australia on 5 May 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

Growing up
What has changed for you over the years?
Things have changed quite a lot, because back in the old days we had the welfare system which everyone
depended on. When I first started school we went to separate schools, we had segregation, full-blooded
Aboriginal kids in Roebourne went to school at the court house and I went to school house. Being half
caste, I went to school with the white kids. I was sort of sitting in between which was a very bad situation
because you had family in the Aboriginal people and you weren’t allowed to correspond with them.
The funny thing about it, I remember from those days, people say to me nowadays that racism was bad
in the bad old days and I say no, racism is bad today. In those days we didn’t know what it was, that’s the
honest truth, it was something that was accepted. We went to school and it was separate and people said
why you do that. Oh we just got to do it. But after school we would all be together playing.

Working in the 1960s and 1970s
What was it like when mining first started?
Back in the 1960s when Dampier first started, the people of Dampier being on their own out there and we
being in Roebourne, they became very good corresponding with the people of Roebourne. They came
into Roebourne quite a lot and I used to go to Dampier quite a lot. I think when Karratha started up we
had a different type of people come, a lot from the eastern states and the trouble was they had never seen
Aboriginal people or if they had they were not so strongly rich in culture like the people in Roebourne.
I think that was a bit of a surprise and shock to find that a lot of Aboriginal people were working and trying
to get involved and work.
When we started to get into the late 1960s, 1968, my sister Carol came home and she said there is a
bloke down the road there and they are looking for someone to wash their cars and clean the offices. So I
popped down to see them and I think this was the stepping stone for me, because I went down there and
I saw the bloke called Rod Hannah. So I washed the cars and in between shifts I cleaned the offices in the
morning and then I would go home and come back in the afternoon and their vehicles would be back so I
would wash them down and get them all ready for the morning.
I was there one day and I noticed that the office had started to get very big so I asked the guy out the front
“what are you guys doing?”, he said, “oh we are starting on the Robe River project”. I was cleaning up a
couple of weeks later and I noticed there was a lot of drawings in the corner. Two blokes came up and they
were American, and they were saying that the drawings were starting to back up a lot and they needed
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to start a filing system. So they looked around and they said who are we going to get, why don’t we get
the janitor, being me. Anyway they told me to go back that night after I finished work, about 9 o’clock, I
think, because they were working late on some designs, so I went back there and they showed me how to
register a drawing and how to identify a drawing. I started off with approximately 20 drawings and then I
was employed on the Robe River project and ended up maintaining a stick file with over 5000 plans on it.
My responsibility was to look after the plan print room, and also to maintain all the purchase orders which
corresponded with our drawings. My other main job was to make sure the drawings were up to date.
Eventually I went to do contracts working for Bechtel Pacific. My job was to maintain a contract system
to make sure all the contracts were kept up to date and all contractors were on time. At the time I had the
main wharf, I had the service wharf, I had the pellet plant, I had the tank farm, I virtually had the camp, I had
the general workshops at Cape Lambert, I had the admin building, I had the rail limit from the car dumper
up to the rail limit before the main line started, and then I had the main line right through to Pannawonica,
plus camps in between, bridges, the whole lot and Pannawonica became part of my portfolio too.
Were there many Aboriginal people working at the time?
The one thing that I am proud to say, is the fact that I got taught a lot by that engineering company and I
was the Aboriginal person there. I was the only one in the office and people made remarks about “You have
to be careful working with Yankee people because they don’t do much with their niggers over there”, but
they treated me with respect. If you give respect you get respected in return.
After we commissioned everything in 1972, I worked for Cliffs International for a while and they started to
strike a lot over ice creams and toilet paper. I got out of there.
I went to Karratha then and I started work as a laborer with the Public Works Department. A lot of people
in the north at the time had to be a jack-of-all-trades. You could not go up north at that time and say well I
do this and I do that full stop. In my time I was a truck driver, loader driver, roller driver, I’ve sat in an office,
I have been a Centrelink agent, I’ve worked for the Aboriginal Affairs Department, I’ve worked in Aboriginal
communities, I’ve worked for the Electoral Commission going out to all of the Aboriginal communities
doing enrolments, I’ve run an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission (ATSIC) election on my own.
You had to be a lot of things and know a lot of things, it was a good working experience because you got
out there and you met a lot of people.

Brida and Ieramugado
In the 1990s, I set up an Aboriginal company Brida and we employed the Aboriginal people to run it. I was
the Director of that company and I was also the Chairperson for Ieramugado Aboriginal Corporation in
Roebourne. The scheme I set up with the Community Development Employment Program (CDEP) was
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getting all my workers in and I registered them and then I had meetings with them and I said, “who wants
to step further? Who has a driver’s licence?” Put them there. “Who hasn’t got a driver’s licence?” Put them
over there. “Who wants to work?” Put them over there. “Who doesn’t want to work?” Over there, and so on.
Then when all these training programs came up (Aboriginal Training and Liaison Unit), I knew what I had
and I just asked the guys, “There is a training program coming up, do you want to step further down
the road?”.

to put in a claim for our country for where we came from, you and your brothers”. At that time all my
brothers were alive and we had all been on that country there and we knew exactly what he was talking
about, so he put in a claim under Kuruma Marthudunera, he and another bloke called Algy Paterson.
They went around and set out all the boundaries. I decided to identify myself as Kuruma because my
dad always said, I am Kuruma, my grandmother was Kuruma and my grandfather was a white man. I have
nothing else.

We also had a gardening crew, we ran it along similar lines to Ieramugado which by this time had folded.
I had a mob of workers who became good workers with me and the people would say, “well send me out
the people who were here last time.” That’s how it worked and the blokes I had enjoyed doing that and
then the Government closed down the CDEP program. The whole bottom fell out of it and I lost all my
blokes, so that was the end of that little episode. It was one of those things I was really frustrated about
so I argued the point, “I am trying to do something here, it is working but you pulled the plug on me and
when something is not working you are pouring money into it.” No one listened.

That claim hasn’t been determined yet has it?

Mabo and native title
We owned property and naturally when my grandfather being a white man died, I think he left control
of it to my father, but being half caste and classified as Aboriginal he wasn’t allowed to own the land.
That frustrated me a bit, because I saw something rightfully ours taken from us and I still argue about
that today. Someone made the comment to me recently “what’s your interest in native title? Is native title
about compensation?” But it is not about compensation, it is family heritage and value. I told him straight,
I said “For me my grandfather owned land and my dad showed me a lot of things where he grew up as a
boy, where they used to have mustering teams and out camps and droving plants, and we lost the lot.”
Has that been hard for you to deal with over the years?
That has been a really bad thing for me and a lot of people will try and get some of it back through
native title. I think native title gives Aboriginals, those that are genuine, a chance to go back to the country
where they grew up as a kid and reflect on stuff. It also gives Aboriginal people, who at that time were
dealing with a lot of their Lore and psyche on the land, to go back there. The only way you can do that
now, and I say that to a lot of people, with a lot of the mining companies taken up your land with mining
leases and the rest of it, the only way you can get access to the land is to negotiate with the mining
company and set up a heritage agreement where you could have access to country to go back there.

Native title claim
Our native title claim was put in years ago by my late sister Carol and my late uncle, Gordon Lockyer. My
old uncle Gordon came up to Mt Welcome where we were staying at the time and he asked Carol, “I want
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No, it hasn’t been determined yet. We have done our connection report but we are just waiting on the State
Government to work out a determination on the area. I would like to see us get it because it’s about culture
values for my Dad and for my people and the memory of them. I went around there as a young boy and I
met a lot of old people who are not alive anymore. It is one of the sad things because you went to places
like Yarraloola and there was all the Aboriginal people working on the station and they were all part of the
tribe and they were family people. You knew them and they knew you and you would go out to these stock
camps and there were people camping in the bush living off the bush and the saddest thing now is you go
around now and there is nobody out there.

Impact of the resources boom
In the mid-2000s, when the mining boom hit, what did that do for you and your people?
Oh, it created a lot of survey work. The funny thing about it is that it gave a lot more people a chance
to get out on country. It also gave us an opportunity to do better planning, like how would we look at
compensation, how we could use that compensation money in regards to investments, set up more
programs and how we could increase the inflow into those programs as well. It was sort of a good thing
for us because the companies upped the ante. They took more areas but it also involved signing more
contracts so it put us in a pretty good position. It’s like you always do, especially in an Aboriginal situation,
you have to keep in the back of your mind that when you are giving areas up, you have to be aware of what
you have in that area and what you are giving up.
Is that a hard balancing act?
It’s a very hard balancing act, as a matter of fact, because if you have traditional sacred stuff in that area,
you have got to be a hardliner. In our negotiating group you get the easy ones too, and people who say,
“oh you can have that area”. And I say “no”, and I and the other Elders in the group who back me and when
it comes to that situation, especially in an Aboriginal group, like Neil Finlay, Mark Lockyer, Gloria, May, Jack
Alexander, we all have a say.
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We work together. If something comes up in an area, we will sit down and talk about it. We have all been
there, we know what’s there, and we have always said, because some companies will play the underhanded
thing, they would go and focus on someone in the group, someone weak and wear them down. They were
the bad old days. It doesn’t happen today. We used to always say to them, when you talk to this group, you
talk to everybody, you don’t talk to an individual and I always make that plain to everyone, because this is a
group. Kuruma Marthudunera is a group, it’s not one person, and that’s the way it is.

Central Negotiating Committee (CNC)
Can you tell me about the Central Negotiating Committee (CNC)?
The CNC worked very well but some members were pretty hostile in regards to certain areas, certain
things, but I think a lot of them did not understand the process of negotiation. It has to be give and take,
they take here, we take there. Eventually the whole thing worked out. But there was a lot of people within
that CNC that were very, very hostile and I got the feeling they were just there for their own personal gain.
Carol and I always say that to people, we are here for the people, I said I am not here for Cyril Lockyer, I am
here for my people. I knew these people ever since I was a kid and I knew their ancestors and have seen
these old people, they were old and I was a young kid. I know the families and I have seen some of the
sufferings that those people on the stations had years ago. They were working for a tin of tobacco, or a
blanket or your shirt and trousers. I have seen this happen and when something like this comes up I like to
see everybody get something out of it. Better their lifestyle.
Part of our motto was we would like to see everybody off the welfare system, we would like to see
everybody going to university, we would like to see everybody owning their own home and living a better
lifestyle than they have lived in the past. Drive around in style as they say.
I think this group owes a lot to my sister Carol and to my uncle Gordon because if they hadn’t actually
put in this claim at that time, to actually get the ball rolling, a lot of people would never be where they
are today. We also wouldn’t be where we are today in regards to our position of having agreements with
companies, getting compensation or having our own offices in Karratha.
I always say to these people, they come to these meetings and say we want sitting fees, we want, we want
and I say when we first started we didn’t even get sitting fees, we never got nothing, we were lucky if we
got a cup of coffee or a cup of tea, and if we wanted a biscuit we had to throw in money to buy a packet
of biscuits. And I say now you people sit here and you want this and you are sitting here in Karratha and
you get ice creams, cream cakes and God knows what else. I always sit down and I reflect on those days
because I look at how many people have got involved in our group. There was only about three or four of
us who started this off, we had no money we had nothing, nobody wanted to know us.
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When Carol passed on, I took over as the chief negotiator, that’s where I gained the respect of the company.
It’s like I say, if anything goes wrong in regards to their money woes or something, they go back and they
blame it on the company. I say it’s how you spend the money; it’s not how the company has given you
the money.

Negotiating agreements
Were you involved in negotiating any of the agreements?
I have a good relationship with Rio Tinto. It’s like everything else, you have rocky roads in the end and the
start. Eventually, everyone gets frightened of agreements. I know for a fact the fear is about giving up parts
of your land – places where you had freedom to go and they are not going to be there anymore. It is one of
those sad things and people either accept or they find it hard to accept and when it comes down the road,
you get all your implementations and programs in place and you look at employment, training, land access,
rehabilitation, life of mine and things like that. When you do the negotiations, you’re hard, but the people
who take over the actual programs themselves are really nice people.
I think sometimes Aboriginal people get a bit frustrated but I think there is no cause for it because they
take it out on the person concerned and the person is only there doing his job to the best of his ability
or how he has been told to do it. But some of those people are very good people in Rio Tinto. What we
usually do, and I still carry that tradition on, if someone from Rio Tinto just rings me up on, say public
relations, and they say “will it be all right if I come over for a yarn?”, and I say, “yes all right” and I put the
billy on and they just sit in my patio. It is just one of those things and it is part of my strategy, and they just
go along with it because it works for them as well. We just sit down there and we talk about things off the
record, they are just things that may arise.
Something known as a chat and I learned that. A bloke used to do that years ago and I take my hat off to
him, that was a bloke called Brian Royce, he worked for Aboriginal Training and Liaison Unit (ATAL) and
he was an ex-policeman. Brian used to do that and I always pushed that to Rio Tinto. I said you should
always do what Brian did. Brian would just pop in and say “hi, how are you going?” and it worked both
ways because in my eyes he was keeping open a communication line and if you wanted to ask something
about Rio Tinto you asked him and you were told. As I said to a few of the big boys in Rio Tinto, you turn
up once in a blue moon and have a meeting and then we don’t see you. I said you have to keep a line of
communication open because people would like to know what you are up to and what you are doing.
If they do have a problem, they can tap into your information that is coming through, or if somebody is
coming around you will find that you have a good public and a good working relationship, but when you
are just turning the tap on and off all the time, people get sick of you.
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Regional approach
How important is that regional approach across the Pilbara?
It gives a lot of people the option to go onto other people’s country and deal with them. It gives them the
option of going into partnerships as well and it also gives the people an opportunity to get what everybody
else is getting. That’s important because if one lot is getting something and the other lot isn’t, you would
have a lot of opposition. So what is the old saying, if you can’t beat them join them, simple as that.
The concept went up for debate and a lot of people said it might be a good idea. There were a lot of
services and things being offered which the group would have paid for, whereas Rio Tinto would give it to
them for nothing. People thought we would save a lot of money if we did it this way, and the other thing is
you keep an eye on the opposition to see what they are doing.

Understanding culture
I always say, if you are going to employ Aboriginal people you have to explain to your foreman, to your
workforce, what Aboriginal culture is and what it is based on and what their beliefs and customs are,
because if you don’t, that’s when things go wrong. For instance there was a thing in Dampier where a
young bloke had to go to an initiation ceremony. He had to, and I know that for a fact because knowing
the Aboriginal Lore very, very well, because my dad was a Loreman, we used to go off to the reserve with
my old uncle, old Tumbler, he used to run that. The young bloke he was there at work one day and then he
was gone. They came and picked him up during the night and said “it’s your Lore and you are coming.”
You never say no. They were looking for him the next day and I tried to explain and the foreman said,
“he’s gone AWOL. He’s done a runner, sack him.”
They never got him back. This is what I say, you lose a good worker during that process, but not only that,
the Aboriginal person is missing out on being able to prove himself as a good worker. It doesn’t help with
your relationship at all because instead, we are supposed to be getting it together and closing the gap,
bridging the gap, I said you are widening it.
I have always pushed that argument to Rio Tinto, I say, you have to get a mentor from the Kuruma people
then that person, if someone is having a problem at work, they know they can go and tell that person,
but at the moment they are employing people who are not from that area. The people won’t talk to
them because how can you discuss culture values to people who don’t understand and don’t come
from the area? They wouldn’t have a clue what you are talking about.

Access to land

anybody up from Rio Tinto in Pannawonica and just say I want to go out to the country and have a look
around; I want to go here, there and they say okay, let us know when you want to go and we will organise
it, which is good.

Solutions
Looking forward, what are the key issues for your people?
Education is very important these days. You can’t get in to even the idiot job unless you have an education.
Back in the old days, you couldn’t read and write and you went out there and sat on a horse and
drove sheep. You can’t do that anymore, you probably still can, but the sheep are not around and the
station employs people with helicopters these days, they don’t employ horse people. The saddest thing
I ever saw in my life was going to Yarraloola Station after Rio Tinto had taken it over and seeing how it
had broken down. In the past Yarraloola was a self-sufficient station – there were shearers, there were
stockmen, there were windmill men, and horse breakers and there were tank people, and trough people.
It is the one thing I have always said, when the Aboriginal people lived on country, they had pride in their
work and what they did. A lot of those people worked on Yarraloola but they didn’t get top wages, they
worked for a blanket, tobacco and they were happy, because they were very rich in Lore and culture.
They were close to their Lore grounds, they were living in the country, they were wealthy people, living
off the land, eating the animals, eating bush tucker, they had all their herbs and bush medicines. I said to
Rio Tinto “if you are having trouble getting a station manager why don’t you get an Aboriginal station
manager? They have been here and will look after your place better than a white bloke.”
And what did they say?
They ah’d and um’d about it and made all the excuses and it felt like one of those arguments where you
feel you are giving them a good solution but they don’t like to hear it because they know it will work. It’s a
funny thing, they know the idea was good but sometimes white people cannot swallow a smart suggestion
because it came from a black fella. It’s depressing really. It’s like people say to me, “oh you have been to
university you’re on a negotiating team” and I say, “no I did seven years primary school and three years
high school.” “Oh but you speak very good English and you are very fluent in how you talk and you know
what you are talking about.” I said “I sit here and I am black man with a white man’s brain.” I said “my
grandfather was a white man and a business man” and I said, “I have got his brain.” Why do you think I
am telling you what I am telling you? A lot of us say about that, back in a job with a mining company, they
won’t give a black fella a job in the mining company because the black fella knows more than they do.

If you are really good like my sister Carol and I have been, we have managed to do negotiations with
Rio Tinto and are able to make a lot of areas pretty accessible to the people to go out there. I could ring
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Hopes and dreams

Native title claims

I would like to see us being more self generating for ourselves, earning money, probably owning
a couple of companies and I would like to see us all going back on country and working on
country again. I wouldn’t mind a block of land down where I came from, where my people came
from and put my feet up there, because the way things are in town, I don’t think I would really live
in town much longer.

Native title applications are made to the Federal Court under the Native Title Act 1993
(Commonwealth). There are several types of native title claims including a claimant application
which is made by a group of people, a native title claim group, who declare it holds the rights
and interest in an area of land and/or water according to the traditional Lores and customs.
The members of the native title claim group are seeking a decision from the Court that native
titles exists so their rights and interests are recognised by the common law of Australia.
This is called native title determination. A determination is a decision by the Federal Court or
High Court of Australia, or a recognised body, that native title either does or does not exist in
relation to a particular area of land or waters. If the Court finds that native rights and interest
exist, the group must establish a prescribed body corporate to hold the rights and interest, as
an agent, or in trust, for the group.

That’s one of the main things. I would like to see everybody happy, working hard and getting
the benefits we can get from the mining ventures. That way we won’t have any infighting with
the groups and we can have a good working relationship with whoever we are dealing with at
the moment.
I would like to see us get native title and hopefully things will settle down. Because that’s one of
the main things with native title, we want to set up a community out on the country so people
can move back to the bush. Because that is one of their main aims is to go back and live in the
bush and be out on the country. At the moment we have some people buried on the country,
they preferred to be buried out there. We have a cemetery on the Robe River, just up from
Pannawonica, a place called Gundina, and there is an old man buried there, a woman and two
other people. I want a car park put in there, I want a proper access road put in there and the area
to be fenced off and then I want the Aboriginal Corporation to arrange for people to go out there
and tidy that area up. I want a lot of that compensation money being used to put headstones on
a lot of our people’s graves as they are people we identify with and we have to give them respect
as well, simple as that.
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Source: National Native Title Tribunal website: www.nntt.gov.au/nativetitleclaims/Pages/default.aspx, Accessed on October 31, 2016
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June Injie
Yinhawangka Elder and Author
Traditional Owner Group: Yinhawangka

“Our culture or religion comes from the land itself. Our Lores, our culture have
been handed down from one generation to the next and that from being on the
land and learning about it, even if you live somewhere else you can find time to
look into things, to find out about your culture.”
I was born in 1954 at Boolaroo Station [60km north-west of Condobolin, straddling
the Western Australian and Northern Territory border]. My mother was born at a place
near Brockman Station, a couple of kilometres out from there at a place called Mulla
Mulla Springs. When she was born she was given that name but to us it was always
Mum or Nan. She is a Yinhawangka woman and Dad was born here and he is also a
Yinhawangka man and an Elder. In my culture, the mothers are the teachers.
We have to go back to our mother’s mother, our grandmother, gunday they call it.
My mother was one of the co-founders of Bellary Springs. Before moving here in the
mid-1990s, we were all in Onslow. Mum said we left the land here (Rocklea) in 1949, and
we moved onto a place called Duck Creek with my two elder sisters. In 1950 we had our
eldest brother born here, then my second eldest sister, my two older sisters were born
at Duck Creek, they moved around a lot to go with the job. My brother was born at Mt
Stuart and I was born in Boolaroo Station.
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Conversation took place in June’s home, Bellary Springs, Pilbara
region of Western Australia on 9 July 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

Mabo
Do you remember 1992, that’s when the Mabo decision was handed down?
Yes, yes, we were following that. He was fighting for his rights to the country. We stand for our country.
We try to keep our country as it is, as it was and our rights to our places where our Mum and Dad visited.
We have a lot of camps and the rivers and the gorges where they used to spend a bit of time, where they
got together.

we have to wait for the next rains to wash it out. Not only that we have had a bit of rain in the last couple
of years, the bulrushes and the weeds have all grown up. They are so thick you can’t get into it.

Native title boundaries
There are some places around here where the people, our people go fishing and swimming, it’s like 40km
out of town. That has still got a bit of water on one side of the area, whereas in the middle, the big part,
that is dry. We went out there and had a trial. We met with our anthropologists and lawyers to take it back
to the State Government. If you can verify plants and names of plants, because I was with my Mum right to
the day, we have our Dreamtime stories, names of plants, bush medicines, everything.
Was your mum involved with the native title claim?

Was that decision important to your mum?

Yes.

It was important, yes. When we heard about it, we watched it on TV and we explained to her about him
and how he was fighting for his rights to his land and that is exactly how we feel. We want everything left
as it is, but because of mining we have not got any bush food, no water, the river is all dry.

It hasn’t been determined yet has it?

Do you think the Mabo decision gave your mum hope?

No it is still going through the Tribunal. There are a number of families, they are trying to sort out the
Yinhawangka. Some of them didn’t have the opportunity like us, we learnt our knowledge through
our mum.

Yes, we think something good is going to happen. We were happy, one man alone, stood up for his rights.

Has it caused some unrest?

Homeland movement

Yes, about two and a half years ago (2012) my mum, she was involved in another trial, the Banjima trial, on
the Great Northern Highway, she connected those people to their country. There are two lots of separate
Banjima people, they call it the Top Banjima and the Bottom Banjima, so she was asked and being an Elder
she replied and she went and did those things for the family members, on both sides we are related, so she
was involved in that.

Do you remember when your mum actually came back (to Bellary) and set up the community. Was that
a very happy time for you?
She was happy, she said to me just before her accident that she would like to be married here where she
was going to spend her last couple of years. She was always worried about this house, who was going to
take over. I won’t be going anywhere and that is quite true.
It is beautiful here isn’t it?
And the river is down there and that has a name, it is called Yillara. Yillara, big river. It runs from further up
and through the right back past the town.

Was your mum sad not seeing her people’s native title claim resolved?
It was sad and it still is. I still remember now, because in her time through her culture, she had never seen
the conflict that people are having nowadays. She could not understand why it is happening.
Do you understand why it is happening?

Because the waterholes and watercourses are very important to your culture aren’t they?

I can see it.

They are and the waterholes and the names, because our ancestors gave them that name and we would
like to keep it as it is, because if you are going to change the name, you are changing history and we don’t
want it changed. We would like to leave it like it is, how our grandparents and their grandparents taught
them, you know. This was a big river and they used to do a lot of swimming, fishing. Down there is a spring,
and we call it Mary Springs, it is still there, but because the cattle and other animals have been there,

What do you think is causing it?
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I think the knowledge of it. Our ancestors, they all lived together and they never fought once over the
country and now there is a bit of conflict going on everywhere.
Do you think that money is part of the problem?
No, I think it is a connection to the country and the lack of knowledge.
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So a loss of stories and passing that on?

Do you think it is coming from a place of fear rather than a place of love?

Yes, I have got some books, I have Mum’s book and it is called the Karijini Mirlimirli (Fremantle Arts Centre
Press 1997, edited Noel Olive).

Yes, they think something is going to happen to them. If somebody walked around with a boomerang they
think the boomerang is an evil thing that you point. A lot of people carry a boomerang because they like to
sing a song sooner or later and when they talk, they like to clap.

Our Elders put a story in the book about where they were born and about their culture and where they
lived and where they would like to have lived. Like I said, everyone used to live all together around here on
these stations, all from different backgrounds, from different groups and there was no conflict amongst
them and I grew up seeing that – my brother and myself and my older sisters. The way we been taught is
the country is still going to be here when we are gone and the only time we are going to own it is when we
are buried. Like the money, the money will be still going. Don’t worry about the money side of things, you
can have some money coming in from Rio Tinto, the royalties or payments or that, but it is not going to last
for long. They will be here for a while and then they will be gone. One day they are going to stop handing
out money, but they ask them to prove connection to the country and they want people to do the DNA
and it is taking a long time to do it.
It’s a good idea. I reckon it will stop people asking questions and causing conflict, if they don’t do that we
are still going to have that big conflict.

Internal fighting
What has happened there June, why has this happened (young people trying to take over)?
They are trying to be in charge because they don’t like us mob telling them anything. They think they know
better, but they don’t, they know nothing. A lot of them grew up in another place, some even grew up in
the Kimberley and they came back when the money part came in – the Indigenous Land Use Agreement –
all that stuff and we can see it because we live here. We can see it for ourselves. The royalties money came
in and it should have been saved into a trust.

Connection to land
Could you explain to me what your land means to you? Why your traditional lands are important to you?
Our land, our culture, or religion comes from the land itself. Our Lores, our culture have been handed
down from one generation to the next and that from being on the land and learn about it, even if you live
somewhere else you can find time to look into things, to find out about your culture. I see a lot of people,
like some Banjima people in Port Hedland itself, when you talk about culture they don’t want to know about
it, but if you learnt about the land you know about the culture.
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Exclusion zones
We have asked the mining companies to protect the burial sites and the sacred sites. We have a sacred site
about 10 minutes from here and the voice is telling me that people have been going there drinking, bottles
everywhere, mess everywhere. That is our sacred site, that’s all we want is protection for places like that
and the burial sites where Mum’s great grandmother is buried.

Access to land
Most of the places on our land are under lock and key, but we can see their (mining companies) point of
view, it’s for our own safety when they have those trucks and whatever coming in and out of our country,
really protecting us.
Like I said my mum’s birthplace is Mulla Mulla Springs and I want to take my family for a culture trip
to see her birthplace. Get some vehicles and you have to meet with the Brockman mine, there is the
Brockman mine and then the Brockman Station, then Brockman Two; you have to get permission you
can’t just drive there for safety reasons. You have to ring the station and they organise maybe some
blokes to escort us through.

Relationship with Rio Tinto
As long as the two main sites are protected then we can talk to Rio Tinto, they can talk about anything
else, I don’t know why they don’t come to us to talk about anything. They need to come to our meetings,
where they can hear us and we can hear them, we are not going to do anything to them. It would be right
for them to come to talk to us, it would be easy. We want to hear what they have to say. We are not abusive
because we have been taught it is not right to be disrespectful. My family, we would rather sit and listen to
what they have to say, then they listen to what we want.
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Hopes and dreams

Homeland movement

Of course to keep our culture going and to get educated and make this area a better place to
live in. Also to be able to get access to most of the waterholes where our ancestors used to
walk from one place to another. They used to go from one waterhole to another, even my sons,
sometimes they get out to do surveying and they find places like that. My son was telling me
a couple of years back that he ran into a gorge down this way, and he said the water came up,
because he is a big tall lad, 6 foot something, and the water came up to his chest. The places
where our parents used to take us to. Even our own birthplaces, though we are unable to go
to those places, because those places are pastoral stations. You have to go and see the station
owners, because they are very unaware of things, they think we are trying to get the country
back, they get the wrong idea about things, and it’s not that. We just want to go and visit
because we have our people buried out there.

The homeland/outstation movement is a recent Aboriginal post-colonial initiative beginning
in the early 1970s. There are more than 1000 small Indigenous communities located across
Australia primarily in the Northern Territory, South Australia, Western Australia and Queensland.
The majority of these are located on Aboriginal-owned lands but many are located on excisions
within pastoral leases or in national parks. There is enormous diversity in homelands/outstations
that statistical averages can mask. Most are populated by small family groups, but some number
more than a hundred people. Some are occupied year-round, others seasonally or rarely; in
almost all there is considerable population movement between homelands/outstations and
larger centres. Some have robust local economies built on arts production, employment as
land and sea managers (rangers), and wildlife harvesting; others are highly dependent on
welfare income. The key commonality is that their residents have made a determined choice to
actively engage with their land. This choice might be based on a desire to protect sacred sites,
to retain connections to ancestral lands and ancestors, to live off the land, or to escape social
problems that might be prevalent in larger townships. Despite the lack of adequate needsbased government support throughout the past 40 years for homelands/outstations they have
continued to grow in number across remote Australia.
Source: The Future of Homelands/Outstations; S.Kerins. Centre for Aboriginal Economic Policy Research, Topic Issues No. 01/2010, ANU.

Exclusion zones
Under the agreement, the four native title claim groups have negotiated a range of economic
and non-economic benefits. These include an income stream from mining on their lands,
training and job opportunities, access to contracts for services to Rio Tinto and support for
environmental and heritage activities. The agreement also includes mining exclusion zones
that recognise the importance of significant sites such as burial and ceremonial sites, as well as
important water holes and ecologically sensitive areas.
Yamatji Marlpa Aboriginal Corporation, media release, 3 June 2011. Pilbara native title groups reach agreement with Rio Tinto.
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Stanley Warrie
Cheeditha Aboriginal Community Chairman and Yindjibarndi Aboriginal Corporation
Board Member
Traditional Owner Group: Yindjibarndi

“I am part of that Yindjibarndi tribe and when we go back into country, we know
it is our land as soon as we enter it; you feel it here, in your bullalar (heart).
It’s the thing you get when you know that you have passed the boundary to
your land. All of sudden you feel this opening up inside you and it tells you that
you are home. And every time we go out there, we sing out, once we sing out
we are not in a foreign country, we are home and we feel the cool air coming.
We can breathe again, it’s like a connection; you feel that connection again.
Your country is recognising you and you are recognising your country.”
I would like to tell my journey, where I have been and what I have done. My name is
Stanley Warrie, I am Yindjibarndi and this is my story if people want to hear it. I was born
in the early-1960s and grew up in the old Roebourne Native Reserve, across the river
from the town. My father, the local preacher, and my mother have both passed away now.
When the Old Reserve was closed in 1975, my family moved into the town and attended
Roebourne Primary School after which I completed three years of schooling at Karratha
Senior High School.
After leaving school, I experienced troubled times from when I was a teenager. I lost my
way and let alcohol control my life for nearly 30 years. There were many times in and
out of prison that took their toll, but after a spiritual awakening in prison, I turned my
life around completely. I wanted to give back to my people and community and was
elected Chairman of the Cheeditha Aboriginal Community. I am an active member of the
Yindjibarndi Aboriginal Corporation and fight for a fair and just future for my people.
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Conversation took place at Yindjibarndi Aboriginal Corporation,
Roebourne, Pilbara region of Western Australia on 14 May 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

Homelands movement – Cheeditha Aboriginal Community
Going back before I started my community work, I did not have a good track record in my past life.
Straight after I left school, from my teenage years I spent every day drunk for maybe 30 years, and always
ended up in jail. I never had a proper job in my life, never tried to make myself better; always living off welfare.
Tell me about growing up.
I am the one in the middle of my family. There are five elder ones, but I lost two, one of my brothers and
one of my sisters have passed away. I have got seven younger sisters. We used to live in the Old Roebourne
Reserve in the 1960s but when they closed it we moved to one of the houses in town, a street called
Harding Street. We were then moved into new housing in the Village. I went to Roebourne Primary School
and then on to Karratha High.
Karratha would have been a lot smaller then?
Yes, in the early 1970s all the overseas workers started to arrive to work for the mining industry and, around
the same time, the Right to Vote referendum was held. We were still young at that stage and weren’t
equipped to deal with so much change. The overseas workers introduced alcohol to our people and the
referendum gave us the right to drink. When we finished at school, there weren’t any jobs or training that
we could do, so we just started drinking.
Nothing to keep you on track?
There was nothing to keep us on track, so we just got started on the alcohol; until I was in my early 40s I
was still on the drink.
Do you look back and think that was just wasted years?
Yes. It’s hard to explain, but you feel all that shame when you look back at all those years when you did
nothing for your community and most of the time you had been in and out of jail. I was lost. My parents
were both Christians, my father was the local preacher in the Aboriginal church. I remember in my
childhood years, I used to go to church with them and I would listen to my father preach. Even all through
this time, even in my hardest years, drinking, drinking, I still kept this thing in my head and in my heart; I still
kept the word of the old people. That’s what finally helped me change.
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Find your way again?
Yes, find my way again. In my late 20s we moved out to the old community, which is called Cheeditha.
My father and the old people fought for the community and housing out there and it is supposed to be
a place where people live with Christian values. Most of our old people are now all gone and it was their
passing that made me stop my drinking back in 1999, just after I was released from prison. I actually had an
enlightened moment, where I was standing in prison one day looking out past the fences. I looked up, I saw
a picture of Jesus and I heard a voice inside me saying I can give you your freedom.
And was that the first time you had hope?
Yes. I was standing there and in my heart I felt hope and from that day, when I was released, I never
touched the drink again. I never went back on to the grog. My old mother was still alive, but I lost my
father back in the early 1990s. My mother was still there teaching me and telling me about the community,
about Cheeditha. When she passed, I became Chairman of Cheeditha and now I have that role which is
very important to me and for my people.
Was your mum proud of you?
I made my mum very proud of me, especially when I started working and giving back to the community.
Unfortunately, my elder brother and sister are still caught up in this grog thing and so I have taken that role
as Chairman. My father was originally Chairman and has left behind this responsibility to me for my people.
I have to ensure their safety, make sure they have good housing and make sure the kids go to school.

Connection to land
When Middleton Cheedy (Yindjibarndi man who took part in the conversation) was explaining to me his
connection to the land he talked about the entry points to the land, not physical places but actual
people who you need to consult with to enter the land. Are you one of those people?
Yes I am part of that Yindjibarndi tribe and when we go back into country, we know it is our land as soon as
we enter it; you feel it here, in your heart.
What is your word for heart?
Bullalar. It’s the thing you get when you know that you have passed the boundary to your land. All of
sudden you feel this opening up inside you and it tells you that you are home. And every time we go out
there, we sing out, once we sing out we are not in a foreign country we are home and we feel the cool
air coming. We can breathe again, it’s like a connection, you feel that connection again. Your country is
recognising you and you are recognising your country. It’s our spiritual side of things. We know the country,
the stories the old people have told us, and it is a power in its own right, where you don’t go touching
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anything before you ask. You have to ask before you take something, even little things. Even when you are
going out trying to make artifacts, you have to ask the land so you won’t get hurt. Murrima; that means you
get friendly with the land, with the country. This is your land and you had better let the spirits know you
mean it no harm.
Like a partnership?
Yes, exactly. Yes, in language, when you are saying Murrima, you are saying, “I belong; I am part of the land.”

Struggles
We (Yindjibarndi Aboriginal Corporation) play a role in guiding our people to try and overcome the
struggles that have happened so far. It’s essential that the people who negotiate with us come through
the front door. That includes Aboriginal people. I’d like to say something about the other side (Wirlu-Murra
Yindjibarndi Aboriginal Corporation), that has been causing us a lot of heartache. We are having a fight
with a mining company Fortescue Metals Group (FMG) that is going the wrong way and who doesn’t want
to do the right thing. The governments have put laws in place, and still you get companies trying to find
ways around the government laws. I believe there is a way to fix these struggles that we are going through.
There is a path forward?
Yes, there is a path forward. There is a way to sit down and talk to the Traditional Owners and do the right
thing in line with the government and the laws in place. If you look at the government’s laws and things
that have been put in place, where everyone will benefit properly, there is a process. But the problem is
everyone wants to have things go their own way. People don’t seem to understand that once this deal is
made, it is very hard to go back and say “hang on, we never signed any deals here”. Everything will be gone
and the land will be gone. It’s very hard to go back, so you have to get it right; where you have a fair thing
for the land; where you won’t be locked out. We fight for a fair thing.
Do you think it will come together?
Probably in the future it will, but not in the short term because of the personalities and the people.
What we are saying is that we are willing to try and make it work but all these laws in place are stopping us
from making it right. It’s a struggle, and I have not got anything against the government or the companies,
but clearly they can see it is not working. What we are asking for is, if you can just sit down and find a way
to move forward. Knowing that we haven’t got the right to stop anything, government or industry, but what
we are trying to do is get in there while the opportunities exist. We are trying to get in there now and set it
up for us well into the future but our own people don’t have the picture in their head. They are only looking
at the short term. It’s an absolute shame because if we come together, we can make it work.
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Why the fighting?
It’s all about defining and proving who the land belongs to and the protection of our sacred sites. If I was
chasing a kangaroo here and it crosses the river, I have to let him go, he’s gone. You can call out to the
other fellow “Oh you got my kangaroo” but if something is not in your yard it is not yours. This is the
same thing.
See what is happening here with the white man, they are disturbing our burial sites. It doesn’t matter if
you are white or Aboriginal, inside we are all the same, and it is just the outside that is a different colour.
What we are saying to those miners out near the Harding Dam is stop disturbing our burial sites.
How would they like a black fella to go and start digging up their ancestors’ graves? We are all
human beings. When someone goes disturbing the graves, we see it flashing all over the TV, but here,
when it is our people, it is just accepted.
Author’s note: In November 2017, Federal Court Justice Steven Rares formally handed the Yindjibarndi
Traditional Owner group exclusive native title rights in their claimed area.

Sharing the land
How are you generous enough to allow someone to come into your home when they are going to do
something to it that is against everything that you believe in?
We have something inside our heart, and we have to look at the Anya (the Yindjibarndi word for reciprocity);
what will benefit all Yindjibarndi people if we give permission to go there.
Going back to the 1970s, there was no consultation with our old people. Some of our old people have been
fighting for our land, where the Harding Dam now is, for years and the railways have already been built
through our country. When these things happened a lot of our old people got really hurt and were not
given the opportunities to talk or have a say. There were a lot of broken hearts, and there is nothing worse
really than that. There was no Anya. They tried to stop it (Harding Dam) but they didn’t have the power
whatsoever to stop anything. All that cutting and digging, that’s what is happening here and it is cutting
our hearts. That is how the old people see it.
Nowadays with these agreements, we say to the mining companies, “if you want something, come the right
way and through the right door to get it. Speak to the right people with respect.”
Have they got it right now?
It’s good now, we are being recognised as the Traditional Owners, but what we want and keep telling the
companies is that there are sacred things out there that we want to protect and preserve. Some of our
sacred things are still being destroyed. People are still going out on to our land without permission, but now
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we are involved through the agreements we want to show them and get them to listen to us. It’s as simple
as saying “You can’t go there or touch that, it is out of bounds.” I mean how hard is it? These companies
have technology so they can avoid what they like.
They also have got the money to do the right thing. I wish they would understand that these are things
we can’t replace and once they are gone, they’re gone. I ask, “If you can avoid damaging our land and our
sacred sites, please avoid it, they are everything to our people.”

Working with Rio Tinto
What about Rio Tinto?

Hopes and dreams
The work we are doing here is for all the Yindjibarndi people. We want to make our people
understand that we have to work with Rio Tinto to negotiate these deals and we have to do it in
the interest of all our people. Having short vision is against our culture so what we are setting up
now goes well into the future. There is an opportunity here and now, and we need to take it so we
can set things up for the ones coming behind us. The world is changing and we want to set up
our kids in a better way and set them up properly so they will carry on into the future.

What we did with Rio Tinto was create a deal knowing that it will last well into the future.
We did have struggles before with Rio Tinto, but we managed to fix it and it is fair now. We are trying to fix
it with this other lot but we are seeing the wrong people getting rich from our country.
It’s not “what about us?”, it’s more like “hey, open your eyes to what is going on around you and
what is fair?”
Yes, that’s right and we are saying we will make a deal, but as long as it is fair. You know you are getting rich
from our land and we see things in the cities, and we just ask for enough to take care of ourselves, which
we don’t think is too much in the scheme of things. For years we have lived off government handouts;
given money and spent it the wrong way. Our Corporation has woken up and it knows what to do. We need
to spend the money on our people, our housing, our education, our training, for the well being of all the
Yindjibarndi people. We have woken up from our past mistakes and we want to do it right now.
There is something better to strive for and you can do it?
That’s right, for example, all the work that has been done so far makes us proud of who we are and we
want to set things up ready for the next generation. We don’t have any issues with anyone, but if you show
us fairness we will work with you to achieve the goals you want to achieve.
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Julie Walker
Manager, Wangka Maya Pilbara Aboriginal Language Centre
Traditional Owner Group: Yinhawangka

“It (native title) definitely has caused division. I don’t think it’s the legislation
itself, I think it’s the administration of that legislation and how it’s been applied.
Also, I think, part of it is associated with all that unhealed hurt that was already
there. We’ve been through a terrible history – cultural genocide – and we haven’t
grieved…There’s not too much sympathy or empathy for people that have lost
culture or have been removed from their culture, which speaks volumes of the
type of people we have become.”
My family is originally from around the Ashburton, Paraburdoo, Tom Price area. I was
born in 1959 and we grew up around Ashburton Downs and other pastoral leases right
up around Mininer (45km from Paraburdoo) and Mount Vernon. My mum’s name is Mabel
Tommy, passed away. My old father’s name is an Aboriginal name called Nimuli Tommy.
Ashburton Tommy was his white fella name. That’s where we get our surname from.
In my immediate family, we just got my older sister and me and my twin brother, Roy.
My younger sister is deceased. I’ve got a Social Work Degree and Social Science and
Upper Second Class Honours in Indigenous Australian Cultural Studies.
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Conversation took place at Wangka Maya Pilbara Aboriginal Language
Centre, South Hedland, Pilbara Region of Western Australia on 5 June 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

Growing up and schooling
We grew up in a traditional life. When we were growing up we didn’t speak English; but when we were
about five, we were sent to Gilliamia Hostel, a native welfare hostel in Onslow under the Native Welfare
Act 1944. At that time, Aboriginal people had no rights, we weren’t citizens.
What was it like being sent away?
Well initially, because we were kids, I think when we first started off, we thought it was just an adventure,
but when we went into the hostel it was really very traumatic. In some ways we found solace in each other.
We were five year olds. We had to support each other. They used to make us get up at 6 o’clock in the
morning and in Onslow, most times, that was dark, before school. We used to have to pick up paper around
the hostel. By 7 o’clock we would have to count our papers and see how much paper that was picked up
and if you didn’t have enough paper you would get this big thrashing before we’d go to school. So we had
to figure out a way to make sure that you had enough. So on Sundays, we used to go down to the rubbish
dump and we used to go and grab all this paper and hide it all over the place. They never caught on but we
always had equal amount of paper shared between us.
It was about survival. I learnt that at a young age. I learnt that at five; how to beat the system. That sort
of thing.
Did you miss your parents?
Oh yeah. But my family had to be strong about leaving us. My old mum used to take us back to the hostel
in the truck. But one day I left some rocks in the truck and when I rushed back to get them I heard mum
and my old Uncle Dad, they were all crying. That’s when I realised that they were being strong for us.
Then I turned back I didn’t want them to know that I had seen it because that would have upset
them more. She was wailing and he was crying and that was really hard. I realised, she never showed
anything to us.
Once I was 13 I got sent up to Moorgunyah Hostel in Port Hedland because there was no high school in
Onslow. I was the first Aboriginal kid to finish Year 12. I don’t know if I was the first one in the state but I
was certainly in my year the only Aboriginal kid in the class.

Loss of language
We started to lose our language when we were in primary school as we weren’t allowed to speak the
language, definitely not in the schools. The only alternative language they had at school was French –
we couldn’t do anything with French, so we had to speak English.
Was that sad to lose your language?
Yes, it was sad more in terms of relationships. My old dad used to come and visit me and I told him he had
to speak English and I could see he was really hurt by that. I didn’t do it again after that because I realised I
did something really naughty, but I was only a child and that’s what we were being told – speak English.
Why is language so important to Aboriginal people?
Well language brings to me a sense of belonging. It reaffirms your identity as an Aboriginal person, but also
as a part of your language and your land, are all integrated as one. Also with Aboriginal language, now that
I’m older, I can appreciate the finer qualities of it but I didn’t as a child. When you’re a young person you
are too busy with your life, with survival and stuff. When you get older you can see how much it really
has to offer.
Aboriginal language is rich, and is very diverse, even within the language. You’ll have variations of that
language and it’s also a language that belongs to the country. It is born of country. When you try and
translate Aboriginal language and you find that the way we speak it and the way that it’s translated into
English, it’s sort of back to front. This shows language is land-based, fixed not really portable. What an
Aboriginal word may mean in one language might mean something in another Aboriginal language.
For example, ‘fat’ in Yinhawangka language is a rude word in Banjima.
Do you speak the language now? Have you learnt your language?
Well I grew up on Yindjibarndi and Banjima language. So we still speak Yindjibarndi and Banjima language.
When we were little we went onto the Onslow reserves, there was a lot Banjima, Kuruma, Yindjibarndi
people living there. But Banjima became the dominate language, and you see that now. You go to different
localities, and you find that even though the Traditional Owner group is in Paraburdoo, the Traditional
Owner group is Yinhawangka the dominant language there is Banjima. You will see that same thing when
you go to Roebourne. You know Ngarluma is the Traditional Owner group but the dominate language
is Yindjibarndi. So you have got dominate languages within the Aboriginal languages themselves.
Why is that? How does that work?

If you think about it, it’s not that long ago. My brother Roy and my children are the first generation of kids
in our family not to go through institutionalised care or welfare. My older sister’s kids all went through the
hostel and they are now in their late 30s.

Well that’s part of the colonisation process; it removes you from your traditional lands. When you come in
contact with a culture, a dominant culture like English and Western culture, many of the things that you do
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every day we don’t have Aboriginal words for like table, chair, going to the hospital, going to school.
This is not our culture and not in our cultural framework. So it’s actually hard to maintain language if you
are not in that setting where it’s being spoken, where it’s being used, and where it’s being and has been
taught. That’s the sad reality of Aboriginal languages today. Nearly all the languages in the Pilbara are on
an endangered path. Yinhawangka is what they call a dead language, as it’s got few or no speakers.
My mum would have been in our family the last fluent speaker. She was also a singer. So language
preservation has to have its own maintenance systems. To maintain anything, you’ve got to sing it;
you’ve got to speak it and you’ve got to teach it. All of those things have got to come together.

where Indigenous rights were reaffirmed in the United Nations Charter of Human Rights. Even though, with
ratification came all those legal obligations, in that way he was a good leader. Just for that brief moment
anyway, it put us in the Parliament; gave us recognition. Right until the referendum, in many states, we
were still part of the flora and fauna. Even with the referendum we still weren’t actually in Parliament.
But to have a voice in Parliament, saying this is where Indigenous people belong, this is their country, and
we were wrong and they committed those atrocities. To say that they did the murders and the rapes; you
see they did all that.

Do you recall at all when the Mabo finding was handed down?

So his speech, sometimes I feel like his speech is still too confronting for some people. At that time I think
everyone might have been in cultural shock after that speech, because they were probably trying to figure
out how/what to make of it.

When I was a young woman, I was involved in our Land Rights movements in Perth.

Impact of native title

Mabo

The Aboriginal Legal Service and the Aboriginal Medical Service have been at the forefront of social and
political change in this country for over 40 years. I was at University, and we were involved in the political
movement then, and part of my final paper was to write an article on Aboriginal ideology and practice.
I argued that Aboriginal people had a different ideology and one of the things that made us different was
this need to end racism and to work towards empowerment and unity. Even though we were a very divisive
group we still had this thing that kept us together as Aboriginal people.
So I’ve been involved in Aboriginal politics for a long time. In some ways, even though there was no
big celebration of Mabo, he was able to prove what we already knew; that the country was already a
sovereign nation. It already had its health care system, its education, it had its own legal system. It had all
those things that constitute a sovereign nation. It already existed, and this idea that we were nomadic when
we walked around the country aimlessly, was false. When we went to school we taught that Captain Cook
discovered Australia. The Aboriginal people were either not strong enough or smart enough; that’s why we
were colonised. That was why we were conquered, why they took over the country. That’s what they told
us at primary school. There was no mention at school that we were already a sovereign nation of different
groups and tribes of people.
Mabo was a landmark, a most significant event, not just in Australian history, it affected the world because
native title affects how people deal with you. Not just here in Australia but everywhere.

The Redfern Speech
Do you remember Prime Minister Paul Keating’s Redfern Speech in 1992?
I like Paul Keating because I think he was, in some way, a bit of a visionary. He saw the future in a sense.
That native title had to come to us, to Australia. You can’t have Australia lagging behind other countries
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Do you think native title has caused division?
It definitely has caused division. I don’t think it’s the legislation itself, I think it’s the administration of that
legislation and how it’s been applied. Also I think part of it is associated with all that unhealed hurt that was
already there. We’ve been through a terrible history – cultural genocide – and we haven’t grieved. At one
stage the Stolen Generation people were given the opportunity to get healing, then it was taken away
from them. There’s not too much sympathy or empathy for people that have lost culture or have been
removed from their culture which speaks volumes of the type of people we have become.

Yandi Land Use Agreement
Were you involved with the Yandi Land Use Agreement?
Yes. There was an article in the paper when we did the first lot of consultations about these ‘dissenting
women’. Our point at that time, was, we just had Mabo and the native title legislation had come down
and then people were thrown into this negotiation without really understanding what the process was.
Under native title I don’t think a lot of them even knew that it was actually their right to negotiate.
Do you think that was on both sides?
Well I don’t know. Well maybe it was on both sides, but it was certainly from the Aboriginal side. We were
trying to make the point that we don’t even know what we’re doing. You’re all sitting around talking about
getting an agreement but you don’t know what the framework is – what the legal frameworks are.
You’re just talking about it. What is your right to negotiate? What does that mean?
The other thing that happened was that Rio Tinto (or Hamersley Iron at that time) appointed a lawyer on
behalf of the Gumula, Yinhawangka and Nyaparli people. The point we were trying to say was how can he
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be our lawyer if Rio Tinto is paying him? What about conflict of interest? But people didn’t agree... that was
our issue, we were told to quiet down and our voices just got faded out.
How did that make you feel?
Initially it was frustrating, because the point we were making was legitimate. But they personalised it, it
became a women’s issue. We laughed about it afterwards but I think now Aboriginal people still haven’t
got it right. Look at what happened with Gumala. If you look at the Yandi Agreement and you look at the
structure, you see that Gumala has got three heads say, it’s got a Gumala Enterprises Pty Ltd (GEPL),
the Gumala Trust (GIPL) and it’s got Gumala Aboriginal Corporation (GAC). It’s got these three separate
entities. It’s a hybrid structure. Up until then we were just dealing with an Aboriginal Corporation. We were
just coming to terms with an Aboriginal Corporation representing you and you electing people to this
board or committee. And all of a sudden this hybrid structure came down.
Even now I don’t think people understand, because I call it a hybrid, but it’s got all these different functions.
It’s only because I’m involved in management. How do you manage not one organisation, but three? I can
see the logic in it, it’s good to have that business arm but why have it as a separate entity? Then you’ve got
your General Foundation, and then you’ve got the Gumala corporate thing under Corporations Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Act (CATSIA). It’s a different set of reporting requirements, and a different sort
of structure again. Because GIPL don’t have a membership; they have a beneficiary lists, and then you’ve
got the enterprise which is supposed to be a trust. And the main beneficiary of that trust is the Foundation
(Gumala Trust); managed by the trustee, and the second beneficiary is GAC.
So how is this money supposed to get back to the Foundation? Like, who’s the beneficiary of
the enterprise? Then if the main beneficiary is GEPL, then the money should be going back to GEPL and
being put into the future fund for kids. We don’t know what’s happening with it, and that’s the problem
when you’ve got all these different paths. It’s in one agreement which is confusing and people can’t keep
a track of where the cash flow is and where it isn’t. You can’t track what’s happening with the organisation.

Claim areas and protection of country
So your negotiation was based on the Yinhawangka native title claim area instead of this mine or that
mine? Did you like that idea?
No, I didn’t like it. Part of the reason is because in that process it didn’t include the mines, such as
Paraburdoo mine, for a start. So there is no compensation or payment for that mine. Also with deposits in
West Angelas, deposit A, we weren’t going to get anything for, but they started on deposit B, we would
get compensated. You didn’t get compensated for all the Rio Tinto mines in that Claim Wide Agreement.
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Part of the trade-off I felt was, which was important to me, the fact that they were willing to excise the
Nimili Ranges. Rio Tinto was willing to say, “we won’t mine there”. That’s not to say that other mining
companies won’t but it was good they took that out of the Claim Wide Agreement.
Those ranges are part of my old dad’s country. Nimili, that was my dad’s name and the name of the country
– Nimili Range. It’s a bit like Uluru. If you go to Ayers Rock, you will see that Ayers Rock itself has got sacred
places that only men go, and similarly, there are places where families occupy Nimili. It’s got three springs
there; it’s got rock art and caves. My dad was born there. There are a number of springs there, one is Bimba
Springs, which is my grandmother’s native name – Maggie Bimba. She was born at Bimba Springs. So she
was born on the Nimili Range, as was my old dad, and his old dad – all Aboriginal men of higher order.
So like with my old dad he was known as, and is still known today as, murubm man. He was one of the
biggest murubm men. You can talk to anyone in Onslow and they hold him in high regard, a spiritual man.
He had a lot of power, spiritual power, and that’s where he used to get it from, his land. You can still see his
old bow shed there – his pad where he went to get his power, from the land, the hill.
That’s been protected under this agreement so that was the trade-off. It’s got great cultural significance,
not just to us, but a lot of Aboriginal people in the Pilbara. We grew up on the reserve, and everyone on
the reserve said that he spiritually brought the hill there to protect the people from cyclones, because we
weren’t sea water people, you see. We were from inland. And it’s true not too many cyclones went
to Onslow. They came there close and passed, but people always believed it was that hill that turned it.
So where do you sit with it now that the deal has been done?
I think that there are certain things we are happy about. One is we are sort of in our own little group now.
In the Gumala agreement we were one of the smaller groups. Now we can have our own vision.
Because we have learnt a lot about the mistakes of Gumala, we try to avoid those pitfalls. That’s a bit of
a learning curve for everybody.

Cultural obligations and fly in/fly out
Work skills in the mining industry aren’t the issue for our people, it’s having to deal with the family and the
social issues that exist in the community. Having to balance cultural obligations, I think, that’s where it’s not
effectively managed. Even though you get cross-cultural awareness, it’s only to the point of going to
a workshop.
I also think because of the change in the fly in/fly out workforce, it’s very volatile, and one of the things
it doesn’t allow you to do is to establish good relationships with people. Aboriginal culture is very
relationship driven. You’ve got to build relationships. It takes a long time to get that trust and
companionship. You know, you just need that with all the employees.

Julie Walker
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Our value system isn’t the mighty dollar. If you are going to work to just make money, well it doesn’t matter
whether you are friends or no friends. You are going to make your dollars. And that is what is happening
with the fly-ins. They are only here to work, they have no commitment to the community, to the region, and
they are people that are going to come in and make a quick buck and then leave. And there must be some
sort of impact from all that; not just from the economy but in terms of regional development, but also in
terms of how the workforce gets on or they don’t get on.

Younger generations
What I like about the Yinhawangka Council is that it is made up predominately of young people.
That’s what we did. I said we have got to step back and they’ve got to step up because this is their
opportunity. And in the council they don’t have the responsibility of the Corporation under the
CASIA act. So they don’t have to worry about the policies and governance as much.
The future is our kids. The future lies with them. That’s what I said to my brother Roy; we are in our
mid-50s now, so we are part of the past. If you look at our demographics from the Taylor and Scambary
report, we are mostly young people so people are going to most likely deal with young Aboriginal people.
They are our future and we have to keep pushing them forward and making sure to get rid of all the
barriers and the challenges and all those sort of things. That’s what I say to people when you are an
older person, you have to secure and clear the pathway for young people. We have to do all that.

Hopes and dreams
I hope that they are going to have the same opportunities, and be treated equally. I know we
are a long way from that because there is a huge gap. That’s why it’s really important that our
young people get into employment because employment sets them up for the future and is the
only way to alleviate poverty. Another thing is we really need to make a commitment to do some
healing. We’ve got a lot of conflict and unresolved grief amongst the Aboriginal people. We have
a very high mortality rate, and the impact of that trauma has to be felt somewhere. We’ve got the
other trauma of family violence and child sexual abuse…all them things. You know 46 per cent
of Aboriginal children are in State care? We don’t want to see that but how are we going to turn
it around? We have to team up, we have to come together and be a team, help each other, how
hard is that?
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Roy Tommy
Yinhawangka Aboriginal Corporation Director and Officer
Traditional Owner Group: Yinhawangka

“Rio Tinto would find some balance simply by saying it’s a contributor and
needs to ensure there is harmony amongst the group and everyone is treated
with respect and equally. I think this is something that mining companies
don’t understand, they can force change amongst how groups work. Yes, let
the groups do things when everything is functioning well but when it turns bad,
step in. I don’t think people would resent it if a positive outcome is achieved.”
I was born near Ieramunga in Roebourne in 1959, on 11 August. I have a twin sister
Julie (Julie Walker). Most of my life I grew up on pastoral leases just south of Paraburdoo,
mainly around Ashburton Downs, but we also went towards Pingandee, Mininer,
Mt Vernon, Woodland, all around the inland Pilbara. We basically spent most of our
lives there. Most of our childhood was on Ashburton Downs Station with my mum, my
grandfather and my old uncle Frank Carver was there for a time. He was a blind fellow
and we used to call him the Woodchopper. My old dad was known as old Ashburton
Tommy and my mother was Mabel. My mother was Yinhawangka and my grandfather
Joe Galby was Yindjibarndi on my mother’s side. My grandmother Maggie Bimba was
Yinhawangka. Ashburton Tommy’s father was Johnny Nijawarla and his mother was
Kujarta. I’ve been married to Karen since 1972 or 1973. I have three children - Robin,
Leticia and William.
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Conversation took place in Perth, Western Australia on 23 May 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

Family history
I think it is very important to know your ancestry and to actually know where you come from. I grew up
with a couple of old people, I can still remember them – old Jimmy Bugurra and the grandmother named
Diana Pinpirr. I can always remember them, and the day, Christmas Day, when my grandfather passed away.
I remember my childhood time, I spent most of my time on Ashburton Downs and we used to have
corroborees every Saturday down on the river banks in Ashburton River. All our family were there, we
had Churchill Jones’ father, Elaine James’ father and mother and Churchill’s mother, my mother, we had
Auntie Tadgee’s brothers, old Chunk Eye Smith, he was a stepfather for me and old Paddy Smith, I can still
remember those days. There was dancing and singing. We used to go down there, our uncles would dress
us up and paint us and teach us how to dance. We used to dance all the time to the songs.
I think my favourite dance was actually dancing to my mother’s song. She would sing songs and then
come to the dance, and you could dance to the songs which were basically things that happened on land.
Oh yes, I can visually remember those, it is such a long time ago and we haven’t had those things for nearly
40 years.

Yandi agreement
I don’t think I actually grasped what it (Mabo decision) actually meant to me at that time but
retrospectively, I find that it was really important because my mum and my family started talking about
where we came from. All of a sudden there was a real sense of pride because we knew what tribe we
came from, we knew that we were Yinhawangka and we knew our grandfather was Yindjibarndi. We then
wanted more information about where we came from. I think it initially brought everyone together. I was
involved in the negotiations, talking to the Yinhawangka people about the land use agreement for Yandi
and everyone was excited; excited that a company was coming to you to make an agreement because it
had never been done before.
All three groups went in on that agreement because I think it was where the mine was and where
Hamersley Iron, at the time, wanted to have its railway line run through. So the mine was on Nyiyaparli
and Banjima group site and the rail line runs through a portion of country, so it became that the three
main groups came together to make agreement and find out how they can benefit from it.
So coming into the Yandi discussions, were people a little apprehensive?
No, I don’t think they were, at that time I think Hamersley Iron was just doing what they wanted to do so
it was a real about-face for them to say “we want to come and sit down and talk to you.”

Why not, what happened to them?

What worked in the Yandi negotiations, do you think? What did Hamersley Iron get right?

I think it is because people moved. We were only a small group of people out there at that time and I think
gradually people moved away from living on pastoral leases.

I think what they got right was the Aboriginal Training and Liaison Unit (ATAL). They started using
ATAL to be in the best interests of the Traditional Owners. A lot of people went through ATAL and got
the necessary training to get the jobs they wanted and to this day there are quite a few who have been
through that who are still with Rio Tinto.

Working in the Pilbara
I started work with a company called Standard Telephone Cables, which was doing all the communication
system for BHP at the time in Port Hedland. I didn’t find it difficult being Indigenous and working for them,
yet others seemed to. I think because one particular person took me on and ensured that I succeeded.
I don’t think he really understood the culture aspect at that time, but he knew it was important to have
an Indigenous person working within the company, so he would ring me up and make sure I was at work.
There was also a lady by the name of Sue Gordon [Dr Sue Gordon was appointed Commissioner for
Aboriginal Planning in 1986, becoming the first Aboriginal person to head a government department in
Western Australia and, in 1988, was appointed a full-time magistrate in the Perth Children’s Court making
her the first Aboriginal magistrate in the state’s history.] and she was actually working looking for work for
Indigenous people and pushed for me in that role.
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What about the way they went about the negotiations?
I think that was done well because we went through such different stages. There would be meetings at
Yandi, then meetings in Jungalina and meetings in Tom Price. I think, as the agreement came closer to
finalisation, there were disputes among the group but gradually everyone pulled themselves together.
Were there any people from Hamersley Iron that you recall who were particularly important in
the process?
Jeremy van der Bund, and I think Peter Eggleston was actually the key person. I can remember him
doing well. This was pretty ground breaking at the time, everyone was really just discovering a new way
and it was a new phase in terms of Aboriginal agreement making. Everyone felt really excited because
then we had to set up the Gumula Aboriginal Corporation. It still exists; I know certain members of the
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25 who actually started off and I was one and Charlie, Helen Smith, Slim Parker was one, the old fellow from
Youngaleena was one, so there were 25 people from each of the three groups to make it up. I am still on it.

would rub us with red ochre all over and why she used to do that, being an old lady, was to allow you to
walk in your country without harm.

Internal politics

So how can there be the disputes?

Can you tell me about the internal politics?
I think it is necessary to give you an outline of what happens. I think people become embedded in thinking
I am the leader, so that sort of creates difficulties.

It’s hard to understand why. I think the disputes are that sometimes people want to take control of
everything, not understanding that they only have control of certain things. Mining tends to make people
go that way.

Were there any fights over the fact that the mine was on someone’s country?

Stolen Generation apology

Yes, gradually as time went by, people started to say, the mine is on our country, this is all mine.
How did the Corporation handle that?
I think it was handled well in the fact that it is stipulated in the agreement that it is made by the
three groups. Without the three groups, the agreement would not exist. I think everyone needs to be
reminded of the fact that the agreement was made by these signatories to the agreement and Rio Tinto
will uphold that.
Rio Tinto stands back from it all which I think is bad, especially when there is so much difficulty running
the Corporation. I think they should have stepped in as an adjudicator, come in and said “sort this out” or
put pressure on the group to sort it out.
The mining companies often get criticised for being too patriarchal as such, so how does a company like
Rio Tinto find the balance in that?

I thought it was good to acknowledge that because our families in the Pilbara have had people taken away,
and sometimes our young people don’t show the heart of the people who have been taken away. All of a
sudden these agreements are made and claims are being made, and people are coming back, they think
they have come back simply for that fact and that’s not right. That is harsh, but you know we have had
families taken away and I just find they have lost everything and you should do whatever you can to help
them find their history and their path.
But really, that Stolen Generation was a whole generation of people; you take out a generation, a layer, you
have to start from scratch again to build that break, especially in such an ancient heritage line.
That’s right, yes. I can remember my old stepfather, he normally came from country because he was half
caste, but he followed his culture to the full. He spoke fluent Marthudunera. He always says that he was so
grateful that his stepfather protected him because without him he would have been taken away but also his
family would have killed him.

Rio Tinto would find some balance simply by saying it’s a contributor and needs to ensure there is harmony
amongst the group and everyone is treated with respect and equally. I think this is something that mining
companies don’t understand, they can force change amongst how groups work. Yes, let the groups do
things when everything is functioning well but when it turns bad, step in. I don’t think people would resent
it if a positive outcome is achieved.

So what you are saying is that even within your own culture there was prejudice?

Connection to land

I was with BHP for 10 years and I went out there and set up a small sampling business and I ran that for a
couple of years and I just found that pretty hard.

Can you explain to me your connection to land?
When I go out there and take my family, especially to visit my mother’s grave and my sister’s grave and
my great grandmother’s grave and my uncle’s grave and my grandmother’s and grandfather’s graves, you
just feel totally at peace. You just feel like you don’t have any worries, you just feel like you can do what
you want to do out there without any harm. I can always remember when I grew up that my other mothers,
you know we have more than one mother, I can remember when I was only eight that my old mother
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Yes, yes, there is and then when you look at most of our Loremen, a lot of them are full bloods but a lot of
them are half castes and they actually carried the Lore to the full.

Running a business

Hard to get the work, or hard to manage the people?
It is hard to manage something or run a business if the family is part of it and I think that is something
that is a learning process. I think it is something that is critical for Indigenous people wanting to set up
a business. You have to distinguish yourself from family. If you don’t, you will not succeed. It is very, very
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difficult and sometimes you want to do the right thing by your people, but in other things you have to be
able to succeed; you have to go beyond that, especially in business.

That’s really interesting because it seems in theory it was good.

So how do you get your head around that?

Change in direction

I think the critical thing is understanding small business requirements. One of the issues is the requirement
to do the initial business plan and also understand what is the requirement within it. I would always
encourage Indigenous people wanting to go into business to do a business course then say to family,
“this is my plan, this is what I am doing, this is who is going to be involved”, no secrets.

People seem to forget that Rio Tinto is such a big bureaucratic organisation. How do you feel about the
way it was able to shift its way of thinking?

Central Negotiating Committee (CNC)
How did you deal with the issues which were going on, to be able to sign on that dotted line?

In theory, it was a great idea, but in practice not so good.

It is very surprising and I think what made the shift, and what we are very thankful for, is the fact that
Mabo went through that process of getting a Native Title Act in place that made these miners think to a
different level. Without the rules that were put in place, I don’t think we would have been anywhere near
what we have got now.

Just basically saying, look, it has been 11 years – it took us such a long time. I can remember the fight
we had with Rio Tinto. We set up a Central Negotiating Committee and I can remember me and Darren
Injie, because Rio Tinto wanted the gas pipeline section to Paraburdoo to go through our country, put an
objection through the State Mining Warden. We came to loggerheads so they went through the Warden.

And how important was it that Rio Tinto brought in, you mentioned Bill Hart, people like Janina Gawler,
Paul Wand and Chris Athanasiou?

What did the Warden find?

Working together

Oh, well, they just approved it, so it was a losing argument.

By signing the Participation Agreements both you and Rio Tinto have agreed to try and make this work,
how do you get your head around that?

So then what bought you back to the negotiation table?
I think it was through persistence and internal changes within Rio Tinto.

I think it was very important. They brought in that, and it made people focus on their own particular claim
and say well we can give you all this in return for access.

So the Central Negotiating Committee (CNC) was set up in 2003 and had representatives from each of
the Traditional Owner groups throughout the Pilbara. What were you told at that time was the point of
the Central Negotiating Committee?

How we get our head around that is through having the right people to say we don’t want you to be
operating here and getting Rio Tinto to consider if there are any other ways they can actually do it.
It’s about flexibility and I think that it can work. We understand there are certain things that can’t work
but we can work out how we can fix it.

The point of that was if you all stuck together, you had better bargaining power against the miners.

So what we are talking about here is a little bit of give and take?

Did people believe that?

That’s it, yes. I think our main concerns are that we ensure we protect the main sites, we understand
that certain things will be compromised but we want to ensure that burial sites are protected. We don’t
want them to be impacted in any way or form and certain areas, it’s hard to come up with something we
are all going for; some reason to disagree on some things and compromise is something that has to be
worked through.

I think initially everyone believed that and then all of a sudden that disintegrated.
What went wrong?
I think it turned wrong simply because they had the wrong people on it and running it. It drifted apart
from that point and then other groups said, “no, we don’t want to be part of the central approach” and it
drifted apart. There was no point then in terms of trying to make that work so Rio Tinto brought Bill Hart
in to look at a new process.
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Participation Agreement
The Yinhawangka people signed a Participation Agreement in 2013. Tell me about that process.
So what happened is you lodge a claim and it goes through a thrashing process and then it becomes
lodged in the Native Title Tribunal, then the process starts to roll. Because our group has gone through a
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lot of changes, my family had a different claim so our claim was outside the Yinhawangka claim. I actually
think we went through the process through mediation through the Tribunal.

“oh we know that the Niimili Range is very important.” It was amazing to hear that, and it made me think oh
that’s great they have people who actually worked within Rio Tinto who understood it. It gave me hope.

So is there one other family that has a different claim?

Regional Standards

Yes, that’s right, yes we normally had a Yinhawangka claim and a GMY which is Gobawarrah, Minduarra
Yinhawangka claim, so that looked after the West Angeles and the Eastern Ranges. To makes things a bit
simpler as these Participation Agreements come closer, the Yinhawangka body decided it is better to have
one, so it became one claim.

I think the most important standards are land access, our heritage matters, employment, they are quite
important. What I want to do is not only look after your own group, but look after everyone from the whole
region. That regional approach is helping people who haven’t got the opportunities like we have in terms
of our agreement. I hope it works, without a regional approach you are not going to get all the necessary
things done. You may have certain things done in your home group, but you are not looking at everyone in
the broader sense, because what we want to do is focus on all Aboriginal people.

Were people happy with that?
Most of our families weren’t, but generally we just accepted our advice from our (corporate) body about
what is the best way of doing these things.
So what are the feelings now?
I think the general feeling is that there is still a bit of unrest because of what we have now, we have
Aboriginal descendants from the groups. What we do now, is we mainly just deal with our issues through
our Aboriginal Corporation. We are still going to have issues in terms of who looks after what land and that
is sort of an ongoing process.

Exclusion zones
How important were the exclusion zones in signing off on the agreement?
Oh very important, it actually went from the old negotiating process, because it was the law. It was actually
good in that sense that we got everything to the point where it was satisfied in terms of the agreement, not
everyone, but the majority of the people saying well, this is the best that we can get. Including the exclusion
zones was important because those areas allow us to protect a lot more. If we got miners to say, especially
the big miners to say, we would really like to mine on here, it allows us to put that fight against others.
Our exclusion zones are burial sites, but there is one particular area that me and my family, especially
my sisters, have a very long spiritual connection to through my old dad and through knowledge of other
people. It is land that was a dangerous site for people but it was also a protected site for people and
without that, our belief and spirituality is gone. I think it is not only from the Yinhawangka people but it is
also from people from our side, who find that area very important.
Aboriginal people have been custodians of the land for 40-60,000 years, it just seems to make sense.

Employing Traditional Owners
People have criticised Rio Tinto because they believe there is not enough Pilbara Aboriginal people
being employed or businesses being used, what are your thoughts on that?
I am more critical that the business opportunities are not being focused more on Traditional Owner groups
and I will take that point up with Rio Tinto, in the sense of the employment opportunities, people are being
given that opportunity. I honestly don’t know what is stopping them from getting jobs; my view is they
don’t want the jobs because they are comfortable where they are just relying on the agreement – “oh here
is a bit of money, oh here is a bit of a survey job.” Like I said that only goes to a certain extent. You have
to focus on what we want to be, and I think we are at the process now where we are looking at a survey
saying where we want our people to be, so that we can look and see how many people are employed,
where people are going to be in two or five years time. Are they going to be employed again? We keep
telling our kids, there are jobs, if you want a job they are available. There are certain things you have to
comply with and one of those things you have to comply with is no alcohol and drugs. That’s just part of
working for a mining company.
So what you are saying, as a Corporation and also as a grandfather and a father, is we take responsibility
for whether our people are available to get the work?
That’s right, yes. We have an implementation committee that deals with Rio Tinto. If there is underlying
issues that none of our people are being employed, we want to be able to address it and we need to be
frank, and if people don’t want to work and there is jobs available and there are other people wanting to
work, give them that opportunity.

Yes, yes, that’s right. And a good history about that is that certain people within Rio Tinto, said, “oh that’s
a very important site.” They understood, yes. Because I can remember, Clinton Bain came to me and said,
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Tell me about the business development.
I think it is more so in the sense that we have got an agreement with Rio Tinto and one of the agreements
is there will be business opportunities. Now I don’t know if it is because we are still in the early stage, but
those business opportunities that we hear are happening are not being informed back to the group itself.
We find out that, all of a sudden, there is a certain group that is in there and we didn’t even know that
business opportunity was there.

the next generation, they had that opportunity but they haven’t really taken it up. In that generation they
don’t seem to want to understand they have a lot of opportunities, it’s just that they need to go through
an education process that they need to get them to that stage.
Author’s note: In July 2017, at an on-country Federal Court hearing at Rocklea Pastoral Station, the
Yinhawangka people were granted native title rights over their lands.

Internal fighting
A long time ago, an Aboriginal lady said to me that infighting within the Traditional Owner groups
around compensation and money would just break people apart.

Hopes and dreams

And that’s actually what has happened. It’s true to the fact, because when money becomes involved, that’s
when things go bad. That said, I am hopeful that people can work things out. My family has always had the
view that our descendants come from this area, we know where they are, we know where they are buried
and we know the stories from that, and we should have the right to look after that. I think gradually they
are understanding our arguments.

My hope for my people, especially my family is that we learn our language and then we will learn
our land and have a connection through our land. Once we get a connection through our land,
our land will heal itself. I think that is something we sometimes forget; when we are spiritually
connected to the land, the healing process of the land can then happen. At the moment, the
land is sort of dying slowly and it needs us to go back there, look after it and welcome people.
We forget we have to welcome other people so they, too, understand our land.

Understanding culture
How hard has it been to make non-Indigenous people, in positions of power, who are some of the
decision makers, understand your culture?
I find that people from outside of Australia are willing and want to know and I find there is only a limited
number of people in Australia that want to know. There are certain people who have a passion but there is
a majority who don’t really care.
So what do people do to change that?
I think it’s just persistence; doing the workshops, training, persistence, the cultural awareness workshops,
putting it out in books and papers. I visit other areas, I have been all around Alice Springs and around there
and the Northern Territory and I find they still have the same issues as well, about showing their culture.
There are certain people they always seem to have interest from outsiders instead of the initial people and
I think persistence is the way you need to go.
What about education, how important is education?
It’s so important, that’s our future. We have to ensure that we put as much effort in terms of funding
towards kids. We must, because without that, I think our kids will find it even more difficult. We are
struggling as it is. My age group went through the phase where job opportunity wasn’t there and yet
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Mark Lockyer
Kuruma Elder and Heritage Advisory Committee
Traditional Owner Group: Kuruma

“Exclusion zones are very, very important, because some of the sites are out
there, they are not only archaeological but ethnological sites…There are some
really dangerous places, really, really dangerous for Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
people. There is such a place out there, a permanent pool of water amongst
the hills. My father and some others were out mustering and they pulled up near
there and this non-Aboriginal person, he was like an overseer or something, he
went up there and all the old people were saying, don’t go there, don’t go for a
swim. He went there and he jumped in the water and the old people were told,
never, never jump in that water because that water is no good, you jump in there
or even if your shadow falls in that water, you’re gone…About a week after that
he was still in the blanket, right next to a fire, and this is midday, it was hot and he
was freezing and they tried high and low to get his spirit back from that water,
but they couldn’t do it.”
I was born in Roebourne Hospital in 1960. My father was born at Deep Dale Station, which
is just out of Pannawonica. The Aboriginal name for that is Thulurout. He is a Kuruma
Traditional Owner, his mother’s name was Rose and his father was an Irish man, his name
was Arthur Lockyer. Just down the road from there (Deepdale), maybe just a kilometre,
Dad was given a pool there, a permanent pool (the pool which was given to Dad is called
Njirra-tura) below Njegra’s Bluff. It was given to him after he was born and it is a pretty
big pool with a lot of fish in it and it was pretty deep, so he became the caretaker of that
pool and also the surrounding countries around it.
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Conversation took place in Roebourne, Pilbara region of Western
Australia on 22 May 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

go out there looking for kangaroos or whatever, or when I go out there surveying, I feel at ease, my heart
is cool and I feel changed, really beautiful. I get out as often as I can but when I’m away, it’s like being away
from your loved ones.

Working with the miners in the 1970s

Apology to the Stolen Generation

I am pretty knowledgeable and my memory is really good and it has helped me to acquire jobs. One job
I had was shot firing at Granny Smith at Laverton, which is blowing up part of the country. I worked there
for the Pearce Brothers and I was there for about four months and I realised I was blowing up someone’s
country and I didn’t really feel happy about that so I pulled out and headed back to Roebourne.

We were on Mesa B (Robe River with a mining project) on top of that and we pulled up there when
the Apology came on the news. There were the archaeologist there, two of them and us and some
representatives of Rio Tinto, and we all just listened to it and we were so happy, oh yes, we just couldn’t
get over it.

I didn’t feel like working for any company so I was with a very good cousin of mine Roy Smith, he’s
Eastern Guruma, and we thought we are not going to hide under our mothers’ skirts, we are going to make
our own money. So Dad bought me a car, an old HR station wagon, and him and I took off one weekend.
We drove up through to Wittenoom and we worked from there, all those stations around there, fencing,
mustering, fixing windmills, everything like that. I spent 16 years up there, yes, 16 years up there working
all those stations.

Cultural sites

It was really, really good, it was dangerous but in those days you didn’t think about those things, but
nowadays you think about what you did when you were young and it makes you wonder how come
you survived. That’s right, I can tell you that.

Mabo and native title
The Mabo decision made me feel sort of half and half. I want to be out on country and things like that, but I
have a lot of non-Indigenous friends, a hell of a lot, and I don’t want to put them down by saying you can’t
go there or whatever. Overall though, I found it made me happy, it made a hell of a lot of people happy
when the decision came out.
That said, some of the processes take a hell of a long time. We are still waiting for native title determination.
They say it is going to be another two years. We have been waiting for a long time, our father has passed
on, quite a few people have passed on. I don’t know why it’s taking so long, maybe it is the lawyers, don’t
want to hurry things up, just keep getting paid and whatever.
What really saddens us is the people who have passed away and not seen us get native title. It is sad to
think about it, I wish they would be here when we get native title and can be out in the country again, be
out there where they were born.

Connection to land

Exclusion zones are very, very important, because some of the sites are out there, they are not only
archaeological but ethnological sites, very important, very, very important. There are some really dangerous
places, really, really dangerous for Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people. There is such a place out there, a
permanent pool of water amongst the hills. My father and some others were out mustering and they pulled
up near there and this non-Aboriginal person, he was like an overseer or something, he went up there and
all the old people were saying, don’t go there, don’t go for a swim. He went there and he jumped in the
water and the old people were told, never, never jump in that water because that water is no good, you
jump in there or even if your shadow falls in that water, you’re gone.
Anyway, this non-Aboriginal lad went up there and jumped in the water and he came out after he swam
around a bit and a few days after that he started feeling cold, so they got him and put him in a blanket.
About a week after that he was still in the blanket, right next to a fire, and this is midday, it was hot and
he was freezing and they tried high and low to get his spirit back from that water, but they couldn’t do it.
There is a serpent in there and if you jump in there or your shadow falls in there, it will grab it and it will
have you. He eventually got sicker and they took him to Onslow and then down to Perth and when he
got down to Perth he died. When they done the autopsy on him, they found reeds and such growing
inside of him.
That’s why I put a big exclusion zone around that place, not only for us but for all non-Indigenous people
as well. Of course the majority of people believe this, but you get some cynics.
Mabo helped, especially around pointing towards change. Change in the way that the Aboriginal people
live and the way they are treated. I was looking forward to the outcome of all that and there has been some
good changes, but there are still some very ignorant people around. When you are at sites and such, some
people just drive over them and things like that. It’s now a criminal offence anyway.

My connection to the land is like the land is always calling me away from here, away from all the towns, I
have a lot of problems here in town sometimes, a lot of times, but when I go out there on country, when I
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Do you think it is disrespect or do you think it is a lack of understanding on people’s part?
Well nowadays, we have cross-cultural awareness things across all the companies for all the workers, so
they should realise that, but then again you get some people who just don’t care, which makes you feel it
is a waste of time going to the cross-cultural meetings. If they don’t want to understand and respect our
ways and our sites, they can go ahead and do what they like, but they will lose their jobs and they will never
work in the company ever again.

Participation agreements
The compensation from the Agreements should go towards education, cultural heritage and protection
of sites. We take the young people out there and they can come back and tell their friends their experiences.
Not only Indigenous friends, what it is like out there and how it should be respected. Sort of spread the word
around so people understand.
What about education of the younger kids, getting good schooling?
I think that is the number one thing, get into university where they can look after us better. Create the new
leaders of the next generation.

Relationship with Rio Tinto
Let’s get back to Rio Tinto, what is your relationship with them like?
It’s all good. I’m all good. I am working with Rio Tinto and doing all this heritage and other stuff, I have
become quite good friends with them.
How important is it, do you think, for people from mining companies to get out on country and walk?
It is very important, because then they come to realise and understand how we feel about the country and
how we are affected by the country when it is being damaged. They should recognise that what they are
doing, some of it is wrong, leave the best sites, leave as many sites as possible.

Hopes and dreams
I would like to see that in the future generations there will be better acknowledgement of
Aboriginal people and their land and there will be better rights for them so they can stand tall
and have more power. That the whole of Australia and the whole world will eventually realise
that the Aboriginal people are a minority of Australia and they should recognise they are great
people too.
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Ken Hughes
Telecommunications Technician Specialist, Eastern Guruma Pty Ltd
Traditional Owner Group: Eastern Guruma

“With mining companies, when they want a certain area and you say we have a
certain area where we don’t want you to touch, the mining companies actually
can go above us to the Government and still destroy that area. So our options,
realistically, of saying not to touch that area, is a waste of time. Because it’s just
the way it’s set up. They can go through court, and go through Section 18.
They can actually bypass whatever we say anyway. So we might as well say
OK; we will go in there and remove anything that’s relevant that we want to
keep and don’t want destroyed. But by destroying that sacred area it’s got to
be compensated.”
Nelson Hughes is my father and I was born in 1967. We were pretty much all raised on
Hamersley Station. Most of my elder siblings were born there and I think the last three,
myself and my two little sisters, were the only ones not born on the station. I was born in
Wittenoom, and my two younger sisters were born in Tom Price. All up there were 11 of us.
Mum was from Sherlock Station, that’s where she grew up. We lost her when I was only
pretty much in my early 20s, I think. When I left school at the age of 13, the first place I
went to work was back at Hamersley Station.
I now work for Eastern Guruma Pty Ltd. Two years ago Visionstream came to Eastern
Guruma and offered an opportunity for a couple of us to go into the telecommunications
side of it, installing optic fibre, with the view to eventually owning and running our
own business.
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Conversation took place in Perth, Western Australia on 16 June 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

Tom Price in 1992
In 1992, I was a plant operator working in the pit for Hamersley Iron in Tom Price.
What made you decide to go work for the mining industry at that time?
In the late 1980s, I was working for the Shire of Ashburton and the lady I was living with at that stage put
an application in when I was away for Hamersley Iron. She was tired of me going away from home. When I
got back home there’s a letter for me to come in for an interview.
Was Hamersley Iron good to work for back then?
At that stage it was a pretty hard time because it was eight-hour shifts and you had afternoons, days and
nights, where now it’s only days and nights. But when I first started, it was when we had that big workers’
strike. It was when the union was pretty big.
Did you cop any flack for working for the company at that time?
Not me in particular, but I knew a lot of people who broke the strike and went back to work. I did cop a
little bit of flack from the guys on my crew because I still spoke to those guys. At that stage I didn’t really
care, because when I first started with Hamersley Iron, there wasn’t many Indigenous guys working for
them back then. Including myself, when I first started, there was only one other person I knew who was
Indigenous. And then they started hiring a lot more.
They were the days before cross-cultural awareness training and all that sort of thing.
Yep.
Was there much racism?
There was a hell of a lot at that stage. I mean the only guys who actually spoke to me were the ones who
broke the strike and went back to work. I mean it took 6-8 months before guys on my crew, the crew that I
was on, to actually acknowledge me.

of flak from the guys on my crew because I spoke to them. I basically said to them that when I first started,
most of these guys were the first guys that actually spoke to me, so I’m not going to stop speaking to them
because you say so.

Defining boundaries
How do you know where your boundary is?
Well basically you learn your boundaries from your Elders. They will tell you where it is through stories.
Landscapes. Like when white people talk about boundaries they think in straight lines. But when it comes
to Aboriginals, when you set up a boundary you follow like mountain ranges and all of that. You know it’s
not a straight line. I mean a mountain range can zigzag all over the place. So you get to know the areas
from your Elders, mainly, and they pass their knowledge down. You can go to places where you can be
sitting in the middle of the day, dead calm and you just pull up there, and when you first get into your
area, it can be still, no wind or nothing, and you get out of a car, you sit there and all of a sudden there is
a breeze that comes up and hits you in the face. You do get that feeling that it’s actually welcoming you
back home.

Conflicting land use
People in the Pilbara – Traditional Owner groups and mining companies – have managed to sign
agreements to say, “we will work together in this space”. What do you think about this?
With mining companies, when they want a certain area and you say we have a certain area where we don’t
want you to touch, the mining companies actually can go above us to the Government and still destroy that
area. So our options, realistically, of saying not to touch that area, is a waste of time. Because it’s just the
way it’s set up. They can go through court, and go through Section 18. They can actually bypass whatever
we say anyway. So we might as well say OK; we will go in there and remove anything that’s relevant that we
want to keep and don’t want destroyed. But by destroying that sacred area it’s got to be compensated.

Regional approach
How important do you think it is in the Pilbara to have a regional approach?

Well I’m sort of set in my ways. I mean I wasn’t there to make friends, so it didn’t really bother me. I was
there to earn the money. So I just got on with it basically. And when we had that big strike, that strike
actually happened two years after I’d been working there, I started talking to these guys and I copped a lot

Personally I think having some sort of set up like that would be beneficial. You’ve got all your different
language groups, all into one region. I think you’ll find personally that as Traditional Owners you’ll carry
more weight if you all get together, instead of separately trying to force the issues. I think that’s the
problem, most groups are too busy fighting with each other instead of stopping and thinking that if you
get together and start supporting one another instead of fighting one another, you are going to carry
more weight. That’s what I think personally.
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Access to land

Is that something that maybe could get some more attention within the company?

How vital was the Native Title Act to Traditional Owner groups?

When it comes to Bereavement Leave, when it’s close, real close, I think they should look at that a little
bit differently. Maybe a little bit more extra time. Then you’ve got extended families and all of that should
pretty much stay the same. But when it’s closer family you need to be there and... I reckon five days is
not enough.

When it first came out it was very important. I mean to have access to your traditional land, it was really
good, but in saying that, with the different governments coming in, they sort of take a little bit of this away
and a little bit of that and you’re sort of losing a lot as well. And then you’ve got other mining companies.
For instance, on Eastern Guruma land you’ve got the likes of Rio Tinto, Fortescue Metals and a few others
that are there as well and when it comes to accessing your traditional land, you can’t because most mining
companies have got leases all over the area and you’ve still got to get permission off somebody to go and
access your own land.
So you’ve got a lot of leases over your land?
As far as I know, we’ve got four mining companies that have leases in Eastern Guruma land.
How does that make you feel that you can’t access your land?
It is frustrating because you want to access it, especially with the Elders who know the areas, and you
want to be able to access it with the younger generation so you can pass that knowledge on, but to do
that you’ve got to get permission of somebody else. So you can’t pass that knowledge on to your
younger generation. Even now we are having dramas with the boundaries. Other groups want to push a
little bit here, and push a little bit there. But we can’t go out there and sort out boundaries until we get
permission from the mining company or whatever. To take the younger generation so they know exactly
where the boundary is because a lot of our Elders we haven’t got them anymore. They’re the ones
who’ve got the knowledge and for us to pass that knowledge on we have to access our land.

Hopes and dreams
For myself and my kids, I think the biggest part, is that they don’t have to go through what we
have been through. I mean growing up with only certain jobs that you can go for because of
education limitations. I want our kids to have the opportunity to go further than us, instead of
having to pretty much break your back to make a living growing up in the area. Well I did anyway.
Our kids and their kids have it a lot easier so they’re not fighting to earn a living.

Cultural leave
How did Rio Tinto handle the issue of leave when you worked for them?
I mean it could be better, but they have actually come a long way since I’ve been in mining. They actually
recognise Cultural Leave now which is something that they never did. Like your basic Indigenous worker,
they allocate a little bit more leave when it comes to funerals and all of that, more than they would for
anyone else. Where to the standard employee it’s only three days for Bereavement Leave; and I think they
cranked that up to five for Indigenous. It’s not really enough; because the actual what we call ‘meeting
of people’ when someone passes away, it doesn’t happen in those five days. It can take up to a week for
different family groups coming into meet you if you had a loss.
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Wayne Stevens
CEO Wirddan Gudu Arts @ Tours
Traditional Owner Group: Eastern Guruma

“Well, yes, there were and are positive things. The royalties, of course, help the
people and give them a hand up…although most mainstream people believe
we are all rolling in money and you hear a lot of new stereotypes about the
Aboriginal who lives with a mine on his doorstep. It really shows that you might
change laws but changing people’s biased attitudes, well that’s a different matter
altogether. But it also gives the Indigenous entities a hand up to try to build a
sustainable future for the coming generations through joint ventures
and employment. That is all good.”
I was born at Onslow on the 13th of September 1969. My language group is
Eastern Guruma. I and my family trace our roots to our Elder Windawarri.
Windawarri was the Elder and the first officially recorded name in Eastern
Guruma history.
(The story of Windawarri is on page 237)
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Conversation took place in Tom Price, Pilbara region of Western
Australia on 10 July 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

Arrival of the settlers
Peter Stevens is my dad and a grandson of Windawarri. My dad, Peter, was born on Hamersley Station
and grew up on the stations; although he managed to avoid the native welfare and removal to Moore
River Station (Mogumber) both his brother and sister were removed at the ages of 13 and 12, respectively.
My dad, at the time, was one of the few children around and so there was a collective move to keep them
out of the clutches of the native welfare and more importantly to instill in him the knowledge, the culture,
the connection through ancient stories and songs to the land to the plants to the landmarks to the sky to
the animals. The old people taught him everything they knew; maybe they knew that their ways and their
culture was slowly disintegrating under the cloud of settlement and the new spirit. My dad loved his culture,
he did his Elders proud. He practised his culture every day and no matter your skin colour he shared this
knowledge with anyone as long as they were interested. His knowledge of culture and of connection to
Eastern Guruma land through his memory of hundreds of ancient songs and stories secured native title
over both Part A and Part B determinations.
Were you involved with the negotiations with Rio Tinto?
No. It is done and dusted but it does make you think sometimes, when other people who seem to be in
the know-point out some comparisons with other traditional groups even around the world. And also
when you compare the equivalent of what someone like Lang Hancock (iron ore magnate) got in terms
of royalties over really what is our land with what we as a people get now, well it makes you think. But in
saying that I respect the old people and their efforts in negotiations; but maybe the Government of the
day could have taken the opportunity and in an act of reconciliation and good faith, helped in some way
in negotiations; but vested interest can be a bugger. But all this is in hindsight and hindsight is good for
learning but not good for changing things that have gone. I believe also that at that time those on the other
end of the table who represented Rio Tinto, in particular, tried to give what they thought was fair – although
you could probably say because of their being a multi-national they still had an obligation to the business.
So do you think that people were trying to work out a way when there was nothing to compare
it against?
Good question, and in a way I suppose it was new in the sense that now the Aboriginal has a place at
the table. It was new in the sense that there was a movement by some people, both within companies and
without, to engage with the Aboriginal. And you also had some individuals who went a little beyond what
was expected or was the current ideology and law at the time.
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Rio Tinto can be said to be the first of any Australian company to stand up and do this. I forgot the name
of the person representing Rio Tinto at the time, but he did make a speech saying that he would negotiate
fully with the Indigenous people. But you also had people like Stuart Robertson (ATAL Superintendent 1990s
and 2000s) and Jeremy van de Bund who tried to and succeeded in building work-ready programs. This was
something that my dad and the other Elders wanted; to help young people become part of the mainstream
workforce. So through Rio Tinto setting up the Aboriginal Training and Liaison unit (ATAL) the desire of the
old people for the young people to go into training and work was set up. And I’m told that any required
funding for ATAL was forthcoming from Rio Tinto. Where there was a bit of anger and contention with
the Elders was when companies would not go to the correct people. Also some would talk to people not
associated with that land or country or to people that had no right to talk for the people. Another bane and
seeming act of disrespect to the Elders was when archaeologists straight out of university were appointed
to go along with the Elders on heritage surveys. These archaeologists would be telling the Elders what a
significant site would be and they the Elders would look at them in dismay at their arrogance telling them
what was a significant site on their own country. But all in all there was a change in the atmosphere in
regards to relations with the Traditional Owners around that time and there was also the Mabo decision.
And, although the laws were beginning to change, I think there were individuals within companies that
acted, despite the laws changing, who had a deeper sense of responsibility to the Indigenous person.
But we can’t forget that at the other end of the spectrum there was a large sector ready to arm themselves
because they believed that Australia and their little parcels of land were going to the ‘blackman’. It was also
a bit of a crazy time.
So did anything positive come out of this?
Well, yes, there were and are positive things. The royalties, of course, help the people and give them a
hand up…although most mainstream people believe we are all rolling in money and you hear a lot of new
stereotypes about the Aboriginal who lives with a mine on his doorstep. It really shows that you might
change laws but changing people’s biased attitudes, well that’s a different matter altogether. But it also
gives the Indigenous entities a hand up to try to build a sustainable future for the coming generations
through joint ventures and employment. That is all good.
Where it lacks though, to me, is that it is more targeted to the making of money and a certain kind of
work; particularly earth work. I was one of the first trainees in ATAL and I worked for 10 years in the mining
industry. I could see, however, that the sustainability of culture was failing. I tried to carry on my dad’s work
and I tried to develop things that would hopefully engage the youth, who seemed to be having to deal with
a more deadly drug than ever, besides the fact that they are still considered outsiders by the mainstream.
But then I’m accused of using my culture; as they say I’m going into the culture businesses. And because of
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this it’s really hard to get people to support projects financially because it’s not seen as a ‘real’ business like
driving an earth moving machine. It was the retaining of culture that secured our connection to our land;
that brought the now financial and work benefits. Returning and even learning more about your culture has
saved many a young person. My work in trying to get the positive images of our people out there, is really
not seen as something of great importance.
Did these past events divide your people?
Well I think it has somewhat. Why? I think it centres on an issue that my dad and the old people had raised
before – and that was around the issue of talking to the right people. In our social structure, the Elders
are the holders of knowledge; if they have gone through the proper way of the Lore man and married
straight (according to their skin group); learned every level of particularly the song cycles of the land;
then they have come up the proper way through the ranks and deserve to speak and represent the people.
Most Indigenous people are aware of this; but many try to impose the Western style of leadership on the
business; like if you got a degree then you get the good position but this is knowledge and degree
in Western knowledge.
Now you might say “well wouldn’t that help to grow the business and wouldn’t that fit the Western
model of success?”
Well only partly. To a traditionalist, they have a responsibility to act for the people, to do what the ‘people’
require collectively. And he has been given that honour by coming up through the proper way. For the
people it’s not always about money or material possessions. And this is the difference between those that
have come up the right way and those that have not. Those that have not forgotten this fundamental
principle and those who only act to make more and more money is at the heart of their actions.
Making money is also a principle of the traditionalist but it doesn’t rank as the number one or even number
two or three of this principle. How many drug interventions or social interventions or cultural programs do
some of these corporations have? I’ll tell you, most probably none. Re-establishing the broken connections
to culture, to land and identity to who they must be, and are historically, are all important to us. If programs
are funded they are probably funded by outside groups or given limited funding. Otherwise the Trust
throws bits of money here and there and turns a blind eye to the fundamentals which poverty and drugs
and disconnection and self-isolation and lack of self-confidence are just the symptoms of.

Connection to culture
But I also want to add now a point I brought up before – it is individuals that help make change; the
mavericks that do things outside the structure and that go beyond what is expected. People like
Michael Gollschewski (Rio Tinto iron ore Managing Director Pilbara Mines), Mark Lanyon (Rio Tinto Superintendent Pastoral
Stations, Communities and Communications) and Sinead Kaufman who have helped me at least try to realise my
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dream of building positive images of the Indigenous person; to pay tribute to those who suffered over
decades and yet who persevered and who showed enough pride in their culture to keep it for all of us
following generations. (I also want to point out Sam Walsh did respond to me and said positive things
about my dad and I respect him for that). We know the following generations have a responsibility to carry
those artefacts into the new digital age and reach those young people through those means because it is
the modern campfire. Culture is not some dead thing that should remain in the past as a lot of people wish;
it is who you are, where you have come from and is adaptable enough to shine a light into the future.
At present, however, it seems ‘culture’ is seen as some artefact from the past that has no real value in the
modern world; it seems it’s on the outside and is expected to remain in a romantic era; focusing mainly on a
few wooden carvings for people to house in glass cases. But culture needs to come inside and have its seat
at the table for all the coming generations to see. That even though walking through our land we had fallen
into a very dark abyss lasting over 200 years – that we are clambering out of that – we must bring culture
and language and oral histories with us; not to be housed in dust free buildings but to engage with and
charter a course in this new century and this new digital age.
Can you tell me about your property and what you are trying to create out there?
Well I guess I’m trying to build a cultural experience and trying to get my ‘truth’, especially in regard to
Eastern Guruma, to those that are interested and to those around the world. As I mentioned before, laws
might change but people’s attitudes lag way behind and just seem to go underground and then you have
that large sector who think every time we mention ‘the past’ that we should ‘ just get over it’.
Let’s take for instance the Facebook discussion, a bit of background: The Shire put it on Facebook that
they were thinking of naming the ‘Nameless’ mountain to ‘Mt Nameless Jandunmunha’. Previously it was
officially just ‘Mt Nameless’. Well who would have expected such talk; I tell you, I and my family were quite
dismayed to say the least but at the back of our minds I suppose we didn’t expect anything different.
Let’s just say it was like lifting the lid on something really rotten beneath the surface; and what made
it seem more hurtful was the people that I might have said hello to for many years; talked to them at
the store, only to find what their true thoughts were. But to summarise , there was to me three streams
of thought.
The first came mostly from those that had grown up in Tom Price, or who had lived here a while, but there
were also those that were mostly middle class white folks in town mostly for work. This Facebook stream’s
responses denied even the existence of any Indigenous people; and yet at the same time were sick of ‘the
powers that be’ bending over backwards to please ‘the minority’. Sprinkled with this stream were a lot of
comments using a lot of negative stereotypes bordering on racism and reinforcing stereotypes from times
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gone by that one thought had gone for good; this forum allowed these people to vent and show clearly
the underlying mentality towards Indigenous people. Further, when I offered up an argument comparing
‘Nameless’ with terra nullius, in a humorous way, my argument was straight away shot down. There was no
sense of fairness.
I pointed out to my friend that these people were Rio Tinto workers; I or my sister and husband Mark had
probably taught a ‘cultural knowledge’ class to these people and yet out of work, or rather their seeming
sense of fairness in the confines of class; remained within the Rio Tinto gates. At home they were just
good Aussie blokes. The second stream of thought was similar to the first, but were not as vocal with their
discontent at the Indigenous. Though the same kind of mentality existed, just beneath their words,
(it was quite evident) they would only ‘believe’ if they were given information about the culture around
here and since they could not find anything online or at the Information Centre, they would sway towards
keeping the name ‘Nameless’ until such time as the ‘local Indigenous’ – whoever they were – could make
information widely available online or wherever to ‘prove’ themselves. The third stream seemed to me to
be a younger demographic. These people, although quite small in number, were staunch in their stance.
They seemed to be educated in Australian history and were really quite firm when faced with arguments
from the other two veins. It was very heartening to observe these people at least acknowledge the
presence of another culture prior to mining and prior to terra nullius; unlike the first stream who seemed
to believe that history began when the town was built in the 1960s. So you see, it seems we still have to
educate a lot of people and we have a lot of work to do. Lately I have been having enquiries from people
overseas to come visit and I have also housed people from overseas a few times and I find people from
overseas seem so interested to learn and connect somehow with the Indigenous, with the Indigenous
history and Indigenous people. And I really feel that a lot of people look at you sideways when you mention
‘culture and funding’ in the same sentence, such a pity really.

The story of Windawarri
As the push for more land by the settlers in the late 19th century moved inland, more inland
tribes were confronted with what might have seemed to them to be some manifestation of
some evil spirit that chased away their traditional foods, killed the eagle spirits that soared
above, and who bought animals that trampled the ground and the waterholes that had an
environmental impact on traditional food sources and further which raised the earth into clouds
of dust. These tribes would do their best to help their families, and to repel the spirit that was
overwhelming them with their superior firepower and their callous regard for the land and
its ancient spirit. The Elders like Windawarri kept their distance but because the traditional
food sources were now scarce and families began to starve, in an act of defiance and to avoid
starvation, they began to spear the settler’s animals. And in the year 1891 in the Gascoyne and
Pilbara regions the police, who were the enforcers of the ‘new lore’ that justified these settlers’
actions, charged many Traditional Owners with sheep spearing or stealing. In that same year,
Windawarri along with a fellow resistor, Munderong, were charged with that offence put in
chains, marched to the coast from where they would be shipped finally to Rottnest Island.
Early the following year, 1892, both Windawarri and Munderong die in Rottnest Island custody;
alone and suffering probably from one of the many diseases that killed many others with no
immunity for such devastating diseases. And today both Windawarri and Munderong remain
there; for any Indigenous person (and this has been recorded many times by many settlers
since 1788) their last rights is to be buried in their own country; or at the very least have their
corpse facing towards their home. Neither happened to these two great Elders; Windawarri
and Munderong.
Story provided by Wayne Stevens
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Kenneth Kennedy
Traditional Owner Group: Nyiyaparli/Kutjala

“What my mum tells me and I believe it too, is that native title was created to
split Aboriginal communities up and drive a wedge between them. Because they
have been told where they are from, you can claim here and you can claim there
and you can only claim from one side of your family, you can only follow your
mother with this group, you can only follow your father with this group.”
I am 35. My mother, Christina Stone, is Nyiyaparli. My grandmother Susan Monagan
(nee Stream) was born in Corrunna Downs, my mother was born in South Hedland but
my dad is from Queensland, from Kutjala country. My grandmother moved from Marble
Bar to Charters Towers in Queensland and she had five daughters that she took with
her and they started a new life in Queensland. That’s where my mum met my dad in
high school. My grandmother moved because she lost her mum when she was young
and she lost her grandmother when she was about 18 and family support was hard.
Being female she didn’t have a lot of it and she just wanted to make a better life for
herself and her daughters. She didn’t want them marrying the wrong skin colour so
she wanted to take them somewhere else where they weren’t going to be married to
someone we were related to.
I was born in Queensland in Charters Towers. When my mum and dad broke up, she
brought me and my younger sister over first, I was about six years old and we lived
in South Hedland for about a year and then my older sister came across.
We lived in Marble Bar until I was about 12. For about six years. It was hard, coming
from Queensland we weren’t accepted as much because we weren’t born to the land.
It was pretty tough, pretty hard, especially me as a boy, the girls didn’t cop it as much
as I did. There were days when I would run home from school with a heap of other
school-aged boys chasing after me, from Grade 6 to high school and I was Grade 4 at
the time. Mind you, it made me stronger, it made me more determined. If someone tells
me I can’t have something, I might not have it but I have to try and achieve that or get
as close to it as possible.
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Conversation took place in Perth, Western Australia on 29 May 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

2000 Sydney Olympics
How did that make you feel when Cathy Freeman won the gold and she carried the Aboriginal flag?
I cried. I cried when she won gold, especially in Australia, like I thought that was awesome. I wanted to go
and see it. I remember Dad saying we should go and watch that, but it was too expensive. The tickets sold
a year or two years before the event was even organised. We just all sat in front of the TV and screamed
the house down. My dad’s two neighbours, they came in and watched it with us and the neighbours on
the other side, but their kids used to come over and they sat down in our house and we all watched the
Olympics and just that one event, we thought that was awesome.

Coming back to country
Did you feel any connection to your land as a child when you came back?
Yes, yes, when I first came back over last year, I felt like I was home. Even though I wasn’t born there, I still
felt like that was part of me. I used to go bush when I was younger with my great grandfather, out looking
for gold and stuff like that, hunting and that. I would kind of get a little, you know, not angry but sad that
I didn’t get to go through some of the Lore and culture and stuff like that. I am judged on that now and I
have had some issues since I have been back over here, where I have been out on surveys and told I am not
allowed to go on surveys because I haven’t been through Lore and culture. You have to have been through
the Lore to walk on the land.
How does that make you feel?
Sad and angry at the same time I guess because I am not allowed to do it and one of my main reasons
for moving back over here was that I wanted to get that connection with my grandfather’s land and my
grandmother’s land. I hope my uncles allow me to achieve that. I also have a son and I would like him to
be able to have those rights as well. It’s not so much wanting it, being allowed to go through the Lore, it’s
more of a connection thing. It doesn’t bother me whether I go through, but I would like to have it so I can
have that connection to land and that my son will be allowed to have that connection and his sons will be
allowed to have that connection. Coming from Queensland, we don’t have a lot of Lore and culture where
my father is from. I think he is fifth or sixth generation, so going back three or four generations before him
there was a big massacre and a lot of our Traditional Owners and our customs were wiped out, language,
Lore, hunting, how we hunted, what we hunted.
We have a few stories but the interpretations have changed depending on who tells you the story.
My grandmothers gave up their right to speak language to go and work on cattle stations and after a
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time, it is like anything, if you don’t practise it, it becomes old and rusty and you forget certain parts of it.
You see, it wasn’t meant to be written, it was passed down and coming back to Western Australia I
thought I would have that chance to learn some of that stuff, and to be told no, you have to go through
all these politics before that can happen. I suppose one day it will happen and I will throw myself at it, if
I get that chance.

Connection to land
Being back on country is a gut feeling. I went out on a survey, my first survey that I was allowed to go on,
and I found a spear head that was a 100 years old possibly and I am walking around on country and my
uncle said when you are out there, just talk to the land and talk to your surroundings and you will find stuff.
I found myself talking to my grandfather in my head and whispering in the wind and talking out aloud and
something directed me to walk in the opposite direction to where I was going and I looked around and
everyone was already in that area. I walked over there anyway and I found that spear head that everyone
had walked past. I got to the point where I had walked over there and I was standing there and it was right
in between my feet, as if someone was telling me to go over here and have a look. I felt like I didn’t find it,
someone guided me and told me, there is something over here that you need to go and get. Coming from
Queensland and relocating back there, growing up there as a kid and missing out on a lot of the traditional
stuff and then getting back there and finding that. I was amazed.
Did it feel almost like the land and your ancestors were welcoming you back?
Yes, that is exactly what it felt like, like I said someone guided me, like my grandfather, my forefathers
were telling me, come over here and have a look, you are going to find something and it is going to blow
your mind. And it did, I found a spear that was completely intact, you could still cut with it. I didn’t even
pick it up, I just said to the archaeologist, I have found something over here. I said, no, by rights I am not
allowed to take anything from this land, so you come and grab it, it is over here. I think that is important
too, like my mum says and my grandmother, they told me ages ago, if you find stuff, you don’t remove it,
you allow them and show them because it is not our way to remove traditional stuff from the land, you
are supposed to leave that there. To go and be part of something like that, something that I have never
learnt from my father or his father or my uncles in Queensland, and to come over here, in my first week, for
that to happen, it’s like a welcome home. I went back home to the camp and I told my uncles about it and
showed them photos, they gave me a big hug and said that is good man, that’s great, this is your land too,
you are welcome to come out here and do this type of stuff.
When I go out and take my photos, I always ask, I talk to the animals, I took a photo of a lizard and I sat
there and I talked to him and he posed for me. He came out of his little rock and he got up on the rock and
he just sat there and he turned his head this way and he turned his head the other way and I actually had
Kenneth Kennedy
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my phone that far away from him and was taking photos. He never moved or flinched. He wasn’t scared,
and just the whole time I was talking to him, to this lizard and calling him my brother. Can I take a photo of
you my brother and he allowed me to take photos of him and I thought that was cool as well. That makes
me feel good about being on country, on my grandmother’s country and my grandfather, especially my
grandfather because he walked that land.

Impact of native title
What my mum tells me, and I believe it too, is that native title was created to split Aboriginal communities
up and drive a wedge between them. Because they have been told where they are from, you can claim
here and you can claim there and you can only claim from one side of your family, you can only follow your
mother with this group, you can only follow your father with this group. I have spoken to people in South
Hedland who have to go to meetings in Newman and Tom Price and they have said, “oh we have had to
come over here and claim because my uncles don’t want us claiming on my dad’s side.”
Do you think it was a legal solution to a complex problem?
Yes. I was told that with Mabo some of the other Elders of the Island weren’t happy with the land he was
claiming and said that he went too far overstepping his boundary or something by a metre or two.
But look at it this way, how hard is it to go back so many years and explain to someone “oh well, this is
where we used to walk?” You don’t have boundaries, you don’t have fence lines, there may have been a
tree marker, but that tree died 40 years ago and then you have to go and get another marker which is
not in the same spot. The land was shared and that is not the way it is happening now…the fence lines, the
borders and so on, that’s what is splitting us up now. I think money is a big issue as well. Money is the root
of all evil. I know with my grandmother, she is not one of the applicants but she is one of the Elders, she
would be the oldest female in the Nyiyaparli, she is 78 years of age. She has got five sisters and she has the
strongest bloodline to all those ancestors and all those lands. Some people have only got three, two, but
my grandmother has five different ways she could claim but she doesn’t because she lived in Queensland.
It is something my mum fights for to this day.

How do you find working at Rio Tinto?
I think they are great with what they offer as far as salary and everything. Also the team I work with
are great, they are understanding. I lost a brother, I think on my second swing, and had to go back to
Queensland, and I was shattered about it. I didn’t want to leave them in the lurch, but they were very
accommodating and very supportive. They said, look your family comes first. Rio Tinto has a great respect
for the culture, and we have culture awareness days for meetings and stuff like that. I think they support us
as Traditional Owners very well.
How important do you think it is to have Pilbara Traditional Owners employed by Rio Tinto in
the Pilbara?
I think they should be offered first and foremost. If there are jobs, it should go to Traditional Owners, but in
saying that, if they don’t want the jobs, they should be offered elsewhere, whether it be Traditional Owners
from down here, in Perth or other parts of Western Australia. I think it should be Western Australia first
and if they can’t find people to accommodate those positions, then yes, they should search other parts
of Australia. I think it will be good, as like myself coming from the east coast and the west coast, I think I
am very lucky to get a job through Rio Tinto, living in Queensland and only just recently relocating. I know
people, other friends and family who would love to come over here.
Do you feel good that you are working in the area of rehabilitation, so it is almost like a healing of the
land too?
I feel privileged to work with Rio Tinto and to work in environmental protection, to go out and look at
country and experience first-hand where Traditional Owners would have walked, miles and miles in the
middle of nowhere. I get to go out and be a part of that every day. I know that Weeli Wolli Creek they are
trying to keep as natural as possible, with the mines building all around it, and trying not to change the
water flow or effect the quality of the water or the fish that live there in that water system and the animals
that go down to that water system as far as wallabies and dingoes and all of those things.

Working with Rio Tinto

I think if they stick to what they are doing and they don’t change their compliance with their licences, I think
that can be achieved. I hope to be there in 30 years and see it just the same as it is now.

I started working through Hope Downs 1 and the Weeli Wolli Creek Co-management Board who had a
contract with Rio Tinto.

Racism

So Rio Tinto and the Board members got together and thought we need to get some of our younger
generation in and work with Rio Tinto and help us and keep an eye on the creek and make sure that the
Traditional Owners and the miners are doing the right things. Four of us got a job which starts with a
two-year traineeship. I am hoping to get a job for the next 10 or 20 years. That’s what I said to them at
the interview as well.
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Do you see it worse in Western Australia or worse in Queensland or is it the same?
I think it is about the same, but I think racism can come from Aboriginals as well as white people. I think
Aboriginals can be really racist against other Aboriginal people and white people. Like myself, I have
experienced it; I have been called yellow skin.
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Because I am not ‘black, black’, I don’t have really dark skin and I have been labeled yellow skin in some
parts of the Northern Territory and even back home. I always pull out a $2 coin and I show it to people, and
I say, that bloke there looks exactly like my father, I said “my father is a full blood Aboriginal.”
You should not have to explain that should you?
Yes, I know, but sometimes you have got to. It doesn’t justify them saying what they are saying or you
are explaining it to them, but sometimes it’s just what you do. A lot of people look at me and say, “that’s
not your dad”, and I say if I was to grab a black man and put it on my face, I would look exactly like him,
except he has curly hair and I have straight hair. I am not full blooded Aboriginal, my grandfather wasn’t full
blooded Aboriginal, my great grandfather, he was German Aboriginal. His father came from Germany and
married a full-blooded woman but he was still a Loreman.

Language
I can’t speak language but I would love to speak language. If I could, I would speak it every day, I would
never speak English, but that wouldn’t be living in the real world. I would love to teach my son that, he has
got four or five different tribal groups that he is a part of and three of them speak language.

Hopes and dreams
Being from a diverse background, I’d like to see not just for Aboriginals, but all Australians, being
able to go out on country and walk the land and get an understanding of how Aboriginals lived.
Not so much what they went through, but get a feeling of how they did things and why they
did things. Why they hunted and they didn’t take a lot when they hunted, or why they did this to
this tree, how to find bush tucker and stuff like that. I hope my son can learn those traits and he
can take that to his friends and his kids and share that with his family.
I have worked with backpackers and they say Australia is the most beautiful country in the world.
I get to go out and live that every day. I ask myself all the time this is beautiful out here, why
would you want to change it? Hopefully what Rio Tinto is doing, as far as Traditional Owners and
education and stuff like that, continues. Like I said, I never went right through high school, I am
learning the job as I go, I hope I can take that home to my son and teach him those qualities.
I think Rio Tinto have great qualities as a business.

His grandfather speaks language on his mum’s side, his grandmother in Darwin speaks language as well.
My grandmother, she doesn’t speak language, but she can sit down and you can listen to it all day long and
she can have a conversation with my other grandmothers and my grandfathers and understand every word
they are saying. She will converse with them, but she will speak in English while they speak language. I sit
there and go to meetings and think, Nan, what are they saying?
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Weeli Wolli Creek
Weeli Wolli Creek Hope Downs 1 is a Rio Tinto mine in the east Pilbara and is adjacent to a water
course rich in cultural value. In 2006, the Banjima and Nyiyaparli people joined together with Rio
Tinto to protect the cultural site through the formation of the Weeli Wolli Creek Co-management
Board. The Board provides Traditional Owners with an informed say and unified voice in regards
to environment and heritage issues around the project.
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Lilly Edwards
Kuruma Marthudunera Aboriginal Corporation Project/Employment Officer
Traditional Owner Group: Kuruma Marthudunera

“The biggest change I saw when the (resources) boom came was the fly-in/
fly-out epidemic and how that affected our tight-knit community. It diluted it in
a way. There were lots of new people in town, transient people, new kids coming
to school and you didn’t get the feeling that you knew everyone anymore.
It was good for the town economically but now this has changed again with the
slowdown of mining; it has come as quite a shock to everyone. Businesses closing
down, people getting redundancies or losing their jobs, the housing market down
and job opportunities are now hard to come by.”
I was born in 1991 in Port Hedland. I come from the Kuruma Marthudunera Traditional
Owner Group. My mum Deanna McGowan and Dad Shane Edwards have grown up in
Roebourne all their life, so I was brought up in Roebourne. Mum was working in domestic
violence in the Women’s Refuge and Dad has worked in the Shire of Roebourne for over
20 years as an operator.
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Conversation took place in Perth, Western Australia on 20 May 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

Mabo and native title
I believe that native title has its positives and negative aspects to it. It doesn’t give full ownership back
to the Traditional Owners but it gives them the ability to negotiate mining agreements. This may include
business opportunities, employment, environmental protection and cultural heritage.
This will empower Indigenous people knowing that they have been acknowledged as the Traditional
Owners of their land.

Apology to the Stolen Generation
Of great significance for me was the apology made by Kevin Rudd. That was an important step forward for
healing people who had been affected by that situation. I was relieved that there was acknowledgement
and recognition that they had made a mistake. I was happy for those children that got taken away – it was
important that an apology was made.

Mining boom
The biggest change I saw when the boom came was the fly-in/fly-out epidemic and how that affected our
tight-knit community. It diluted it in a way. There were lots of new people in town, transient people, new
kids coming to school and you didn’t get the feeling that you knew everyone anymore. It was good for the
town economically but now this has changed again with the slowdown of mining. It has come as quite a
shock to everyone. Businesses closing down, people getting redundancies or losing their jobs, the housing
market down and job opportunities are now hard to come by.

Regional approach
I think it’s important to recognise we’re all at different stages but we have a lot of common concerns.
And there is benefit in working together on things that affect all of us in the Pilbara – like Lore, developing
youth, health and education. We are starting to talk to each other more and this will benefit us in the long
term – especially having a united voice when dealing with government and corporates in our towns.

Education

For my mob, university is often beyond the means of the majority as financially, people have only enough
to get by and university costs are a luxury available to few. For some, it’s not even considered as a pathway
after school as kids have to get a job quickly to support themselves and the family.
I think my pathway will get clearer the further along with study I get. Kuruma Marthudunera needs are
changing too so I am trying to study areas that will be of most benefit to my people when I complete my
degree such as housing and employment. We have to become independent, pay for and own our homes so
we are setting a good foundation for our children.

Community investment
Community investment is very important as this is a reciprocal relationship. Companies need to develop
the community they are operating in as their workers live and work here, and the community is there to
support these families. A good relationship benefits us both. The mining companies do a lot already to
sponsor programs and events and also pay for buildings and things that the community can share in.
It’s important because mining companies need to establish community engagement with each
individual Traditional Owner group that they have agreements with. This then builds trust and creates
better relationships, which will improve the future work. Effective community engagement will help the
community and mining companies gain mutual trust, respect and effective communication. It’s important
to keep the community involved with the process as this will then give them a sense of ownership with
the work happening.

Hopes and dreams
I would like to follow my mum’s footsteps to work within our Kuruma Marthudunera community
and address the big issues of drugs, alcohol and suicide. I am not sure how to go about it but I
know that is a big problem. Also, what I said before about more sustainable programs, especially
for our Kuruma Marthudunera people, and being able to use our funds from the agreements
with the mining industry is one step forward because we get the opportunity to use those funds
towards our future. I think we are very lucky to have that opportunity.

I’m studying Community Management and Development at university. I love it because the whole class is
Indigenous and it makes it a comfortable environment to learn in. We feel free to share ideas and opinions
without feeling judged. I’m also the youngest student in the class so they are all very protective of me.
We have formed a really close-knit bond with one another.
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Bianca Camille
Rio Tinto Train Examiner
Traditional Owner Group: Eastern Guruma

“If you know your culture, your history, your ancestors and where you come from,
then you know who you are. That’s how I personally feel about it because it’s
in your blood and it makes you proud to be who you are. We are a generation
where people are starting to forget their culture and are too interested in
technology and partying.”
My name is Bianca and I was born in Perth in 1994 at King Edward Memorial Hospital
and I have grown up in Karratha my whole life. My mum is Dawn Hughes. Mum is from
Eastern Guruma and my Dad is from the Seychelles. I started in Rio Tinto’s Indigenous
Participation Program and now work for Rio Tinto in the rail division as a train examiner.
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Conversation took place in Karratha, Pilbara region of Western
Australia on 21 May 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

2000 Olympics
Cathy Freeman winning a gold medal at the Olympics was important and it was a great achievement for
her personally. A lot of Indigenous people saw Cathy as a role model and also the fact that she carried the
Indigenous and Australian flag during the Olympic Games was very inspiring, not just for me, but others
who looked up to her.

it doesn’t really affect me much; I haven’t come across any discrimination or sexist issues being the
only girl in a crew for six months. Most people I have worked with are from all different backgrounds,
very multicultural. I’ve found working with Rio Tinto, they’re very good with dealing with racism,
discrimination etc. They won’t tolerate it. Also Rio Tinto has cultural leave for Indigenous people, which
I think is a good idea but a bit unfair for the non-Indigenous people who have to take leave for certain
dates for cultural reasons.

Defining culture

Hopes and dreams

If you know your culture, your history, your ancestors and where you come from then you know who
you are. That’s how I personally feel about it because it’s in your blood and it makes you proud to be
who you are. We are a generation where people are starting to forget their culture and are too interested
in technology and partying.

In five years I’d like to see myself still working for Rio Tinto, own my own house, travel the world
and improve my education and perhaps be a role model for young Indigenous females.

Employment and Training
What did the Indigenous Participation Program involve and how did you get into it?
I was in Year 10 at the time and because I didn’t like school that much, like any other kid I had a bad
attendance, so someone asked me if I wanted to join. I then started attending Roebourne Pilbara TAFE for
12 months where they teach you basic stuff like welding, first aid and so on. It was a good experience and
I met so many different people through it and after graduating I worked on a few sites with Rio Tinto at
Parker Point and East Intercourse Island.
I liked meeting new people with different backgrounds and experience in the workforce, but in particular,
I enjoyed mooring. When the iron ore ships came into the harbor to collect more ore, we tie them up and
release them when they were ready to go. I did that for a few months then I moved into the rail operations
department and spent six months in the rolling stock maintenance workshop fixing ore cars and the
components that go along with everything to maintain them. I learnt so much from that experience at
the rail workshop.

Cultural awareness at Rio Tinto
From a young Indigenous woman’s point of view, I think it’s good that I’ve been with Rio Tinto for almost
four years. I’ve come a long way since I was a school dropout. I want other young people to know that no
matter where you come from, you can still succeed in what you want to do in life. You just have to try your
hardest and don’t give up. Also coming from a Traditional Owner point of view and being Indigenous,
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Cathy Freeman’s Olympic gold medal
Looking back at the women’s 400m at the Sydney Olympics, it’s the noise that hits you.
It begins when her picture appears on the big screen at the Olympic Stadium. It is deafening,
unabashed, hero-worship. The hopes of a nation and a people sit on the slight figure in lane six.
In front of 112,524 expectant fans, Cathy Freeman, Australia’s only hope of an athletics
gold medal at the 2000 Games, in that space-age hooded bodysuit, puffs out her cheeks and
prepares for the biggest race of her life.
Freeman’s path to that start line had been a long one and her journey came to be seen as
symbolic of the Aboriginal people’s journey from persecuted natives to Australian equals.
She became the icon of national unity.
50 Stunning Olympic Moments No9: Cathy Freeman wins gold for Australia. Richard Williams.
Posted by John Ashdown 11 January 2012. theguardian.com
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LEADERS

Rio Tinto has led the way in negotiating land use agreements with Aboriginal people in Australia.
The Yandicoogina Land Use Agreement with the Yinhawangka (formally Innawonga), Banjima
(formally Bunjima) and Nyiyaparli (formally Niapali) Traditional Owner Groups was the first to
be signed in Australia in 1997, and in Western Australia was followed by the Eastern Guruma
Land Use Agreement in 2002.
Some nine years later, in 2011, Rio Tinto signed its first Participation Agreements with
the Ngarluma, Kuruma Marthudunera, Puutu Kunti Kurrama and Pinikura, Nyiyaparli and
Ngarlawangga Traditional Owner Groups. It was also the time when the company released its
first Reconciliation Action Plan outlining its plans for working with Aboriginal Australians.
Then Global Head of Health, Safety, Environment and Communities Joanne Farrell, supported
by then chief executive Sam Walsh, were leading a team of hard working and dedicated people
at the height of Western Australia’s resources boom. By 2013, Andrew Harding had replaced
Sam Walsh as chief executive iron ore and two more Participation Agreements had been signed
with the Yinhawangka and Yindjibarndi groups. Negotiations were underway with the Banjima
Traditional Owner Group to finalise the remaining agreement.
All of this had been made easier by the groundwork laid by past leaders such as CRA chief
executive Leon Davis and Paul Wand, Rio Tinto’s first person specifically appointed to lead the
company in Australia in the area of Aboriginal relations.
At the time of the interviews in 2014, there was a feeling of optimism. People were excited
about the opportunities which would arise from not only the individual agreements, but also
the Regional Standards, set up to improve a wide range of areas in the Pilbara.
Although people have come and gone since then, and roles have changed, the leadership shown
at this time set in motion a long overdue change for the better for Pilbara Traditional Owners.
It hasn’t been smooth sailing, but it was never going to be the case. As both Rio Tinto and
Traditional Owners redefine their roles and tasks, it is clear that the underlying wish of everyone
involved is a better future for all.
Lisa Holland-McNair
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Paul Wand AM
Wand Associates
Previous role at Rio Tinto: Vice President Aboriginal Relations

“I presented the Aboriginal Policy publicly at a conference in Darwin. Gatjil
Djerrkura was a big player and about to be put in charge of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Commission (ATSIC) at the time and I can remember
him putting up his hand and saying “All right you have shown us the cream,
where is the cake?”. In other words, there is all this fluffy stuff on top, where
is the real change? It took a long while to get to the reality, of course, but
nonetheless I was able to say a few years later there was some cake.”
Paul was born and raised in Wollongong, New South Wales. He completed a Metallurgy
Degree at the University of Wollongong and for a large part of his career worked at the
copper smelter in Port Kembla. After a takeover by CRA Limited in 1983, he transferred
to CRA Group Training as Regional Training Manager. In 1989 he was appointed General
Manager Operations of Comalco Rolled Products, part of CRA’s Aluminum Division now
known as Rio Tinto Alcan.
In 1993 he was tapped on the shoulder to go back to the troubled Southern Copper
Limited (SCL) smelter at Port Kembla, this time as Managing Director where he
established a new team that overcame significant operational and industrial
relations issues.
Paul was then approached to take up a newly created role of Vice President Aboriginal
Relations, set up at the time when CRA Managing Director and Chief Executive Leon
Davis declared the company’s support of the new Native Title Act. This was an area Paul
was fiercely interested in and came at a time where he had suffered a health setback so
was looking for a career change.
Reflecting on why he was picked for the job, he attributes part of it to the fact he was
known within the organisation to have a strong social conscience. Coming out of the
Catholic tradition and from a family that placed high value on community giving, he had
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been involved with many organisations including St Vincent de Paul Society in Wollongong, was
on the Board of Force 10 (an interdenominational aid program) and had lead the East Timor Association
in Wollongong.
During his five years in the Aboriginal relations role at Rio Tinto, Paul was responsible for leading the
cultural change across the company starting with him writing the Rio Tinto Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Policy. After retiring in 2000 and setting up his consultancy, Wand Associates, he was approached
by the Western Australian Government to review the native title claim process in Western Australia (along
with Chris Athanasiou), their report released in September 2001 is now known as The Wand Review. For 10
years he was the Chair of Ninti One which managed, in turn, the Desert Knowledge Cooperative Research
Centre (CRC) and the CRC for Remote Economic Participation. The work of Ninti One and the CRCs is
directed towards building opportunities for people in remote Australia, particularly Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Island people. Ninti One continues its work as an institute.
In 2009 he was appointed a Member of the Order of Australia for service to the Indigenous community
through the development of cross-cultural awareness between Traditional Owners and the resources
sector. As well as consultancy work with Rio Tinto Aluminium and Argyle Diamond Mines, he played
an important role advising Rio Tinto Iron Ore during the development and negotiations of the Pilbara
Traditional Owner Group Participation Agreements and the Regional Framework. His involvement
continues as the Chair of the Aboriginal Community Development Fund in the Upper Hunter Valley
of NSW. This body is supported by Rio Tinto Coal Australia.

Conversation took place in Sydney, New South Wales on 23 April 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

A new role
In late 1992 Paul Keating made the Redfern Speech about Aboriginal people. Was the issue of
Indigenous relations anywhere on your radar?
No. One very minor example was getting a phone call from a General Manager at Rio Tinto’s head office
who offered me money for ‘any Aboriginal projects’ in Port Kembla. At that stage I was Managing Director
of the Southern Copper Limited smelter, a joint venture between CRA and two Japanese companies.
Mabo had happened, John Ralph (CRA CEO) was leading the charge against native title, but I wasn’t
paying any attention. I was losing $3 million a month and trying to save the copper business. In that time,
John Ralph retired and Leon Davis replaced him. I remember Leon coming to Port Kembla to look the
place over. The community wanted CRA to stay forever, CRA said no, so we closed the place in 1994.
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After that I got the offer to come to headquarters in Melbourne to work in the area of Aboriginal Relations.
I said straight away that was a job I would kill for. First thing I did was go to visit all the sites to meet the
staff working in this space. Peter Eggleston and Jeremy van de Bund from Hamersley Iron had just been
to Argyle and Weipa, but that had been the first contact between any of the sites across the organisation.
What we had was people working in community and Aboriginal relations roles at sites who never got
to see each other and there was no common approach. So I said to Leon we have to get all the senior
executives concerned with Aboriginal issues in a room together to work out what my role is and what their
roles are. So he agreed.
How did they respond to that?
We held a meeting of those accountable for developments in zinc, iron ore, bauxite, diamonds, exploration
and external relations (coal was not on the page in those days) and decided that I would advise businesses
when asked and I would be the contact on Aboriginal issues with external stakeholders. Each business unit
would conduct their own negotiations. Thus Ian Williams would be conducting negotiations for Century
Zinc and Malcolm Richmond would lead the negotiations over Yandicoogina and so on.
Were you happy with that decision?
Yes it was the appropriate set-up as I was on my own in Melbourne at this stage. Peter Taylor, a senior
lawyer, soon came in to work for me and that was the initial team.
Would you say your role was originally tokenistic, or did Rio Tinto’s leadership see the writing on
the wall?
There are various perspectives on that. Leon has said publicly that we needed to “do what was right”, so it
was certainly more than tokenistic. It was a) to do what was right and b) to also to be the miner of choice.
He put it on a corporate level, “Let’s get out on the front foot and we will be the company that Aboriginal
people deal with”, so it became about licence to operate.
I went on the Minerals Council Land Access Committee and I used to sit at the table and get fingers waved
at me by the representatives from Western Mining, BHP and Nabalco; all waving their fingers and calling
the Aboriginal Traditional Owners ‘rent seekers’. They had all come out of the battles in the Northern
Territory over the Aboriginal Land Rights Act, but as I didn’t know much about that, I had none of their
baggage, so it was easy to create a new paradigm.

Leon Davis’ speech and policy
One of the famous things that happened at the time I was appointed was Leon Davis’s speeches to the
Securities Institute in Melbourne and Sydney. Mike Bell wrote the speech with input from George Littlewood
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(Rio Tinto Head of Community Relations, London) and Tim Duncan (Head of Australian External Affairs)
and, of course, Leon. The speech headline that went widely was that CRA supported the Mabo decision
and the central drive of the Native Title Act. Sir Charles Court (former West Australian Premier who had
led industrial and resource investment expansion in the State in the 1960s) rang up Littlewood and strongly
criticised the direction the company was taking.
I wrote a briefing paper around that time and used a phrase that Leon thought was a bit rough but
agreed to leave in. It was “For too long the miners’ hob-nailed boots have been on the black fellas’ neck,
on the Aboriginal person’s neck.” Let me tell you, no one at the time said “Listen Wand, you are being a
bit hard there.”
What followed Leon’s declaration?
There was a wide range of work undertaken. The previously isolated community staff members were
assembled and a system of annual meetings for them and some of their Aboriginal community members
was established. A Negotiations Protocol was written through consultation with company practitioners.
To entrench the culture change within the company, Aboriginal leaders and their concerns were introduced
into the annual conferences/training for senior and middle management. Senior Aboriginal people were
also invited to individual lunches in Melbourne with group executives to share views. I subsequently gave
a series of speeches and presentations in conferences around the country and abroad. We also combined
with the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade to showcase our successes with Aboriginal communities
via an exhibition that travelled to many parts of the world.
In 1996, I wrote the Rio Tinto Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Policy which was then embedded in
the organisation. It was written in consultation with Aboriginal leaders such as Lowitja O’Donoghue, Pat
Turner, Patrick Dodson, Aden Ridgeway and Noel Pearson and this was very important because it gave
it legitimacy. I presented the policy publicly at a conference in Darwin. Gatjil Djerrkura was a big player and
about to be put in charge of ATSIC at the time, and I can remember him putting up his hand and saying
“Alright you have shown us the cream, where is the cake?” In other words, there is all this fluffy stuff on top,
where is the real change? It took a long while to get to the reality, of course, but nonetheless I was able to
say a few years later there was some cake.

Aboriginal Fund
George Littlewood had commissioned a strategic review involving external experts such as social
researcher Hugh McKay. The review recommended that we should concentrate our corporate funding
activities on environmental matters, science, education and Aboriginal issues. This activity was managed by
the Corporate Support Committee (CSC) of which I had become a member. So partnerships were formed
with, for example, World Wildlife Fund on frogs, Landcare, Earthwatch and the Science Olympics.
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A number of Aboriginal projects were also supported but at that stage, in 1996, it was hard for the CSC to
help Aboriginal people directly. Our first real program was supporting Aboriginal health workers in Cairns
and Mt Isa in conjunction with the Royal Flying Doctor Service. Then Leon suggested setting up an Aboriginal
foundation, similar to the Rössing Foundation (Namibia) and the Palabora Foundation (South Africa), which
he had come across while working for Rio Tinto Zinc Corporation (RTZ). I went to look at the way they were
set up. It took some time to implement, but eventually we decided to set up a quasi independent body with
Aboriginal people involved, because it seemed stupid for us to be sitting around with our ties and business
suits making decisions about Aboriginal issues without being in touch with the community.
By the time I had set it up, Leon had left and Leigh Clifford was the new CEO, but it was still only the mid1990s so it was way ahead of its time. We invited Mark Ella, who was a prominent Aboriginal person, to join,
along with Professor Lowitja O’Donoghue who was about to retire from ATSIC. Because we were interested
in supporting Aboriginal health, Lowitja suggested a young Aboriginal doctor in Perth – Sandra Eades, now
Professor Sandra Eades. She was one of the first Aboriginal doctors to have graduated from the University
of Newcastle and eventually went on to be the first Aboriginal woman with a PhD. From Rio Tinto, I invited
Bruce Larson because he was from Western Australia and Pam Ruppin, from Queensland, and I was the
Chair. I said to management, give me a million dollars a year from the CSC budget and we will spend it,
and that is how the Rio Tinto Aboriginal Foundation (RTAF) was set up.
That became the model for a lot of the other funds, including the Western Australian Future Fund which is
now called Community Investment WA. When I retired in 2000, I asked if I could take the Chair of the RTAF
into retirement with me, so I continued as Chair until 2005.

Aboriginal employment
I offered the second role in my team to Janina Gawler, in 1997, and her first main job was to work on a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with ATSIC on matters such as Aboriginal employment, Aboriginal
development and sharing ideas. She tied it up and we had a very ceremonial signing of the MOU with Leon
and Gatjil Djerrkura in Canberra. The success of that led to two other MOUs with Federal Government
departments, which led to our involvement in the National Indigenous Cadetship Programme.
This was in 1998/99 and we knew we had to do more around Aboriginal employment. We had Aboriginal
Training and Liaison unit (ATAL) in the Pilbara, which was doing an excellent job, but the reality at that
stage was that there were very few Aboriginal people working in the industry and, in Rio Tinto, less than
one per cent. So the only way to get it done properly was to put Aboriginal employment into the business
unit’s planning systems and ensure it became a requirement to employ Aboriginal people. It then meant
that managers would be measured against performance in this area.
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First negotiations
I had just been appointed Vice President Aboriginal Relations when I attended the annual conference of all
the managing directors and vice presidents of CRA. In his plenary presentation to the group, Leon Davis
stated that he wanted CRA to approach negotiating with Aboriginal people in a new way, essentially to go
outside the dots. He convened a meeting of those then engaged in negotiations. There was Mick O’Leary
(Century Zinc and Hamersley Iron), Terry Palmer (Comalco), Ian Williams (Century Zinc), Rod KinkaidWeeks (Weipa and Comalco) and Malcolm Richmond (Hamersley Iron Development), George Littlewood
and me (maybe the Corporate Counsel, Jim Armstrong also). Leon restated that he wanted CRA to be
different, to innovate. He then said to us all, “For Christ’s sake go out and do a deal, negotiate an outcome.”
So the message went straight to them all to conclude negotiations favourable to both sides.
The interesting one was Weipa, which was brownfield, these other two (Century and Hamersley Iron)
were greenfield. Weipa dragged on for a long while because no one was paying attention to it full
time while Century Zinc and Yandicoogina negotiations had people engaged fully. There was a famous
conversation that I had a couple of years later in London where Leon asked me “Why on earth can we get
Yandicoogina and Century up and they are still stuffing around over Weipa?” I said, precisely because there
has been no one on it full time; it’s been a part-time job and nothing has progressed. So he said, all right,
I’ll sort that out, and Terry Palmer appointed Peter Crooke to negotiate. Peter Crooke, in conjunction with
Nik Senapati, finally got the Western Cape Communities Co-Existence Agreement together.

Century Zinc
Century Zinc and Yandicoogina were concurrent negotiations. Yandicoogina happened under the radar,
probably because it was in Western Australia; Hamersley Iron’s Managing Director Development at the time
was Malcolm Richmond and he had Peter Eggleston and Jeremy van de Bund on the ground working in
this space, but Century Zinc was getting a lot of press. Ian Williams was conducting the Century Zinc deal
very, very publicly and there were all sorts of drama associated with that.
Was Century Zinc a huge learning opportunity for the company?
Yes it was. It had reached a stalemate and at that stage of game Paul Keating and the Labor Party
had gone and John Howard was in government. So you had the Howard Government federally, and
the Borbidge Government in Queensland, which offered the company a legislative outcome similar to
Marandoo (the WA Government deal under Premier Carmen Lawrence). Leigh Clifford was in charge of
Rio Tinto in Australia by this stage and there was a series of conversations being held toying with the idea.
I vividly remember Noel Pearson ringing me and saying in very expressive language “What the hell are you
doing?” As history shows, the company decided not to go with the legislative approach and to stick to the
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policy and negotiate an agreement, which was absolutely the right decision to take. As a result, it put the
company in a new light with Aboriginal Australians.
Of course, it wasn’t all sorted straight away. It became a “who will blink first” situation because the
National Native Title Tribunal (NNTT) was heavily involved and negotiations had failed, so it had gone into
the arbitration phase within the provisions of Native Title Act. Part way through that, the Aboriginal group
decided to return to negotiations and ended up negotiating an agreement. It is interesting in that Dr Mary
Edmunds, who later figured in Rio Tinto iron ore negotiations, was the NNTT member on this arbitration.
So, although I believe Yandicoogina was the first agreement reached, Century was close behind and much
more public.

Creation of the Wise Heads
When Bill Hart was appointed to the role of the general manager responsible for negotiating with the range
of Traditional Owner groups affecting mine expansion in the Pilbara, he sought some advice from Janina
Gawler. She was a self-employed consultant at that time. She then approached me to do some background
work and I provided material for a paper that was presented to Bill. Bruce Harvey and Simon Nish were
then involved and there was a workshop held with some of Bill’s staff, facilitated by Lionel Louw, from
which came a ‘foundation document’ for submission to the Iron Ore managing directors.
I was pushing the argument that the managing directors in Iron Ore – Warwick Smith, David Smith and
Phil Mitchell – should be involved in finding the right way forward in the area of agreement negotiation.
It was Phil who then labeled us as the ‘Wise Heads’.
Were they interested?
They were very interested and a bit concerned. We also said they must bring the Pilbara Native Title
Service (PNTS) into the picture as it was Rio Tinto’s policy to deal with reputable, Native Title
Representative Bodies (NTRB).
We did have some issues agreeing on the role of the PNTS, which later became Yamatji Marlpa Aboriginal
Corporation (YMAC). YMAC wanted to behave like the Northern Land Council and the Central Land
Council and become some sort of overarching body, but we kept insisting they were acting as a NTRB.
At the same time, we were having a lot of issues with Marnda Mia which had been formed out of the
Central Negotiating Committee and was not running smoothly.
It was all very chaotic, which is why the Wise Heads was formed. We would meet every month and review
what was happening. I was instrumental in bringing in Chris Athanasiou, because he and I had undertaken
the Review of the Native Title Claim Process in Western Australia for the Gallop Government.
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Anthropologist Mary Evans was also then involved as a member of Bill Hart’s staff. She had been head
of research for Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Societies (AIATSIS) in Canberra
and a member of the National Native Title Tribunal. Another contracted employee for Bill’s staff was
Linda Weatherhead. She had been involved with the Kimberly Land Council on the Argyle deal.

Resources boom
So how important, do you think, was the resources boom in facilitating the agreements?
Very important because there was money about and also the knowledge that you could establish
something for a long, long while with a relatively small outlay as it turns out. Sam Walsh also got the
message about employment and contractor involvement and saw that as something they needed to
push very hard. Sam is very much a pragmatist at heart, so he can walk the talk when it’s needed.
Would it be going too far to say that the need to secure the long-term life of the mine was a major
driver in the agreement negotiation?
A significant driver.

Marnda Mia
The Central Negotiating Committee (CNC) was proving to be problematic. The Traditional Owners on the
committee sent us a facsimile saying they wanted to establish their own organisation. The Wise Heads
actively supported the formation of the body that became Marnda Mia. For a whole lot of reasons it didn’t
work terribly well but nonetheless that was the reason it was established. It was formed under the very best
intentions because it was seen as grassroots coming from the Aboriginal people and to support whatever
they wanted to do and not what we wanted to do.
Some of the thinking behind the Central Negotiating Committee, and then ultimately Marnda Mia, is this
concept of a Pilbara-wide approach. What are your thoughts on that approach?
Our opinion was strong because a lot of the material within the Regional Framework in the Participation
Agreements was based on a Pilbara-wide approach. The Wise Heads were strongly pushing for things to
be combined; we thought it would be stupid for each claimant group to be trying to set up, for example,
a training organisation, as there would be seven different bodies. It would be best if there was a whole of
Pilbara approach.
Why?
For efficiency, more than anything – getting better bang for your buck.
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Was it a conflict of interest, considering the Traditional Owner groups were their own independent entity
with different needs and desires?
There are things of importance that are particular to each Traditional Owner group but there are things that
can be shared such as training, development, employment programs, educational programs, those sorts of
things which are across the top. There are cultural things that could also be shared, even things like cultural
training back into the workforce.

Learnings from the Wise Heads
From a learning point of view, how essential was the feedback from the Wise Heads in ensuring this
process worked?
I think it was fundamental to the whole process and to its ultimate success, for a number of reasons.
The managing directors were essentially out of the loop till then and an important role for us was to review
the work of Bill Hart’s team, assist in briefing the managing directors and recommend courses of action
based on our own expertise and knowledge of other deals from within Rio Tinto and elsewhere. The only
managing director that had any experience in that area at all was Warwick Smith, and Warwick wasn’t able
to comprehensively manage the process because of his role. He was one of the strongest champions of the
Wise Heads and would often use a phrase “What do the Wise Heads think?” As I said, it was Phil Mitchell
who gave that title to us as a bit of a joke, and we always used to have a laugh about it.
How vital was it for people like you, who were maybe a bit older and knew the history, to be brought in
to help find a way forward?
That was extremely important because Bill Hart didn’t have the corporate knowledge and it tended to pass
other people by. There was this fringe dweller mentality that dealing with Aboriginal and community issues
was something that other people did over on the side and as long as they didn’t interfere in operations that
was fine. As long as they didn’t cost too much money, it was also fine. Suddenly it did have the potential
to cost money through project delays, and then the importance of it was appreciated; particularly as there
was huge pressure to get Hope Downs up and going.
One of the big lessons if you take your mind back to Yandicoogina and compare it to Marandoo:
Marandoo was a complete and utter shambles; it only got up because the Lawrence Government
legislated. They bought Yandicoogina in under budget and ahead of time because they did the deal in an
appropriate fashion. The Yandicoogina deal was state-of-the-art at the time, but very different to nowadays.
It was important for the Traditional Owners as it gave muscle to the Charlie Smiths (Traditional Owner) of
this world to go knocking on BHP’s door.
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One of the problems you can have in this area is being seen as a bleeding heart. Maybe I was, but because
of my background, I certainly had the Aboriginal viewpoint strongly in my mind. The fact was Aboriginal
people had been pretty badly done by over the years. So getting back to what Leon Davis wanted to do,
I’ve always felt it was right, and it provided me with personal motivation. Janina Gawler and Bruce Harvey
were similarly switched on to that area. I feel very proud of what we have achieved.

Hopes and dreams
I notice in one of your reports that you say you would like to see Taylor’s grandson produce a
world’s best practice report, is that your hope for the future?
Well I hope that is the case. I know that the senior management of the organisation has to be
ever vigilant in this regard and not let it slip away. It’s important to put the right people in the
Aboriginal relations area to manage it and keep it completely on the radar. The fear I always have
is that they will do the deal and say “Oh well we have done that deal now and the Aboriginal stuff
is sorted out let’s go and do something else.” It’s too early to leave Aboriginal people to sort this
all out for themselves. It has to be seen as a work in progress and certainly that has got to be the
goal, but firstly you have got to help.
Let’s use contracting as an example. Rio Tinto Iron Ore commissioned an inquiry into Aboriginal
contracting, which I led and was assisted by Aboriginal academic, Professor Marcia Langton, and
Kevin McLeish, the then managing director of Argyle Diamonds. We looked at all contractors –
Aboriginal contractors and the non-Aboriginal. The non-Aboriginal contractors were either the
big guys, the so-called EPCMs (engineering, procurement, construction and management), or the
medium-sized guys who had no difficulties meeting the safety standards or the quality standards,
but they are also good at bonding with handouts that the Aboriginal people couldn’t match.
So, at the start, we have to understand it is not a level playing field and you have to work towards
a level playing field. It was accepted by the managing directors at the time that you have to assist
and differentiate for four or five years. So this is a quota, if you like, and you must work towards
normalcy but you have to help to get to that stage. It goes back to things like the Graham (Polly)
Farmer Foundation and all those other things you have to have coming through – an educated
group of people who can do those sorts of things.
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Leon Davis announces a New Direction for CRA

Rio Tinto respects Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples’:

“As someone keenly interested in getting access to Australia’s mineral and energy resources, I am
glad to see that the vexed question of whether or not native title can still exist has been settled
in principle. Translating principle into law is another matter and a vitally important one for states
such as Western Australia, whose economy depends upon a clearly defined and efficient system
of mineral rights.

•

Cultural diversity

•

Aspirations for self-sufficiency

•

Interest in land management.

Let me say this bluntly. CRA is satisfied with the central tenet of the Native Title Act. In CRA we
believe that there are major opportunities for growth in outback Australia which will only be
realised with the full cooperation of all interested parties. This Government initiative has laid the
basis for better exploration access and thus increased the probability that the next decade will
see a series of CRA operations developed in active partnership with Aboriginal people.”

CRA Aboriginal Foundation (Rio Tinto Aboriginal Foundation) (1996)

New Directions for CRA. Speech by Leon Davis, Managing Director and Chief Executive, CRA Limited. Securities Institute of Australia.
Melbourne/Sydney, March 1995.

Rio Tinto Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Policy (1996)
In all exploration and development in Australia, Rio Tinto will consider Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people’s issues. Where there are traditional or historical connections to particular
land and waters, Rio Tinto will engage with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander stakeholders
and their representatives to find mutually advantageous outcomes. Outcomes beneficial
to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people will result from listening to them. Economic
independence through direct employment, business development and training are among the
advantages that Rio Tinto will offer. Strong support will be given to activities that are sustainable
after Rio Tinto has left an area.
This policy is based on recognition and respect. Rio Tinto recognises that Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people in Australia:
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•

Have been disadvantaged and dispossessed

•

Have a special connection to land and waters

•

Have native title rights recognised by law.

Aboriginal policy and programmes in Australia. Rio Tinto. 2007

When Rio Tinto adopted a comprehensive Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander policy the group
appointed an experienced team of people with backgrounds in the social sciences to advise
how best to realise the new policy. The result was a fourfold strategy that focused on regional
development and land access agreements, community capacity building, cultural heritage
recognition and protection, and the Rio Tinto Aboriginal Foundation, later named the Rio Tinto
Aboriginal Fund...By predominantly concentrating on Aboriginal people and communities not
directly affected by mining or exploration, the Fund’s activities complement the community
capacity building work undertaken by Rio Tinto business units in their regions.
More than a decade of social investment: The Rio Tinto Aboriginal Fund. 2008

Review of the Native Title Claim Process in Western Australia
In April 2001, Paul Wand and Chris Athanasiou were appointed by the Government of
Western Australia to conduct a review of the Government’s native title negotiating principles.
In announcing the review, the Government expressed a desire to move away from litigation
as a solution to native title applications and to pursue negotiated outcomes characterised by
a balanced approach to native title which respected the interests of all people. In particular,
the Government announced that it was seeking recommendations from the review on the
best way to achieve an environment where native title agreements were the norm rather
than the exception.
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Joanne Farrell
Rio Tinto Managing Director Australia and Group Executive Health, Safety and Environment

“…then to be sat up there with the Traditional Owners and signing those
documents and knowing you were actually doing something that was going to
have such a long life. It is probably the only thing I have done in my career, and
will do in my career, that will have such a sense of longevity. You always want to
know you are making a difference and I feel a sense of great achievement when
I go down to the seventh floor (in Central Park) where we have framed those
certificates and there’s my signature.”
After graduating from the University of Western Australia in 1979 with a Bachelor of
Science (Psychology and Economics), Joanne joined the WA Government’s Department
of Regional Development. Her role was to research and pursue ideas of regional
development for the Gascoyne region around fishing, agriculture, health and the benefits
which might flow on from the new North West Shelf development. In 1981, she joined BHP
and took up a human resources role on Groote Eylandt where she had many dealings
with Aboriginal people. After a stint with BHP in Melbourne, she joined Rio Tinto in
1987 and began work at Argyle in the Kimberley. Six years later, intent on following the
challenges, Joanne moved to Rio Tinto-owned Kembla Coal and Coke in Wollongong,
New South Wales. What she found was a highly non-diverse workforce of 1500
employees, seven of whom were women. By the mid-1990s she had joined Rio Tinto’s
exploration team, moved back to Melbourne and was again working in the Aboriginal
partnerships space.
In the late-1990s, RTZ and CRA successfully completed the Dual Listed Companies
(DLC) merger and Joanne was awarded a global role with exploration which saw her
relocate to London. There she began to understand community partnerships outside of
Australia through the company’s large exploration activities in Africa, South America,
the United States and Canada. From London she moved to Wyoming in the US and
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had dealings with the local native Americans around one of the mines in Montana. When she came back
to Australia to work in a human resources role in Rio Tinto’s aluminum division in 2002, she had her first
experience working for Sam Walsh, at a pivotal time in her career. The Western Cape Communities CoExistence Agreement at Weipa had been finalised before she arrived, so her focus was on implementing
the agreement, in particular the Aboriginal training and employment aspects.
Finally, after many years away, Joanne arrived back home in Perth in 2006, initially heading up Rio Tinto
Iron Ore’s human resources but soon expanding that role to include communities, health and safety and
environment. In 2013, Joanne was appointed Global Head of Health, Safety, Environment and Communities
(HSEC) for all Rio Tinto companies. In 2016, she was appointed managing director Australia and group
executive Health, Safety and Environment.
Conversation took place in Perth, Western Australia on 27 April 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

Groote Eylandt in the 1980s
At Groote Eylandt there were two major Aboriginal communities that surrounded the mine. Our role then
probably reflected a more paternalistic attitude to the Aboriginal people where part of what we did
was to make sure people were sacked if they breached the ‘sly grog’ rules (obtaining alcohol illegally).
It was more about disciplinary action; of us keeping the non-Indigenous employees away from the
Aboriginal communities. There were two big concerns for Aboriginal communities up there – ‘sly grog’
and inappropriate sexual relations.
Did that experience influence you later in your career?
I think it did, but I think a greater influence was when I was working in Brisbane with the aluminium
business and my interactions with Aboriginal partnerships at Weipa.

Argyle
My time with Argyle in 1987 was probably my first exposure to working with an economic partnership
with the Aboriginal communities. We did a lot of community-type partnerships there as well and started
employment, bringing Aboriginal people into apprenticeships and traineeships. I had a young girl, Lena
McGinty, working directly for me in the HR team as a trainee, that was when the government first started
the trainee system.
Was that where they paid the companies to employ Aboriginal people?
Yes. We were bringing the Aboriginal kids into the apprenticeship program and the like.
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Were there any agreements then?
No there were no agreements, it was more of a partnership, it was called our Good Neighbour Policy.
So what was the motivation behind it? Was it that you needed workers or was it to get access to land?
I believe it was predominately access to land, I am not sure there was any recognition at the time around
the importance of employing local Aboriginal people. Of course, Argyle went on to be a leader within Rio
Tinto quite significantly in that aspect, in terms of employment practices, but the original work, when I was
there in the late 1980s, was more about access to land.

Mining boom
How did the mining boom impact on the relationships with local Traditional Owners?
I think it had both positive and negative effects. What it sped up was new opportunities. It certainly
provided a lot of opportunity for Aboriginal business, contracting particularly, because the Aboriginal
businesses that did exist were in earth moving and land form, road making and the boom required all
of that work, so there was plenty of work to go around. I think that was good, it drove the employment
agenda, making people think you need as many employees as possible, so let’s access those resident in
the Pilbara.
That was the positive. I guess the potential negative was it drove a sense of urgency that at times could be
frustrating and perhaps some of that was the internal politics. The people who wanted to build all the stuff
said we have to get these agreements in place. The Aboriginal people we were negotiating with weren’t
necessarily ready, so we had to make sure the process was still preserved with that sense of urgency.
If I was to stop and reflect, I think it was overall a good thing because of the opportunity it presented and
you didn’t have to be talking about abstract things in the agreement, you could be talking about real things
that were happening – “We want to expand this mine and we need your agreement”, rather than “We think
we would like to expand this mine in the future and we think it would be nice if we had your agreement in
advance.” We had tangible things to talk about.

Agreement at Weipa
What was the importance of Sam Walsh’s attitude in making the implementation of the Western Cape
Communities Co-Existence Agreement (WCCCA) a success?
It was terribly important because he wanted to make it work. I guess from a profile point of view, Argyle
was making good progress in terms of Rio Tinto’s relationships with Aboriginal people and Sam was keen
for Weipa to be as good or better. He was aligned to it being a distinguishing capability for Rio Tinto to say
they were good at this stuff.
Joanne Farrell
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Did that inspire you?
Yes, it certainly makes it easier to try and do things in a business if you know you are pushing on an open
door in respect to the senior leadership. Not every idea is going to get up, but provided it’s well thought
through and you have identified the pitfalls and the resources, you can get most things through if you have
strong leadership support for the basic ideas.
What was your observation about the way the Indigenous community responded to the way Rio Tinto
wanted to work with them?
There was a bit of suspicion, particularly because of some of the history at Weipa. In the very early
years there was a lot of ineffective processes being pursued to get things done so I think there was a
combination of suspicion but hope. It’s a shame you can’t interview him, but Peter Crooke, who has
passed away, led the negotiations for the WCCCA agreement, achieved great results not only in getting
the agreement up, but the way he went about the negotiation and the absolute heart and soul he put
into it. He turned the corner in terms of the relationship. He planted the belief in Aboriginal people that
it could be different and it would work.
How important is it, because often this all gets left to lawyers, to have the right personality in these
negotiations to make them work?
It is very important and if I think about the Pilbara negotiations, having Janina and myself as the face of
the company, yes we had the lawyers, but they were seen to be preparing the documentation, but the
discussions and the negotiations, the community meetings were very much Janina and her team and then
I would come in as the authority to make the deal.

Taylor and Scambary Report and regional approach
Was that report just another piece of information or was it integral in decision making?
I think it was a wake-up call. Even though we knew what we were embarking on was going to make a
difference and going to make things better, I don’t think we realised what the gap was. I think we thought
we had done a reasonable job up until the Taylor report and the Taylor report was that wake-up call. It was
pretty dire, and people started asking the question, what do you think has been achieved versus what has
been achieved? There was obviously a gap, but also, what had been achieved versus what could have been
achieved, there was also a huge gap.
Was there a sense of disappointment?
Yes, I think there was. It was a real call to arms, a real call to action. We had already started what we
thought the solution was but I think it then became making sure the solution was actually going to
shift this dial.
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Can you give me some specifics about what had started and what had either got thrown out or changed
substantially, or were you on the right track?
What it really stimulated was the realisation that to achieve what we wanted we had to recognise the
Pilbara as a whole but also to recognise that there were 11 groups in that whole. Though we would have
individual agreements with those groups, we needed to make sure that whatever we achieved it was a
collective result. What that drove, more than anything else, was the need to get the groups to sign not
only their agreement but also the regional agreement. I don’t think the Taylor report was the only thing,
but it gave more impetuous to the conviction that we needed a regional agreement as well so that it could
impact on the whole of the Pilbara not just individual groups.

Native title determination
How did the status of native title determination hinder or help you during negotiations?
It is interesting that the one group we haven’t yet got a formal agreement with are the Banjima people,
who are currently tied up in that process, whereas negotiations with Nyiyaparli and Yindjibarndi were
made easier because the determination had been made. You knew there would be some longevity to that
recognition because you were dealing with the right group of people. Even though there is still politics
going on with Ngarluma, they had done a lot of their own internal politicking. If you think about what is
going on with Banjima, so much of it is completely outside of our control and completely as a result of their
own internal politicking and ultimately it causes slow progress.
Authors note: Since the interview in 2014, the determination has been made and an agreement made
with an Indigeounous Land Use Agreement registered.
Do you think that the overall process was slow or were you pleasantly surprised how some of the
agreements came together?
They were longer than most commercial agreements would be but perhaps because I had understood the
WCCCA wasn’t made overnight. I guess I didn’t have high expectations that it would be done quickly.
Were you the person on the tightrope who had one part of the company saying to you, get this done,
and another, the negotiating team, saying we are trying.
It was made easier by Sam Walsh understanding; understanding the process, understanding the end
game. It also helped that the negotiating team were able to find some workarounds when that sense of
urgency got overwhelming for the business. I also had a great creative team supporting me. The lawyers
and advisers were also good, they weren’t ‘black letter lawyers’, they understood things could be done
a little bit differently. I was surrounded by some very good peers. The patience of Bill (Hart), in the initial
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days, should be applauded, and David Joyce, who was in charge of expansion projects, he got it too. He
would say to his team, “well if we can’t get that, what’s our workaround.” Everyone had the common goal
of getting this achieved and getting the expansions in place. Everyone was experimental and flexible on the
way, which was essential.

Multiple negotiators
Have you noticed a change with your dealings with the Traditional Owners since you came in 2005?
Yes, perhaps that was one of the results of the mining boom, negotiation was no longer just ours, so yes
we were negotiating with Aboriginal communities but so were all of our competitors. Some of them ran
similar processes to us; some of them ran very different processes to us. Sometimes, in the discussion, you
felt you had to remind the groups, “now you are talking to Rio Tinto”, so you had to re-orientate them and
distinguish yourself as Rio Tinto, not the mining industry in general.

A regional approach
Apparently there was a problem in 2006/2007, a breakdown in negotiations. Did something go wrong?
I don’t think there was a Rio Tinto breakdown. It was at that period we were having a tough time
convincing the groups there needed to be a regional agreement. They were quite happy to participate in
negotiating their individual agreements, but they wanted to flick this regional agreement.
What was getting in the way of that from your observations?
Some of it was they knew it would take longer, so there was the time factor, but also they are not natural
collaborators. Their history is such that they have never really had to work together as a region to survive,
so we were breaking quite significantly new cultural ground.
Are you proud of that?
Yes I am, and I think time will tell. I don’t think there is anything yet to show that has been beneficial.
Intuitively it makes sense, particularly after the Taylor report, but if you want to shift a whole region, then all
regional participants have to work together to do that and the sum of the whole is going to be better than
the sum of the individuals.

Regional Standards
How did you find that the company accepted the Regional Standards because there were implications
for that across the company?
Yes, I didn’t experience any push-back on the Regional Standards, in fact to the contrary, that was the
one thing that was non-negotiable, so there was a very strong commitment and desire to have that
regional agreement.
So how did you feel in 2011 when the first five groups opted-in?
It was just amazing; probably because we had the previous four and it had been years of hard slog, an
absolute emotional roller coaster. We would get close and then something would happen and we would
have to go back almost to the start. Once we got agreement from the first group, the others then seemed
to follow and for me there was a great sense of pride because it was my team that had delivered it, with
a lot of help from a lot of people. To be able to say, “Janina and the team have done this” was great.
Of course I got the best bits because I actually signed the agreement and I didn’t have to do too much
of the hard yards.
In the background I was steering and approving, but then to be sat up there with the Traditional Owners
and signing those documents and knowing you were actually doing something that was going to have
such a long life. It is probably the only thing I have done in my career, and will do in my career, that will
have such a sense of longevity. You always want to know you are making a difference and I feel a sense
of great achievement when I go down to the seventh floor and we have framed those certificates and
there’s my signature.
So what does your signature on those bits of paper mean in terms of real change?
I really hope they mean there will be no significant differentiation in the future; you will see Aboriginal
people participating in the industry and in the region as fully fledged citizens. You won’t see that obvious
sense of disadvantage, you won’t drive around towns like Roebourne and see that abject poverty and the
sense of disillusionment. You won’t see disenfranchised communities. You will see Aboriginal people as
active participants.
I remember a commemorative speech I made at the American Chamber of Commerce where I said I hoped
in years to come this speech would be given by an Aboriginal person and what’s more you won’t think it
is abnormal. Some of it comes from being a woman and having been in the mining industry for 30 odd
years. One company I worked for had 1500 employees, seven of them women, five of them secretaries,
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one was a graduate and the seventh was me, so I understand a little bit of what it must feel like to be the
odd one out. It would be nice to see a vibrant workforce where people are recognised for being Jane,
John, Jim or Sam, not Aboriginal, Chinese, a female or a male.

Leadership
I think I have observed that there hasn’t been good succession planning in the Aboriginal community; the
people we were talking to 10 years ago are still the people we are talking to today and in most commercial
negotiations you would have had maybe two or three iterations of leadership from the other side.
Why do you think that is the case? Cultural reasons?
Probably culture, probably the flight of the younger generation from the Pilbara. They have all gone off
to do other things and you will find them in the Department of Health or you will find them working in
Perth and there is probably not enough yet to bring them home. You do see some groups with young
involvement, Ngarluma was the one that seemed to have more of the young people at the table.
I think Ngarluma has strong women traditionally leading as well. Did that impact on things in a
positive or negative way?
I think it was a positive thing and I think it was positive that Janina and I were in that particular negotiation.
It was positive that the women from the Ngarluma side were negotiating with women from the Rio Tinto side.
In terms of where the Aboriginal people are, many of the people who were the community leaders were
also the ones who decided to take advantage of the business enterprise so that was another burden on
them in terms of time and emotion. That is probably adding to some of the tiredness that we are seeing
and some have been unsuccessful with their business ventures and that is soul destroying.
Do you think there was a belief that because of the agreements that half-conceived businesses
might get up?
Yes.
How did Rio Tinto deal with that?
We actually pinched a term from our Diavik Diamonds colleagues called ‘commercial nurturing’ and we
established resources within our businesses that could go and help those businesses improve in terms of
either their strategic plans or budgeting or forecasting. Getting them to understand how our tendering
process worked, so if they won or lost a tender it was actually on the business basic rather than how
they presented.
In some cases, where they didn’t win work, there was a lack of wanting to work with the company or lack
of their own resourcing or understanding the responsibility of running a business. I think some people still
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have a sense of entitlement, “Oh well the work is taking place on my family’s land, so you should use me
and why should I have to jump through these hoops.”

External stakeholders
What about external stakeholders such as government and the Native Title Tribunal – how did they react
to Rio Tinto creating a new model. Did you get positive feedback from them, interest, cynicism?
All of the above.
Take me through that process.
There was an element of the WA Government that was quite cynical about it. There was also a group
within that bureaucracy that didn’t like individual company agreements; who thought that whatever the
company was prepared to pay it should go into some sort of central fund to be equally distributed among
all Aboriginals in the state.
The Native Title Tribunal people were pleased, I suspect, that we were getting on and they didn’t have to
do the determination, so I think they were quite relieved that we weren’t using the statutory process and
therefore having to force them into the relationship. There were community practitioners who thought this
was a good thing to try and achieve and then there were other commentators who used pejorative terms
like, this is welfare under a different name.

Community partnerships
How have partnerships with Aboriginal communities changed as a result of the agreements?
In 2006 they were probably more what I would call philanthropic arrangements. For example, Colours of
Our Country has been a significant contributor to the relationships because it provided a safe ground for
us to build relationships and to engage. When I went to those signing ceremonies, a lot of the people I
knew and recognised were the people I had built a relationship with through Colours of Our Country.
When you look at where it is now, where there are Memorandums of Understanding, there are dedicated
teams on both sides working on the partnership, there is more strategic planning about where the money
is going to be spent, there has to be a co-commitment of funds. So from where it was in 2006 to where it
is now, I think they have gone from philanthropy to partnerships where all sides make a commitment to a
series of plans and programs rather than events.
How important are your partnerships in enabling the Regional Standards?
It is very important because it does address some of those enabling aspects of the Regional Standards.
So whether it is the David Wirrapunda or the Polly Farmer Foundation, the education element is important.
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Even something like Better Beginnings, which started a statewide process and as we have matured, we
have thought about specific programs. I think it is a central theme running through a lot of the partnerships,
coming back to the future result where Aboriginal people are fully participating in the community. It’s not
just in jobs, but it is in all the health services and the education services and the like. You have to think
about what is going to enable that to happen and it is why I am particularly pleased that the agreements
are not just financial.
Now Traditional Owners are getting payments do you believe they should put more money into their
community programs?
Absolutely. The desire is that those funds paid to the Aboriginal groups we have agreements with are
used to support Aboriginal initiatives and incentives and that they take some ownership for that and are
therefore able to influence where the funds are being spent.

Hopes and dreams
Rio Tinto has been learning from each agreement. We learnt from the WCCCA, which went into
the Argyle agreement, which then went into the Pilbara agreements. Learning from the Pilbara
agreements is going into non-Australian agreements in Simandou in Guinea and Oyu Tolgoi
in Mongolia. The important thing for us to recognise is that these agreements have to be kept
‘live’, so in the future, learning from the next ones will come back into the Pilbara and they will
be enhanced.
For me, my hope is that a ‘Taylor’ report done in 2020 will show that there has been a
significant shift. We have done a mini Taylor report that has shown it has shifted. I would like
to see a fully-fledged Taylor report in 2020 that says you have absolutely moved the dial in
the Pilbara.
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Argyle Diamond Good Neighbour Agreement
The “Good Neighbour Agreement”, drawn up in the 1980s between Argyle and the Traditional
Owners, was considered at the time as leading practice in dealing with Indigenous communities.
Although improvements were made to the agreement during the 20 years following, by the end
of the century, it was no longer seen as leading practice…In September 2004, the Kimberley
Land Council and Argyle signed the Argyle Participation Agreement which was registered as an
Indigenous Land Use Agreement under the Native Title Act in April 2005.
Rio Tinto Sustainable development 2014: Creating mutual value for the long. P.20

Western Cape Communities Co-Existence Agreement (WCCCA)
The WCCCA is an Indigenous Land Use Agreement which was signed in March 2001 and
registered with the National Native Title Tribunal on August 24, 2001. The Agreement is between
11 Traditional Owner Groups, four Shire Councils, Comalco (now Rio Tinto Alcan) the Queensland
State Government and the Cape York Land Council.

Taylor and Scambary Report
The aim of this study was to establish the relative socio-economic status of Indigenous people
in the Pilbara and to consider the likely impact on this from the expansion of Pilbara-based
mining activity during the period through to 2016.
The study provides detailed school participation and outcome information for the Pilbara
region, highlighting the rapid drop-out of Indigenous males from schooling after age 14,
very low Indigenous retention rates from Year 8 to Year 10 in several parts of the region
and a generally low retention rate to Year 12. The study also describes initiatives to increase
educational participation among the most talented young Indigenous students.
Health is a further impediment to strong participation in education and training and
sustained employment. The study highlights the impact of early mortality (52 years for
males and 60 years for females in the East Pilbara) and relatively high morbidity rates
commencing in young adulthood and rising throughout adulthood.
Adrian M. Fordham and R.G. (Jerry) Schwab. Research Summaries. Reference No. 139. Summarising: Taylor & Scambary (2005), Indigenous people and
the Pilbara mining boom: A baseline for regional participation. Centre for Aboriginal Economic Policy Research. The Australian National University.
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IMPLEMENTERS

It takes vision, courage and leadership to implement significant change in an area fraught by
emotion and muddied by legal and legislative complexities. When it comes down to it though,
talking about change and signing papers to officially announce change is nowhere near enough.
There needs to be people willing and able to make that change happen.
When I interviewed Sinead Kaufman and Mark Eaglesham in 2014 they were working for Rio
Tinto in the Pilbara, but one is now based in the east of Australia and the other works for BHP.
At the time of the negotiations around the Participation Agreements, they were both in integral
positions at Rio Tinto’s Pilbara mines which were at the centre of the negotiations.
They were the pointy end of the stick and had to take all the rhetoric and rules and apply them
at a time when iron ore demand had gone through the roof. The resources boom had been
going for close to 10 years and production was being constantly ramped up to meet supply
demands, particularly from China.
Massive expansions of the ports were taking place and there was talk of 350 million tonnes
per annum being reached by 2017. In 2015, more than 15,000 people were working for Rio
Tinto delivering one million tonnes of iron ore each day. All this was underpinned by a strategy
demanding production at the right cost, value-driven growth and maximising portfolio value.
At the same time Participation Agreements were being successfully negotiated, which also
needed to be implemented and honoured. Their journey navigating through these complex
times is an interesting and eye-opening account of the issues and challenges they faced.
Lisa Holland-McNair
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Sinead Kaufman
Rio Tinto Coal, Managing Director
Previous role at Rio Tinto: General Manager Paraburdoo, Tom Price and Marandoo

“For me, it is a combination of many things along the journey. You have to
understand what the legal frameworks are and work within the business
context; that’s important as a leader, but what is more important is actually
understanding what is really happening on the ground. For that you have to
speak to people who have lived in the Pilbara their whole lives and whose
families have lived here for generations. You have to get an understanding
of their views of Rio Tinto, their views of how we operate, what we do that is
helpful, what we do that is not helpful. Finally you need to understand how
that fits into the local context. To me it is as important as reading the
paperwork that goes behind what we have agreed to with people.”
A geologist by trade, Sinead started work in the UK and then moved to South Africa
for five years working in a copper mine. It was a turbulent time in a post-apartheid
South Africa, and Sinead found herself working in an underground mine where, for her
first three years, she was one of only two women. It was at this time that she came to
understand what it felt like to be a minority, not just in the gender sense, but also in a
cultural sense. This early career experience instilled in her the desire to always be very
clear in her communication and respectful of others.
For the past 17 years, Sinead has been working for Rio Tinto in a variety of roles
starting in Palabora (South Africa) and then moving to Weipa in far north Queensland.
It was at Weipa that she was assigned her first leadership role in Rio Tinto as the Mine
Superintendent, before being appointed Manager of Planning and then Manager Health,
Safety and Environment. In 2008, she moved from Weipa to Pilbara Iron and undertook
a variety of roles including General Manager Paraburdoo and General Manager Tom
Price and Marandoo Operations. She is currently Rio Tinto’s Managing Director Coal.
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Conversation took place (via phone) in Tom Price, Pilbara region of
Western Australia on June 12, 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

Connection to land
When I arrived in Weipa, I got the sense that there was a good understanding between the different
Traditional Owners about their native title and boundaries. It was clear who was who and where
they belonged. In the Pilbara, this is a more complex issue to work through. This is understandable
given the large area involved, and also the history of Traditional Owners being moved far from their
country over a long period of time.

What was the company’s attitude, at that time, to the agreement and to working with Aboriginal people?
Deeply committed to activate the agreement and, I think, realising the resources that were needed to
do that wouldn’t necessarily happen by accident. When I first arrived in Weipa, it was just when there
had been a long period of cost cutting, not dissimilar to where we are now, and there had been a real
rundown of support teams across the whole site. So it was really a resurgence – getting the resources
and additional expertise in. There were two or three communities roles filled within six months of me
arriving and they were key in implementing the agreements and to help people on site understand
what the agreements were.
Who was the leader at that time? Who was supporting and pushing that?

Mabo decision

Andrew Harding.

So what is your take on Mabo; the recognition that terra nullius was an act of fiction and that
Aboriginal people did own the land?

Do you think he was doing it because it was the right thing to do, was it a business imperative?

I remember having this conversation when I came to Australia and first started at Weipa. Having come
from South Africa, where white people are clearly the people who came later, I was quite staggered that
anyone would ever have believed that terra nullius was the case.

Stolen Generation apology
You would have been in Australia in 2008 when Kevin Rudd made the apology to the Stolen Generation,
do you remember that and did you see that as an important event?
I did and I think the more I have gotten to understand the Stolen Generation and the apology, the more I
appreciate the true impact of being taken away from land and from family. What it really meant for people
and not just the long-term impact it has had, but the generational impact it has had, which is something I
hadn’t fully appreciated before.

Weipa
The Weipa experience was eye opening for me because it was my first leadership role in a mine.
My time in Africa really taught me that we need to ensure we have the same respect and processes for
everyone, regardless of their background, but also recognise that sometimes we need to do things a
little bit differently to get a positive outcome. That was reinforced in Weipa with the level of involvement
with the Traditional Owner groups. In the first week I started, I was given a copy of the Western Cape
Communities Co-existent Agreement (WCCCA) and although it had been formed, it was still undergoing
its implementation phase.
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I think it was a combination of both; the business imperative, particularly with the agreement in Weipa,
made some very clear links around commitments that we were not fulfilling at the time. There was a
strong feeling that we needed to keep our promise as well, from all levels of leadership on site.
Legal commitments?
Yes, legal, but I think the way they were implemented and particularly of note there, the traineeship
program that was developed, was excellent, so the drive certainly was to implement the work we had
committed to doing from the legal perspective. In saying that, though, the way it was implemented
was very much around doing the right thing, providing people with a variation of opportunities.

Opt-in clause
Obviously part of the Participation Agreements is the ‘opt-in’ to the Regional Standards. How important
do you think the regional approach is in this space?
Really important, particularly given the sheer complexity and size of the areas we are working within.
Having the Regional Standards really sets an important sustainable framework for new people in the
future to work within and also gives a benchmark around the current and some older agreements.

A complex process
How would you describe the process in Western Australia compared to the process at Weipa?
The process here is several orders of magnitude more complex. It is a combination of the number of
agreements. Weipa was a single site with one agreement incorporating several different language groups
in quite close proximity, so it was centred around one town and very much around the immediate area.
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It was really a great opportunity to see an agreement like that going into practice. The difference in the
Pilbara is the complexity of our operations, by the geographical spread, by the number of language
groups involved and in the variation in the requirements based on different areas in the Pilbara. I am still
amazed by it. There are some significant differences between the coast and the East Pilbara, and it is
certainly a lot less uniform that I had experienced in Weipa.
How quickly did you adjust to that when you first arrived in WA?
In my first few weeks I was actually working in Expansions doing feasibility studies for Hope Downs and
a little spin-off operation of Paraburdoo and a little bit at Tom Price. What really surprised me and really
made me understand, was working with the study teams around approvals for new mines and doing it
across three different sites. Each site had different groups of people to deal with for all sorts of agreements.
When I started cultural awareness training and getting indoctrinated into how the processes worked,
I realised it wasn’t just one cultural awareness training course, they were all quite different. By the time I
moved to Paraburdoo, I was beginning to get a much greater depth of understanding of the specifics of
Paraburdoo and the Yinhawangka people.
And did you get that from within the company or did you start having discussions with the
Yinhawangka people?
It is very much staff within the company and I think having the support from Robyn Sermon’s (Rio Tinto
Communities General Manager) team to understand from a cultural awareness perspective. Knowing who to
speak to and who to approach was important. I had the same experience three years before when I moved
to Tom Price regarding Eastern Guruma people and, again, being introduced to the key Traditional Owners.
I am on a constant journey of discovery.

Exclusion zones
In your position running the mines, how comfortable are you with the concept of exclusion zones now
and into the future?
Very, very comfortable having exclusion zones so nobody does something inadvertently, which could cause
a serious concern for a Traditional Owner group. What is important for us is the exclusion zone is not just in
the agreement, it is in all our mining software systems and in our GIS system, so it becomes a piece of local
knowledge within Rio Tinto.
Once it is in that planning, there is no undoing it?
Yes, there is no undoing it and there is no one doing anything specific within a land area who would
not know. If we were mining anywhere near a boundary of any description, particularly from a heritage
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perspective, people are well aware of that and it is talked about regularly and everyone understands
the consequences of going over that boundary.
Can you give me an example of one of those areas of extreme significance and how that has
impacted on mining?
I am probably thinking more of a Paraburdoo example, than Tom Price. I am thinking particularly of some
caves that were located right on the edge of one of the pits in Paraburdoo. When you looked at the mine
plan it seemed like the pit had just stopped development, which is exactly what had happened. I was
involved in making sure that we had fenced that area off so that nobody could go in there inadvertently
or access the area at all. It was a logistical challenge because it was quite hilly. So we have certainly seen
areas like that.
From a mining point of view how much does it impact on the business case or the bottom line to have
an exclusion zone in a spot which is right next to a pit, like the example you gave me?
It is just the way it is and it’s accepted. Certainly from our perspective, it has become deeply embedded
in the way we do business.

Learnings
As a General Manager, what are some of the learnings from this process?
Certainly for me, what I find key is really understanding the country we are working on.
What do you mean by that?
Understanding what landmarks are important, understanding what things are called, where they fit into
the cultural story of the Traditional Owners of the area and so on. When I was in Weipa and I was in the
Environment Manager role, I certainly understood the differences between the types of country and the
different geographical features and how they linked in with different mining areas, types of forests, why
certain areas were more important than others.
Has Rio Tinto done a good job in understanding this do you think?
Yes. Again I will keep coming back to the people in our business who are the experts in this, certainly
the archaeologists and the anthropologists, actually getting people initially to explain it to you.
The best experience I had in Weipa was a Traditional Owner explaining to me the ethnographic regions;
why a particular swamp was important and so on. I had the ethnographical guys telling me there was
some stories around this particular swamp and it was right in the middle of the mine, and as the Mine
Superintendent I was extremely aware of the environmental requirements and access control, just as I
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was well aware of the boundaries we had to keep as planning manager to ensure the mine didn’t impact
on the swamp and then as the Environment Manager, I actually found out why it was important to the
Traditional Owners because I asked one of them.
I was speaking to one of the Pilbara Traditional Owners (Wayne Stevens) recently about where we are
going to be mining in the future, the boundaries, the agreement areas, what is important for his Group.
He explained some of the stories around the local area and then I got a much better understanding.
How do you translate that to the people who work for you?
Through Cultural Awareness Training we are really understanding what is important and why. As a leader it
also helps to understand the background context of the different family groups, different language groups,
who lives in town, who doesn’t, so when we do have an issue arise, at least we can understand a bit more
about why things are happening.
We stop often enough to ask why things are happening or why they’re not the way we expect them to,
which is often when the General Manager gets involved. So for me just understanding, like I said, from
Wayne Stevens, his family background, understanding that his father’s spears are up on the wall in the
conference room, and Wayne telling the story about when he made those and when he gave them to
Rio Tinto, put a whole meaning every time I look at the wall in the conference room.
For me it is a combination of many things along the journey. You have to understand what the legal
frameworks are and work within the business context; that’s important as a leader, but what is more
important is actually understanding what is really going on. For that you have to speak to people who
have lived here their whole lives and whose families have lived here for generations. You have to get an
understanding of their views of Rio Tinto, their views of how we operate, what we do that is helpful,
what we do that is not helpful. Finally you need to understand how that fits into the local context. To me
it is as important as reading the paperwork that goes behind what we have agreed to with people.
That attitude you have and the approach that you take, how much of that is driven by you personally and
how much is driven by an expectation from the company?
There are very high expectations from the company, that the leaders working in an area like the Pilbara fully
understand the environment they are working within. I see that is led by my leader and his leader around a
deep level of respect and knowledge and understanding of the area. I think from a personal perspective I
am a person who doesn’t function very well unless I have gone to see something, reading stuff is good, but
I actually have to go and see to fully understand something, so for me, some of that drive is also around
actually understanding it on the ground.
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Local Implementation Committee (LIC) meetings
So you think the LIC meetings are worthwhile?
The LIC meetings are certainly more helpful than not having them. When I first arrived we were engaging
informally and that is always difficult. Informal communications can sometimes lead to confusion and if
there is no formal process to understand who to engage, we have then often made the mistake of speaking
to the wrong people.
Are there things that could be done better?
Educating people as they enter the business could be done better; making sure everyone within our
own business understands what is required. I am moving on in three months and I am very much in the
head space at the moment of making sure that my replacement can come in and hit the ground running.
Consequently, it has made me start thinking about a few things that I can do to make sure there is a clear
process or series of options in place for that new person to get up to speed. One of the areas I have been
reflecting on was how to ensure my replacement can get involved in that process.

Community partnerships
How important are things like community partnerships with the Graham (Polly) Farmer Foundation or
other community programs? How important are they in creating that future?
I think without them there would not be that future. I am on the School Board for Tom Price Central Primary
School, which has the agreement with the Gumula Aboriginal Corporation where they fund a breakfast
club in the school and the early years education for Wakathuni students. A sustainable future starts with
everyone having a long-term goal. A good education is a shared goal and starts with people coming to
school, school ready and to sustain that I think it really is about targeting every level of education.
There is some discussion now that the Traditional Owner groups are receiving compensation that they
should actually start supporting their own programs, how do you feel about that?
I think it is the next stage of the journey towards sustainability. A good example of that is the Gumula
Aboriginal Corporation funding of the Wakathuni school program at Tom Price Primary School. That’s a
really great example of a generational sustainability around using those funds to do something within your
own community. It is just part of the journey we are on. I don’t think it would be fair to say we should cut
back on funding other things, because not everyone is there, but I think it is that vision of what should be
happening long-term.

Sinead Kaufman
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Hopes and dreams
I really hope that we start to see a significant shift in the long-term well being of Aboriginal
people because of the positive impacts from mining. Obviously in areas like health and
education, but also around people wanting to work for Rio Tinto. I want to see the first
Aboriginal General Manager of a mining operation, or the first Managing Director; really
see people on an equal footing. We shouldn’t have to necessarily have specific programs
in place to encourage and bring people in, it should be just part of the business.

Local Implementation Committees (LICs)
Each Traditional Owner group that signs a Participation Agreement sets up a Local Aboriginal
Corporation (LAC) to manage the group’s business. Rio Tinto communicates with the Group’s
members via the LAC’s Local Implementation Committee (LIC). A LIC has been established
for each group to allow representatives from Rio Tinto and the group to meet and ensure the
agreement is working well. The LIC meets at least twice a year and discusses cultural heritage
management; land access; jobs and business contracts; life-of-mine planning; cultural awareness
training; environmental management and any concerns about the agreements.
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Mark Eaglesham
General Manager, BHP
Previous role at Rio Tinto: General Manager Brockman

“The guys on site are really enjoying the work and enjoying working for Rio
Tinto. The grapevine is working too, so rather than having to push, we can see
pull there now. The questions have moved from “why doesn’t everyone have
jobs” to “when are my son or niece going to get a place.” We are having real
conversations about roles for individuals, the timing and steps they have to go
through, so people can see it’s not just a dead end, not just talk, which is the key.
I think a lot of words are exchanged on this topic and have been over the years,
and I think we still need to do more to gain the confidence and trust that comes
with a track record.”
Mark’s first taste of the Pilbara was in the late 1980s doing work experience on the at Tom
Price mine. He went on to graduate from the University of Sydney in 1991 as a mechanical
engineer and immediately started work in the resources sector with Pasminco.
After 14 years up and down the East Coast with the zinc producer, he began work with
Pilbara Iron in 2005, following in his father’s (an ex-CRA employee) footsteps and ended
up taking his young family to live in Tom Price in 2007. Starting as the Plant Manager at
Tom Price, Mark was promoted to General Manager at Paraburdoo, and subsequently
back to Tom Price and Marandoo, with the family living in the Pilbara for four years.
In 2011, Mark became General Manager of the Brockman mine for a further three years.
He left the West in 2014 to take up the position of Chief Operations Support and
Development Officer at Rio Tinto Coal Australia in Brisbane. He currently works as
a General Manager at BHP.
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Conversation took place in Perth, Western Australia on 21 March 2014

Sit for a moment and listen

The early years
Do you recall your early dealings with the company and what made you respect its people?
Was it their values? Was it the policies?
Interestingly, when I was in my 20s I recall hearing a speaker from Hamersley Iron at a conference in
Adelaide talking about what they had been doing in the area of Indigenous training and development.
It was the mid-1990s and I thought the work that was being presented seemed to be a bit different, it
struck a chord with me, as it was progressive and suggested a desire to make change.
Were you aware at that time of the actual campaign the resources sector was engaged in,
which was anti-native title?
Look, vaguely, it was probably a little early in my career to grasp that. The only thing I remember was
that the company was establishing development programs, training programs, advancement programs
for Pilbara Aboriginal people. That was something that stayed in my mind in those early days.

Drivers
Did you have many dealings with the local Indigenous people while you were at Tom Price
and Paraburdoo?
During my time in Paraburdoo I spent some time out at the local community of Bellary. I got to know
some of the guys and I was quite keen for them to come and work because I knew we could provide an
opportunity for them. But the interesting thing I learnt from that was there are people who you know
would be great mine employees and who could do fantastic things, but they also play a crucial role as
community members, particularly with the large number of elderly people living in that area. In these
communities, the basic infrastructure and facilities need upkeep, they need somebody to keep power and
water systems running and so those individuals were torn between the opportunity of gainful employment
with Rio Tinto and their commitment to the community. There were a couple of people I got to know quite
well, just through family members working on site and family members who stayed in the community.
That was an interesting experience for me, a deeper understanding about the importance of family
among the Pilbara Traditional Owners we were dealing with at Paraburdoo and which I now know is
common among all Aboriginal people.
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Actions speak louder
You were working in Paraburdoo and initially in Tom Price prior to the Participation Agreements
being in place?
Yes, but you could see that there was still mistrust, part of that being legacies of the past and part being,
“Well we have heard a lot of words, we would actually like to see some activity.” I guess if you have a bias for
action, it was “Yes, we will have some conversations, that is important, but we want to do some things here.”
At the end of the day, I, as a senior person, will be measured by what I say and do and subsequently how
my team then carries out the work. So we were doing some things on the ground which we could see, we
were close to, and we thought could make a difference.
Can you give me some examples?
We kicked off some improvement work with the community at Bellary, with clean-up activities, earthworks
and land clearing and new facilities for the kids. Some of our electrical team made improvements to their
power supply and made it safer and more reliable to operate. We also worked with them to improve
their water supply. I guess we just tried to help glue things together a little, tried to make that community
less isolated.
On site we also had to address some legacies of the past identified by the Yinhawangka , the Traditional
Owner group of the Paraburdoo area. We needed to carry out physical reparation work for historic
mining activity over the previous 20 years which had impinged on some of their important sites.
How did it all work, did the Yinhawangka people approach you and say there had been damage or did it
come up in community forums?
We had some meetings with Elders at the site and I certainly got the message that one of the waterways,
feeding into an important pool there, had experienced a series of rock falls and some material had moved
over the years and basically blocked off the water flow to the pool. So we commenced the difficult task of
gaining access to the area and removing the mass of material that was causing the issue.

Kuruma Marthudunera
So the Kuruma Marthudunera agreement was signed while you were at Tom Price. Did you have a lot to
do with that? Are you able to comment on that?
No not specifically. Again, what I was about in those days was employment Rio Tinto trying to push next
stages of employment along, much the same as I had been at Paraburdoo, so the same sort of processes
on the ground. We were kicking off Western Turner Syncline with the Eastern Guruma joint venture as well
so that was an important engagement with a Traditional Owner group that had some structure and intent.
Mark Eaglesham
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Kuruma Marthudunera was another group that had impressed me with the way it had gone about things
and started to achieve a sustainable level with their business model and the work they were doing.
You could see they were a good employer of Aboriginal people in their area.
So did you use them and what businesses did you use?
Yes. Well we had dealings with Kuruma Marthudunera through their accommodation contracts. They had a
joint venture with ESS tendering for civil works, they clearly were an organisation that had a few strings to
their bow.

Puutu Kunti Kurrama and Pinikura (PKKP)
I moved to Brockman in 2011 and in my first couple of weeks I attended the public meeting with the
PKKP group. It was early days and I thought it was a well-structured agreement, so although I had read
up on the agreement, for me it was more about meeting the people, understanding them and discovering
what they were looking for. I was about trying to simplify some of the language and process, and getting
some positive activity happening which would demonstrate our real intent to make a difference as well as
be compliant with the agreements.

What are some examples of those positive things, particularly in the area of employment, that you saw?
At Brockman 4 we were able to establish a recruitment employment pipeline with PKKP. It was quite
challenging because a lot of family members had moved to the coast. There is not too many who actually
live on or near country, if any, so it became a bit of a diaspora.
So here is a large new Rio Tinto mining operation on country, motivated to develop close Traditional Owner
participation in its future, but facing a significant logistical exercise just to engage in the first instance.
At the start we worked hard at relationship building, and the meetings on site, in particular, were very
important to demonstrate the positive, can-do culture of the operation, and that we had a genuine desire
to make a difference with the PKKP group.
We worked with the heritage team and nominated PKKP members to identify and preserve artefacts
and, with their support, store and in some cases exhibit them. We established a small earthworks team,
dedicated to developing a recruitment pipeline targeting PKKP recruits with limited work experience,
carrying out lower risk activity, using smaller equipment, closely supervised and emphasising knowledge
share and development.

Expectations and outcomes

And that worked?

Were you worried about the agreements in the lead-up to signing? How would you describe how you
felt from an operational point of view?

Yes, it certainly did. Being in a supported environment where those people were working, the team was
working on a number of important projects, received training and gained confidence in the process, and
some of those people subsequently moved to frontline production roles. So from where they were, it is
certainly an evolution. As the program gained momentum, more equipment was acquired to take on more
mine activities and further upskill our PKKP team.

I was certainly appreciative of the fact that we had a formal framework under which we could operate.
From an operational point of view there are so many things you could do that you felt was the right thing
but it may not necessarily be satisfying the priorities of all of the stakeholders. So with the agreements
you actually see a very clear statement of priorities rather than second guessing what those might be.
So you saw it as a useful tool?
I saw it as a useful tool as far as operational delivery was concerned.
Did it prove to be?
I think so. Certainly it allowed us to speak in a more structured way about the useful things we saw
that needed to be done, particularly in employment. We have done some good things at Brockman
4 that hadn’t been done before. It was a new site, a big site, a growing site, and with a fresh agreement.
Some other Traditional Owner members of the Local Implementation Committee were keen to present
their opinions in the first instance, but also see what the agreement was about and be part of work
and delivery.
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Has it created a sense of excitement, in your view?
The guys on site are really enjoying the work and enjoying working for Rio Tinto. The grapevine is working
too, so rather than having to push we can see pull there now. The questions have moved from “Why doesn’t
everyone have jobs?” to “When are my son or niece going to get a place?” We are having real conversations
about roles for individuals, the timing and steps they have to go through, so people can see it’s not just a
dead end, not just talk, which is the key. I think a lot of words are exchanged on this topic and have been
over the years, and I think we still need to do more to gain the confidence and trust that comes with a
track record.
Did you see any downfalls or pitfalls associated with this process?
I don’t think so, from my personal learning of having had enough experience in the Pilbara at that
point with other groups to understand generally the nature of those things that were important to
Aboriginal people. I understood there were legacies and a historical perception of not doing as much as
Mark Eaglesham
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we could: We either didn’t have the intent or we had the intent and for some reason we didn’t have the
level of action or success in implementation. For me, at the end of the day, if I am the leader of an operation
with accountability and scope to make a difference, it really gets back to my intent through word and deed
to make sure these things are recognised as important and that there is a return for effort.

with Aboriginal people. We have certainly got people with qualities and we have a talent recognition
program specific for Aboriginal people now, which is a business-wide endeavour, recognising those
people who will get specific support and development so they can realise the opportunities that are
there for them.

Life-of-Mine planning

Cultural training

At the first life–of-mine planning session we had with the PKKP team in Perth, we did some quite
different things. We showed them what the mine was going to look like in a few years’ time. One of the
women had a very young child in the room that she was tending. To try and help explain the significance
of our plans I made the observation when we were talking “That all sounds like a long way off, but what we
are really talking about is the future of that young lady when she grows up, and the work we are all doing
now is crucial for the future choices for her and other family members of her generation.” I think everyone
made the connection that the life of mine picture has parallels for all stakeholders, and can be drawn on
for motivation.

What was the response and attitude from the non-Indigenous employees to training?

We are trying to set things up so it’s not a big step for that young lady, you know the next generation, to go
through and be part of something that isn’t unusual or unique, it is just the way we do business. So all those
logistical issues, all those trust and confidence issues are genuinely a thing of the past.
I think we are in that transition time now. I am not sure exactly what the tipping point is where it is the right
proportion of Aboriginal people employed or level of awareness of Aboriginal culture. We do have genuine
broad-based delivery on commitments but I think we will know when we get there. You certainly have to
invest and it is probably an area in which it has been a little slow. One example at Brockman is an annual,
sponsored college program for Aboriginal cadets, which has been very successful.
It doesn’t take much to get momentum, you just need to be delivering and word gets around. Sometimes it
goes from a push to a pull. The word’s got out, we have a good program here, a supported program, people
are enjoying it, and we have a really strong recruitment pipeline as a result.
More broadly at Brockman 4, our new mine, it has a lifestyle roster, so it does allow more family time
whether it is wife and kids or the broader family group as is the case with Aboriginal people. It is not the
traditional longer period away from home, recognising the potentially different needs of a proportion of the
working population. You spend as much time on site as away from site so there is more ability to balance
family life with work life.
Across a range of roles?
Yes, in the most cases they are in the production and mining development teams, some maintenance areas,
a couple of people at supervisory level, but I think it is still early days for building that leadership pipeline
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I think for quite a few of those people, it is their first real opportunity to find out for themselves about
Aboriginal culture and some things that challenge their Western outlook on life. Some things are very
different, such as ‘men’s business’. People have heard that term before but really understanding what that
is about, what women can and can’t do, some of the marriage protocols as well, basic words and their
meaning, bush tucker identification and Dreamtime stories. People have heard these terms but actually
hearing it from people for whom it has been a way of life makes a difference. That in itself is an important
step for our workforce but I think we need to continue looking for more opportunities to develop beyond
simple awareness to genuine understanding.
Generally the culture awareness sessions are four hours long and I think participants are genuinely interested.
People sit through a lot of training in their work lives, but this is a very different topic and it is strongly
supported by mine leadership teams. For many there are small breakthroughs in understanding and
empathy for the past, but also seeing the context for why these programs are so important.

Heritage sites
We have a very strong program around identifying and protecting heritage sites at Brockman. It’s a new
site so it has been important to establish high standards for these activities early on and make sure we
maintain them. The teams with the largest impact are the mining teams and it is important they understand
the importance of our heritage sites; the very strong family ties to them. As a large mine we turn over a lot
of ground, and clear a lot of area, and we must make sure we do that well.

Employment and education
Employment is an absolute key to this. Positioning people for employment and subsequently staying the
course and having good employment programs are the yardstick of whether we are serious or not.
I firmly believe Rio Tinto is a fantastic employer and a fantastic employer of Aboriginal people, so
positioning our future Traditional Owner employees is not a marketing exercise, it is about substance.
Investing in the early pioneer employees means the grapevine, the family connection, the broader talk
around does a lot of promotion for you, so you need to do a good job with that. If you are not walking
the talk, that will get round even faster.
Mark Eaglesham
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So if we were to take that back a step, with one of the biggest issues of Aboriginal employment being
work readiness, Rio Tinto is a big supporter of educational programs that help kids with stronger maths
and science, how important are things like education?
If we are just looking at employment for people off the street it is a near-term view, so we do need to
have, as part of our strategy, investment in the future, which has a lead time and takes patience to deliver
that value. We are talking about value delivery here, for us as an organisation; it is also the right thing to
do. We are also talking about being true to our commitments and the way we work, so there is ample
motivation to work hard at it. Potentially, in the past, we may have been a little reactive but I can see with
Rio Tinto, we have sown seeds early in people’s lives to have a sustainable future. But if we talk about
employment as being an important target, we shouldn’t misinterpret that as ticking the box. It is genuinely
rewarding to see these outcomes.

Hopes and dreams
It’s understanding, call it process if you like. It’s an evolution; it’s generational change; it’s not
just for Rio Tinto and the Pilbara, it’s for the Australian community at large. On the face of it
these aren’t unique or exceptional activities but to position them to be the norms of how we
do business and the way we think, the way we operate and the way we live, takes perseverance
and a resolve to make change. If you apply that to the lifecycle of our mines, we have to move
through those stages. We are doing good things now, but the important perspective for me is
how this groundwork positions the next generation.
I do like to think about that and use that example because it is very clear to me that we have to
move forward and not dwell too much on the past and some of those perceived wrongs and
legacies of history. We need to demonstrate through our actions that we are setting up for a
pretty special future where anyone that genuinely wants to participate or has aspirations to do
great things, are able and supported to do so.
For us having such a large footprint, it’s an important role we can play in that future. We are on a
journey now, but over the next 10 years we will look back and say, yes, we made some important
breakthroughs back then but we just take it for granted now. We want to get to a point where
people take engagement, participation and shared success for granted. Where it is normal.
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not terra nullius and that native title rights existed for Australia’s Traditional
Owners. What followed over the past 25 years has been a mixture of struggles
and triumphs as cultural, legal, business and moral challenges presented
themselves. Rio Tinto and Traditional Owners have had to come together to
create a new way of doing business in this evolving landscape. Through open
and honest conversations, Walking the Land Together captures the personal
reflections of those directly involved through this time of major change.
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WA L K I N G t h e L A N D TO G E T H E R

In 1992, the High Court of Australia ruled that the lands of Australia were

